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This dissertation examines the social construction of Vancouver's Downtown 

Eastside neighbourhood since 1950, challenging the ment namiive of urban decline 

which has situated the arca as a skid mw district where an influx of h g  addicts has 

displaced a poor but respectable worlcing class community, inducing a spiral of 

decline. Contrary to this nostalgie memory, this piut of Vancouver has been labelled 

as skid row for at least fi@ years and has been the site for an array of programs 

focused on 'MHmaliPng' uie disûict and its population. Such programs have 

institutionalizad ways of loohg  at and talking about this prirt of the city that have 

stigmaîized the place and its inhabitants, providing bmd continuity between the 

contemporary narrative and an earlier version of slcid row. 

In Vancouver, as elsewbere, skid row a p p d  in the oficial lexicon shortly 

after World War II as shorthand for the centre of îhe city's lodging house district. The 

notion of skid row combineci assumptions about the isolation of and the distinction 

between the deseMng and undeserviag poor with post-War anxieties about gender 

roles and @c by the local elite over sagging downiown compeîitiveness in a 

narrative of dedine that situated the largely Unpoverished, male lodging house 

population as the source of decay and therefore as an impedrment to renewal. The 

programs of urban renewai, population dispersai, and individuai rehabilitation 

justifid by this nanative were only cballenged with tbe advent of the social rebellions 

of the 1960s and the rise of indigenous organkation. 



Central to this challenge was the formation of a couter-narrative tbat 

d g u r e d  the identity of the population and place, situaihg then in tenns of the 

area's past at the interfhce of the urban and rurai fiontier industrial economy. The 

anomic decay of slcid row was displaced by the image of a 11cgIccted, exploitcd but 

nonertheless proud community which served as a mobilizing tactic in the pusuit of 

neighbourtiood improvement. However, this selfconsciously oppositiond symbolic 

politics of community was unable to escape the skid row narrative, which persisted ois 

its 'constitutive outside'. As the social geograpûy of Vancouver shified in the wake of 

the 1986 world's fair, with gentrification of old working class neighboiirboods and the 

massive residential redevelopments on the once-industrial peripheries of the CBD, the 

Downtown Eastside is once more cast as a marginal skid row district with a 

population that threatens the well-being of Vancouver's downtown. 
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Chipter One 

Mord Pinic in Vancouvtr: Dmg, Povtrty, and Nostilgh in the 
City Centre 

In the late summer and autumn of 1997, when 1 had just started writing this 

dissertation, Vancouver was swept by a wave of p i c  over skyrocketing rates of HIV 

infection among intravenous 0 users of heroin and cocaine. Most of the attention it 

focused was directed at the part of the city that 1 was also writing about, a 

neighbourhood calied the Downtown Eastside, where a flourishing Street market in 

illicit dnigs had become increasingly visible over the course of the 1990s. Dnig users 

could be scen openly injecting at any t h e  of the day in the alleyways and even on the 

sidewalks of the district. The d a t i n g  density of the dnig scene on the streets of the 

area, evidencsd by the appearance of large numbers of emaciated, ragged-loaking 

individuals, wntributed imrnensely to a widespread sense of anxiety. Public displays 

of behaviour, to which the news media quickly gravitated, such as flailing limbs, 

dancing in =c-filled streets, crawling on the sidwalk or grass carefiilly picbg 

tbrough wcry inch of dust and gras (al1 signs of cocaine use we werc were told by 

medical and police authorities) fûelled the alarm and the outrage. At the same tirne, 

the new Msibility of homeless people, beggars, and "squeegy kids" in the downtown 

and inner city neigbbourhoads contri'buted to a sense of insecinity and malaise that 

fond expression in the panic over the epidemic. Health autborities declared that an 

HIV epidemic was in progress and, atkr much soul-searching, debating, comtless 
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scnsational media reports, and many, many meetings, began to prepare rneasuires to 

contain the dual outbreak of dnig use and disease and ded with its conseq-. 

Amid the bmge of press and electmnic media reports that helped to ûame 

these public discussions, one article, in particular, stood out for me. Written by two 

Vancouver police constables, this newspaper commentary, entitled "SKID ROAD 

meets ... Adam Smith," purported to offer an insider's view of the crisis that used the 

same images and rhetoric that were employed on a regular basis by many of the 

decided "outsiders" in the media, business, and government.(McKay and Hinton, 

1997). The cornmentary itself featured a photograph of a young man injecihg himself, 

presumably with illegal drugs, against a backgromd of concrete and litter, labelled in 

the caption as a "drug addict in a skid road alley" (see Figure 1). Its authors outlined 

the conditions that prevailed in the part of Vancouver which tbey called skid road and 

pointed to changes which they had observed taking place during their eight years of 

workhg in the district. Foremost among these was gentrification, or "a slow incursion 

of tbe middle class" into an area which had once been "a colourful collection of our 

shared Qsst ... - resource wrkers who had retired to the area &er their pioneering 

efforts." It was not, they noted, an especially benevolent change. Having been 

abandoned and ignored by "society," the people who lived in skid road were now 

king threatened with displacement, as Wettered development opportunities for real 

estate" kgan to overîake ''socktal empathy for low income pople." ' 



SKID ROAD 
Adam Smith 
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Locating skid road's "epi~é~~tre~' at the 100 block of East Hastings Street, ''the 

worst crime block in Chda," and delineating the am's "ncôulousn outer boudaries, 

the consrables enurnerateci the problems and disorden tbat were campant in the ma, 

including property crime and rapidly deteriorating housing that was aggravami by the 

neglect of absentee landlords. "An influx of ... new denizens" was of parGicular note 

because they were "career criminals whose ody solace is in prolific intravenous drug 

use where the price is humanity and their dignity." This intensification of needle dnig 

use, together with tbe spread of HIV and AIDS among thos drug users meant that 

"the solution to the many ills that plague the area has becorne a social issue." Udess 

"society" and the "wmrnunity" began to care for such people and Unprove the 

conditions under which they lived, the writers claimed, gentrification would displace 

this "disease-ridden enclave of filth and desolation" and "the misery, hopelesmess and 

despair that resides in ... the downtowu eastside" would 'ke-emerge" in d e r  

neighbourhomh around the city, perhaps even in the suburbs. 

As a student of urban geography writing about the same place at the same tirne 

as the policemen, 1 was intrigucd by the authorsn explicit sptialization of the 

pmblems they tried to describe. The article represented skid roaà not ody as an area 

distinct fiom al1 others around it, but also as an intrinsically evil place, an " a m  once 

infamous for its rough edges, blue-collar workers and liquor licence establishments" 

but which is now an insidious zone that "drives those who have barely reacheâ 

adulthood to find slow suicide in the form of AIDS." The kiad of socid poblems that 

are found there are therefore the problems of skid r d  Iîs space is not merely an 
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effect but rather a pimt cause of the social malaise which is manifesteci in the awftl 

scenes on the streets, in the alleyways, inside the buildings, what the two writers cal1 a 

"collective onslaught on the senses." But, despite its isolation fiom Society, which bas 

rejected and ignored it, such problems aiso move in and out of the area in a flow of 

concentration and dispersion. h g  addicts who, together with negligent landlords, 

seem to be the primary agents of decay, have corne into the district. But, if the area is 

gentrified and its inhabitants are displaoed, "its plethora of societal problems will" 

move somewhere else, to "reca#rge in ouîiying areas." Addicts are thus both the 

carriers and the victims of a pathology that is essential to skid road Once infected, 

they cany the disease with them. 

The objcct of îhe panic thus ernerged not so much as the HIV inféction itself, nor 

even the dnig users who were king infected, Mead, the epidemic scare was 

spatialized Most of the attenîion it provoked was focused on the highiy visible dnig 

and sex-trade scene that wes lwated in the Downtown Eastside. Iadeeû, despite clear 

evidence that the epidemic and the problems attendant on it were a metropolitan-wide, 

and evcn a provincial, phenornenon, they became virtually synonymous with theu 

presumed location (VIDUS, 1998; Munro, 1997b, Munro, 1999). A newspaper article 

declared tôat "6,000 to 10,000 addicts ... frequeat the seedy hotels and back deys in 

the Downtown Eastside," oblivious to the fbct that the population of the 

neighbourhood was only about 8,000 p p l e  (Mm, 1997a). Increasingly, the deke  

over what to do about the spiraling HIV/AIDs infection rates was traasmuted into a 

question of the measUres appropriate to deal with what was perceived as the 
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accelerating moral and environmental decay of tfie Downtown Eastside. The 

proliferation of open drug dealing and using (both needles and crack-smoking) on the 

streets over the course of the 1990s, to@r with h t  appeared to be accelerating 

disinvestment in property were joined together in a rising chorus of authorities 

lamenting the development of a "US uuief-city ghetto" (Middleton, 1996). The 

umbrella of epidemic was used to conflate fears about àrug use, crime and violence, 

homelessness, and panhandling, transforming the Downtown Eastside into a "seetbing 

cauldmn of drugs and poveity," what one obsemr called "Vancouver's worst 

neighbowhood ... probably Canada's worst neighboUmoodn (Sûachan, 1998). 

For most of these observers and cornnaentators, this malign incarnation of space 

is but a recent phenomenon. According to the police constables, this was a centre of 

rough and tumble working class culture until the invasion of the "hypes" (intravenous 

drug users) and the negligence of property owners led to the present state of decay. 

"Until recently," civic authorities claimed, Whe Downtown Eastside ... maintaineci a 

healthy sense of comrnunity. People cared for one another and visitors felt safe, if not 

entirely cornfortable, on the area's streets." But now, in the wake of the drug users" 

invasion, 

many of the area's visitors are ihere only for the dmgs and related 
activities. Of those amsted for criminal activity in the am, the majority 
live outside the neighûourhod. ... Tlie neighbowhood is h m i n g  more 
and more isolated from the rest of Vancouver and its residents are fecling 
increasingly under siege. Perceiving the area prunanly as a haven of dmgs 
and crime, fewer and fewer people who iive elsewhere go there now. 
Although still a community of many stren%hs, the Downtowu Eastside is 
in a downward spiral, which severely ihreatens its continucd health and 
secwity" (City of Vancouver, 1998). 



On reviewing this material, it is hard not to ask what happencd. How did this 

supposedly mugh, tough neighbourhoad, ackmwledged by authorities as a poor but 

caring community, begm the "downward spiral" toward its position as the worst place 

in the entire country? 

Nostalgia & the concealmenf ofpwer 

This dissertation will show that the cosy vision of this district as a long-time 

comrnunity that has only recently been sullied by the enctoachment of predatory dnig 

addicts and criminals stands in sharp contrast to the actual ways in which it bas been 

irnagined and represented by politicai and social agents since at least the eady 1950s. 

The commentary and report just examined above both draw fiom a narrative that is 

lseavily steeped in aostalgia. Their point is simple and direct: what once was a decent 

place is so no longer. The loggers have been replaced by h g  addicts, or "hypes," 

whose presence bas induced the sad decline of the place they occupy. Hower, given 

the doubttùi provenance of most nostaIgic reditions of any situation, it behooves us 

to look more closely at the reading it offers. 

Nostalgie memory, accordhg to Nota (1 9%), operates as the tmcritical 

mobilization of the pst to justifL or explain present circurnstances (Philo and Keanis, 

1993)~ It fimcîlmen debate by nating a d e s s  auntive (b.1 ensa the pain and 

wnflict of the past, hornogenizing and simplifling cornplex events so that they 

compare fàvodly  with those of the present (lowenthal, 1989; Davis, 1979; Bellelli 

' Non (19%) is macemal with the ways m which memory is coastructed, oftai in a quite coilscious 
fiisbioa,iatbe~of~nrtioarlidemity.He~bawanmtnroryandbiaory,tbe 
l r t t e r m t h e n p n s c n t r t i o n o f t & p ~ t t h S h s ~ ~ t b e p l r y o f ~ e d p d i t l c s , w b a e u  
theforma ~ t b e i n t a p r e u t i o a o f t h e p u t , ~ d e b r t e r n d ~ .  



and A m d i ,  f 997). Ia so idealking the pst, nostaigia muceais the social and 

institutional forces that stnicture the chaugcs to which it refers, thus obscuring the 

relations of power that animate the contemporary situation it is deployed to justifL. 

The commentary by the two police consîables examined above is rernarkably 

similar in both sensibility and vocabulary to another newspgper article about skid 

road. Written by an ex-policeman tbirty one years earlier, it, too, was accompanied by 

a photograph of a man. Tbis time, the fi- is bearded and shabbilydressed, siîting 

on a bench in front of a cigarette machine (Cocking, 1966, see Figure 2). The picture 

is labelled .".. no Square Johns need apply," and the reader is obviously intended to 

set the man as an alcoholic, a figure bat, like the iV dnig user of the 1990s, was 

emblematic of the sociespatial pthology of skid road. The piece argued that 

proponents of skid road "cleau-up" were deluding themselves into thinking that the 

problems which comprised it could be eliminated via tight regdatory control and 

urban renewai. While skid road was "once the romping grounds of thownds of 

loggers ... today [it] is a haven for the rejects of society. ... The alcoholic, addict and 

sex deviate cannot cope with the demands and fnistrations of general society, but îhey 

ua function within their own group." Consequently, "sbd road is not just a 

geographic accident, it is a hard core of human Eailure." Rather tban eliminating the 

deviant impulses that are responsible for the existence of such a place, this writer 

argues, urban renewal will only move it somewhere else. 



Figure 2: The image of the social outcast in tbe 1960s 
Soutce: Cocking 1966 



The resemblance betwecn these two commentaries across a thuly-ymr gap is 

too strikiag to ignore. Each is concerneci with the impact of the displacement of îhe 

destitute poor on the rest of the city; both emphasize the conseql~llccs of &viant 

conduct and its rejection by respectable citizens; and the two share an assmption of 

sheer inevitability of a pl= like skid road. Such concurrence is al1 the more 

remarkable when the most recent of the two commentaries disclaims any such 

cornparison by its contrast of the starkly malevolent present with the implication of a 

wild but othehse i~ocuous proletarian past. 

An examination of the ways in which this part of Vancouver has been unagined 

and represented over the p s t  fifty years, which is the key task of this dissertation, 

shows clearly that no such period ever really existed in the forms which have been 

attnbuted to it. Nevertheless, the contemporary nostalgia that fiames such accounts 

and which has emerged in the context of rapid urban transformation and political 

te8ction and retrenchrnent has provided an important strategic device for 

authenticating the claims of new groups to occupy and control this space. At the same 

the ,  it tonds emerging power dynamics that are aitedant on a tecontiguration of 

the social geography of the inner city, distracting attention away h m  the problems 

arising fiom an influx of middle and upper income property9wning households into 

an iracreashgly poor neighûourhood. Operating in tandem with evocatious of the 

district as a site of intertwined drug and s e d  epidemics, it bas fiuictioned to b t h  

ersse the long term facts of poverty and slum conditions endured by the area's 



population for at least balf a ccatury ami mretse the claims to cornmuaity througb 

which the latter sou& to challenge earlier fonns of subordination. 

Social polmization a d  the muterial ctmiexf ofnosalgia 

One place to begin disclosing the teiations that are disgused by the tesort to 

nostalgia is at the point where the local situation intersects with the conditions 

prevailing in the wider city. Given the scope that has been attributed to the changes in 

the Downtown Eastside, it may be that the panic which bas enveloped it is an index 

not so much of local transfomath, but rather of the tectonic shih in the social 

fabric of Vancouver wbich are bound up with global and national patterns of political- 

economic and urban restructuring. The concept of social polarization in the global 

ci@, one of the dominant focii of urban studies in the past tifleen years, provides a 

usefui fiamework for examining these shifls in the social geogfaphy of Vancouver. 

in a proposition advanced initidly by Friedmann and Wolff (1982) and 

elaborami by Sassen (1991), global and globalizing cities are cast as sites of dramatic 

mnfigurations in the srniai class structure caused by the combination of 

increasingly international fiows of financiai capmi and labour migration, a dispersion 

of manufacturing away h m  central cities, and advanced economies, and a 

concomitant centralization of oorporate control and management The tandem 

emergence of a technomtic-professional middle class and a casualized, low-wage 

service proletariat with a large immigrant compomnt, Iinked to rising coprate and 

goverment demands for producet Services, the proliferation of consumer s e ~ c e  

activities, and a ccsurgence of mmted nmdhuing, bas p r o d d  a fiuidamentally 



new iirban class alignment characterized by the metaphor of the "duai city" 

(Mollenkopf and Castells, Sassen, 1991). 

The geography of social polarizaîion is nuanced. The composition of Canada's 

iabour market has more closely resembled that of the United States than of Europe, 

where professionalization has not been accompanied by the growih of a low-wage 

service sector (Esping-Anderson, 1993; Hamnett, 1994). But, if the emerging 

occupational stnicture of its cities is perhaps more characteristic of the former, urban 

income pattenis in Canada are closer to those of Europe, which are les polarid than 

in the U.S. (Hamneü 1996; Ley, 1996; Bourne, 1993). The ongoing stability of 

Canadian income distribution since the 1950s is reflected in the persistence of the 

spatial patterning of inequality between central cities and suburbs and within central 

cities. But tbere is also increasing complexity in central city income patterns, where 

state-sponsored low income housing projects and wndomnium deveiopment and 

residential renovation have created sometimes adjacent concentrations of p r  and 

middle-to-bigher iacome households (Bourne, 199 1,1993). 

Two particular themes have been taken as expressions of social polarbation 

processes. First, the most âestitute sectors of the urban poor are increasingly perceived 

as a permanent "underclass" that is locatcd largely in badly detenorathg inner cities 

and public housing pmjects. As a wnsequence of deindustrialization and the rise of 

the service economy, large numbers of the inner city poor have been cut loose h m  

the labour market. As the inner city middle class departed for suburban jobs, the poor 

have been left behind to fend for themselves in the wake of government seMce cuts 
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(Wilson, 1987; Jmks and Patterson, 1991). Thus isolaîed socially and spatially 

h m  the rest of the city, the underclass exhibits increasingly deviant tedencies that 

serve to aggravate its d t i o n s  of deprivation. In the Canadiaa context, evidence of 

an underclass has been mixed. Although indicaton of "concentrated multiple 

deprivation" used as an index of underclass presence, actually declined between 1970 

and 1990, "pockets of concentniteci poverty" were identified in Canadian cities during 

the 1990s (Ley and Smith, 1997; Hatfield, 1998). 

Second, the role of the new rniddle class in revalorizing central city property 

markets is irnplicated in the geography of social polarization and has been linked to 

the formation of the "abandoned city" of the underclass (Sassen, 199 1 ; Marcuse, 

1993). Gentrification, or the settlement of elements of the middle class in old inner 

city neighbourttoods, has been a signal phenomenon of central city real estate markets 

in Canada (Ley, 1988,1992). But, its effects have k n  uneven, not only be-n 

cities but within them. There has been a serious erosion of the rental housing stock in 

rnany neighbourhoods subject to middle class settlement, pamculariy in Toronto, 

Vancouver, and Ottawa, suggedng that residential remvation and redevelopment 

have resulted in widesptead displacement of lower income households @y, 1996). 

However, evidence on gentrification fiom Montreal, where politicaleconomic 

remcturing actually propelled the city away h m  the national centre, indicates a 

more diverse outcorne, perhaps incumbent on the city's mnomic decline, with 

incoming middle class property-owners sbaring neighbourhoods with lower-imme 

renters (Rose, 1996). Bourne (1993) argues, using evidence mainly from Toronto, that 
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geaûiSlag trends are based primarily on l o d W  redevelopments as well as income 

upgrading in exhting miàdie class and d t h y  nei-. 

The hwntown Easîside bas thus emerged as a national problem in Canrada at a 

time when the catidogue of h problems in both European and North Arnericm 

cities ôas foregrounded the f o m  of iquaiity consequent on cemal city 

ùeindusûialization, the rise of the service ecbnomy, and concomitant state 

retrenchment. Certainly, the sheer measures of th ec0fw)mic inequality that divide the 

neighbourhaud h m  the rest of Varrcouver are startling. lncome inequality imteased 

in both Vancouver City and region €rom 1970 to 1990 (Smith, 2000). M n g  that 

period, as region-wide household income median increased 4.7 times, that of 

Downtown Eastside households ody went up by factors of 2 and 2.6 in the two 

Downtown Eastside census tracts. in other words, the median househotd incorne there 

fell hat ica l ly  in relation to the rest of îhe city, 6om 51% and 37% of the 

metroplitan median to 23% and 2V! respectivvely (Statistics Canada, 1974,1991).' 

The deepening inequality rnanifested in these simple statistics bas taken place in 

a context that is symptomtic of developncnts in globai or glo- cities. Cher tbe 

pst quarter century, Vancouver's core ad much of its b e r  city have been radically 

transfomied. Fomerly working class neighbourtioods have been remvateci or rebuift 

for professionals and midde dass service wotkers and the deindusüidized waterfiont 

' The 1971 figures inchde dau fiir Census Traa 59 white the 1991 dam inciuda d y  CT 59-01. ln tbe 
fflghbouringStnthcoaidUaicfwhichhsh-to-gentrificitianpnssuns,msdirn 
bousebddPNome~3.9tima,fi l l ineûrkssrbniptiy,h39%to 33%oftkmampolitM 
mediulItIiIsoworth~thn,uSnPib(m)pomtsout,thepmportioaor~livmgonlow 
incomesmtheCityofViwouvarenullymaewd~rotînttbacfisunrrnsomewbrtkss 
~ ( ~ o a i y n o m i n a n y s o ) w b a i ~ w i t h t h e m o r r n a a i c t s d i r e i  



areas ringing the downtom are king redeveloped as high density residential 

districts for the same social grogs (MW; Ley, 1988; 1992; 1996; Hutton, 1994; Reid, 

1998). Incftasing flows of international of capital into metroplitan, particularly 

downtown, property markets during the second half of the 1980s were accompanied 

by accelerating immigration h m  east Asian countries during the 1980s and early 

1990s (Olds, 1995,1998; Reid, 1998; Mitchell, 1993). The changing built 

environment of the city has been joined with a changing human face. 

The signal event of tbis  formation, the 1986 World Exposition, held on 

deindustrialized waterfront lands adjacent to the Downtown Eastside, offered a 

portent of the future for the neighbourhood when owners of SR0 hotels and rooming 

houses e v i d  large nurnbers of downtown residents h m  their rooms in anticipation 

of a tourist boom (Olds, 1989; Chapter 9 of this dissertation). Already eroded as a 

result of gentrification, this once suôstantial stock of inner city housing has been even 

M e r  depleted through conversions as tourism assumed an increasing role in the 

downtom economy, in the wake of the wodd's fair (The Housing Centre, 1997; Ley, 

19%): Meanwhile, police campigns to sbiA tbe mxtoriented h g -  and sex-traâes 

fiom gentrifjmg neighbourhoods farther afield have resulted in their relocation to the 

Downtown Eastside and surrounding areas even as residential developments on the 

former exposition site, together with gentrification in the historical districts on its 
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peripheries, have brought the new middle class of inner city property-owners face-to- 

face with the downtown poor (Lowman, 2000; McCoy, 1995; Bula, 1995). 

The circumstances in which the panic over drugs and disease in the Downtom 

Eastside has developed, then, are cbarecterized by urban transformation and growing 

socioecoaomic differentation not only in a citywide cuntext but also within the 

neighbourhood itself. Charting the f'aultlines that divide the neighbowhood's shifting 

social landscape, Smith (2000) traces not oniy patterns of what she cails 

"pauperisation," but also tedencies tuward increasing "pmfessionalisation" in the 

neighbourhood's population. The Downtown Eastside, she argues, is in the midst of a 

transition characterized by simultaneous procases of social upgrading and 

domgradmg during which the "day to day living conditions of the community's 

poorest and most disadvantaged have worsened at the same time that pressures of 

gentrification and broad sale revitalisation have intensified" (Smith, 2000: 305). As 

an ernerging inner city middle class directly mnûonts Vanwuver's poor under 

conditions that impose increasing pressure on the living situations of the latter, 

intensifjing class conflicts mer space, d l  and large, have &me characteristic of 

the city's urban cote (Smith, 2W; Blomley and Sommers, 1999; Blomley, 1997% b; 

1998). 

However, the condition of growing social polarization is not, by itself, sufficient 

to provide an explanation of apparent changes in the Downtown Eastside. To a great 

extent, the discourse of drug and sexual epidemic tbat bas propelled the emergence of 

moral panic over the conditions in the neigbbourhood recognbm the teality of 
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polarization through its stark cornparison between the outcast paor in the sEreets and 

the new middle class whose presence is apparently "revitalizing" the âowntown. 

However, in doing so, it situates the locus of respumibility for problems arising ftom 

urban social structural change with poor people themselves, especially those segments 

that were once classified as "social deviants," and now as "the underclass," such as 

beggars, dmg addicts, and homeless youtb. Anxieties expressed about the impact of 

the dmg-ûade and the conduct of drug eddicts in the neighbourhood resonate with the 

same kind of apprehensions manifest in academic and media inquiries into the 

underclass. 

in seeking an answer to the question of how and why the Dawntown Eastside 

has changed, it is therefore important to move beyonci an aualysis of the social terrain 

of the neighbourhood and the city and the structural conditions that fiame it toward an 

interrogation of the dynamics of power and meaning that give it a concrete form. 

Dispossession, stigmatization and the symbolic power of nostalgia 

Marcuse (1989,1993) questions the novelty of the emergent social "dualism" 

measured by calculations of social polarization, arguing instead that urban space has 

always been inscribed with signifiant social and economic diffaences, incorporating 

patterns fiu more complicated than binary class divisions. Rather than seeking mercty 

to gauge uiequality, he argues, shifting social and spatial relations should be treated as 

"overlapping patterns of differentiation - invidious diffeteatiation" that reflect "not 

simply lifityles or special needr, but ... positions in a hierarchy of power and weaith 

in which some decide and others are decided for." instead of measuring "the extent of 
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the ciifferences," "it is much more impo-t to locate the breaks, the basic lines of 

cleavage" between reLatiombips of "domination and subardination, inclusion and 

exclusion, pridege and deprivatio a.." (Marcuse, 1993, gp. 356-57). If measures of 

polarizution identify stnictures of diffennce, it is necessary to examine the pracesses 

by which thrwe âiffetences are mobilized as dations ofpwer. 

The power of mmg and cfassifying, what Bourdieu (1 Wl) calls "symbolic 

pwer," has been a central strategic element in the emergcnce of d g i a  about the 

Dmmtown Eastside. In this respect, the am's population hm been at a huble 

disadvantage. Wacquant (1993: 368) argues that 

"in addition ta behg âepnved of adequate conditions and means of living, 
to be poor in a rich society entails having the statu of a social anomaly and 
being deprivad of control over one's collective repnsentation and identity: 
the d y s i s  of public ta& [in designated dum areas] serves to stress the 
symbolic dispossession that tums their inhabitants into veritable outcasts." 

The consequences of symbolic dkpmession are akin ta thme of Orientdism (Said, 

h m  the "positional superiority" of those who are able to neme them, that is by social 

groups ttiat possess the instruments of symbolic prodiaction. To be Uicludcd in the 

category of "the poof is to be sihiated as an object, rather than a subject, of 

knowledge. The poor are "cosEained and represented by domhahg fiamewrks" that 

coasritute tfiem as "other," exoticipllg poverty evea as they domestkate it anci render 

it intelligiile to those who are "aot pi' (Said, 1979: 40, see Waquant, 1997, on the 

exoticization of the poor). And, to the extent that the condition of poverty is traced to 
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the UIcapacity and inespom~Wty of those it defines, uiey are stigmatized as morally 

and psychologically iderior (Katz, 19%). 

The "onentalizationn of the poor is most compelling at a spatial level. Like those 

of the Orient, dominant understandings of poverty function as "a distribution of 

geopolitical awareness" into a range of texnial productions and systems (Said, 1979: 

12). "The p r "  is constnicted as a category in discourses, representations, and 

meanings that produce whaâ Said (1 979: 54) cdls an "imaginative geography" that 

lastes its objects in places sucb dums, ghettos, i n m  cities, skid row$ places, that 

are as seen as king somehow sepamte hom the rest of the city and Society.' The 

imagination and representation of the territorial segregation of poor people renders 

such districts as zones of isolation that signify the pathologies of their occupants 

(Ward, 1976). The stigmatization of poverty is amplified as it slides over to the spaces 

that contain them, and the consequent opprobrium that attaches to residence in zones 

of poverty (Wacquant, 1993). This "territorial stigmatuation" appears as a key feature 

V~l~~~verud~wactbbontyeitiesinwhDchtb6ddld~hwJedistri~wascrllsdJcidroad 
Rtherthinalridm.Thelrnatambdawdfrom~origiailskidrord, which, inninetemthcmtuiy 
h n t k  LagginevanIailu, nscrrsdro tbeoorduroy midsûongwhichlogswaeskiddcd to lumbcr 
mills. Vancouver's fint atebMst, Mijot Mathcws, c~umed 4 t a r l  of 13 such roads at varias times in 
e;rrj(Vuiawnrer.hAssiloonsrndother~dmlopsdmduoundl~smlcmeau.thenune 
& d r o i d k c l w t b e d c g g i i i t i o a f k t h t ~ w b e n ~ ~ t b Q t l e i a u e t l l m i n d i m n i y r n d  
wumntuillybeingipplicdto~urbrndidriebfiaiuemdby~dokmi~ workas 
(Morgiu~ 1982; C a  1995). Morgan (1982) ciaima tbat the tetm was compted h o  9ad row 
wbenitwu~intbeverniailumtbeurbui~pLasof~e~men,indieitias,~ 
o n c c , u i ~ ~ c n v i r o m n e m d d G i h u t , u m t b e p h r u c ' o n t b e s L i & ' .  I t U i a t c d n g  
to note thiit the midway a the 1912 P d c  N r t i d  ExhiMion m Vuicower was numd &id r d  
indicnting that a tiut timc, ibrr Iitta um a plia USOaLId with th (Baxta, 1997). 
' Wquant (1996) argues thit tbe com&tion of the coacept ghato witb that of the undercloJs, rad, 
hugôit ,  withpovaty,&scon6ucdtbedisaissionof~0ntemprarypovcrtyiardvanœdcrpiulist 
cities, HWtoriaüy ghettos hve savcd u tonc~ of contiimacnt for nciilly sri- gnwips uid hve 
includcdwerhhyudupootrrsidcats.Reseatte6dcaastol!qu8teueuofc0tlccmntedpovary 
wi th ghat~conf iues thed i f f imiasbawearMi t~~ tbe foraso fc lusd income  
 on. 
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of the moral order of the city, as the presence or absence of poor people is deployad 

as a means of determlliing the boundaries between m m  of safety, respecîability, and 

normality and those of danger, impropriety, and deviance (Wacqwt, 1996,1999). 

Waquant (1996, 1999) contends that territorial stigrnahtion is a particular 

feature of the condition of "advanced marginality" that ernerges h m  the confluence 

of intensifjing social inaqurtlity, labour market restnicturing, and welfare state 

retrenchment that are implicated in the increasing concentration of the poor people in 

"zones of urban reltgation" (Waquant, 1997). However, as will be ma& clear in this 

dissertation, the stigma attached to residence in skid row districts has been a 

phenontenon going bac& to the end of World War II. It has futlctioned as a means of 

dispossessing certirui categories of poor people not only of the ability to construct their 

own identities but also of the spaces they occupy. 

In what follows, then, 1 want to interrogate the constitution of the Downtowa 

Eastside as an object of bwledge and power by tracing the movement through it of 

symbolic dispossession and territorial stigmatization over the p s t  five decades. in so 

doing, the argument 1 want to put forward here, contra the contemporary discourse of 

panic and the nostaigic rnemory which is so central to iî, is that this part of Vancouver 

has long ben situated as a spce of disorder, even danger, while its inhabitants have 

been consistently cast as social outsiders. Certmiinly there have been significant shifts 

in the neighboirrhood's social geography, just as there have in the rest of the city. 

However, the appearance of the dmg addict as a new social scourge is an index not so 
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much of neighbourhood decline but of the enduring power of stigmatizing notions of 

poverty and the problematic place (or k k  rhereof) of the poor in the city. 

Central to this argument is th idea that the ways in which the area has been 

imagined and represented bave been more than mere reflecîions of any putative 

"reality" of the situation. Rather, they have been vitally constitutive of the "real" 

Downtown Eastside. Tbe plicies d programs directed at the neighbourhood are 

thus as much the product of this imagination and representation as they are the 

"concrete" problems which it puses. 

Keith (1995: 357) suggests that "inner ci@" type ateas are recognund, and thus 

made govemable, through the deploymeut of narratives of "urban salvation and 

decline" that ~ransform "politkat spaces iuto natural objects" which are suitable for 

the interventions of public officiais and other agencies in the name of improvement or 

control. Arnong other thiags, such nimatives render urban space intelligible to 

goveming authorities by naturaihg the presence and conduct of particular types of 

subjects whose attributes are coastituted as essential elements of the places they 

occupy. The imagination and teprcsentatioa of tuban qmce are thus translated into 

concrete policies and programs as autborities seek to govern particular places us if 

they were populated by certain kinds of individuals and groups. Thus, Keith (1995) 

examines the central importance of two stereotypical figures, the "ethnic 

enterpreneur" and the "street rebel," to the formation of planning policy in central 

London. 
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Be- in Vancouver in early 1950s (althougb earlier in other cities), public 

officials appropriate- the vernacular tem &id road to constitute alcoholic derelicts 

and homeless transient nien as the main figures in a narrative of inner city decline that 

situated the lodging house âistricts adjacent to big city downtown areas in North 

America as locations of tôe most outcast social groups in the city. Slcid road, or skid 

row as it was more widely h w n  in official vocabulary, was seen as a place that 

contained the most pathological secton ofa dysfiinctional "lower class," deviant men 

whose masculine identity was damaged possibly beyond repair. The latter's pesence, 

so close to the downtown, was trectted by authoritics as bath a symptom and a 

proximate cause of city centre decline. Rcdcvelopnent offered political and business 

authorities the possibility of Mving the most forsaken parts of Central Business 

Districts at the same time as it prornised to disperse a problem population away from 

the downtown c m .  But, skid row was aIso recognized as the refuge of a socially 

dystiuictional and incomptent population. Instead of simple dispersion, programs of 

disciplinary and tutelary management, cksigned to mtain and rehabilitate local 

inhabitants, to remake theu subjectintives, were advancd as a more reasonable and 

humane alternative. Nevertheles, in e i k  scenario, the prcsence of the local 

population was assumeci to be illegitimate and its rcmoval was the guiding imperative. 

Howcver, the relationship benHeen subjectivity and space is not fixed (Keith and 

Pile, 1993). Regardles of its Iongevity, the stigmatization that moved under the sign 

of skid road in Vancouver bas not gone uncontested Although the program of urôan 

renewai moved ahead unimpeded in most localities, it was successtiilly challenged in 
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Vanmuver- A key element in its defmt was the advent of an alternative narrative 

tht  challcnged the sceuario of dedine which it pmjected by consûudng the tocai 

population as the subject, ralher than the object, of power. It was premised on the 

existence of a historidly-rwted comrzlunity composeâ of aging tenants of Single 

Room Oocupancy (SRO) hotels srad rooming bouses, mwt of dom, activists claimed, 

wete retired or disabled hinterland industrial workers or elderly Asian immigrants. 

Tbrough the preseme af such people, the commuaity group sou@ to rewrite ihe 

history of the ares and its relation with the city, linkiag it with two particular legacies, 

the province's htier  tes~uae industries, with an acampanying record of labour 

activism, anci the long exclusion of non-British, especidly Asiaa, irnmigmts. This 

bistory provided a context for the escalarian of sacial and political activism that 

helped to trsnsform the area into i communjty of the respectable pmr, named the 

Downtown Estsi&, with residents who were fighting for rights that had been denied 

to hem by indifferent politicians, negligent bureaucraîs, and exploitgtive businesses. 

It also provided the fhunework for a new ratiodity of development premised on the 

regdatory enforament of the built enMnmment, housing impvements, and new 

service provision for the local popdation. 

The moral M c  of the late 1!Mk signaied the tentative formation of a yet 

another narrative cmstmtion of the Downtown Eastsidt, this rime wmbining 

elements of those which preceded it with new notions of the "urban pioneer" as imier 

city folk hero. It is not coincidental tbat moral p i c  emaged at a time when 

Vancouver's downtown peninsula was undergohg massive residential and 
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commercial redevelopment and the city's inner neighbourhoods saw a sharpeaing of 

socic~economic differentiation, This was particuiarly the case in and mund the 

Downtown Eastside, as gentrification and new bousing development brought middle 

class property-owners into the area in increasing nmbers (Smith, 2000). in 

Vancouver, as elsewfiere, gentrification has been a key element in the rise of urban 

revanchism or the politics of middle class resentment toward impoverished and 

marginal populations (Smith, 19%). In the confrontation between the inflowing 

middle class residents and the poor, the latîa are once again king constituted as the 

agents of neighbourhwd decline, while the former appear as the purveyors of inner 

city nvitalization. 

in this context, nostalgie memory is more than just a means of interpreting 

changes in and around the Downtown Eastside. It fiames a new recognition of the 

Downtown Eastside through the appropriation and retrospective affinnation of the 

claims to community that were once asserted in opposition to the etirlier definitions of 

skid road, without noting the actual circumstances d e r  which those claims were 

made, al1 the while simultaneously proclaiming k i r  contemporary abrogation in the 

wake of new conditions, ie., the "arrivai" of the drug addicts and other elements of the 

undesedg poor. Nostalgia thus reproduces the Downtown Eastside as skid road, a 

space that is, by definition, both malign and malignant. This reinvigoration of 

territorial stigmaîization dispossesses îhe local population by constituting it, once 

again, as the other, as an object, rather than a subject, of power, justifjmg new 

interventions to remove skid r d  and its @lem population. 



This dissertation will thus challenge the conventional wisdom about the 

Downtown Eastside by showing how the aostalgia bound up with moral panic and its 

attribution of neighbourW decline to the presence of drug addicts constitutes a 

fùndamental misrecognition of the area's past and the problems which it confionteci 

both then and now. Nostalgia not only ignores the facts of poverty and exclusion that 

moved under the sign of skid r d  It also makes it easy to forget the half-century long 

rendering of the area as a field of professional-expert knowledge in which its 

inhabitants have been recognized, first, as the objects of policies and programs 

designed to rescue or contain them, and, second, and only when they have forcibly 

inûuded into the arena of authoritative discourse and action, as subjects, cast in terms 

of residence and citizenship. Indeai, the recognition through the circuits of media and 

goverment of positive changes in the Dawntown Eastside, whder "reai" or 

"imagined," took place only when local groups directly contested the narrative of 

decline with assertions of subjectivity and cornmunity.' 

The dissertation will also show that the narratives which have cast the 

Downtown Eastside's inhabitants as problematic objects of knowledge, and thus a 

deservedly subordinate group, or, alternatively, as social and political subjects, have, 

at once, given shape to and drawn fiom sometimes disparate cultural and political 

projects, especially those conceruhg poverty, marginalization, and urban space. In 

8 Ironicaiiy, the most numecous and ta@le impnwewms m living conditions, ranging h m  new 
housiug and Uimased mgdation ofpnMte hüords to mhanced heahh and social &ces, havz takm 
place at prccisely the same time that open h g  use ad H N I A ï D S  iafêction were inmasllig, thus 
leading to the rcvivai of skid road rhetoric in the circuits of officiai discourse. The notion of the poverty 
ghetto, which wiii be explorai in the OOllCjusion, se& to causa@ Link these two processes through 
claims that a supposai concentration of d SaMces and howing in the ares bas led to risiag h g  use 
M d  BSJOCiUed diseases. 
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effect, the area has ken  officially constituted as a locale through the articulation of 

such projects and the discursive streams associated with them. The demarcation of the 

various overlapping spaces that have been known as skid r d  the Downtown 

Eastside, or as both at once should be seen as more than the effort to administratively 

bound a neighbourhood Rather, it must be understd as a political act, an effect of 

larger struggles over the definition of poverty and the place of the poor in the city. The 

fiequent deployrnent of the prepsition "on" to situate action there, whether in skid 

road or the Downtown Eastside, suggests that the area has provided both a local stage 

where some of those stniggles have been played out and a slate on which discourses of 

wnflict and power are written and rewcitten. 

Outline ofthe Chapters 

Chapter 2 situates skid row within the wider discourses concerned with poverty 

and the urban slum. Skid rows have been classified as a special category of slum and 

descriptions of them draw on basic motifs used in the determination of the wider 

category, including the division of the poor into deseMng and undeserving classes, 

the socio-spatial isolation of slum populations, and the constitution of slum districts as 

sites of spectacle and exploration.. The slum is not simply an urban district but a 

relation between space and the forms of subjectivity attributed to those subordinate 

groups categorized as poor. The spatialization of parûcular fonns of subjectivity 

functions as a means of raîioaaiizing interventions into the lives of slumdwellers that 

would otherwise be intolerable in liberal democratic regimes. For much of the 

nineteenth century, slum districts were considereù to be widespread and raadomly 



siniated The association of poverty with the inner city began around the turn of the 

century, coinciding with the emerging application of scientinc methods to social 

refonn that were mobilized in the service of slum "explotation" and the dissemination 

of idorniation via books and articles nibout the pmr, which producecl increasiagty fine 

classifications of poor people. 

As sociological lmowledge was brought to bear on urban problems, the divide 

between deserving and imdeserving poor w u  r e c a t  as a question of incorrigible P r ,  

who r e M  to respond psitively to smeliorating measutes and were thus cut-off, 

socially and sptially fiom the rest of socieiy. The concept of sucial disorganization, 

originating as a device tu explain the tendency toward social "breakdown" in 

immigrant cornmunities, was applied to explanations of the conditions of the &an 

poor. Although the notion of disorganization among immigrants and the poor was 

subjected to significant critique, it inaugurated the cultural explanations of poverty 

that have persisteci to the present day, of the idea of skid row is one variant. Beginriing 

with the notion of a "lower c1ass" that was constituted by people with distinct values, 

foms of conduct, and tatnily structure, such explanations located the causes of 

poverty in the self-reproducing life pattems of the p r  themselves. The increasing 

racialization of models of lower class conduct laid the basis for îhe emergence, in the 

1980s, of representations of an urban uaderclass that is chctenzed by its apparent 

concentration and isolation in decaying ghetto sireas of inna cities and the consequent 

pathologies of poverty to wbch it is pane. 
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The emergence of skid row in North American cities, on the sites of downtown 

lodging house districts afler World War II, coincided with the formulation of the 

"lower class" as an object of research. Such areas came to si& a malaise that 

centred on the deviant values and conduct of predominantly male populations that 

were classified as "homeless" and "single." The "skid row man" was the 

quintessential lower class male and stood as an antithetical representation ta the then- 

dominant regime of male identity that centred on the masculine ideal of the 

professional, suburban-dwelling, family-man. Despite efforts to eliminate skid rows 

fiom the urban landscape, such areas have persisted and the social characteristics they 

designated have been incorporated into descriptions of the underclass which cunentiy 

fiames most debates about poverty. 

Chapter 3 begins the examination of the Downtown Eastside, Vancouver's skid 

road district. Situated at the eastem edge of the Central Business District, skid road 

occupied the site of the city's original Empean settlement. Prior to the war, it had 

been a nodal point in the city's linkages with the hinterland resource industries. It was 

the hub for rail and water transport into and out of Vancouver and the centre for 

numerous manufacturing and distribution businesses depending on hinterland 

products. 

Socially, this was a p b  where resource, construction, and other migratory 

workers stayed when in the city. The Iodgmg house district was interspersed with the 

small city's immigrant "slumn dislrict, called the East End, its industrial watertiont, 

the working class Yaletown apartment and rooming house district to the southwest, 
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and the Asian ghettoes of çhinatown and Japantowa A large retail sector sewed 

Vaacoirver's working class east side as weli as îhe inmediate neighbourhood. The 

saloons and coffe-shops provideci a retail centre for Vaneouvw's illegal opiate dmg 

trade and some of the petty crime which accornpanied it. 

The classic skid row landscape, consistirtg of lodging houses and saloons, chcap 

restaurants, Christian missions, employment agencies, pawnshops, pool halls, 

warehouses, and light indu*, that emerged in the early 1950s was thus a legacy of 

the ment hntier-industrial p s t  Its population, the presence ofwhich was a key 

fmture of that landscape, consisted ovecwtrelmingly of singie men. Although it, too, 

was an artifact of the city's devetopment, this population was stereotyped as deviant, 

classified for the most put as alwholic derelicts and raatless, unemployed, transients, 

together with heroin addicts, scxual "deviants" (ie., gays aad lesbians) and waywad 

chilcirea. 

Vancouver's skid road began to take shape in official discourse in the early 

1950s, tbrough newspaper exposés about shocking conditions and activities there and 

bureaucratie reports on the problems of alcoholics and transient single men on the 

city's relief rolls. The explanation for this situation drew hesvily on a wider diagnosis 

of skid row in Canadian and U.S. cities and was constnicted pnmaily through official 

and business channels. Like similar districts in cities across Nortb Amerka, 

Vancouver's skid road marked the outer edge of the space that buunded respectable 

society. The deterioration of the built envininment, otherwise h m  as urban decay, 

was equated with the perceived morai decay of the am's inhabitants and was, in large 
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degree, blarned on their presence and con&. Newspaper stories were aceompanied 

by official investigations and reports, al1 of which linked Ming revenues with moral 

dissipation, As business groups began to clamour for intervention to halt the spread of 

decay, civic authorities drew up plans to redevelop the buildings and rehabilitiate and 

relocate the population. None of these plans were formuiated with the latter's 

participation. It was considered largely as an object to be treated, rather than consulted 

and involved. 

Chapter 4 continues the examination of skid road with a look at how 

prepmtions for its urban renewal produced a fiindamental shif? in the way it was 

perceived in officia1 quarters. Unlike similar districts in other cities, Vancouver's skid 

road did not fa11 to the bulldozers and wrecking balls. Indeed, among the first quarters 

of effective opposition to urban renewal in the city were the area's social seMce 

agencies. They argued that in lieu of adequate policies and programs, skid road was an 

inevitable outcome of the need for acceptance among social outcasts so that 

redevelopment wouid only result in the displacement of the population, creating new 

outcast aggregations in adjoining districts. 

ironically, civic plans for urban renewal were vital to the reshaping of the 

framework in which skid road was constructed. Social surveys, a prerequisite for 

federal funding, revealed the complexity of the local population. Skid road inhabitants 

were recast, in short order, h m  pathological derelicts and ûansients into an 

agglomeration of subculturai groups which had been rejected by the social 

mainstream, a status reinforcecl by institutional exclusion. The district rapidly moved 



from the position of a site that stood entirely apart h m  and at odds with "the 

community," to one where deviants could h d  refuge h m  the rejections experienced 

at the ha& of an intolerant and indifferent society. 

ûF!ïcial recognition of skid road was thus transmuted fiom an anti-community to 

a community of outcasts. Urban renewal was positioned as a means of redressing this 

earlier inclifference. Civic authorities therefore sought the active collaboration of 

social agencies to devise instruments for the ameloration of the social pmblems which 

had hitherto been ignored Redevelopment was to proceed in the wmpany of a series 

of tutelary interventions designed to treat the disorciers that characterized the skid road 

population and restore individuals to normal ways of life, or approximations thereof, 

The point, then, was not to strengthen the deviant community, but to re-order the 

individuals who composed it, thus eliminating the basis for its existence. 

Chapters 5,6, and 7 are a series of short chapters that explore the events which 

overtook such plans and the civic response to them. initial opposition to urban 

renewal came fiom social service groups that sought to enhance its effectiveness 

through rehabilitation prognuns. Direct confrontation with the agencies promoting it 

came from a different direction, moving dong channels that were carved by the local 

version of the great rebellions of the 1960s, bringing together elements of an incipient 

professional middle class with neighbourhood pups ,  ethnic o r ~ t i o n s ,  left-wing 

triuie unionists, self-proclaimed revolutionaries, anti-poverty activists, and heritage 

supporters in a potent melange of opposition to the dominant bureaucratic-coprate 

mode1 of civic development and politics. The consequent wave of popular protest 
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incorporating these diverse groups halted large-scde redevelopment projects in 

Vaacower's inner city. 

Chapter 5 explores the emergence of a new imagination of the inner city through 

the opposition of the heritage movement to urlm renewal, in which it played a centrai 

role, and its transformation of skid road h m  a slum to a repository of civic history 

that became known as Gastown. Heritage preservation was a somewhat contradictory 

process. On one han& its actvocates offered it as the means of achieving an open and 

democratic civic space, in opposition to the corporate-bureaucratie modernkation that 

required "urban surgery" of the built environment and large-scale community 

displacement. On the other band, the practicality of heritage preservation involved an 

assertion of its novelty that was accomplished by continually contrasting it with the 

skid road sium and population which, despite avowals to the contrary, it displaced 

Chapter 6 traces the developrnent of another counter-movement to urban 

renewal which also positioned itself in opposition to the consequences of Gastown 

heritage preservation. Skid road was one of the Vancouver inner city districts that 

became the scene of intensive organizing efforts among the poor and the youth 

counter-culture by d e n t s  and allied groups. The chapter focuses on the Vancouver 

Inner City Service Project (VISP), which brought various groups together and 

promoted a aew rendition of skid road, offering what was essentially a project of 

"resubjectificatioa" thaî consti~ed its occupants as cesidents of a community rather 

than alcoholic derelicts and transients. Skid ruad was thus resituated as part of a larger 

inner city area which was itself fecontigured h m  a zone of economic, physid and 
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spirituai degeneration into a space h t  was a vital centre of community, where the 

redents" experiences provided a point of mobilization for political and social action. 

The social isolation there was no longer seen as incumbent on the problematic 

difference of their inhabitants but was considered to be the product of systemic 

pmblems, especially onicial neglect, poverty, and exploitation. The point, then, was to 

attack these obstacles, rather than the people and places they oppressed. WSP thus 

initiated the formulation of a new mode of governing the urban p r  which involved 

the direct participation of the latter themselves. 

Chapter 7 explores the civic responses to these challenges. Following the 

publication of a major report on Gastown renovation, the City's new Department of 

Social Planning and Community Development, together with the Health Departmeni, 

becarne increasingly directly involved in the skid road area. Civic perceptions of the 

area were ambivalent. Thus, in the face of ample evidence of negligent landlord 

practices and lax civic regdation, officiais insisted that housing deterioration was due 

as much to problem tenants as to problem landlords and building inspectors. Seen 

through this hune, the problem was to make plans for the removal or rehabilitation of 

such individuals. Yet, in seeking to deal with the consequences of Gastown renovation 

civic authorities conducted a social survey that, for the first time, recognized the 

population as residents and asked them wbat they thought about living in the area. 

Through this recognition of the active subjectivity of local inhabitants and 

engagement with the community organizers who promoted it, officiais entered into a 

policy that wouid encourage the emergenc of locaily-based organizations. 
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Chapter 8 traces the h e s  of convergence behveen some of these forces and 

their conjunture in the emergenw of indigenou orgamations that gave voice to 

lodging house inhabitants Ley (19944 b) has documenteci the formation of an 

indigenous organhtion, the Downtown Eastside Residents Association @ER&, and 

the battles it waged over the 1970s and 1980s to overcume the stigma that skid road 

impused on the area The central strategic element of this process was a fusion of 

localized identity with historical memory that was symbolized by the renaming of skid 

road. ïnstead, the name hwntown Easîside was applied to an area that its proponents 

iwisted was an inner city, worlring class, residential neigbbourhoud, claiming its 

territory as the site of a community rooted in its historical role as a gathering place for 

workers in the province's hintedand resource industries. 

This act signified an assertion of citizenship rigtits by attempting to replace the 

stigma of skid road &siance with daim based on residence. The image of the 

resident as a retirai resource industry worker provided a tangible co~ection between 

the contemporary neighbourhwd and its p s t  and thus faciiitated the legitimacy of 

demands for officia1 recognition of the right of the people there to occupy that space. 

Such recognition of the a r a  as the Downtown Eastside, even though it was often 

gnidging, marked a fimdatnend policy shifi toward and the provision of equalizing 

opportunities for residents, including signifiant modifications to the built 

environment through new housing, service, aad recreation provision and increased 

regdation of properties and businesses. It also mafked a pointed redirection in the 

m t i v e  through which the a m  had been rendered visible. Once mken, it would be 
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more difficult for authorities to uncriticdy problematize the entire local population 

and devise schemes for its treatment and evacuation. No longer was it composed of 

total outsiders and deviants. Ratber, it constituted a community of the "respectable 

poor" with historical claims to this place. 

However, the label and language of skid road never really d i s a p e d .  indeed, 

as 1 want to show, its existence was a nec- component in the elaboration of the 

counter-narrative that fiamed the Downtown Eastside. Focusing on the 1986 Expo 

evictions, Chapter 9 follows the emergence of lines of tension between the necessity 

of social and comunity services in a very poor neighbourhooâ, on one hand, and, on 

the other, the constructions of autonomy and normality bound up with assertions of 

community. The fomer produced subjects who were fonned as clients, damaged in 

some way and thus dependent on professional service workers to fulfill their needs. 

Such incapacity stood in direct contras with the imagination of a comrnunity of the 

respectable poor. The archetype of the Downtown Eastsider, the retired resource 

indusûy worker, excluded sectors of the I d  population that could not be so easily 

rendered into respectability, while explicitly tejecting other, newer elements that were 

increasingly present in the neighbourhd A neighbourhood of clients could not be a 

ûue cammunity. 

The final chapter maps out the reswgence of skid road rhetonc afler the 

sustained challenge of the 1970s and 1980s, during which palpable material and 

institutional changes altered the social situation and the built envuonment. The 

displacement of both the figures of the poor, aging worker of the Downtown Eastside 
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and the SM roaà derelict by the image of the dnig addict, together with the conflicts 

over gentrification d redevelopment and the u h  policy fiamework whicb it has 

aairnated, are sympmatic of a new geography o f d i f f m e  in Vancouver b i t  is 

bound up, on one band, with the city's shifting position in glcbalizing circuits of 

capital and labour movements and, on the other, with the kinds of political-economic 

retrenchment that chruacterize what Neil Smith (1996, p. 45) calls "the revancbist 

city." 

Assertions of cornmunity in the Downtown b i d e ,  and the appeals to identity 

and memory which they encompassed, posed a strategic challenge to the principles of 

urbm renewd and redevelopment which had previously fiamed official renditions of 

the area At the t h e  of this writing, the success of those state interventions which 

responded to and encouraged these daims bas essentially situated the district as an 

obstacle to the continuation of that urban renewal by other means. For a variery of 

reasons, the neighbourhood occupies the cheapest land in the Central Business District 

and its periphery (Slomley, ND). However, in a fast-growing city where an innet-city 

location, especially in the dowmown area, has becorne fashionable, both housing for 

the p r ,  which effectively operates as fixed capital for organïzed tesidents, and the 

netwotk of s e ~ c e s  and facilities wbich rnake suMval possible, have provided tools 

by which the local ppulation has been able to resist development and continue to 

frame a ld identity. The skid road p r ,  who only recently symbolized victimization 

by and mistance to the oppression ofproperty markets, now stand in the way of 

irnprovements to the ma 



Methodologica Considerutions 

In a nutshell, this dissertation is c o m e d  with asking: How has the Downtown 

Eastside been constnicted as a problem and, thus, as an object of knowledge and 

power? In order to answer tbis question, it is necessary to critically investigate the 

discourses which have been brought to bear on this place and population, and througb 

which they have been classified and named "A place," Berdoulay (1989) contends, 

"comes explicitly into king through the discourse of its inhabitants." Noting the often 

distopian consequences of planning interventions, he argues for the autonomy of 

localdiscursive processes through which emerge the concrete meanings that 

ûansform spaces into particular places. Place thus takes on a kind of immanence as it 

attains shpe through the rhetoric of everyday life and activity, parailelling Lefebvre's 

"representationai spaces" or "space as directly lived through its associated images and 

syrnbols, and hence a space of "inhabitants" and "users" (Lefebvre, 199 1 : 39). 

For Lefebvre (1991: 39,38), however, "representationai spaces ... tend towards 

more or less coherent systems of non-verbal symbols and signs," in opposition to 

"representations of space" in which "what is lived and what is perceived" is identified 

with discursive, hence verbal, conceptuaiization. As discourse, language is mediated 

via texts which abstract representations 6om their local contexts. Because language 

thus operates as a system of power, discursive representations of space, no matter how 

locally-rooted or popularly based, are always susceptible to appropriation and 

domination. Although these appropriations can be contested, the parameters of the 
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field of discursive stniggle across which such challenges must take place are defined 

by those who control the means of linguistic and discursive mediation. 

The study of discourses of place must take into account the politics of meaning 

through which specific sites are constituted and the relations of power that are brought 

to bear, and which may be at stake, in such engagements, In that respect, it recognizes 

that the meanings of any place are necessarily plural and potentially subject to change. 

However, to study discourse it is necessary, also, to reco@e the forms of hegemonic 

power through which it emerges. Discourse is materalized in texts which operate, at 

once, as effects and as media of power. 

The dissertation, then, is a study of texts through wbich the Downtown Eastside 

has been problematized or otherwise consûucted as a discrete object. The texts which 

have been instrumental in constructing this place as such have been govemment and 

media documents. In ment yem, electronic media have becorne more important in 

this process but for reasons of accessibility 1 will foçus on print media The main 

govemment documents to be considered will be from the City of Vancouver, 

especially the Planning and Social Planning Departments, which have been those 

sections most concemed with diagnosing the situation and prescribing solutions for it. 

As well, documents tiom non-profit and cornmuaity organizations will be examined. 

These texts, however, will not be considered in a vacuum or only in relation to 

other tem. As Bourdieu (1993) reminds us, texts are social artifacts that are produced 

through the "field of forces" in which authority is established. A field, in this sense, 

has two simultaneous meanings. It is an institutional sector that possesses a high 
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degree of autonomy fiom 0 t h  fields, such as, in the broadest definition, culturai 

production, politics, or the economy, within which operate specitic systems of d e s  

and relations between different positions. At the same time, the field is "a space of 

conflict and competition" in which not only are the positions themselves at stake, but 

so, too, are the very d e s  by *ch the field is stnrctured (Wacquant and Bourdieu, 

1992: 17). Contra Foucault, hurdieu (1993) argues that the main point of a text is not 

the discursive rules it brings into play but, d e r ,  its contribution to the determination 

of authority in what he calls "the field of position-takings." Discourses are formed and 

operate through constellations of power relations that are extemal to the texts 

themselves but for which the latter operate as tactical and strategic positionings. Texts 

are media of power, but it is the relations and politics of positionality, rather than the 

discourse, which structures the field. 

in reading the texts through which the Downtown Eastside has been constmcted 

over the past forty years, then, it is necessary to understand not only what they say 

about the place, that is, their express content. It is a h  important to understand how 

they position the various players responsible for their production within the ovenill 

constellation of relations k t  move through and consîitute the Downtown Eastside as 

an object of pwer. In particular, 1 want to interrogate how such documents situate the 

various players as experts or authorities on the question of the Downtown Eastside and 

its problems. This is perhaps an easier task in the case of texts produced by 

govemment or non-profit agencies than it is with the media because, while the former 
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groups have an obvious interest in the situation, it is the latter's ostensible job to 

report on events in an objective and disintetested mannet. 

It is possible to gauge the constitution of expertise via media reportage. as well 

as through official documentation by investigating the ways in which tex& and groups 

of texts seek to constitute "reality." Smith (1990a: 101) argues that 

"Authority in the public discourse is not defined by position in a 
determinate system of positions, as it is in organizational hieratchies. It 
appears, instead, as the difference between the credibility gnülted to some 
sources and the treatment of others as mere opinion or as lacking 
credibility in some way." 

The text is thus instrumental in constituting authority. This is b r d y  consonant with 

Bourdieu understanding of autonomous fields of power which are sbuctured not so 

much by the relations between positions but by those created through "position- 

takings," or the taking of positions, ie., works, utterances and pronouncements, etc. 

(Bourdieu, 1993). Texts that take the Downtown Eastside as their object can thus be 

read as position-takings which establish the authority to speak on the matters at hand 

of both their sources and their source. But they are able to do so not because they are 

texts but because they originate from particular (privileged) places in the constellation 

ofpower relations and incorporate those relations in certain ways. 

Smith (1990b: 215) distinguishes "textually-mediated reality fiom "local bistoric 

processes," identitjuig the former as the result of processes of inscription that 

transform lived experiences into the absüact language of institutions, constituting it as 

an object for inspection, analysis, and judgement. Clearly, the correlation between the 

"actuality" of experience and events and its textual reptesentation is complex. 
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"An interpretive schema is used to assemble and order a set of particdars 
- descriptions of instances of açtualities. These aim at and can be 
interpreted by the schema used to assemble them. The particdars become 
indices of an underlying pattern, correspnding to the schema, in terms of 
which they make sense. The ordering of events, objects, etc., is thus pre- 
informed by the schema of discourse or formai organization" (Smith, 
199ûb: 217). 

The goal of reading discourse, then, is to uncover, first, the schernas into which 

"actuaities" are fitted, and second, the tactics and sûategies by which this is 

accomplished. If Bourdieu (1993) is right, though, discursive or organizational 

schemes are not simply ideological tiameworks, as Smith (1990b) holds, but 

also patterns of relations between agents that occupy positions in fields of 

power. Uncovering the scheme, therefore, involves documenting the social 

relations in which texts are embedded and detailing the ways in which the latter 

frame the former. 

In embarking on this investigation of the discourse as social practice, 

want to draw on Fairclough (19891, who suggests three moments of discourse 

that roughly correspond to three adytic levels. First, reading text itself involves 

a descriptive procedure in which attention is paid to the ways in which 

vocabulary deploys what he calls relational and expressive values, metaphor, and 

classificatory schemes. Relational values refer to the assumptions, implicit or 

explicit in the text, about the social relations it represents. Expressive values are 

the assumptions it incorporates ~garding the identities of both the subjects and 

the objects of the text. The descriptive level also includes analyses of grammar 

and the structure of the text. However, in the dissertation, 1 want to focus on the 



continuities and differences in the vocabuiaries used in different groups and 

types of texts. 

Metaphor is especially important here with regard to the other elements in 

the analysis of vocabuiary for it is a mecbanism of "slippage" between different 

categories of phenornena. The types of and the ways in which metaphon are 

used thus provide an index of the values and classificatory schemes in texts. In 

the case at hand, 1 am especially interested in determining the ways in which 

slippage does or does not take place between the descriptions and analyses of 

human bodies and those of the built environment. 

The second analytic level involved in exarnining discourse, according to 

Fairclough (1989), is the interaction between the participants, or the producers 

of text and its audience. Here, the practice of investigation parailels that of the 

audience in that it requires interpretation of the meaning of the text. 1 am less 

concerned, though, with untangling the interpretive relationships established 

through the medium of the text than with the question of intertedity at a 

general level and the routes dong which ideas about skid road and the 

Downtown Eastside have travelled 

The detennination of such intertextual processes requires a shifi to the 

third level of analysis in which the relationship between the text and its social 

context is explained. The latter can itself be understood in terms of three 

organizational levels, the situational, the institutional, and the societal. 1 am 

concerned with the first two of these and 1 want to use two questions posed by 



Fairclough (1989) with regard to each in the aaaiybcs of text and discourse. 

Firsî, it is important to discem the power relations that help shape the discourse 

of which each text is an instance. Second, an understanding of the relation of the 

discourse to various stniggles at each organuatiooai level is neces* in order 

to intenogate its d e  vis-a-vis power relations. in parhcular, it is important to 

situate both the process of production of the text and its audience in the context 

of struggles and the fields of power that intersect in the Downtown Eastside. 

in deciphering these questions, 1 want to use the concepts of "schemata," 

'"frame," and "script" (Fairclough, 1989: 158-59). The first of these categories 

refers to the question of content in a text, particularly the activity or event that is 

king represented. The second, b e ,  indicates the central topic or object of a 

text, which can be animate or inanimate. Finally, the script of a text is the way in 

which it constitutes the conduct of subjects or types of subjects. 

Missing Persans 

This dissertation focuses on how the Downtown Eastside and skid road have 

been looked at and talked about and the ways in which it has been apprehended in the 

local circuits of power. Although much of the data is historical in the sense that it 

follows a temporal patteni, this is not a complete history of the area. Rather, it 

represents an effort to interrogate narrative constructions of the district and its 

population as objects of knowledge and power, paying especiaily close attention to the 

development of and transformations in the relationship between certain f o m  of 

subjectivity and space. in particular, the focus is directed toward the shifting 
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constitution of the classic skid road figures, the derelict and tmient. As such, there 

are some omissions that require explanation before the dissertation proceeds. 

On Valentiae's Day in 1991, about 100 people marcheci tbrough the Downtown 

Eastside in a public presentation of grief and anger over the violent deaths of women 

in the neighbourhod. In succeeding years, the match wouid become an annual 

institution dedicated to the observance of and expression of anger about the 

disappmmces of 3 1 women fiom local sûeets. in response to recriminations about 

perceived official inaction over these cases, City police would eventually mount a 

special task force to investigate them and the mayor would offer a substantial reward 

for information leading to the arrest of person(s) responsible for the disappearances. 

Nevertheles only one of the woman has thus far been found, alive and well as it 

tuniecl out. Police have since scaled back their task force due to lack of new 

information, they said. 

The case of the missing women resonates rather eerily with the situation of both 

women and First Nations people in the the officiai record of the Downtown Eastside 

during the period under consideration Although both have been subsiantiai, if 

minority, sectors of the local population, each has been largely absent from the 

archive of goverment and media documents. Skid road districts have been important 

gathering places for Aborginai people in Canadian cities (cf Brody, 1971). However, 

in the case of the Downtown Eastside, at least until recently, this presence has barely 

registered in official discourse. In the case of newsmedia, Abriginai people have 

provided background, as figures in photographs, for example, but have rarely been the 
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foreground of news stories. This figurative absence bas now been matched by the 

actual disappearance of real, First Nations women. 

The situation is roughly similar with regard to women. For most the twentieth 

century and especially the pst five decades, the part of Vancouver under 

consideration here has been seen as a man's district. Yet, the presence of women fias 

been an essential element in the lives of the men who numerically dominateci the 

district. From sex trade workers, restamat and bar waitresses, and housekeepers in 

hotels and rooming houses to home support workers, nurses, and social workers, many 

women have made at least part of their living serving men in one role or another. And 

for many women, the district's hotels and rooming houses simply offered aîTordabIe 

housing and its numerous bars a social scene. 

The absence of both women and Aboriginals fiom the official record of the 

Downtown Eastside, in spite of their very visible presence and, more tecently 

disappearances, speaks to the socio-spatial constitution of the area as a zone of 

rnarginality where the most outcast sectors are rendered vimially invisible to the 

circuits of power. One approach to an interrogation of the relations of power that 

inhere in constructions of this part of Vancouver, then, wouid be to decowtmct 

the narratives through which it has been made intelligible, to uncover the 

absences that render it coherent, and to thus pry apart the bondaries through 

which it has been situated as a discrete space. 

This dissertation follows a different path. Before a project of 

deconstwtion can take place, it is necessary to diagnose its objects, making 



them recognizeable. Thus, rather than deconstructing the Downtown 

Eastsiddskid road narratives, uncavering the absences that lurk within them, 1 

have ûied to produce a straightfoward account of their stnrctures, a kind of 

genealogy that searches out the breaks and continuities within and between 

them, as well as the substitutions and displacements that oscillate between these 

two poles. In seeking to chart the genesis of nostalgia, the dissertation explores 

the domain of appearances, rather than that of disappearances, asking how the 

representations and imaginings that cormitute the narratives in question have 

defined the populations and spaces they daim to signifi. in short, 1 have tried to 

render visible as narrative what has ofkn ben offered and taken as common 

sense. 

If Aboriginals and women are absent fiom the dissertation, it is because 

they are largely absent fiom these m t i v e s ,  which have constmcted the spaces 

they signifi in terms of particular forms of subjectivity. This dissertation 

provides an analysis of the conditions and context that have made such absences 

possible. As such, it serves as a prelude to the project in which they can be 

diagnosed. 



Cbipttr 2 
Skid Row, Povtrty Dkourse, and the Urban Slum 

in the decade following World War II, middle class observers detected a new 

and troubling feature on the l h p e  of many North American cities. in the cheap 

hotel and lodging house districts, where the rhythm of social life prior to the Great 

Depression was organized largely around the movements of migrant and seasonal 

workers, they discovered a novel kind of anti-community, the skid row slum. Would- 

be reformers, with journaiists, socid workers, sociologists, police officiais, 

businessrnen and urban plamers among their ranks, called for investigation of the 

problem and ameliorative action to eliminate it, their voices joining a pst-war chorus 

of larnent for the decline of the central city (Beauregard, 1993). 

But, what was so new about these emerging urban zones? Certady, the lodging 

house district was not a new form of ecological am. The figures which haunted these 

marginal districts, the brokendown derelict and the anti-social transient, were 

reworked images of an earlier problematic character, the "horneless, single man." 

Moreover, in naming the chouacteristics that marked the skid row they deployed the 

same discursive strategy used to coastnict the concept of the slum, forging a causal 

n e m  between the evident decay of its bWlt environment and the supposedly dissolute 

conduct and characters of its inhabitants 

What distinguished skid row h m  other forms of slum was the way it constituted 

a nexus of environmental decay and human dissipation. Unlike earlier Victorian slums 

or immigrant "ghettoes" in the U.S., where concems about class and race underlined 
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middle class fears of difference, the skid rows which emerged on the fiinges of 

Cenûai Business Districts were matked as spaces of a pathological masculinity, where 

pst-War anxieties about male conduct and relationships were implicated in fears 

abut the deterioration of big city downtowns that usually stood adjacent to such 

districts. Although the figure of the "homeless, single man" had long been a 

problematic social category, and the existence of "hobohemias" had exercised a wide 

range of authorities, this relation between downtown decline and the presence of so 

many of these men constituted skid row as an entirely new phenornenon. The 

construction of these new urban spaces provided a means of marking, at once, the 

fiontiers of respectable comrnunity at a time when the hegemonic form of rnasculinity, 

a suburban, professionally-based domesticity, was king visibly eroded and the 

boundaries of the modernking city. 

The presence in large numbers of skid row derelicts and transients signaled the 

imption of a disorder in the urban fabric that was problematic not only in its own 

right, but also because of the threat it posed to the rest of city and its population. The 

defects of personality that fiamed the identities of these skid row men precipitated a 

breakdown of social solidarity at an individual level. Such concentrations of darnaged 

men thus cmted a vacuum of social solidarity that threatened, at once, to suck others 

into its vortex of anomic pathology, inducing an intensified dereliction of the built 

enviconment, and to ripple outward, enguihg more of the city. Moreover, the aging 

skid row population and the buildings it occupied were seen as remnants of the pre- 

Worid War II economy and society and, to that extent, were represented as obstacles 



to the modeiniPition of the central city. Indeed, the pathologies they contained 

were treated as ptential threats. 

Poverîy discourse and the slum 

As a particdar category of slum, skid row was inforneci by m y  of the same 

anxieties and formulations that were, and are, part of that more general classification 

of urban space (Hunter, 1964). The rehtionship it underlined between spoiled 

rnanhoud and wban decay fitted codortably with, and was clearly infomed by, the 

thendominant paradigm of urban studies tbat sought to understand poverty in tenns of 

social deviance and treated dums as containers of the deviant-pr. In exploring the 

wider context out of which emerged the institutionaidiscoursive complex that would 

h e  post- 1945 interventions into Vancouvef's lodging house district, it is thus 

important to examine not only the skid row discouse but dso the intekning 

discourses of wtian poverty and slum districts through which it moves, 

Witb a few notable exceptions, the construction of the habitats of the poor in the 

miâdle class imagination, skid row included, bas followed certain recurrent themes 

that should be nuteci. First, explanations of the slum have ofien focused more on its 

inhabitants than on its spatial physical conditions, thus incorporating îhe large doses 

of moralism that infuse poverîy discourse. The detamination of the slum as a socio- 

spatial phenmenon is thus inextricaôly linked with the classification of ''the p r "  

into gross categories that distinguish those who are "deserving" of aid fiom their 

'îm&serving" counterpub, a division which bas been a fùndamental structuring 



device for middle class understandings of poverty since before the days of the 

paor house (Katz, 1996). 

Second, slums are invariably constituîed as dark places, cut off fiom the w d d  

of propiety and normality, where those who occupy them are isolateci h m  the 

middle class observen who talk and write about them (Ward, 1976). This isolation 

contributes to the third pattern that is extant in slum discourse, namely the 

fidamental difference of the urban poor from the test of society. They have genemlly 

been understood as outsiders and misfits, whether by predisposition or by force of 

circumstance, who are set apart by virtue of their behaviour and values (Finch, 1993). 

The slum, then, has been constituted as a key feature in the middle class moral 

geography of the city. Its boundaries mark the divide between safety and danger, order 

and disorder, social belonging and social deviance. 

Finally, the notions of isolation and difference that permeate the vocabulary of 

slurn discourse constitute such places as sites of exploration and spectacle. The 

constant puzzlement of those who live outside slurn districts has generated myriad 

investigations and reports that purpart to describe and explain the conditions and 

lifeways that prevail there. Such accounts have both scandalized readers and viewers. 

They have also fûnctioned as meaas of calling for, and moving people to, action, so 

that the slum is also a site and object of missionary intervention designed to civilize 

or, at least remove, the poor, thus controlling or erasing the conditions that, ostensibly, 

mate the spectacle. 
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To understand how these thmes mnate in formulations of skid row, 

particularly the persistence of van couver"^ skid road, 1 want to trace the developrnent 

of slum discourse since the middle of the nineteenth century. Rather than conducting a 

Foucauldian genealogy, wiiicb rnaps out discursive breaks and discontinuities, 1 will 

pay special attention to the reproditction of themes and elements through which urtian 

poverty and slum districts have been rendered visible as objects of policy and 

discourse for the past century and a half 

It is important to note here that the preponderance of ideas and literature derived 

from US and the UK sources reflects not only the relatively smaller population of 

Canadian cities. More than anythng, the relative dearth of literature on urban 

problems in Canada can be aîtributed to the fact that, historically, Canadian urban and 

social reformers, despite ambivalent attitudes toward the situations in other countries, 

have largely taken their ideas and models from the United States, Britain and 

continental Europe. (Rutherford, 1974; Harevan, 1979; Wallace, 1952). 

The Victorian slwn 

The roots of skid row can be traced to the Victorian moral distinction between 

the respectable and unrespectable poor and its encoding in tum-of-the-century 

scientific philanthropy. The singularities of the lodging house district and its 

homeless, single man emerged in the milieu of urban refonn animated by the attempt 

to apply rational, as opposed to stnctly moral, principles to the understandhg and 

amelioration of urban problems, one consequence of which was that the imagination 

of the slum and its inhabitants underwent a signifiant change. 
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Until the final two decades of the nineteenth century urban slwns were the 

central elements of what Ward (1976) cefers to as the Victorians" "geo-political 

myths" in which the bbdangerous" or "criminal" classes might erupt out of their 

teeming districts at any time, overwhelming civilization. Such danger was a 

consequence of what was perceived in respectable society as the spatial isolation and 

segregation of the urban poor. The demoralized and degradeci conditions of the poor 

were attributed, not to unemployment, poverty, or abysmal housing ,but, instead, to a 

social distinctiveness attendant on personal failure and inadeqwy. Such problems 

were seen as natural deficiencies of the poor and were the consequence of their 

presumed isolation fiom their social betters. The theme of isolation was pervasive. 

Even Friederich Engels, (1952 [1892]: 26), who rejected this moral subordination in 

favour of a pioneering environmentalist perspective, commented on the spatial 

cleavage of the poor fiom the middle class, remarking that in the cities of England, 

"poverty . . . dwells in . . . a separate temtory . . . where, removed fiom the sight of the 

happier classes, it may stniggle dong as it cm" 

The slum was thus treated as a place apart fiom the rest of the city. indeed, it 

was sometimes considered a place apart h m  the rest of whichever country it 

happened to be in. The poor who resided there were also conceived as outsiders. in 

Britain, slums were frequently associated with Jrish workers, while in the United 

States (and somewhat later in Canada), diswurse concerning pauperism and s h s  

was elided with that on immigration, so that it addressed even questions of nationality, 

religion, and cultural homogeneity (Wohl, 1977; Ward, 1976). Yet, the very 
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marginafity of slum districts and their inhabitants made them a centrai feature in 

the Victorian urban casmology. Briggs wmarks that "for most . . . writers on cities 

there was a dominant emphasis on bbexplorati~n," The "dark city" and the "dark 

continent" were alike mysterious d it is remarkable how often the exploration of the 

unknown city was compared to the exploration of Afnca and Asia" (Briggs, 1968: 62). 

In tbe United States of the 187Qs, slums which had thuty years previously been seen as 

scattered pockets of physical k a y  and moral degeneracy were now chantcterized as a 

vast %ldernessn threatening to engulf civilizstion (Ward, 1989). 

The pcior were, literally, out of place in the new cities. Briggs ( 1963) notes the 

intense "fw of the city" produced as a result of such social segregation and the 

accompanying anxieties about the breakdown of the moral discipline that had been 

hitheno imposed by religion and personal contact with social superiors in s d l e r  

settlements. The urban slum tbus represented the antithesis of the pre-industrial 

communal village, where order was constituted through social hierarchy and monlity 

tiuictioned in tenns of proper displays of deference and solidarity. It also represented a 

spatial anomaly, with ill-defined boundaries thrtt, unlike the village, o f fe~d  a vast 

temtory that was largely untraversed and, hem, unknown, to better off urban 

dwellers. The population that occupied this territory was derstood only as an 

amorphous, undifferentiated, and potedaily threatening mass (Ward, 1984, 1976). 

The place itself was u~l~een and, therefore, uuknowa Like the fiontiers and the 

juagles, the urban slums were spaces to be explored (Gandal, 1997). 



Charting poverty and the problem of the "single homless man" 

The problem of the single, homeless man, the soci~ultural antecedent of skid 

mw derelicts and ûansients, was formed in the wake of a transformation in this early 

industrial wban social geography that moved dong two increasingly convergent paths. 

First, the task of opening the habitats of the p r  to the gaze of the middle class was 

assumed initially by journalists and religious missionaries. The former undertook the 

exploration of those dark regions of the city, cataloguing and classifjlng their 

populations and providing the narratives that would bnng some kind of order to the 

perceived chaos of slurn life (CE Riis, 1957 [1898]). The latter sought to "civilize" the 

slums by rigourous proselytization arnong the poor. Through campaigns like the 

Sunday School Movement and Bible Tract distribution, such efforts that were infused 

with an imagination of the essential moral and even physical degeneracy of poor 

people and inspired by the vision of recreating the communal ties of the village and 

restoring order in the cities (Boyer, 1978; cf ).' However, the failure of petsonal 

example and direct inculcation of Christian values to effect significant changes, 

coupled with the increasing attention paid to the social causes and consequences of 

poverty, meant that the early evangelists were rapidly superceded by the settlement 

house movement, with its insistence on the salutary presence of the middle class 

among the urban poor as a means of breaking tûrough the latter9's isolation at the same 

1 InterestingS, some of these campaigns aied to impose @id discipliws of conduct on their targets. 
This movemcnt would make a hi@iy interestmg sîudy in terms of Foucault's concepts of discipline and 
rrurvcillance. Accordhg to Boycr (1976), most d y  CT. S. râormers hailai tiom such viliagcs and small 
t o m .  



rime as it agitated for the remediation of the conditions that necessitateci such 

interventions @eegan, 1988; Rowbotham, 1994; Davis, 1967). 

The seîtlement house movement was both a signal and an agent of a 

reorganization of urban space. As a central medium for the deployrnent of the social 

survey, a key technique in the classification and location of slum populations, it 

played an active role in forging the thematic association of poverty with the inner city, 

a relationship that would be a constitutive feature of the urban order for much of the 

twentieth century (on the social survey, see, cf. Ames 1972; Booth, 1969 [19û2]; on 

the relation between poverty and the inner city (Ward, 1984, 1989; cf. Riis, 1957 

[1898]; Booth, 1969 [1902]). This increasingly precise mapping of the territory of the 

slum stemmed tlom the imperative of an increasingly scientific imagination of the city 

which saw environmental conditions as elemental in the genesis of urban problems. 

The moral degeneracy of poverty, recodeâ via a process of medicalization as social 

pathology (of which more below), could be understood and controlled in terms of the 

conditions in which the poor were forced to live @river, 1988; cf. Woodsworth, 1972 

[1912]; Kelso, 1974 [nd]). In seeking to effect the disposition of populations via legal 

regdation and measures to improve living conditions, environrnentalists thus effected 

a near wmplete reversal of the eadier notion that the degradation of slum conditions 

were created by the demoralized character and conduct of poor people (Boyer, 1976). 

The setîlement house was also a barbinger of the second path of transformation 

in the rnap of the city, in w&ich the slum district, once figuratively situated outside the 

boudaries of society, became subsumed within the bonds of a larger community 



which the settlement house project both represented and sought to build 

(Lubove, 1%2; cf. Woods, 1970 [1923]; Holden, 1970 [1921]). This new space was 

tht product of süuggles by working class organizations and advocates of the p r  to 

reframe the meanings of poverty and reform the structures that were believed to cause 

it. Challenges to the laissez-fiaire mode1 of a market-based society of atomized and 

competitive individuals positeâ, in its stead, an organic community composed through 

complex interdependencies, the successful negotiation of which required new forms 

of hwnan association and social organization (Rowbotham, 1994; Donzolot, 1988; 

Sadie, 1993; cf, Tonnies, 1957 [1887]; Simrnel, 1950 [1900]). 

Here we see the incipient reshaping of the division between the deserving and 

undeserving poor, as the widening horizon of independence created through süuggle 

and concessionary reform in the late nineteenth century reconstituted the figure of the 

citizen as property-owner into the citizen as respectable working man (Donzolot, 

1988,1991; b a c c i ,  1989; Zaretsky, 1986; Fraser and Gordon, 1994). The 

panuneters of dependence shified away fiom a definition that embraced virtually 

anyone without property to one that included only those who relied on the resources of 

the state and charity or who derived their livelihood fiom crime (Dean, 1991; Fraser 

and Gordon, 1994; Procacci, 199 1). 

The application of scientific method to the recognition and classification of "the 

poor" subjected them to an increasing cigour that formalized distinctions between 

respectable working class groups and a "submergeâ" class, or "residuum" of 

incorrigiile and demoralized poor (cf DuEhis, 1976 [1899]; Marshall, 1924). Two 
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processes, in particuiar, facilitated this process of segmentation. First, the rise of 

social insurance, through its techniques of aggregation, calculation, and distribution, 

normalized its target populations and pmvided increasingly fine definitions of 

dariance (Ewald, 199 1; Deferî, 199 1 ; Squires, 199 1). Second, psychiatq reiaficed 

and discursively framed noîions of deviance by constituting poverty as a set of 

pathological conditions, shifling it fiom the arena of economy to that of medicine and 

tendering it into a problem of management, treatment, and rehabilitation (Finch, 

1993). 

The homeless, single man appeared at the point of intersection between the 

remapping of urban poverty and the environmental imagination which it impelled, on 

the one hand, and the scientific re-coding of the moral division between the deserving 

and undeserving poor, on the other. As environmentalists explored the slums and 

delineated their populations, the "vagrants", the term given to mobile groups in the 

urban population, were assigned, dong with "paupers", to the lowest categories of the 

poor (cf. Hunter, 1904; Riis, 1957 [1898]; Nascher, 1909). Despite the still- 

widespread spatial mobility in tuni-of-the-century North America, mobile working 

(and non-workiog) men were seen by authorities as reprobates and ofien trwted as 

criminals (Clark, 1942,1948). Increasingly, the mobile population, symbolized in the 

figures of the hobo and the t m p ,  was constituted not only as a gros category, but as 

the object of investigation in its own right, a project that was pioneered initially by 

joumaiists Like Jack London (1970 [1907]) and Josiah Flynt (1972 [18!N]) who, 

though both "riding the rails" with their objects, arrived at vastiy different conclusions 
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regardmg their disposition and situation. As the efforts ofjournalists were joined 

by those of charity workers aad social scientists, the body of the i t i m t  p r  was 

soon broken up into a whole range of categories on the botsis of reguiarity and types of 

employment, levels of mobility, prefened fonns of accommodation, dispositions to 

crirnidity, alcohol cunsmption, sexual activities, etc. (Solenburger, 191 1; Anderson, 

1921). 

Men who were mobile and poot were representd by moral and m i a l  reformers 

as the antithesis of the idad of middle class sociability, baseci on the nuclear family, 

anglicization and self-resûaint, which they sought to promote. 1t was not ody that 

such men were poor and tended to congregate in the inner city. It was also that they 

stood in opposition to the acceptai middle clrrss forms of male conduct, instead 

exempli@ing a certain kind of virility that was congruent with forms of working class 

masculinity that emergd from the flux of the industrial revolution (Pleck and Pleck, 

1980; Walker, 199 11.' The nature of the expanding North Amerim industrial 

economy, that w u  tightiy entwined with frontier expansion and resource extraction, 

meant that intinerant workers were oflen employed in situations requiring physical 

toughness, strenuous activity and frequentiy even danger. Drinking, gambling and 

fighting were among their leisure-time activities. Social and urban reformers sought, 

with increioing success, to margrnalia such foms of male wnduct3 

' Walka (1991) notes the importance ofdrinking and fi@g for 19th canury British working clasa 
mm and the prrvalcm of domestic conûict a n i d  the disposal of ma's wages: household n d s  vasus 
men's Iame pursuiis. 

m .  

ûne of the conditions for the maintenance of men's domination of womm is the nehiralization of 
particulPt fonns of male bch&our, to the subrdination or exci& of otha such tOrms (Conndl, 
1%3). This s y s i d c  marginaliPtion of certaiu WS of behavioun and practicos was vital to the 
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By the tm-of-the-century, Victorian understandings of middle class male 

behaviour were king reworked in the context of the cultural ascendance of the 

professional and businessloriented middle classes, marked by the rise of progressivism 

in North America, in which refomers in various fields held significant influence. 

(Boyer, 1978; Ward, 1984). The middle class ideal of manhood, characterized earlier 

in the nineteenth century by îhe Mrtues of independence, thrift, discipline and hard 

work, were king refùrbished with the additions of abstinence, gentility, self- 

improvement and companionate marriage (Gnffen, 1990; Marsh, 1990; Stems, 1990; 

Dubbert, 1980). All these qudities were to be employai in the service of family life. 

A second basis of antagonism toward the mobile working man from those who 

sought to promote middle class sociability among the working class and immigrants 

was the problematic nature of lodging house life (Chauncey, 1994; Valverde, 1991). 

The people who lived in them embodied the spatial mobility that was occasioned by 

immigration, frequently temporary and seasonal employment, and new transportation 

opportunities in an industrializing economy. Escalating mobility was viewed by the 

social and moral reformers, religious leaders and civic authorities who held 

themselves responsible for the nation? moral well-king as a direct cause of family 

breakdown and commwrity fragmentation (Clark; 1948; cf Woodsworth, 1972 

[1912]). Moreover, the lodging house districts were the sites for what Chauncey 

(1994: 79) has characterized, in the case of New York9 Bowery, as a "bachelor 

establishment of what Conneü (1983, p. 41) cdls "hegawmc miucutlliity" or ''the power of one version 
of masculinity ovcr muitipk mrsculimticsn iKimmcl, 1990, sa also Condi, 1987; Jackson, 1991). 



subcdture" whicb, "embod[ied] a rejection of domesticity and of bourgeois 

acquisitivism alike" and was "based on a shared code of manliness and solidarity." 

For social and moral reformers, the lodging house districts of industrializing 

cities, and especially the men who occupied them, provideci a key point at which 

anxieties b u t  gender intersected with the problematics of mobility and poverty. 

Woodsworth (1972 El9 121, pp. 60-62) declared in 19 12 that: 

"al1 must recognke the growing numbers of homeles people. . . . Housing 
a lower grade of workers we have the lodging house of al1 degrees of 
cheapness. Our industries and our constructive works cal1 for large m i e s  
of unskilled workers. The very nature of their work, seasonal, shifling and 
intermittent, demands that they be more or less a mobile work force 
without the encurnbrances of a fixed home and a farnily. . . . This ill-Md 
aimless, roving life reacts upon a man and is creating a large and well- 
recognized class - "the homeless man." The homeless man lives with a 
crowd, similarly situated, in a large, rough boarding-house. His bed and 
meals, with a little for clothes, fonn his expense budget. He could save 
somethng, of course - many do. But with a large number there is little to 
encourage them. The hop of independence is remote and problematical. 
Coarse pltasures abound on every hand. What would you do if you had to 
live iike this'? 

Lodging houses facilitated ways of living that were not amenable to preswnably 

normal activities such as the pursuit of property, maintenance of steady employment, 

and the formation of families. A pers on"^ presence in such a place was, hence, more 

than merely a respom to superordinate forces but a reflection of deviant 

characteristics. Even a socially-minded perspective, such as Woodsworthns, 

understood such places as, at best, promoting deviant foms of behaviour. 

' see also, C W  (1942:. 398-399) for examples of dauments imisbating the conceni of refonners with 
the encçts of urban mobüity aad seasoaal work 



Lodging house living was seen as the medium by which deviant 

characteristics, particularly failed masculinity, were constiiuîed socially and 

enviroumentally. At the same tirne, the nemis of mobility, poverty, and deviance was 

corporealized in the bodies of the "single, homeiess men" which it specified. In thus 

individualizing and personalking the problem, refomers were lefi with few options 

beyond personal rehabilitation to effect change among lodging house populations (cf. 

Nascher, 1909; Soleaburger, 19 1 1; Anderson, 192 1 ). Even during the Great 

Depression, with its masses of wandering, unemployed men, researchers contrasted 

by-then more traditional migrants, whose persona1 traits dominated their 

classification, with newer groups of travelers whose mobility was seen mainly a result 

of an absence of employment opporhinities in their place of origin (Anderson, 1940; 

Locke, 1935). 

Social disorgankation and fhe slums 

The p s t  World War II transmogrification of the I odging house districts into skid 

rows and single, homeless men into derelicts and transients was refracted through the 

lem of Chicago School sociology, particuiariy the consuuct of a socially disorganized 

lower class that would emerge from the dm ecologicaily-infonned field of 

community studies. The notion of social disorganization fiamed one of Chicago 

sociology"~ centrai problems: the decline of group solidarity and traditionai foms of 

status as narrowly-bounded communities of peasants were opened up through 

transportation improvements and increasing population mobility. It seemed to be 

especially acute in the case of immigrant populations that had moved fiom rural to 



industrial, urban situations (Thomas and Znaniecki, 1958). The diminishing 

collective mord suasion and sanction of the primaxy group, together with increasing 

individualization, resulted in an erosion of community or a rise in social 

disorgankation, tbat was rnanifested in a range of problems, particularly family 

breakdown and crirnuial behaviour (Thomas and Zaaniecki, 1958; Zorbaugh, 1929; 

Thom, 1923; Park, 1967 [1925]b). Although social disorganization was evident to 

some d e p  across the social range of the city, it was the poor, more than others, that 

were thought to be afflicted with the problems it brought. 

The route between disorganization and poverty w8s indirect, travelling along a 

path marked by the relationship between rnobility, spatial organization, and the land 

market. From its outset Chicago sociology was underpinned by a dichotomous notion 

of community, defined, at once, in terms of territorial and social unity constituted 

through the division of labour in any given location, and as the moral order, essentially 

what Zohugh (1929) referred to as a "cuItural community" bua i  on shared 

experience, through which social status was assigned (Park, 1952 [1925], 1968 

[1926]). in =king to reconcile these two conceptions, BurgessWs now classic mode1 

of urban expansion depicted the city as a series of concentric circles in which growth 

was driven by relentlessly cornpetitive principles constituted by capital mobility (ie., 

land values), on the one âand, and human social and spatial mobility, on the other 

(Burgess, 1967 [1925]). 

This fluiâ, restless urban order constituted an u r h  ecological "metabolism" 

that was both the consequence of myriad individual actions and which buffeted acnial 



individuais in an oscillation between sets of forces that included invasion- 

succession, concentrationd~ntralization, deterioration-regeueration, and 

orgmhtion-disorganization, which interacted to produce a landscape of increasing 

economic and cultural differentiation (Park, 1968 [1926]; Burgess, 1967 [1925]; 

Mckenzie, 1967 [1925]). Human mobility, in part a consequence of the constant effort 

at statu improvement, interacted with land values to produce these forces, as the 

latter operated to "sift and sort the population" into naturd areus that rnirrored, at 

once, the land-value gradient and the segregation of social types that reinforced 

differential values and attitudes (Park, 1952 [1925]; Zorbaugh, 1968 [1926]). The 

new, specifically urban, form of social organization, meant îhat individual action 

required the support of an entire group to be effective (Wirth, 1938). 

The essential difference of the poor came into play at this pint, for it was in 

their isolation fiom other social types that slumdwellers were fnily distinct: 

'The slum is a distinctive area of disintegration and disorganization . . . Aside 
fiom a few marooned fmilies, a large part of the native population is 
transient: prostitutes, criminals, outlaws and hobos, . . . The slum gradually 
acquires a character distinctly different 6om that of the city through a 
cumulative process of natural selection that is continually going on as the more 
ambitious and energetic keep moving out and the unadjusted, the dregs and the 
outlaws accumulate. . . . The city, as it grows, creates about its central business 
district a belt of bleak, barren, soot-begrimed, physically deteriorated 
neighbourhd. And in these neighbourhoods . . . are segregated by the 
unremitting competition of the economic p e s s  in which land values, rentals 
and wages are fuced . . . unadjusted, psychopathic personalities who are 
isolated fiom their old associates. And the banier is never just one of disease, 
or failure, or vice alone. It is always accompanied by a set of attittiàes that 
serve to s h t  the person offiom the rest of the workf' (Zorbaugh, 1929: 128- 
29,134, my emphasis). 



The slum, then, was an imer ciîy space, filled with people who could not 

compete and whose failure rendered them, at once, rootless and therefore mobile, but 

also socially inert. Slumdwellers occupied the worst of al1 possible worlds, confined 

to the poorest accommodations in the city by virtue ofa paradoxical combination of 

spatial mobility, noted here with the pejorative tem transience, and social immobility. 

But it was not poverty alone, or perhaps even at dl, that produceci such 

conditions. Rather, they were the consequence of demoralization and a complete lack 

of solidarity that made it impossible for such people to meet the needs of their 

neighbours, not especially because they did not know their neighbours, although that 

may be the case, but because they did not particularly care about their neighbours. 

Slums thus constituted one of the "moral regions" of the city, where "a divergent 

moral code prevails," where the naniral processes leading to social segregation gave 

rise to a "social contagion" in which the characteristics of "the poor, the vicious and 

the delinquent" were reinforced through regular and intimate contact (Park, 1967 

[1925]a: 45). Slurn-dwellen were thus incapable of tbe collective action necessary for 

individuals to be effective members of the community and, as such, were constituted 

as rootless and unattacheâ individuals, an extreme social type in the restless, fluid 

urban milieu. 

Skid row and the lower class 

Skid row appeared during the late 1940s on the site of lodging and rooming 

house districts across Norîh America, a quintessential slum and ecological zone of 



poverty and social pathology, inhabited by un- or underemployed aicoholic 

drifters who were overwhelrningly male. The te- a corruption of the original skid 

"denote[d] a district in the city where there is concentration of sub- 
standard hotels and rooming houses charging very low rates and catering 
primarily ta men with low incomes. These hotels are intermingled with 
numerous taverns, employment agencies offering jobs as unskilled 
Iaborers, restaurants, serving low-cost meals, pawtlshop and second-hand 
stores, and missions that daily provide a fiee meal afkr the service" 
(Bogue, 1%3: 1). 

The built environment of this classic skid row landscape was invariably old and 

deteriorating, the product of disinvestment that was itself incumbent on the shifting 

social and cultural geographies of North Amencan cities and the structural changes in 

the economy that were bound up with the Great Depression and World War iI. Its 

usually close proximity to the Central Business District constituted it as a key feature 

in a narrative of downtown decline and a cornmon target for urban renewal schemes. 

But, it was not so much its built environment as its population that made skid 

row problematic. As the name of an ecological zone, it designateci not just a district 

but a social station and cultural milieu, signifjing places that were filled with "a high 

proportion . . . of problem citizens", rather than "normal citizens living in private 

households" (Bogue, 1963, p. 4). The inhabitants of a skid row were notable for their 

"maladjustment" to the expected noms of the larger community, characteristics of 

which included homelessnessy poverty, and "acute personal problems." To live in a 

skid row district was to experience 'ûrban living at its worst. . . . not only is [it] a 



surrounding zone" (Bogue, 1963: 4; Harris, 1956). The question of exactiy what 

conditions made such individuals and the places they inhabited becarne the object of 

intense examination. 

Beginning in the late 1940s, then, a voluminous literature developed, written 

largely by social workers, psychologists, sociologists, urbaa plannets, and j o d i s t s ,  

that locateà the old lodging house districts as key problems in a contemporaty 

narrative that combined central city decline with human failing and moral deçay. 

Much of this research and writing was part of a larger project h t  was infomed by the 

notion of social disorganization and its incorporation into the constnict of the lower 

class that infused the Chicago-inspired field of community studies. As a consequence 

the skid road literature reflects not only the dominant themes regarding social 

disorganization and the lower class but also the differing views which emerged in 

community studies. 

In a series of ethnographie studies of imer city populations, beginning in the 

1930s and extending through the early 1970s, researchers argueci for the existence of a 

lower class stratum that was constituted as a cultural, rather than an economic, 

category. The poor, in this rendition, really are different from everyone else, a prernise 

that was derived largely fiom the work of Robert Redfield (1955) and Oscar Lewis 

(1959,196 1) on the consequences of modernization, especially migration and 

urbanization, on Latin Amencan peasant communities. The material conditions of 

poverty in rapidly urbanizing cities generated adaptive foms of interaction, conduct, 

and values among the poor that rnarked them as differen? fiom other social groups, 



constituting a distinct cultural type, the reproduction of which also contributed 

to the reproduction of the material cire-ances of poverty across generations. Inner 

city neigtibourhoods in North America, particularly those populated by immigrants 

and k i r  progeay, were sites of a similar "lower class subculture" that distinguished 

its bearers h m  a panillel working class subculture that was also evident in the same 

districts. 

The notion of the isolation of the poor, that Zarbaugh (1929) attributed to both 

the latter? spatial milieux and to its mindset, thus persistd in subsequent renditions 

of the inner city. While Thomas and Znaniecki (192 1) had emphasized disorganization 

as the consequence of breakdoms in primary social relationships, conceptions of the 

lower class were marked by middle class notions ofpersonal disorganization, 

emphasizing psychological characîeristics. Perceived differences arnong slum- 

dwellers were classified according to various "traits" that included not only economic 

indicators but alsr, attitudes and values which infomied everyday conduct, especially 

gender behaviour and family structure (cf Miller, l!X8a, b; Miller and Reissman, 

1961; Gans, 1962). 

According to such criteria, the lower class was &fine& in opposition not only to 

the middle class but also an imer city immigrant working class which, although often 

at odds with dominant values and modes of life, was nevertheh depicted as living 

relatively fûnctional and stable lives within the sociocultwal milieu of the inner city. 

The lower class, in contrast, often occupyîed the w0rs-i housing and was compnsed 

mainiy of single nothers, criminals, single men, and other similarly disorganized or 



pathological individuals and groups with little, if any, temporal or spatial 

stability. Stnrcnirally, this group was disthguished h m  the others in terms of its 

fede-centml families that were rnarked by instability as the consequence of 

material deprivation and a lack of continuous male involvement. Lower class men 

were distinguished signifimtly fiom those in other classes by personal anxieties 

about masculinity which led them to reject education and continual employment in 

favour of "action-seeking" that operated as a "generating milieu" for illicit conduct 

(Miller, 1958a; Gans, 1962). Drake and Cayton (1962) underlined a similar situation 

in their monumental study of black Chicago, "Bronzetown." Here, they found not 

only upper, middle and respectable working classes, but also a lower class 

"chanicterized by less restraint and without a consuming desire for the symbols of 

higher social prestige. Desertion and illegitimacy, juvenile delinquency, and fighting 

and mistering are common" (Drake and Cayton, 1962: 523). 

The pst-World War II sociological projrxt to more precisely detail and classifi 

the inner city and its population thus echoed clearly those earlier classifications of the 

poor, especially in its scientific deiineation of the boundaries between the deserving 

and the undeserving poor. In doing so, it was hamessed to the project of "renewal" of 

central city neighbourhoods that, together with suburbanization and freeway-building, 

was a central platform of urban plicy in both Canada and the United States. 

Throughout this perbd, the people who lived in inner city neighbourhoods were 

codtuted as outsiders whose presence in these disüicts was seen as both an obstacle 



to renewal and, in the need for their rehousing, as its raison d''erre. No where 

was this more evident than in those areas labeiied as skid row. 

Damaged men 

Skid row fomulated poverty in the same narrow psycho-sociological, rather than 

politicai-economic, context used by conslnicts of the lower class. The paîhological 

conditions embodied by lodging house dweilers comprised a specific subset of those 

described by the wider namitive. The centrai concern with family structure and gender 

roles in the delineation between the i ~ e r  city working and lower classes marked the 

skid row man as an extreme outcome of patterns of lower class masculinity, 

particularly the so-called action-seeking and lack of restraint that led such men to 

desert their families and fnends, to be mobile, and to engage in criminal or 

compulsive behaviour. 

The idea of skid row thus forged a link between a particular kind of urban 

landscape and a certain kind of man that was underpinned by assumptions about 

correct forms of male identity and conduct *ch were integral elements in an 

emerging pst-war regime of what Conne11 (1983: 4 1; see also Heam, 1987) has called 

"hegemonic masculinity." The social and spatial parameters of the pst-War corporate 

economy facilitated the consolidation of the kind of masculine domesticity that had 

been promoted earlier in the century (Ehrenreich, 1988). The rise of a managerial- 

technical-professional midde class and processes of subwbaaization, through which 

the new masculine pamûgm was incubated, accelerated rapidly in the 1950s and 

1960s (Marsh, 1990; Jackson, 1985; Clark, 1% 1,1966). The inhstmcture of the 



emergent welfare state was based on assumptioas of a property-owning nuclear 

family dominateci by a male bnad-wianer (Zaretslty, 1986). 

For sociologists and social workers, "isolation h m  women" was one of the 

definhg characteristics of a skid row-type life-style (Caplow, 1970; Bahr and Caplow, 

1973). The almost complete absence of inquiry by skid row researchers into homeless, 

single women until the late 1960s attests not only to the low value placed on women 

positioned outside family and home during these pst-wu years, but aIso to the 

morally problematic status of men outside this same h e  of reference. Skid row thus 

marked the outer edge of desireable male identity and behaviour and its occupants, by 

definition single, inebriated, familyless and homeless, and oniy marginally employed, 

cast a grim shadow over the archetype of the professional, suburbandwelling family 

man, an ideal that was king actively promoted as the outcome of natural and normal 

male development (Ehrenreich, 1988). 

The social and cultural significaace of the skid row derelict, among the bêtes 

noire of urban industrial society, is as a negative lesson to men: He is what not to be, 

but what you could become if yod're not careful. 

"The skid rower does nothing. He just is. He is everything that al1 the rest 
of us hy not to be . . . the t a s  of bis existence challenge our most basic 
values" (Wallace, 1965: 144, emphasis added). 

Skid row signified a danger zone. Although a man might exhibit deviant tendencies, it 

was his presence in skid row that wnstituted him as a problem. Once he crossed the 

line into the actual place, a return to any semblance of normality wuld be 

accomplished oniy with great difficulty. 
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The problem of poverty was completely effaced by a medicalized, 

especially a psychiatrie, evaiuation of his condition. The rhetoric used to describe the 

disorder marked by the presence of the derelict is a language of disease and deviance. 

Wbat made skid row such a danger to society was the potentiai susceptiiility ofany 

type of man to its contagion. Describing his two years working in the Bowery, 

Hanington (1962: 91) remarked that the people living there: 

"are different from almost al1 other poor people, for they come from every 
social class, every educational background to be found in the United 
States. At the Catholic Worker, 1 met newspapennen, a dentist, priests, 
dong with factory workers and drifters from the countryside. This is the 
one place in the other America where the poor are actually the sum total of 
misfits from al1 of the social classes." 

Dereliction was thus a condition of rejection to which anyone in the right (or wrong) 

circumstances could be vulnerable. Its meaning, however, was subject to debate. 

If the notion of the inner city lower class crystallized around the dysfunctional 

family structure and masculine conduct, analysts differed over both the cause of such 

a condition as well as its effects. in a pioneering study of North Boston Italian- 

Americans, Whyte (1943) echoed Zorbaugh"~ argument that social mobility translated 

into spatial mobility out of the slum. However, he disputeci the notion of 

disorganization among slumdwellers. instead, he maintained, prevailing (ie., middle 

class) definitions of success and respectability excluded them by requiring mobile 

individuals to reject the fonns of organization, noîably social clubs with activities that 

centred on politics and gambling "rackets", which provided local residents with 

means of adapûng to their immediate situation. The slum was not disorganized but, 

rather, was organized in ways that were at odds with dominant values and institutions. 



Gans (1962) also argued against disorganization as a f a i m  of slwn life. 

The social life of Bostonyys West End was stnictured by elements of class, ethnicity, 

and locality. Even more important, however, were the locally-based formal and 

infomal srnictures that he referred to as "peer group society" through which everyday 

conduct was regulated. Face-to-face relationships seemed to be far more important for 

the working class and poor inhabitants of these "urban villages," who comprised 

mainly international or nual-urban migrants and their children and grandchildren, than 

was the case for midde class or suburban-dwellers (Gans, 1962). Among such groups, 

the secondary, sometimes even casual, importance of paid work and education in 

comparison to the central importance of the family operated as a mode of adaptation 

and transition to the indigenous cultural milieu. 

Similarly, as the literature on skid row developed, it began to follow two 

divergent paths of explanation. The proponents of skid row as a signifier of social and 

personal disorganization, who Hoch and Slayton (1989) refer to as the social problem 

analysts, recognize skid row as "a set of human relationships that are also likely to 

occur in the inner city slums and p r e r  working-class districts" (Blumberg, Shipley 

and Shander, 1973: 4). Skid row men are seen as the bearers of a pathological 

condition, utterly alienated, composing in the aggregate a kind of anti-comunity of 

single men who rejected social connections. The operative element in the skid row 

lifestyle is that of bbdis&liation" or the "lack of social ties" which characterizes 

those who live in such places. They are downwardy mobile, single, presumably 

unattached, alcoholic, and transient men with low self-esteem. This condition is "a 
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complex of poverty, powerlessness, alieaation, homelmness and, perhaps, 

alcohol or drug addiction" (Blumberg, Shipley and Barsky, 1978: 12 1-123). According 

to Bahr (1973: 17), a "distinguishing characteristic of the homeless is their 

powerlessness" to which "much of the social abhorrence for Skid Row men is due" 

and which is "itself a derivative of their disaffiliation." Skid row, however, is not 

necessarily a particular place. The institutional and social disconnection, 

powerlessness, and low &tus that characterize 4bskid row-ness" are constituted as a 

social condition that is pervasive, although not necessarily predominant, arnong the 

urban poor and which are also present in mying degrees in the "larger community" 

(Blumberg, Shipley and Moor, 1971). The skid tow man is thus constituted as a 

complete social outcast. 

However, not al! students of skid row were so sure that their object was 

completely adnft. Another group of "mial order analyçts", following the notion of 

the lower class as a cultural adaptation, saw it as a "contra-status" or "subculturai" 

community in which deviant individuals found a space that enabled them to adjust to 

the patterns that disthguished them h m  the mainstream of society (Hoch and 

Slayton, 1989; Blumberg, Shipley, and Moor, 1971: 930; Wallace, 1965: 157-158). 

'Wot only is the skid rower an outcast and a deviant", Wallace (1968) argued, "he is 

also a member of an outcast and deviant community." Tbis was a milieu that provided 

the basis of sociability for individuals d o s e  fonns of conduct and identity led to a 

rejection of, or exclusion from, the mainaream of society (Spradley, 1970). Instead of 

a pathological maladjustment, skid row was understaxi in terms of "strategic 



adaptations" to the socially unequal disûihtion of resources entailing the 

evolution of the "ecological area" that was composed of "skid row institutions" 

(McSheehy, 1979; Spradley, 1970). The rooming houses and cheap hotels served at 

least one purpose in providing a bais for social support networks for people who 

might otherwise be totally excluded fiom social attachments (Hoch and Slayton, 1989; 

Cohen and Sokolovsky, 1989). 

Whether skid row was a condition of disorganization or a subcultural milieu, it 

was possible to argue through the 1970s that the spaces and populations that it 

characterized were on the decline, (Bahr, 1967; Lee, 1980; Miller, 1982; Man, 1997; 

Metraux, 1999). As it has twned out, however, despite the gradua1 erosion of the 

classic skid row landscape, neither would really disappear. 

From lower class to underclass 

The persisteme of skid row into the 1990s, despite predictions of its imminent 

demise, bas been explained as a function of the growth and containment of "service 

dependent populations" @car and Wolch, 1987; Goetz, 1993). However, this label is 

itself a construction that must be understood in tems of the formulation of a category 

of the poor labeled as the "underclass", a direct descendant of the lower class and its 

culturalization of poverty, 

In the early 1960s, according to a widely-accepted narrative, poverty exploded 

into the wnciousness of North Americans, primarily as a result of the civil rights 

movernent This resulted in the development of two divergent understandings of the 

relation between poverty and the inner city, one of which came to dominate public 



discouse and was essentially a continuation and intensification of the approach 

that lmted poverty in lower class pathologies. The &t reconceptualization of 

povezty was b e d  by two key books that marked signifiant departures from 

community studies. Both Hanington (1962) and Myrdal (1963) argue4 in different 

ways, tbat the poor, rather than king social rnisfits, were king lefi behind by 

econornic development and relegated to the institutional interstices of increasingly 

complex societies, The problem of poverty was discussed in political-economic, rather 

than pyschological-cultural, terms and thus constituted as a question of social 

structurai intervention. Myrdal (1 963) also introduced the neologisrn "underclass" to 

refer to what he saw as a growing category of permanently underemployed workers. 

This structural approach to understanding poverty brought a new logic to the 

detemination of the necessary locus of intervention, both spatially and socially. On 

one han4 ending poverty was a matter of promoting social and economic equality 

rather than modimg individual or group predispositions (Myrdal, 1963; Runciman, 

1966; Adams, 1970,1971; Harp and Hofley, 1971; Gonick, et al, 1971). On the other 

band, the location of poverty shifted, as it becarne evident that rural and suburban 

areas, as well as inner cities, were sites of poverty (Harrington, 1962, Canadian 

Welfare Corncil, 1966; Clark, 1978). It also marked a break with the traditional 

division between de se~ng  and undeserving poor that in- other interpretations, 

advocating instead, a notion of poverty as an externally-imposed condition. 

Urban slum districts were also reconceptualized as the nexus of causation that 

shified away î3om supposed pathologies. The deterioration of the built environment, 



particularly housing, was explaid in t m s  of capitalkt land market dynarnics, 

state policies, and property disinvesiment (Harvey, 1973; Harvey and Chatterjee, 

1973). Jane Jacobs (1961) offered a devasîating wndernnation of the urban renewal 

policies which, she claimed, had cksûoyed the communities that flourished in and 

sustained impoverished inner city immigrant neighbourhoods. Extensive ethnographie 

evidence challenged earlier visions of the pathological disorganization of the huer 

city poor, documenting the ways in whicb such areas were ordered as neighbourhoods 

and communities (Liebow, 1967; Sutties, 1968; Hamen, 1969; Ley, 1974). The forms 

of conduct that had been been interpretd througfi statistical data and official 

documents as evidence of deviant values by some analysts, were shown by field 

researchers to be adaptive, often creative responses to concrete conditions of socio- 

economic marginalization. 

The structurai interpreîation was closely bound up with the concept of 

community action as a motiving force for the alleviation of poverty. This was an exact 

reversal of the formulations of the lower class tbat located the sources for poverty in 

the pathologies of the poor but saw remediating actions emanating extenally. 

Community action saw the poor themselves as the key agents of change needed to 

eliminate or alleviate poverty (Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1977; for a contrary opinion, 

see Moymhan, 1969). Ironically, this was the same position taken by Lewis (1966), for 

whom the self-perpetuating "culture of poverty*' could only be overcome by 

revolutionary or&anization of the poor (Katz, 1990). i-iowever, in the North American 
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context, the ''culture of poverty" would wme to signifi something very different 

than the necessity for community action. 

Increasuigly, however, the structurai interpretation of poverty bas been eclipsed 

by another approach for wtiich the concepts of the lower class paradgn provided a 

buis for the inteqmtation of civil unrest by African-Americans in major US cities 

during the 1960s. Increasingly the concept of the lower class piuad~gm was racialized 

and the imer city slum was refhcted into the image of the dysfunctional, minority 

ghetto. Glazer and Moynihan (1963), drawing on what Vdentine (1968) calls the 

"pejofative tradition" of sociologist E. Franklin Frazier, both d e s c r i i  a black culture 

situated in the inner city, characterized by high rates of femaie-headed families and 

illegitimacy, absent maies, low educational and employment aspirations, and 

antisocial bebaviour that is identical to typologies of the lower class. The stubborn 

persistence of tbe black lower class, they maintaineci, was as much a moral dilemma 

stemming from a fundamental absence of community among urban blacks, as a social 

or economic problem. In contrat to the gradual erosion of the lower class among 

other ethnic groups in which a mobile, middle class took responsibility for the tutelage 

of its problematic fellows, the black middle class contributeci littie to lower class 

uplifi. 

The imagination of slum was thus increasingly framed by concepts of a growing 

and dangrnus, black lower class. Banfield (1968) situated responsibility for 1960s 

urban crisis in this lower class, maintgining that it was composed of individuals with 

Unpaireci critical and moral capacities whose very presence in wncentrated numbers 
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created and reproduced the inner city siums which harboufed them. The poverty 

and economic marginality of the lower class/black urban poor were thus seen not as 

causes of but as the products of either culturally-derived defects of personality, 

namely a lack of fiitureaientation and impulse control, or, arising fiom those defects, 

deviant forms of conduct that perpetuated the pathological differences which 

cûaracterized their subculture. This reversal of cause and effect, as Gans (1991) would 

point out two decades laîer with reference to the concept of the underclass, effectively 

obscured the operations of pwer in the production and reproduction of poverty and 

constructions of the poor. 

Despite its circularity, the racialized construct of a pathological lower class 

provided the basis for the idea of the wIderclass which shortly emerged as the 

dominant contemporary theme in discourse about the urban poor in North America. 

Adapted fiom Myrdal"s original usage as an indicator of long-term economic 

subordination through casualization or redundancy in the labour market, the notion of 

an urban underclass was king deployed by the mid-1980s as a shorthand means of 

representing the full range of problems supsedly stemming fiom concenûations of 

persistently poor people in huer city neighbourhoods across the US. The meaning of 

the tenu subtly shifkd register as the c u l t d  explanation of poverty extant in the 

concept of the lower class was substituted for the economic formulation of the 

original (Gans, 1991). 

The defïning feature of the uiaderclass is its isolation h m  the rest of society, 

a h ,  as we have seen, a deîïniag fiture of the undeserving poor for well over a 
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century. in the most lucid explanation of the underclass, it emerges as tûe 

product of the territorial segregation and concentration of the puor. In this thesis, 

centrai city deindustrialization, accompanied by middle class flight to suburban jobs, 

compounded by government service cuts, have stranded poor people in decaying inner 

city districts (WilsonJ987). Not only has economic restructuring excludecl those who 

remain in such areas h m  reguiar employment, it has left them bereft of the influence 

of their more respectable middle class neighbours. The urban poor are thetefore 

susceptiile to increasingly Mnilent medical, social, and criminal pathologies that 

accompany both economic and socio-cultural marginality. 

The same relation between social and spatial mobility elaborated by Zorbaugh 

(1929) is clearly evident here. On the social side, the underclass is constituted in terms 

of both a series of characteristics that include unemployment, family structure, 

cnminal activity, education levels, and welfare use and specific social types or 

activities, such as single parents, criminals, dmg users and dealers, non- 

institutioaalized psychiatrie patients, or h~meless people (cf. Auletta, 1982; Jencks 

and Peterson 199 1; Jencks 1992). While any of these can be explained as structural 

outcornes of or adaptations to circumstances of material deprivation, they are 

fiequently constiMed as intrinsically pathological conditions which are actually the 

causes of such deprivation (cf Mead, 199 1; Murray, 1984). 

The transformation of the conditions of the underclass, and thus escape for those 

inctuded in its ranks, is foreclosed, or at least greatly impeded, by the problem of its 

spatial isolation. Central to this concem is the "ghettoization" of the poor who exhibit 
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what Ricketts and Mincey (1990: 141) cal1 "dysfunctiod behavioui' such as 

fende single parenthood, male unemployment, welfare dependence, and low 

education levels (Jargowsky and Bane, 1991 ; Jargowsiy, 1994; Ricketts and Sawhiil, 

1988; for a more critical perspective, see Hughes, 1989,1990). Sgh spatial 

concentrations of people with these characteristics of disactvantage in combination are 

problematic because they signal a rupture in the social fabric that is socio-economical 

but which also reinforces cultural differences between the underclass they contain and 

the rest of the social body (Lemann, 1986). The underclass is thus cut off, not only 

h m  opportunities available in the wider society, but a h  fiom "normal" models of 

conduct that might facilitate exit from its characteristic modes and spaces of life. 

The diffusion of the notion of an underclass fiom the US to both Europe and 

Canada has foregrounded the question of the socio-spatial isolation of the poor at a 

time of rapid political and socio-economic change. Relationships between poverty, 

housing, and immigration have been broadly drawn in European countnes, where the 

discovery of underclass areas in cities has called forth cornparisons with the US 

(Morris, 1993; Musterd, 1994; Danschat, 1994; Van Kempen, 1994; Silver, 1993; 

Waquanî, 1993). In the Canadian context, while Ley and Smith (1997) find littie 

evidence for the formation of urban underclass districts, other researchers warn of the 

imminent danger of underclass formation in high poverty places and among marginal 

populations (Beauchesne, 1998; Henry, 1995). In any case, in Canada, the imagination 

of an emergent underclass haunts public discourse on social and economic policy (cf. 

Copeland, 1998; Barlow, 19%; Romanow, 1996). As in the US, the concept casts a 
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long sbadow over virtually al1 the discourse on the swaîled new urban poverty 

so that its utility and ethical vdue have becorne central points of argument. 

Skid row in the 1990s 

In tracing the trajectory that links the "old hometess" with the new, Hoch and 

Slayton (1989) remark on both the autonomy that the lodging houses, the scourge of 

olden-day refomers, have proviâeà for P r  people and their imprtance as housing 

of last mort (see dm Katz, 1996; Mctreawr, 1999). Yet, there seems ta be little 

resemblance between this hindsight view and the contemporary skid row of 19Ws 

analysts. Despite efforts to erase them, skid row districts have persistecl in many Nortb 

American, and its seems even in Australian, cities, albeit on a much diminished scale. 

Ironically, however, the contraction of the actual territoiy of skid row qira skid row is 

implicated in a process in which the attributes of miuginality which it has historically 

represented bave been diffused across the social M y  of the poor. As the decline in 

available housing and socid supports that lodging house districts offered to people at 

the social and economic mugins combined with the shifüng political economy of 

market restnicîuring and welfare state menchment, larger numbers of people have 

been forced into the streets (Siegel and inciarda, 1982; Hoch and Slayton, 1989; Mm, 

1997; Metraux, 1999; Jencks, 1994; Wright, 1989). As a result, homelessness, once a 

condition that was considered to be spcific to skid row and, before bt, lodging 

house districts has becorne a cornmon phenomenon in many cities. 

At the same time, the temaining skid rows have been constiMed as sites of last 

refiige for some of the most inttactable elements of the underclass as tbe classic 
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figures of outcast and pathological poverty, the derelict and the transient, and 

the taint of failed masculinity they canied, have been displaced, if not replaced, by 

those of the homeless person, the dnig addict, and the psychiatric patient. Indeed, 

recalling the social order anaiysts above, skid row is now viewed as a containment 

zone populated by various marginal groups which have been rejected by the 

mainstream @car aud Wolch, 1989). Goetz (1992) shows how development policy in 

Los Angeles resulted in efforts to confine the downtown homeless population, much 

of which included de-institutionalized psychiatric patients, within the temtory of its 

remnant skid mw (see a h ,  Wolch, et al, 1993; Wuerker, 1996; Cohen and Koegel, 

1996; Wuerker and Keenan, 1997). 

Skid row thus occupied a somewhat different temtory by the 1990s. Yet, there 

remain important continuities between the early anxieties about vagrants and the more 

recent evocations of the "service dependent population ghetto" @car and Wolch, 

1989). While concems about the pervasive and destructive masculinity of the skid row 

population seem to have dedined by the 1990s, it is still understood as isolated and 

different fiom other social groups. If the evident syrnpathy of latter day researchers 

has breached the divide behveen the deseMg and undesenhg poor that structured 

the narrative of male homelessness for much of the twentieth century, it remains 

extant in the underclass discourse that presently b e s  the classification of the skid 

row population and homelessness in general. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DISCOVERING SKID ROAD: REPRESENTING AND DIAGNOSMG AN 
URBAN PROBLEM FROM THE 19- TO TBE MIP1960S 

IDEAS & the rise of skid r d  

In 1966, a new Vancouver business association, the hprovement of the 

Downtown East Area Society, or IDEAS, was fonned to confiont a "dedine in real 

estate values and trading volumes" in the eastem sector of the city"s downtown 

shopping district (McKenzie, 1966s). "Distress signais have been Qing for a long 

time," argued a newspaper editorialist (Vancouver Sun, 1%6a: 4). "More than three 

years ago central Hastings, in particular, was recognized as a disaster area. Some 

stores had k e n  vacant for years and more are emptying" (Vancouver Sun, 1966a: 4). 

Properties in the area, which catered mainly to the working class east side of the city, 

had undergone a reduction of tax assessments %y as much as 50 percent, witb 

accompanying loss" to the city "of tax revenuew (Vancouver Sun, 1%6a: 4). The group 

blamed this alarming developrnent on the "blightn and "skid road comotation" that 

accompanied the "cheap hotels, àingy beer parlors, [clmg] shooting galleries," and ail 

"the claptrap that spells decay" (Fletcher, 1966: 12; Vancouver Sun, 1966a: 4). 

Local editorialists and politiciaas waxed enthusiasticaily about the "DEAS 

Men," who included representatives h m  one of van couver"^ major department 

stores, the real estate ann of the Canadian Pacific Railway, a uational bank, a 

stockbroker, local property holders, wholesalers and mailers. Its members" k s t  

project was a public campai@ to force the closure of a local liquor store, contending 

that the store ""attract[ed] a large number of derelicts, vagniats and chronic 



alcoholics. The volume of this trafic create[d] a very unattractive and unpleasant 

atrnosphere to responsible people desiring to shop or conduct business in the area"" 

(Hesse, 1966:27). in particular, chuged one of the organization"~ directors, "women 

won'? go into that skid road district to stiop because of the vagrant types that inhabit 

itn (Fletcher, 1966: 12). 

Over the past two decades, this part of Vancouver had been a site of important 

economic changes. For much of the twentieth century, as 1 will reiterate below, it had 

k e n  a centre for warehousing, transportation, and a host of manufacturing operations 

that relied on or supported hinterland resource extraction. integral to its position as a 

nexus between the urban and frontier economies was the area9's situation as a 

residential and tecreational space for many of those employed in this industrial 

complex (Hutton, 1997). Shortly after the end of World War II, however, these 

industrial linkages began to lwsen, as watefiont manufacturers slowly began to 

relocate to cheaper land away fiom the urban core (North and Hardwick, 1992). Major 

strikes during the 1950s presaged the los of two of the largest business operations and 

employers, as Pacific h s s  relocated the production and administration of its two 

daily newspapers off the downtown peninsuia and the Canadian Pacific Railway shut 

dowu its steamship division, essentially closing a g d  part of the waterfront next to 

the area for the next forty Cenaùily, IDEAS members recognized the 

importance of such chaages (McKenzie, 1966b). However, they insisteci "that the 

- 

' Thanks to John Atkin for poiming out the importaaa af tbese two events. 



socid problems [were] the rbots of theù problems," and gave "top rank to a 

sociologist among the[ir] consultants" (McKenzie, 1%6b). 

This subordination of eçonornic shifts to the "social problems" offered a clearly 

defined straîegic goal in the campaign to rejuvenate the commercial district. The 

"IDEAS Men" needed to win the area back h m  the clutches of skid road miscmts. 

The lines of battle drawn by the former thus traced the outlines of a struggle over 

urban space in which gender was central but women9's role was marginal. In this case 

they were cast as "shoppers" whose presence or non-presence served as an index of 

the area9*s deterioration. The confrontation represented here was ôetween two groups 

of men, one composed of respectable pillars of the community, the other a faceless, 

nameless array of deviants that was held to be solely responsible for the declining 

fortunes of property in the area Masculinity was thus imprinted on the skid road 

landscape through a closure of meaning in which the supposedly pathological 

behaviours of the persons who occupied it stood in for the accelerating deterioration 

of the built environment. 

The association of men with this part of Vancouver was not new. The concepts 

used by the "IDEAS Menn to h e  the space they talked about, together with the 

language they deployed, were adapted fiom a wider discursive formation that sought 

to diagnose, explain, and prescribe remedies for the more generdized fature of skid 

row that bas been discussed earlier. As in other places, the terni named an area that 

was c~xtensive with the space of the pre-World War 11 lodging house area adjacent 

to the CBD. And, like those other places, its social and cultural hisiory was closely 



bound up with the economic development of the North American west and the 

movement of working men around the continent. 

To more Mly appreciate the context in which IDEAS was fonned, it will be 

useful to examine the antecedents of this conflict between two kinâs of men. 

The murginali@ of the ludging house district 

The heart of Vancauver"~ lodging house district occupied the site of the original 

Eutopean settlement, which was incorporateci as a municipaiity in 1886. The new City 

of Vancouver wtts assured of booming growth as the resdt of iîs designation as the 

western terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway (Roy, 1963). With the town9's rapid 

growth, the centres of development and power soon shifted to the West and by the eve 

of the Great War, the original townsite was positioned on the eastem edge of the 

downtown (MacDonald, 1973; McDonald, 1979). As the middle class and propertied 

working classes followed the city"s outward expansion the area was left to successive 

waves of immigrants, the unemployed poor, and the mobile workers who stayed in the 

lodging houses. The westward movement of the city"s fashionable retail and business 

precincts drew ligbt industry and warehousing operations futther into the former 

business centre (MacDonald, 1973; McDonald, 1996). Its proximity to the city"s vital 

waterfront industry and tnuisportation hubs, together with its growing importance as a 

distribution centre and the still large retail and entertainment trade meant tbat this a m  

remaine- the downtown centre for much of van couver"^ working class east side. 

But it was also more than the working people3's city centre, or an eastem 

extension of downtown. The people who inhabited this part of the city were M a n ,  



continental European, Scandinavian, working class, often poor, and frequently 

migratory and single. In a city dominateci by a wbite Anglo (and anglophile) etite, such 

groups were mnstituted as social and political outsiders. The condition of the housing 

which they occupied, some of the earliest built in the city, and its cheek-by-jowl 

proximity to the complex of lumber mills, fieight and passenger docks, tish canneries, 

rail yards, grain elevators, clothing sweatshops and warehouses extending east dong 

the waterfront from downtown, and dong the shore of False Creek, helped make the 

wider area as part of "the east end", van couver"^ first so-called slum (Anderson, 

1991; Anderson, 1993; McDonald, 1996; Wade, 1994; cf. Marlatt and Itter, 1979; 

Knight, 1980). The city"s original townsite marked a transitional zone between the 

residential slum ad the more genteel retail and office centre to the west. Although it 

thrived, it was also a place of dubious reputation, with a proliferation of saloons, 

bootleggers, brothels, and the apparently easy availability of opium and, later, heroin 

Wilson, 1980; Marlatî and Itter, 1979; Freund, 1995: Anderson, 1991). Its spatial 

imbrication with the areas of immigrant residence imrnediately to the east and south 

tnarked it as a space of low prestige. 

Ethnicity and class were also significant markers and means of mobilizing local 

identiîy for people who lived here, well into the twentieth century. As the one-time 

city centre gradually merged into the east end, it also acquired a symbolic importance. 

Kay Anderson (1991) has shown how the signs of "Chineseness" were appropriateci 

and mobiiized by the immigrant leadership in Chinatown as it aegotiated with the 

Anglo leadership of the City, Province and Canada. In much the same way, o d  
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histories have documented the ways in which the stigmaîized signs of poverty and 

the slurn were tnuisfigured into a markers of identity and solidarity tbat were used to 

positively distinguish the people of the east end fiom those who lived farther west 

(Marlatt and Itter, 1979; Knight, 1980). 

McDonald (1996) describes an area wtiere, at the twn-of-the*entury, the streets 

overfiowed with activity, making almost impossible entry to Vancouvery's then- 

premiere department store. These stmts and public spaces, he notes, were 

tremendously important for the people without the power and status of those who, 

M e r  to the West, sou& to control the city. They were used not only as gathering 

and socialking places but as strategic spaces where the subordinate position of east 

end residents could occasionally be contested The racist riots that took place k r e  in 

the first two decades of the twentieth century are indicative of the divisions among the 

people who lived here. May&y marches and stnke support demonstrations, however, 

later provideci regular and visible evidence of a (iargely Eutopean) inter-ethnic 

working class solidarity that operated extensivety through the mobilization of local 

identity (cf Marlatt and Iîter, 1979; Roy, 198 1). 

Single working men played vital roles in this strategic use of the streets and 

public spaces. The lodging and mming houses of the east end and the eastem 

downtown were full of such highly mobile men, employed in hinterland resource, 

traasporîation or construction industries, and they took an active part in militant 

labour activities, especially demands for relief during periods of high unemployment 

(Roy, 1981). The seasonal and cyclicd fluctuations in these resource-based industries 



meant that migratory workers sometimes requited relief between jobs or in 

recessionary per ih .  This was mmethuig the city fathers o f f d  oaly reluctantly and 

fiequenîly under duress. Consequently, civic authorities were ambivalent about the 

flow of such men in and out of the city at the best of times. It was not possible, 

however, ta wntrol this b d  of mobiliiy. The Reverend Dr. Cocbran (1 89 1) reported 

in the Vancouver Daily World that "there are many men in Vancouver, and elsewhere, 

out of employment. The place is mer-stocked with . . . men who have corne under the 

impression that they will at once find work and make a small fortune." 

By 1901, a lodging house district was centred around the old townsite as one 

consequence of a growing d e m d  for workers in the hinterland resowce sector and 

the booming construction industry (Galois, 1979; Anderson, 1993). In the most 

densely populated area of the city, the large number of 'Wamient" residents proved to 

be a major problem in the registmtion of voters (Galois, 1979). Together with the 

conmction of tenement and rooming houses in the adjacent East End residential 

neighbourhcd, this cemented the area7's role as a gathering place for mobile and 

unemployed workers in between jobs and workuig seasons (Wade, 1994). 

Much of the east end and the eastern downtown was a man"s world In the 

census tract which included the lodging and mming buse disûicts, the Census of 

19 1 1 and of 192 1 cuuflteâ men as 60% and 58% of the population, tespecbvely. in 

1921, this figure i n c r e d  to 70% arnong the "Foreign Born" population. Tt seems 

Iikely that îhis demograpûic intensifieci in the core of tbe lodguig house district "As 
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you wdk [east] down Cordova Street in the city of Vancouver you notice a gradual 

change," noted a 1913 observer: 

"You see fewer gmck fit for a bank clerk or man in business; you lave 
"high tone" khind you You see few women. Men look into the windows; 
men drifi up and down the street; men lounge in groups upon the c d .  
Your eye is stnick at once by the unusual proportion of big men in the 
cmwd, men that look powerfiil even in their town clothes" (Grainger, 1968 
[1913]: 13). 

These were the men of the fiontier resuurce indusûies, loggers, miners, Idmurers, 

railroad and construction workers and their world in the city comprised the hotels and 

rooming h o u  districts of the downtown painsula and the East End. They socialized 

in the saloons, brothels and bootlegging joints, ate in the restaurants and cafes and 

w b l e d  in private clubs. These migratory workers "lived in a relatively self-containeci 

world" in which they s h e d  more, botb spatially and sociaily, witb the poor in the 

adjacent tenement and rooming house districts than with van couver"^ "respectable" 

working class residents who lived in the outlying residential districts (McDonsld, 

1986, p. 40; Marlatt and Itter, 1979). 

Such men were hardly paragoos of mpectability in a city âominated by a 

settled, propertied dite. Single men on the move were assigned to the same marginal 

social status as immigrants, both Empean and Asian, and the p r  with whom they 

occupied more-~r-less contiguous space (McDonald, 1986,1996). The "Large number 

of lodging houses" coastituted a public health h a t  "especiaily in îhe foreign 

di- whae owraowdirig and hsaniîq conditions [were] rampant7' . Single 

City ofVancouver Archives (CVA), 1454-1, File 1. Director of Eirvironmcntal Heaith: Operational 
Rccor& 1913-1982. A r M F i l t  n: b~u~ia& lod& 1913-1915. 



working men were thus not only politically and economically, but also morally, 

"The traditional logger went out and made a stake and wanted to be a 
logger and nothing else. He"d come down to town and blow his stake and 
go back into the woods. He never gets rnarried and he never bas anything 
to show for al1 the years of tem'bly hard, dangerous work he didw (Ebe 
Keoppen, in Knighî, 1980: 1 13). 

"We had a lot of these Scandinavian single men who workeà in sawmills, 
mostly in logging camps, and whenever they7'd come to tom theyY'd stay at 
our place. They were quite a rough bunch, you know. They"d go out in the 
woods and probably stay 3,4 months, maybe some would stay longer, and 
as soon as they9'd come in t o m  - liquor store. And they drink sometimes 
for 2,3 weeks, possibly a month. Straight! . . . When they7'd be broke, they 
go back to the woods" (Ted Hovi, in Marlatt and Itter, 1979: 76). 

The numerical dominance of such men in the centre of the city was thus more than a 

demogtaphic fact. It was a cultural phenomenon through which the downtown lodging 

house district was rendered as a masculine space. Women who were on downtown 

streets or frequenting the bootlegging joints at night were considered to be asking for 

trouble (Boyer, 1996). This was, d e r  all, where the city"s various red-light districts 

were locateà: 

"Around Carra11 Street it was a sort of tenderloin district. . . ThereWd 
always be people around tallcing. . . . Sure enough there were alcoholics 
around. But yet it was a fnendly place, a place where loggers came to 
spend their stakes afkr working for two or three months in camp. Some 
talk about how rough it was, but it wasd't. . . . True enough, if you went 
down the streets roaring drunk and flashing money I suppose there9'd be a 
good chance you"d get rolled" (Frank White, in Knight, 1980: 108). 

By 193 1, as the Great Depression began, men outnumbered women in the downtown 

by more than two to one (Barman, 1986). During this pefiod, the previously transient 

population of the so-called hobo jungles on the ûinges of Vancouvei's downtown 



mushroomed (Waâe, 1994). The area again became the setting for militant action 

by the unemployed and theu supporters as public sites like the Iibrary, the post office, 

the memorial cenotaph and the docks became the settings of occupations and violent 

demonstrations. Such wents only serveci to amplxfy its already wild reputation. Yet, 

even in the face of widespread unemployment, questions persisted about the moral 

situation of the men who arrivai here. A relatively progressive tract on the condition 

of the unemployed in the east end sought to answer the question of "why men fail." 

The association between large numbers of single men, ofien immigrants, and brothels, 

bootlegging, gambling and other kinds of crime persisted through the second world 

war and into the early 1950s, setting the scene for the discovery of van couver"^ own 

skid row (Marlatt and Itter, 1979). 

Diseovering Vancouver "s skid road 

van couver"^ skid road was first maâe visible as a discret spce and an oficial public 

problem in the early 1950s, when it appeared as a space that differd radically, even 

perilously, fiom the city around it (see Map 1). Although religious and social workers 

were already considering particular elements of what would later emerge as the skid 

road problem, it was initially through the efforts of local journalists that it entered into 

public discourse as a problem of government. In effect, the newspapers "discovered" 

skid road and forced it onto the public agenda, keeping it there for the next two 

decades, naming the authorities and experts who were or should have been responsible 

for it and reporting various signal events in the development of policy affecthg it. 



Map 1: Vancouver's skid road district in the 1950s and early 1960s 
Source: CVA, Sociai Setvices Depurment, Series 107-A-7, Series 454, 
S k d  R d ,  1962-1971, File 2, Vm-r 's Skid RoadhD. 



The work of journalists was crucial in constituting a d v e  that named and 

positioned the place within the discourse of local h a n  problems, establishing 

connections between disparate phenomena in ways that explained their existence and 

identified those authorities and experts whose responsibility it was to deal with them. 

And yet, in acknowldging various foms of expertise and responsible authorities, 

journalists effectively obscured their own, by no means srnall, role in constituting the 

skid road as a visible problem. Their most important contribution was aot so much to 

publicize the womes suid efforts of the churchmen and others working in the area but 

to cast the district as a spatial and social anomaly that required the concerted 

intervention of state amcies for its normalization. The skid road of the newpapers 

was a zone of disorder and danger. A 1952 series in the Vancouver Province, then the 

city"s largest daily newspaper, claiming to expose the horrors of the area contended 

that it was "a national disgrace" and a "scar" on the urban landscape. A weekly 

magazine article dehed it as the place "where Vancouver fades into shabby, shadowy 

sordidness. . . . where the derelicts of a great city dwell in filthy jungles, only a few 

blocks fiom main streets. (Ryan, 1952; Young, 1951). Incredi'bly, there was no plan by 

civic or any other authorities to deal systematidly with this "physical and economic 

millstone around the cornmunity"~ neck" (Ryan, 1952). 

Joudists helped to forge the key discursive connedion between the idea of 

skid road and the presence of the "derelict" which would continue to dehe  the area 

into the future. Through their work, the place and the figure would come to impiy the 

other so b t  it was not possible to formulate programs or policies directed at one 



without cornidering the effects on its cornpanion. The "derelict" was a key figure 

in the news writers" skid road narrative because his presence there was the central 

element of the problem. Skid r d  derelicts were a "hard core of human failure" and 

deviance whose congregation in this district marked it as a menacing aberration 

(Cacking, 1966). Such men were defmed in terrns of a complex of pathological 

"social disorders" that marked them as deviants, 'Yhe lowest in humanity." They were 

the "homeless ' c d  heater' and 'alkey'," "criminals, alcoholics, dmg addicts and 

sex perverts" who trained "juvenile delinquents" and associated with "pick-up girls 

and prostitutes" (Ryan, 1952): Their presence defined a space of degeneration, a 

"grim abode", where sickness and immoraiity at once infecteci the environment and 

reflected its deterioration. Skid road was "the ha& and "bangout" for an array of 

outcasts and malefactors and "the heart" or "core" of their nefarious activities, 

"infest[ed] with centres of immoraiity." 

Mayhem d e d  in '%is ugly, squalid quarter of viciousness", as rampant h g  use 

and "sordid "vino" or "canned heat parties" erupteà into violence and even murder. 

Skid road was, in other words, a potentially ungoveniable space, occupied by a 

population that was utterly unrespectable and largely deficient in the qualities and 

behaviours that helped constitute any contemporary definitions of nonnality. It was 

also a spce of total pollution, where even the appearaace and the smells associated 

with its inhabitants and the place they lived were obnoxious. Decay permeated the air 

as "the oily smell of the vast watertkont mingle[d] with the stench of the city dump 

AU other quotes in this and the naa peragraph arc fiom Ryan (1952), d e s s  otherwise stated 



and the odor of stale alcohoi" (Young, 1951). As one churchrnan went about his 

work swing lost souk, he used "bis nose [to] distinguish ... the sheep h m  the goat,9 . . 

. there was the smell of canned heat mixed with beer . . . of rotting garbage . . . of 

musty raoms" (Ryan, 1952). Although syphillis was on the decline, "tuberculosis ad 

other inféctions" made their way through this 4'unsound, unsanitary cauidron", 

contarninating inhabitants who were already "homeless, pemiless, hungy, dirty [and] 

s W y " ,  

But, even as joumalists sought to weave together the various, disparate elements 

into a coherent skid road narrative, other authorities were at work investigating and 

specifjmg those elements, the most pressing and dangerous of which was identifieci 

with the large number of men who lived in the district Although skid road was 

populated "by men and women who have sunk so low they know no shame", it was 

the male presence that was considered pervasive and ovenvhelming (Ryan, 1952). 

'This is a man"s area," wrote one researcher, and ignonng his own enurneration of 

"some 500 families . . . and 250 single women", he claimed that "few women iive 

here if they can avoid it" (Steiman, 1955: 33).4 Indeed, it seems the oniy women who 

could possibly inhabit an area where, it was claimed, "men comprise 90 per cent of 

the . . . population" were "predatory females, looking for a pick-up" (Young, 195 1). 

Prior to the War, the ongoing concentration of brothels and prostitution here 

aitractai the attention of moraily crusadhg politiciaas, police chiefs and social 

' Sa also, City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1965, which was also conced with the non-tamily 
nature of the population here. Here was a place in which two-thirds of the entue population consisted of 
mai ova the age of 44 (CVA, Add. Mss. 420, Alexandra Neighbourhood Housc - Publications, Vol. 
39, Fi 5. Some F i  of Portions of East End of Vancouver, March 1952. Compileci by Boris 
S t h  hr Fidd Work Placement Rcuwds and Master of Social Work Thesis, Mar& 21, 1955). 



reformers, and served a key marker of the districtT's reputation as a zone of 

potential danger and disorder (Nilson, 1980; Freund, t 995). But while sex-ûade 

workers in the age of high profile moral campaijp were usually treated as victims, 

the wayward women (eg., "B-giris") and -tutes of skid road, the only women 

whose presence in this part of the city was acknow1edged, were recognized oniy in 

terms of a parasitical relationship with the men who surrounded them, as if to confirm 

the lattefs essential failing. If the derelicts of skid road provided the negative 

markets of the outer limits of acceptable masculinity, the bowidaries of manhood on 

the edge were delineated by the presence of women who were beyond the pale, who 

survived by exploiting the deviant conduct of the men around them. Indeed, it was 

their association with such women that belped to define the negative masculinity of 

these men. 

It was not, however, the problem of wayward women which occupied authocities 

but the scandalous conduct of the men of skid road and its deleterious consequences. 

Thus, as early as 195 1, a sub-cornmittee of the City Social Services Department 

(CSSD) was struck to "inquire into and present recommendations pertaining to the 

Single Men"s problem in the downtown ara" The discussions leading up to the 

formation of this cornmittee fonnulated a series of questions which were to fnune the 

fùture agenda for skid road social problems: 

"1. What is or what can be done to rehabilitate these people, many of 
whom are unemployable apart from their alcohoiism? 
2. Wôat can be doue to improve their physical or mental condition so that 
they can again become self-supporting? 

' CVA, Social Services Department, Saies 107-A-7, Mes 454, Skid Road , 1962-1971, F i  2, 
Vancouver's Skid Road ND. 



3. M t  is the cost financially of this group to the city of Vancouver and 
the Province by way of Social Senrices d assistance, Police Costs, Court 
and Jail Costs, Hospital and Medical Costs? 
4. What are the indirect wsts to the community such as theAs, 
klinquency, spread of communicable diseases? 
5. Can any preventative measures be taken to aileviate this condition?" 
(CVA, SSD, Doc. I ) . ~  

The enonnous power of these questions to direct the future agenda of skid road 

research and action was due to their effective constitution of large numbers of 

individual men into a unified object, resting on a series of presumptions and 

assurnptions they made about the men that rendered them as outsiders. The men in 

question were presumed to be both alcoholics and without employment. 

Consequently, lacking visible means of support and thus presumed to be dependent on 

the state or charities for sustenance, they were considered to be a financial liability. 

They were presumed to suffer fiom a condition that required some fom of mitigation 

and which, together with their behaviour, placed them beyond the bounds of and in 

confrontation with normal and respectable society At the same the ,  there seems to be 

an implicit obligation on the latter to do something about this condition, if not out of 

sheer finaircial self-interest, then fiom a concem for the well-being of tbose who 

suffered frorn it. 

Defining skid road 

The skid road problem was thus specified early on as a double-faceted object, 

one side economic, the other medical, in nature. As an economic object, the conduct 

- - 

CVA, Social Services Department, Seria 107-A-7, Series 454, Slrid Road , 1962-197 1, File 2, 
V t l l l ~ ~ ~ ~ c r ~ s  Skid Road Ml. 



of its inhabitants was rendered calculable through an accounting of the monetary 

costs they incurred across a range of sectors. Rectifyuig this dimension of the 

problem, however, required the expenditure of even more money to eliminate both the 

social ills which atnicted the district and the blighted environment that incubated 

problems. Yet, spending money wsis considerai risky and requinxi extensive 

discussion and study prior to the implementation and any program necessitating large 

expenditures. To this end, slcid road was economized in three particular, but 

interrelated ways. The heavy investrnent of moral language in this respect is 

interesting but not dtogether surprising. 

First, and foremost, the provision of fun& to alleviate ill-considered social 

conduct required extreme deliberation in order to avoid its "abuse" by its intended 

targets or, even worse, the perpetuation of their statt of dependence (Ryan, 1952). 

Concerns about promoting dependence in VancouverY's skid road were no different 

than those in any other more "ûatraditional" kinds of slurn districts. indeed, they were 

perhaps even more acute here to the extent that they were informeci by relentless 

anxieties about deformations of masculinity, of which perhaps the most glaring was 

the dependence of the various deviants and rejects who populated skid road on cbarity 

and relief 

The administration of relief to the men of skid road was even pointed to as an 

important cause of the area9's problems.7 htead of relief, "men should be encouraged 

' CVA, Add Mss. 256, Val. 25. Hany Patten Archibai4 Fde 1 - Ceutrai City Mission, Midtenn Report, 
1967. 



to help themselves and discouragedfiom becoming barnacles on sociey.'" What 

was needed, acwrding to a Salvation Amy Major, was "some sort of work pian or 

character building . . . there is a need for them to face reality and acquire some 

initiative" that would transform them into responsible men, "rehabilitated . . . to 

usefui Christian citizenship.'" The men of skid r d  thus needed to k remouided and 

reformed to end their parasitical ways, to be weaned fiom the largess of the 

wtnmunity, in the fonn of charitable organimtions or the state, or fiom preying on 

o h ,  l a s  worldly "barnacles", for sub~istence.'~ Slùd r d  was the site of the 

greatest concentration of single men on public assistance, as well as the highest 

nurnkr of administered cases in which the finances of an individual receiving public 

assistance were managed by the distributhg agency. 

Second, certain authonties attempted to calculate the financial costs caused by 

the conduct of alcoholics and associated forms of skid road behaviour. "Simple 

arithmetic", claimed Ryaa (1952), "illustrates that the Vancouver taxpayer in the year 

1950 paid out of his own pocket to subsidize this centre of squalor and vice!." in the 

early 1950s, the ratio of service provision to revenue generation was calculsted at 

almost 2 to 1. By the mid-1960s, this ratio had increased to 20 to 1 (City of Vancouver 

CVA, City Social Semce Dept. Records, 107-A-7, Vancouver City Council Spocial Joint Comnhe 
on Skid Row Problms, A Plan fôr Action, 1962-1964, Administend Cases - Centre Unit by G. L. 
McPberson [undews with a Salvation Amy Major and the Director of the St. James Social S d c e s  
Society]. 

CVA 107-A-7 Social Service Dept. Records, Special Joint Committee on Skid Row Problems, "A plan 
for action, 1962-1964. Interviews with agemcy d, Centrai City Mission promotional brocbure. 
'O A 1953 memo to the Administntor of the C i  Sociai SeMas  Dept. h m  R F. Astbury, of tbc local 
City Social Services Unit, notes t h  taking control of the fwids of alcoholics has improved 'the standard 
of living fbr these men, there is still a m 8  otber problems an hcreasc in dependmcy and r e h œ  on the 
worker to care for th& needs' C V 4  SSD Records, Mes 454, 107-A-7, Special Joint Committee, "A 
Plan fir Actionn, 1962-1964. GL MacPhenon, Admirnad Coses, Centre Unit. 
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Planning Dept., 1965; The Vancower Sun, 1966a). Foremost among these were the 

expenses incurred for policing skid road and enforcing violations, particularly those 

related to public drunkenness, while merchants complained about the costs generated 

by rampant shoplifting and the loss of customers who were king driven away by the 

deviant behaviour of local inhabitants (Hesse, 1966; McKenPe, 1966a; The 

Vancouver Sun, 1966a).11 Moreover, such "primary costs" were accornpanied by 

"secondary costs" that included the long-term complications of marriages and families 

a f f d  by alcoholic behaviour, desertion, violence and lack of effective fathenng.l2 

Finally, the consequences of "blighted buildings were seen as a drain on public 

revenues that necessitateci action. In the immediate context of skid road, this seemed 

to offer the best possibility of remediatory action. This was a period of intense anxiety 

about the fûture of Vancouver"s downtown and urban core. As in other cities across 

the continent, suburban expansion was accelerating and the building stock of the 

urban core was aging. Downtown was facing retail competition fiom suburban 

shopping centres and the late forties and early fifties brought an incipient 

deindusüialization of the waterfront surrounding the peninsular core (North and 

Hardwick, 1992).13 

" CVA, SSD Records, Series 454, 107-A-7, Special Joint Cornmittee, "A Plan for Actionn, 1%2-1964, 
GL MacPberson, Adminisiend Cases, Centre Unit; 
l2 CVA, SSD Racords, 107-A-7, Spccial Joint Coaimittee, "A Plan for Action", 1962- l%4, GL 
Macpherson, Administered Cases, Centre Unit 
l3 With s h u h i m i o o  came the problan of managiag M c  aipacity. By the late 19509, the principle 
of imprwed automobile access to and through dowmown Vancouver underpinucd virtually al1 
dowmown planning doçumans, beginnine with the 1957 civic centre shdy (cf. City of Vancouver 
Plrrining Dept., 1956; City of Vaa«,uvu Plaaning Dcpt., 1958). 



The downtown planning imperative for civic authorities was redevelopment 

of those sections where the building stock was aging and deteriorating. Older 

residential areas on the fnnges of the CBD, especially in areas where they wete mixed 

with light industrial uses, were diagnoseci as blighted zones and targetted for 

redevelopment. Thus, immediately to the east of the CBD, the city"s old East End 

"slum" district was siated for van couver"^ first set of urban renewal schemes under 

the terms of the National Housing Act (Marsh, 1950; City of Vancouver, 1957).Id 

The industrial ring around False Creek was also targetted for redevelopment in 

the 1950s, although this would not even begin to be realized for another decade 

(Oliver, 1955). Meanwhile, as private capital began the redevelopment of the West 

End into hi&-rise aparrments, the City began to sketch out its plans for CBD 

redevelopment. A 1957 study designated an eastern section of downtown, to the 

southwest of skid road, as an ideal site for a civic centre scheme that would provide 

one of the pillars of CBD revival (City of Vancouver Planning Dept, 1958). 

Downtowa automobile access was crucial to the scheme and the 1961 Downtown 

Zoning Plan called for large-scale land acquisitions in the skid road area in order to 

provide sites for clearance and construction of parking facilities (City of Vancouver 

Planning Dept., 1961). 

Most of skid road was classified as two of the six key CBD "redevelopment 

areas."" A business consultant, contracted by the City to devise a commercial 

14 For a conçise history of slum clearance, see Kay Andenon, 1991, Vancouver's Chinatown, Chapter 6. 
'' Somc Id property~w~~~s campai@ to d a  the civic rofCrrnda in which officiais sought voted 
appmval for the capid arpaidmins nccessary for such purcbases (CVA, Pamphiets, 1978-70, The 
Townsite Story: Rie ûrighi Gastown Revitalization by MG. Thomson, 1978). 



revitalization plan, identifiai the district as "largely blighted and both 

economically and socially unptod~crive'~, a condition that made redevelopment highly 

desirable (Larry Smith and Co, 1963). Moreover, the vacuum of investment that 

marked skid road real estate in this area that was seen as a "backwash in the westward 

drift of downtown" acted as a "maguet to the wayward" (City of Vancouver Planning 

Dept., 1965; Ryan, 1952). However, redevelopment or renovation aione were seen by 

local social agencies as at best only partial solutions to the area"s woes, since they 

were generated primarily by social behaviour (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 

1965; McKenPe, 1966b). For them, the skid road was not so much a bad place as it 

was a site where problematic individuals engaged in bad conduct. The consequences 

of this contradiction will be examined in the next chapter. 

The second facet of the official version of skid road was its constitution as a 

medical problem, as the M e s  of the men who populated the area were marked as 

damaged by alcoholism and unemployment. Such conditions rendered them 

hadequate and dependent. The conduct that was derived h m ,  and in tum 

particularized, these conditions was defined as deviant, excluding them fiom 

acceptance in a wider community of belonging and responsibility fiom which the 

bases of nomality were defined. 

"To [skid road] gravitates the person who is unable to muster more 
social assets and who has been caught in a spiral of ever-increasing 
dependency. He is often a homeless man who bas experienced years of 
social isolation and is dequate  in some aspect of his per~~nality."'~ 

l6 CVA Social Service DeparÉment Records, 107-1-7, Special Joint Committee on skidrow probiems, 
"A Plan for Action" 



"Once the romping grounds of thomds of loggers, skid road today 
is a havm for the rejects of socieîy. Disorgamzed personality is the nile 
among skid road dwellers. The alcoholic, adàict and sex deviate cannot 
cope with the demands and fnistrations of general society but they cm 
function within their own group (Cocking, 1965). 

The ongin of skid road, according to this logic, was to be found in the bodies of 

its inhabitants. The CO-presence, in sufficient nurnbers, of individuais with persodity 

disorders and behaviours symptomatic of social pathologies, created a milieu in which 

skid r d  conditions thrived The deterioration of the built environment and the land 

uses that characterized such areas were thus consequent upon a critical mass of "sick" 

individuais which, effectivety, called them into being. Once in existence, this 

reciprocal complex of social pthology and spatial blight constituted a self- 

reproducing environment, the interruption of which necessitated radical intervention. 

Attempts to repair the problems that gave rise to skid road conditions focused on 

programs of normalization tbat sought to manage the conduct of those individuls who 

were models of deviance. It was the bodies of such individuals that provided access to 

their deviance. Rehabilitating intmentions consisted largely of creating appropriate 

conditions where, at most, correct throughts, values and behaviours could be 

inculcated, thus repairing the damage that consti~ed deviance and, at ieast, conduct 

could be regularly monitored and thetefore controlled in accordance with a regime of 

correct behaviour. 

Although this medidization was formative in the construction of skid road as a 

public problem, the prescriptions it geiwrated contradicted the key solutions advanced 

to the econornic problem. Rather than the 'Wan surgery" involved in the excision of 
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the built environment, the medicalized problem focused on the bodies of deviant 

individuals as the primary locus of interventions designed to terminate the skid road 

condition. In this anaiysis, accomplishg the former would preclude, perhaps even 

aggravate the latter. The IDEAS group, whose campaigu to close the liquor store 

opened this chapter, stepped into the middle of this conflict. Composed of property- 

owners and business operators, the organization sought to constitute the private-sector 

as an authority on the problem(s) of skid road and, through this, to advocate for urban 

renewal. Its specific program included closure of cheap hotels and bars, physical 

improvement of local properties, and lobbying for more state-funding for 

redevelopment and public housing (Mckenzie, 1966a) 

Although its diagnosis of the problem was neither new nor disputed, IDEAS" 

prescription was to be hotly contested. Indeed, the organization seems to have 

surfaced at precisely the time when the elements of the program it advanced would 

themselves becorne objects of derision and critique." Its ongoing plans for "slod road 

clean up" was chided by one upcoming urban critic as king too negative, claiming 

that the organization"~ skid road lament was itself a source of the a r d s  problem 

image (The Vancouver Sun, 1968a; Blair, 1966). Chhem attacked it because it focused 

too much on physical measums that would generate skid mad-like conditions in other 

parts of the city. Redevelopment would simpIy displace the social problems that were 

the animating dynarnic of the skid road situation (Cocking, 1966). IDEAS plan failed, 

claimed a Salvation Army major, '?O tackle the human problems involved" (The 

" Nor was this prognun espediy succcssfiil - w h  tht liquor store was 6 d i y  s h t  down, it was mon 
teplaced with anotk one ttiret blocb to the m. 



Vancouver Sun, 1968b). An effective program of change for the district 

necessitateci the redevelopment and remvation of people as well as buildings because 

it was these specifically social problems that were responsible in the first instance for 

the existence of a place like skid road 

The formation of skid road experts 

Despite differing positions regarding the appropriate course of action, the 

"IDEAS Men", their supporters, and their critics al1 shared some common 

assumptions about the object of disagreement. Underlying what was essentially a 

debate about means rather than ends was the imagination of a space that was 

constructed through the forging of a complex linkage between the presence and 

activities (conduct) of certain categories of person and the physicd conditions of the 

buildings in the spgces which they occupied. This co~ection came to fom the heart 

of the skid road problem and in the course of its formation we can discern the 

emergence of what might be called a discursive-institutional constellation of 

authorities and experts that took as its object the identification, investigation and 

elimination of skid road. 

Cenûal to the formation of this apparatus was the claim to authority by the 

various parties directly involved in disceming skid road as a problem. Thus, for 

exarnple, when IDEAS made its 1965 declaration, its members were doing more than 

simply asserting their interest and inserting themselves into the planning process. They 

were establishing a boundary that marked themselves and others like them as 

respectable and normal citizens, dividing them fiom those irresponsible men whose 



behaviour inhibiteci business and fkightened away "women shoppers." As 

"respo~~~ible people desiring to . . . wnduct business in the arean, the "IDEAS men" 

situated themelves in direct opposition to the "derelicts, vagrants and chronic 

dcoholics" whri c a d  skid road decay. Similady, the busiwssmen, social workets, 

church workers, planners and other civic oficials, police, and j o d i s t s  dl 

positioned themselves within the parameters of n d i t y  and o&t h t  skid road 

threatened. The demarcation of this hntier thus defined both the objects of 

howledge and its subjects. Moreover, as the subjects of knowledge about skid road, 

al1 these vatious parûes were constituteà, or constituted themselves, as experts and 

therefore authorities on the matter. And, in that authority, they sought to go beyond 

simply marking the ôoundary and began planning to -ver the space and, in some 

cases, its population, from the perdition to which they bad been consigned. 

Neither the connection between bodies and space, nor the governmental 

apparatus througb wfücb it was articulatecl, appeared simultan8ously with the advent 

of the skid roaâ. Rather, it developed through the efforts of various agencies to 

enunciate explmations for the work they were doing in, or directed toward, the skid 

road district; and to identifi connections between the problems on which they focused 

their labours, and others which were manifest mund them. Deploying concepts and 

repcesentations derived fiom bodies of knowledge ranging h m  formal disciplines to 

those of practical expertise and the "cornmon sense" of experienoe, a host of 

individuals and organizations m&red the area into a discrete and recognizeable 

space that was a highly visit.de, urgent problem. 



In Vancouver as elsewhere, notions of citizenship and dependence, 

problematic gender relations and urban decay provided central themes in the emerging 

skid road landscape. The programs and projects that were designed to address the 

essential skid road connection between bodies and spaces were fonnulated, in part, 

from the ideas generated by these wider discourses. The latter framed the assuniptions 

which both informed and enabled that vital connection to be constnicted, providing 

the language and concepts with which authorities used to define and bound k i r  

object and to determine the means by which it would (they hoped) be transfonned out 

of existence. 

By the mid-1960s, al1 these authorities were ready to talk about taking action to 

rehabilitate skid road derelicts and ûansients. Skid road redevelopment was a 

certainty. The only question was the form in which it was to take place. 



Cbapttr 4 
Programming Skid Road 

The skid road problem crystallized in the mid-1960s around the problem of the 

govembility of the space and its population Although thcre seemed to be consensus 

among authorities tbat this was a disorganized and dangerous place, it was only with 

the direct entry of the City of Vancouver into the scene in the mid-1960s that it 

became possible to begin articulating a systematic program for taming the unnûy 

populace and rendering the spaces it occupied transparent. Civic intervention had been 

called for as early as 1952 in the Vancouver Province's series on the "cauldron of 

sin." In responding to reproaches over their lack of a systematic plan for dealing with 

the problem, civic officiais explicitly included the skid road district in the urban 

renewal plans for the eastem sector of the downtown peninsula. What had hitherto 

been a difficult area for one City department, Social Services, became specified as a 

problematic object by the whole range of ciMc agencies. in constituting it as their 

object, those agencies brought to bear on skid road a level of discursive and 

institutional resources and a degree of coordination uiat were unavailable to the 

religious groups working in the area 

The City took on the central role in reconstituting skid road as a governable 

zone. Although joumaiists, social workers, and church workers continued to occupy 

key positions in formulating the problem, City staff played an increasingly central role 

in formulating and irnplernenting interventions intended to reorder and then transfonn 

the situation. The City acted as both a conduit of ideas and concepts and their initiator, 



fomulating, facilitating, focusing and cuordinating interventions. It alsa, 

increasingiy, served as a fiirading source and a mediator Mwem non-profit groups and 

d e r  levels the state. 

Yet the City itself was not a monolithic set of agencies. The various ends which 

the latter sought to achieve and the means which were deployd in their pursuit were 

not always in harrnony with each other. Different chic authorities sometimes took 

contradictory stances on particular situations or issues and their positions s h i f i  over 

time, subject to conflichg pressures fiom popular, service, and business 

urganizations. Nevertheless, its capacity as the public authority with access to 

resomes beyond those of my other single or even network of private orgmizations 

meant that once the City began to play the central role in skid road interventions, it 

becarne the ruris amund which al1 other auhrities, public and private, revolved. It 

was situateci, al1 at once, as the holder, the advocate, the mediator, and the arbiter of a 

range of interests and claims, including those of its own agencies. 

The project of governing skid roaâ was, at its heart, one of introducing and 

elabomting a nonnaking rationality aimed at bringing the bliptited spoice and its 

deviant, undisciplined population into line with the other parts of the city h m  which 

it differed so drasticaily. Ironicaily, though, it was the City's efforts to pwsue the 

urban renewal option - normalking the buiit environment - that opened the door for 

a shifi in the ways that public authorines formulated and treated the relationship 

between the people and the space. The City's focus on skid r d  brought with it a 

mge of new actors, in the form of City staff, as well as techniques of intervention tbat 



sîarted to t m n  the parameters that defined the area and its population. 

J o d i s t s  and social agencies had worked with a notion of sicid Kiad akin to the 

wodd of "social problem analysts", a da& and fnghtening space of isdated, anomic 

and deviant individu&, with no hope and little dlinity with anyone else. Civic 

authorities, however, introduced and promoted the idea of skid road as a deviant 

subculiwe, a reptesentation that was closer to the concepts advanced by Wallace and 

the "social order d y s t s "  than it was to the alternative vision of intractable decay and 

incorrigible degeneracy. In this redition, it serves as a refuge not only for the a b e m  

and the inadquate - people who fit in nowhere else - but dso for those who have 

been "lefi behind" by or who "can"t keep up" with the demands of contemporary 

Society. Skid road, in other words, appeared as a means of survival for the 

marginal ized. 

The idea of skid road in Vancouver thus undenvent a transition that was 

mediated by the concept of the deviant sub-cultwe. The formulation of a disorganized 

and dangerous space of isolation, where deterioration was consequent on the conduct 

of anomic and damagecl individuals, was slowly displad ùy the representation of a 

site possessing an oder and a rationrtiity that were determmed through the proceses 

Ui which the marginalized constiîuîed themse1ves as a community in order to survive. 

The emergent community offered itself as an alternative vectot of intervention to that 

of the damaged, masculine bodies which had, hitherto tKen the primary site of 

engagement. The notion of a space of exclusion would soon have tremendous 
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ramifications as the actors and interests conmed with skid road undenvent a 

phenomenal proliferation. 

For the moment, however, the limitations rather than the possibilities of the 

notion of the deviant comrnunity prevailed. Despite the City's size and scope, it 

needed to deal with the social agencies whose primary interests were to re-fonn the 

bodies and conduct of deviant men. Moreover, its own initial interest in skid roaâ was 

with the refonnation of the built environment through urban renewal, rather than with 

the area's population. 

The City Moves In: Two Approaches to Skid Road 

From the mid to the late-1%0s, civic officiais wrestled with conflicting 

approaches of engagement with skid road Their interventions moved initiaily along 

the lines traced by two sets of problems, as they aîîempted to formulate the object of 

skid road, diagnose, and then prescribe solutions for it. The first of these was the 

question of dealing with the blight which some authorities believed was detrimental to 

the downtown area, discouraging the potential for the private investment necessary for 

CBD upgrading (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1956). As we have seen, the 

City's early interest in skid road situated it in tems of the overall problem of planning 

for the downtown peninsula and CBD. The City's 20-year plan for Downtown, 

however, noted that "the collar of slum and blighted properties . . . to the south and in 

particular to the east" required "surgical methods of cutting out old buildings and 

rebuilding as part of a comprehensive scheme of redevelopmenty' (City of Vancouver 

Planning Dept., 1956). 
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Although the residential East End district, immediately to the east of skid 

rorad, wuid hl1 ht under the urban surgeon's scalpel, skid roui and the surrounding 

am in the eastern sector of the CBD was also designateci for urban renewal.' By the 

early 1%0s, Cordova S t m t  benveen Mai. and Richards, the main skid road 

thoroughfhre, was mned for parking lots ta service adjacent shopping and commercial 

weas (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1956, 1% 1). Civic authorities twice sought 

agreement fnwn votes to raise fiuids iiecessary for land purchase and clearance for the 

parking p r ~ ~ r a m . ~  The relatively low values, old age and dcteriorating cundition of 

rnany properties dong Main, Powell and Water Streets meriteci their inclusion in plans 

for acquisition and "comprehensive redevebpment" of blighted areas (Technical 

Planning Board, 1956). The a m  to the southeast of skid d was dated for a civic 

centre cornplex (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1956,1958). 

Skid road and its surroundings were identified in a 1963 economic study of 

downtown redevelopment as the "weak link" in the CBD. It was "largely blighted and 

both socially and economically unproductive" (Larry Smith and Co, 1963: 2 f ). While 

most of the area was included in two potential redevelopment areas, neither was 

cecornmendeci for immediate tedevelopment because "the net ben& to the downtown 

. . . would not be sufficiently great" (Larry Smith and Co, 1963: 2 1). Despite its 

consultant's recornmendation, however, the City applied to the Federai govenunent 

' The name Saaihcona was hWly  appüed to the East End by Social Wotlr professor Leunard Marsh 
(1950), in his Mwprint for urban renewal in the ana. It was derivai h m  the namt of the ekmemuy 
school, which was named for Lord Strathcoaa, CorneLuw Van Home, d o  was the chaÛman of tbe 
Cannaian Pacifc Railway wben it nached Vartcouvva. 
CVA Pamphlets, 1978-70, The TOwPSltc Story: nit Originel Gnstown RMialitatiw by MG. 

Thom509 1978 . 



less than three years later for fun& to initiate a major urban renewal scheme in 

the eastefll portion of downtown, including the 'Downtown: East Side . . . 

characterized by poor subdivision, ornnipresent blight and severe social probfems" and 

the "OId Graaville Townsite," then the heart of the skid road district (City of 

Vancouver Planning Dept, 1966: 13)' Reporting to City Council, the Board of 

Administration noted that this urban renewal scheme included "major transportation 

considerations, which must be exarnined" (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1966). 

This referred to the question of the downtown fieeway dignrnent that, when unveiled 

in another consultants report in 1968, would bisect both the ethnic shopping district of 

Chinatown and the Old Granville Townsite, and hence, the skid road district 

(Pendakur, 1972; Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas, 1968). This pamcular 

alignrnent was chosen to connect with a waterfront portion of the k w a y  that wouid 

service both a new, third crossing of Bunard Inlet and a major waterfiont 

redevelopment project that wouid include portions of the Old Granville Townsite. 

Dubbed Project 200 by its developers, this private sector project was announced in 

June of 1966. Pendakur (1972) notes, however, that a development executive revealed 

in a newspaper interview that negotiations with the city had been ongoing for a year 

prior to public disclosure (Bradbury and Peloquin, 1966). in other words, the City's 

application for the urban renewal scheme was initiated with full awareness of and 

coordination with corporate plans to redevelop the waterfiont. 

-- - 

Givm the subsequcm castigation of plannas tor opposing heritage d o n  arsd the mytbologicai 
status of the haitage movemmt in its campaip to supposedly persuade phmes BIHL politicians to 
anbtace mvation ratha than the demoihion and rcdcvelopment, it is hi@y significant that tbis rcpon 
to C i  Council notes that in the OGT, 'rcnovation of some of the older buildings has baB med under 
private initiatin and should be encouraged', (p. 13). 



The second set of problems confrunted by the City stemrned fiom its imperative 

to plan for the population of areas targetted by urban renewal, as required by Section 

V of the National Housing Act. Civic auîhorities, however, believed that they lacked 

specific knowledge ofthe space ad its population to make such plans. Consequently, 

in preparation for the application for urban renewai funding, they embarked on an 

extensive investigation of Skid Road and the larger area of which it was a part (see 

Map 2). The 1965 report which issued fiom this research, was called Downtown - 
East Side and it created a knowledge base for the pursuit of the urban renewal 

objective. It also inaugurateci a still-ongoing process of intensimng study and research 

of the skid road population. 

Although it was based on the assumphon that this population was an obstacle to 

that project, Downtown - East Si& also shifted at least part of the City's attention 

away from the "simple" task of redeveloping the built environment toward the 

question of managing a difficult population. Thus, although "this part of the City is 

rundown physically," the authors maintained that "it is impossible to recommend 

physical changes without n greater and more important, concerted e@t to tuckle the 

fimdamental social weaknessesn (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1965, ernphasis 

added). In itself, such thinking reflected that of the social agencies that worked with 

the skid road population. The very fact of the report marked a shifi away fiom the 

panicked response that characterized much of the ùiinking about Skid Road toward a 

packaging of the area as an object of knowledge. Downtown - East Side ordered the 

space - refiaming it via an assembly of information and a refinement of categories 



Map 2: The study area for tbe Downtown - East Side report. Note the cxpmded 
a r a  to the south and east that would be incorp~rtcd into skid road. 

Source: Ci@ of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1965 
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into a coherent package that described and explained the situation. The bodies 

that surveyors loc8ted on skid road were marked and classifieâ according to the needs 

which were wribed to them and the toms of treaîment reqw to alleviate those 

needs. Panic at the seeming disorder of the place thus gave way to the perception of 

order, albeit deviant, thus rendering it las threatening. Downtown - East Side also set 

out a blueprint for subsequent intervention into skid 4. And in the process of 

ordering the space, there dso appeared a different sense of what wris possible. 

The report reproduced the relation between problematic space and problernatic 

ppulation that had h i M o  characterid the formulation of skid road But, the 

device it used to create order where initial visions had seen only disorder reconfigured 

the elements of this relationship. In constituting Skid Road as an ordered space, the 

Planning DepEvtment àrew on notion of skid row as a deviant lifestyle, propounded by 

Wallace (1 965). The report acknowledged that not everyone here was a derelict or a 

transient. The population also included mmy elderly people as well as people with 

disabilities and unemployed younger men. But, in acknowledgmg their presence, it 

also constituted them as problems - new obstacles to renewal: 

" One of the myths of skid road is that it is a closelyht colorfiil 
community of human derelicts. This is not true - at least not in Vancouver. 
Many other people live here with quite different problems. These other 
groups of people should be considered quite separately, accordhg to their 
needs, instead of king treated as part of one insrnountable problem" 
(City of Vancouver Planning De@, 1965: 26). 

The skid row lifestyle was problematic because it separated them fiom the 

mainsbeam of city life. For the fh time, Vancouver's skid road appeared as a space 



of exclusion with a population base that included many more people than those 

derelicts and transients whose presence and behaviour defined it (see Figure 3). 

In a population that totaled 4,236 people, of whom more than three quarters 

were men and over half were "of Asiatic origin," the report classified four problematic 

categories of population: "the homeless transient man;" "the old age pensioner;" "the 

unemployable, disabled and handicapped;" and "the police court dnuikenness 

offender." The derelict and transient were thus joined by two new officially- 

designated categories of person. Each of these types exhibited parhcular fonns of need 

that required specific combinations of programmes for their alleviation. It is perhaps 

signifiant that there was no m e r  mention made of "Asiatics." 

In calling for tutelary programming of skid road denizens, regardless of who they 

might be, the Downtown - East Side report differed little from other memorandurns, 

reports, and position papers. Despite having determined tbat the skid road occupants 

were a far more diverse group than that pictured by earlier, most anecdotal, reports, 

civic officais concluded that the solution to the problem of exclusion lay ia the 

elimination of skid road. This goal was to be realized not only by urban renewal but 

by the tehabilitation of the excluded population, including the treatment of deviants, 

thus reducing the dependency of ail. Acwmplishing such aims would save the City 

fiom a situation which cost, by the estimation of the Director of Planning, some 

twenty times more than it collecîed in tax revenue from the area. 

The report also criticized the efforts of groups that provided services in the area. 

Counting at least nine organizations addressing some of these wncems, only îhree of 



Fiiure 3: The nowelassic depicîion of Vancouver's skid r d  
Source: Ciîy of Vmcower Planning Dept., 1965. 
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which were non-religious, the Planning Dept. claimed that ''much present 

activity is fhgmented and uncoordinated," thus "enabl[ind the derelict and the 

transient man to maintain his way of life more easily and safely than in another part of 

the city" (pp. 45,4 1). It therefore presented a policy for consideration that would 

facilitate the elimiaation of skid r d  through a combination of centralization and 

coordination of services. The transient could then be assessed and referred to the 

agency that could best address his needs, especially for education and vocational 

training. The pensioner could be availed of improved housing, whether in this district 

or elsewhere in the city, while those with disabilities or othenvise 'hemployable" 

would be offered a chance of "rehabilitation." The report's authors recommended 

"some form of compulsory treatment" for the most pernicious of the four categories, 

the alcoholic repeat offender, citing the example of " b h v i a n  cities [which] do 

not even have skid roads . . . largely because chronic aicoholics undergo enforced 

treatment in which they eam their way" (p. 49). 

Despite the avowal that not everyone in Skid Road was derelict or üansient, 

these categories still provided the overarching archetype of the Skid Road inhabitant. 

The key reason for doing away with them was, of course, their cost to the state and the 

primary methoà of achieviag their elimination was via their removal fiom the site of 

their dereliction. 

Urban renewai underjire 

Notable by their absence fiom plans for downtom redevelopment were the 

people who actually lived in and around the areas targetted by the schemes. The 



Vancouver Transportation Sîudy, for example, was more concernai with 

integrating the proposed clevated fieeway dong Carra11 Street into the existing built 

envimments of Chinatown and "the Old City", than with the displacement of 

midents h m  the numerous SR0 hotels that lay in the way of its ideal alignment. The 

Downtown - Easî Side report formulated possible approaches to dealing with a 

problematic population only from the position that proposed programs would facilitate 

the urban renewal schemes. Nevertheles, the urban renewl opbon as it evolved over 

the course of the 1960s eKisteâ in a constant state of tension with the irnperative to 

rebabilitate the bodies and the conduct of skid road's occupants. The two approaches 

to intervention were not necessarily congruent. 

The two sets of problems dong wfiich civic interventions moved convergeci in 

the disciusively forged link conaecting the decay of the built environment with the 

figures of the c h r o ~ c  afcoholic or derelict, and the single man on the move, or 

transient. The question of what to do with the individuais subsumed by these 

categories emerged as the central issue in discussions about skid r d .  Unlike the 

figure of the hobo - the old pre-war single, homeless man, and the outcasts who 

sunoundeci him - these characters were cast as both cause and effect factors of b1ight. 

Excising blight, according to this logic, also required radical intervention into the Lives 

of those who both caused and reinforced it. increasingly, plans for the elidnation of 

skid road came to hinge on interventions directed at its population, rather than on the 

built environment. Indeed, it wodd become apparent to various authonties that 

changing the latter was contingent on efforts to transfomi the people who made skid 



road what it was. Skid r d  was hus an essentidly social space in the sense that 

it was imderstood to k the product of the conduct, relationships, md values of its 

occupants. Erasing it required social solutions. 

Shortly after the release of the Downtown - East Side report in January 1965, 

the Director of Planning held a meeting with the City's other department heads to 

consider its implications and recommend the "creation of a Social Planning Bsard" 

for which %e reclaimation of Skid Road," designed to "paraIlel the activities of 

redevelopment," would be its initial task (CVA, SSD, Dac. 9).' The formation of a 

social planning body, however, would have to wait. In response to the Planning 

Department's clarion cal1 for the centralization and coordination of services, the 

suppadly fragmented amies aîtacked the very premise on wtiich it w9s based 

Coordinating their efforts at the bmucratic and political levels, a number of 

skid road social service agencies had formed the Downtown Clergy Cornmittee and 

used it as a pla$orm to attack the civic policies they believed aggravatecl local 

@lems. This Cornmittee was largely composed of churcb or religiously inspired 

ofganizations, most of whch had a long pmence in the downtown ma, including the 

Centrai City Mission, St James Anglican Church, Catholic Charities, the Mvation 

Amy, and the First United Church. This was a very diverse group. While the First 

United Church had played a radical role in the a m  for many decades, engaging in 

political social action of various kinds (and would be an instrumental agency in the 

subsequent development of resident-based organizhg that wouid contest the nanative 

- - 

' CVA, Social S a v i a  Dqamat, Saics 454 107-A-7, Skid Rold, 1962-1971, File 3, 1%5-66. 
Minutu of a Meeting held at 2 pm on Feb. 22,1965 in the otücc of the Director of Pl- to coasidcr 
the Skid Road Report. 



of skid road, as detailed in the following chapters), others such as Central City 

Mission and the Salvation Army tasded to be conservative in bot. outlook and 

program, focushg primarily on rehabiiitation of individuals. Nevertheless, in their 

effort to coordinate their activites, they argued that urban renewal would only make 

things worse. The Cornmittee was supported by jounialists who questioned the 

renewal program. In a 1964 feature article, the city's largest newspaper asked, "Cm 

Bulldozers, Wrecking Balls Really Desîroy a skid r d ? "  Its author answered his own 

question: "Every city has a skid r d .  If you b o c k  it down, its people will make 

another skid rad. There will always be people who don"t want to cut the grass" 

(Ardies, 1964: 4). 

A year later, the Downtown Clergy Cornmittee's delegation emphasized to 

Vancouver City Council that utban tenewal was not enough to effect the reforms 

necessary to erase skid road. "Putting the same men in new buildings won3't help", 

but neither would "moving pcople to new areas." According to one cornmittee 

member, '"'You take a girl, dress her up pretty and put her in a new home in 

[suburban] Burnaby. It doesd't work. It's like Buckingham palace to her; she's out of 

her element'"' (Elsie, 1%5). Reinvestment in land, infnistncture and building stock 

would al1 be for naught unless thete was a concomitant tehabilitation of the humans 

involved. Indeed, these critics of civic policies maintained that City polices were 

already exacerbating the very problems that defined skid road as a place apart. Its 

method of dispensing welfare fimds to single men in skid road supported the lattesy' 

drinking habits and, hence, their dissolute lifestyles, without pmviding wunter- 
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measures to control and stop alcoholism (The Vancouver Proviace, 1965s. b).' 

But, they claimed, renewal would ody displace such problems, rather tban elhinate 

hem, spurring the creation of skid d - t r p e  districts in other parts of Vancouver. 

The Committee thus opposed urban renewal while, at the same time, asserthg 

the urgency of dealing with the stereotypical skid road denizens: the transient man and 

the inwmgible dcoholic. Where the City's research broadened the base of the skid 

road populaîion and suggested that a range of interventions were required to deal with 

its different segments, the agencies sought to assert an imperative of medicalizing 

regdation through which the behaviour of deviant individuals could be governeû. 

Responding to the agencies" concems, City Council created, not a social planning 

group, but a sub-committee, including most of the members of the Downtown Clergy 

Committee, to investigate and deal with skid road problems. 

Rather than the reconstruction of the deteriorating built environment, this sub 

committee sought to achieve the moral and ethical refomation of the darnaged male 

through a strategy of institutionalized control and care. The key technology in the 

achievemeat of moral transformation, and thus rehabilitation, was financial 

administration of those individuals who were located within the field of need h o m e  

assistance, or relief, has never been simply an economic instrument. More often, it has 

ken  viewed as a technology in which considerations of moral and ethicd significance 

are interlaceci with the seemingly constant desires of fiscai authorities to reduce their 

committments. The provision of assistance bas thus most often been seen as a fonn of 

' C V 4  CSSD, Series 454,107-A-7. skid road, 1962-1971. File 3. 1965-1966. Excerpts of Two 
indcpdent Visitatim of the Dowutown Clcrgy and Church Agcncies Conunittee on Social Wei6ue 
Problems at the Stratford Hotd. ND. 
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leverage through which the conduct of recalcitrant individuals can be 

consûained, directed or othenvise influenced (Polanyi, 1957; Dean, 199 1; Piven and 

Cloward, 1971). In Vancouver, as elsewhere, the supervisors of relief sought to deploy 

it as an instrument to discipline the poor, discouraging "dependence" and increasing 

their reliance on the labour market - wbat is usually described as "self-reliance." In 

the case of the 1960s skid road, howver, the goal of directly influencing the conduct 

of men on assistance was infomed by a explicit desire to control the environment in 

which they lived. 

Constructing a regime of tutelaty control 

In recommending solutions to the problematic relationship between men and 

space, the sub-committee focused on the fornation of a regime of tutelaq intervention 

and supervision designed to "cure" its human objects. The latter were constituted in 

terms of the two stereotypicd skid road figures: the chronic alcoholic, or derelict, and 

the transient. Both were considered subject to a debilitating condition of dependency 

and were seen as deficient in various dimensions of personality that were necessary 

for manhood. Two facilities, a detoxification centre and a single men's hostel, were 

put forward as the key elements in the program to eliminate skid road. These settings 

wodd function as sites of surveillance and control where ideals of proper conduct 

could be inculcated, especially the virtues of thrift, labour and self-reliance be 

inculcated, thus providing opportunities b re-constitute damaged men as ethical 

subjects. The sub-committee, then, sought nothhg less than the elhination of the 

conditions which rendered skid road men, both young and old, dependent. 



This was a project that involveà not oniy governing space, insofar as it 

focused on representing and cbaaging a particuiar place. It was also a spatializing 

intervention in which the programmes and actions designed to produce ethical 

subjects initiated the construction of discrete spaces of order (usually contained inside 

buildings) in which conduct could be manageci or controlled to induce order in the 

area outside them and contain the danger presented to people and buildings via the 

spread of skid road conduct While al1 the ideas and plans for interventions into the 

lives of skid road men emerged in the context of overall plans for urban renewal, it 

becarne a precept of this project 'Wt recognition of the social characteristics of the 

area must precede any workable physical plans" (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 

1965). The skid road service agencies thus effectively constmcted an institutional- 

spatial nexus for centralization that provided a role for themselves in urban renewal as 

the fixers of social blight. 

The spatialization of poverty-management techniques was not a new concept. 

The alms-house and the pr-house are notable forenuiners. Its application in the 

1960s is something of an anomaly during a time when politicans justified welfare state 

expansion with principles of participatory democracy that were explicitly concemed 

with the inclusion of the poor in "mainstream society." The poverty of the two 

prllnary targets of skid road policies, the transient and the derelict, however, was 

considered to be only derivative of the persodity deficiencies that marked them as a 

problems. Spatial strategies of control and cehabilitation were designed not to 



alleviate or otherwise address povm but to rebabilitate men by constraining 

the deviant conduct that marked them as outsiders. 

Valverde (1996) notes that the contradiction bctween the autonomizing 

imperatives of liberal democracy and the imposition of disciplinary or punitive 

regirnes by liberal dmocratic states is often resolved through the raort to a 

spatializing mmwver in which particular sites, such as asylwns, workhouses, prisons, 

M a n  r e m s ,  reformataries, and schwls, are designated as spaces of unfreedom 

reserved for those individuals or groups that are deemed incapable of autonomy (cf 

Katz, 1996, Rothman, 1980). In this case, however, rather than discipline, social 

seMce agencies sougbt to constntct a regime that resembled what Paine (1977) has 

d l e d  tuteiage, in which a dominant group attempts to guide and teach its 

subordinates at the same time as it presumes to sperik and act on the latter's behsrlf. 

The catalyst for the intervention of the Duwntown Clergy Cornmittee in the 

City's skid road h a n  renewsrl plans was an attack on tbe Social Services Deputment 

(CSSD) program for chronic alcoholics at the Stratford Hotel. Initiated in the eariy 

1950s as a means of dealing with men who spent al1 their assistance money on 

binking, ûequently Imving them withouî finances for sheltet and food, the Stratford 

was the first public program directeci at the skid road population that sought to achieve 

rehabilitative effects t h @  spatial manipulation. The CSSD referred to the hotel 

certain male clients, tbat is men who were "dependent on social assistance", whom its 

workers considered to be chronic alcoholics. There, the the landlord received rent 

çheques directly h m  the Department while at the same time "admiaistering," or 



managing, the client's money, handing it out at regular intervals. As well, the 

clients rexeived meal tickets to selected restaurants in the district? This approach 

mide it possible to supervise alcoholic clients more frequently than a system that 

required them to visit an office to obtain their allowance. 

The strategy involved in this form of cantrol involved the detenuination of key 

nodal points and significant actors in the daily trajectory of the alcoholic client, 

forcing him to conforni to a routine that promoted his health and well-being. 

ûpportunities for drinking dcohol were minimized but not eliminated, by the 

predisposition of his hances. Indeed, the point was not so much to stop such men 

fiom dnnking, but to rnake them conform to a spatially organized routine, placing 

chronic alcoholics in a state of "security" which "was graduaily transforming and 

bringing back these men to a sense of responsibility. It was becoming a home to them 

and they were accepting of help." A programme of graduated financial management 

began with complete management of a client's money, but, "depending on tbeir 

general conformance ancl sobriety, they would graduate to cash-issue [of their 

assistance] . . . daily, weekly or semi-monthly, eventually returning to complete 

independence." The management of such s man's finances was done to compel him 

to organize his movements in such a way that his routine, habits and behaviour would 

Thae ~ e e m ~  to have been some difiicuity in locating restamots thaî would both take this kind of 
clientde and p d d e  mtntious food. 
7 CVA, Ci of V l l l ~ ~ ~ l ~ e r  Social Services Dept. (CSSD), Saies 454,107-A-7. Skid Road, l%2-Wït. 
Fie 2 - 1%2- 1964. A L. Richardson, Caseworker. Summary of the Aicoholic Cascwotk Programme, 
Centre Unit CSSD. Stratford Hotd Rogramme, M). 

CVA, Ci of Vancowa Soaal Savices Dept. (CSSD), Series 454,107-A-?. Skid Road, 1%2-1971. 
Fîle 2 - 1%2-1964. A L. Richardson, Caseworker. Summary of î k  Alcoholic Casework Programme, 
Centre Unit CSSD. Stratford Hotd Programme, ND. 



improve in conformity with the authorities" desired goal of independence and 

responsibility. Such compulsion wodd somebow facilitate a transfer of responsibility 

h m  the CSSD authorities to the individual concemed, perhaps through an 

expungment of his earlier failure which was itself the cause of the application of force 

in the first place, mnstituting him as an independent man and thus restoring his 

manhood. 

The Clergy Committee attacked the Sûatford Hotel regime as an essentially 

benign form of management that did nothing to improve its residents or their living 

situation. Its members deplored the condition of the building, claiming that the rooms 

were dirty and the men spent most of their time drinking. In calling for '90% more 

supervision" of the men living there, it promoted an alternative form of intervention 

that was at once more active and morally animated (The Vancouver Province, 1965% 

b).9 They alw mobilized loci1 media, pmviding the sources for a 1965 newspaper 

story claiming that "social welfare evety year tms hundreds of people into 

alcoholics" (The Vancouver Province, 1%5a). Following the formation of the sub- 

cornittee, these authorities "concluded that the only reasonable solution for both 

[chronic alcoholic] and wmwiity is a court-sanctioned compulsory domiciliary 

CVA, CSSD, Series 454, 107-A-7. Skid Rosd, 1962-1971. File 3, 1%5-1%6. Excerpts of Two 
Indepmde~ Visitations of tbe Dowmown Clergy and Church Agencies Cormnittee on Socÿil Welfare 
Problems at the Stmtford Hotel. ND. 
'O CVA, CSSD, Series 454 107-A-7 Slid Roaid, 1962-1971. Fie 4. Special Joint Committee - A Pian for 
Action, 1%7-1%9. Memo to Miyor's ûffia h m  T. T. W, Director of Social Smnces[?], May 14, 
1%9. Copy of a letta to HmWylie, Daon and Levin, BamJters and Soliciton. Re: BC Collateral, et. 
al. aad C i  of Vancovuer, tiom T. T. HiU 



To this enci, they sought an end to the criminalization of public 

drunkenness, typified in the characterization of the "chronic dninkenness offender." In 

its place, was envisioned a system of medical treatment, beginning with police 

apprehension, wmmittment to treatment by a magistrate and release only "under 

conditions determined by the Chief Probation ~fficer."" Chronic cases required 

special facilities, since "their personal habits may have deteriorated to such a level 

that it would present a problem as far as the rehabilitation of the other residents."I2 

The conduct associated with alcohol use was thus refiamed, as the notion of public 

disruption gave way to a symptornology of disease. This change demanded different 

forms of enforcement and new regimes of wnûol. If the chronic alcoholic was no 

longer to be treated only as a potential nuisance criminal and a drain on the public 

purse, but also as a patient in need of c m ,  the police constable would cede his role to 

the counsellor, the drunk tank would be replaced by the detoxification centre. The 

body of the derelict, then, would becorne the site of therapeutic rehabilitation instead 

of punitive sanctions or benign neglect. 

lntertwined with the chronic alcholic as a detïning problem of Skid Road was a 

second, related, figure, the transient Although single, homeless men had been a 

concem of authorities for decades prior to the advent of Skid Road, the movement of 

- - 

'l CV4 CSSD, Series 454 107-A-7 Skid Road, 1962-1971. F i  4. Special Joint Committee - A Plan for 
Action, 1%7-1969. Memorandum 6m Ci CIerk to various DepMments; See a h ,  Report of the 
"Action Committee" CO the Special Joint Couunittee on Skid Road Roblems, City of Vancouver, Aprii 
15, 1968. Submitted CO Aidennan W r d  W h o ~ ,  Chairman, Letter to T. T. Hill, Social SeMce 
Depamnent Adminimator, from Avis Pumphny, Director of Social SeMce Depamnent, Vancouver 
General Hospital, March 4, 1968. 
l2 CVA CSSD, Series 454 107-A-7 Skid bad,  1962-1971. Füe 4. Special Joint Committee - A Plan for 
Action, 1%7-1969. Report fiom Medical Section, City Social Services Department. Re: The Chronic 
Aicoholic, April4, 1968. 



single men to Vancouver îmm otber parts of the country following the Second 

World War, was seen as someimw a problern that distinct fiom its pre-war 

predecessor. One social service agency pointed to the "new element" in "the Skid- 

road ma" of 1953, where it haâ operated "for over 45 years . . . to serve the 

unfortunates - the weary, the bewildered, the fnistrakd, the defeated Now, as an 

aftermath of depression and war casualities, has corne a new element - the young men 

who are drifting across Canada. They are ofien without parents, and many have no 

homes, no church or affiliation of any kinà, and fiequently they have no faith in man 

or God. Their numbers no one knows, but this we do know - that our gaols today, as 

one authority put it, "no longer filled with old lagb but with young men."" 

The transient, like the hobo before him, was a man without a home, family or 

mots. He represented an intractable problern for the civic government as long as it was 

responsible for the provision of incrime assistance to indigent individuals. In the mid- 

1950s, the CSSD set up a system of dispensing assistance in the Skid Road area to 

unemployed single men newly arrived in the ciîy. At that time, relief was a local 

responsibility and Vancouver officiais believed their city was bearing the "main 

burden of assistance" because the city as "the focus of employment opportunity in the 

Province for loggers, laborers and construction workers" (CVA, Colcieugh, 1955). A 

special Single Men's Unit (SMU) was organized and workers were stationed at two 

locations to "register and adminider assistance for single destitute employables in 

" CVA Add. Mss. 256 Vol. 75, Hany Pattm Archi id ,  File 1, Caitral City Mission, Book of 
ActMties, 1953. Pamphlet. 



quarten made available by the Salvation Army and First United Church" in 

1954 (CVA, Colcleugh, 1955). 

Guidelines were established to determine eligibility, based on authorities" 

clearly-stated desire to remove fiom the roles as quickly as possible those who 

were eligible for assistance and to narrow the potential pool of eligible 

recipients. At the same tirne, the framework within which applicants were 

evaluated was designed to supply an ovedl howledge of each individual case 

and of the population of which it was a part. Such information was desired to 

both maximize the efficiency of relief distribution and provide a hedge against 

its "abuse." CSSD personnel were thus directed to discover whether each 

applicant \vas "a part of the normal employment structure, whose lack of 

employment is caused by work scarcity, or [ifJ there are other causes for their 

destitution" as well as to inquire as to the duration of such circumstances (CVA, 

Colcleugh, 1955, emphasis adâed). Moreover, each case was to be situated 

within a wider context, to determine, first, whether "the applicants [were] a 

representative sample of the population" or whether "certain age groups, 

occupational groups, racial groups, dominate[d] the scene" an4 second, if '?he 

problem [was] indigenous", or the resdt of a "ment influx of the marginally 

ernployable" as well as if %cent Unmigrants [were] a significant portion of the 

problem." 

implicit in such determinations is a moral judgement about the conduct of the 

recipients, central to which îs the issue of dependence. They situate relief as an 
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interim or mergency measure for any normal individual. Should it be required 

for a long period of tirne, tben clearly, something else is happening that needs fiuther 

investigation. Relief itself is placed within a framework of abnormality that r e q h  

the investigation of those who apply for i t  Clearly, the intent of this kind of evaluation 

is to provide a picture of applicants in otder to determine categories of recipients 

defined in terms of deviame and normality. The definition of such categories 

facilitates the specification of the objects of a policy directeci to the ends of using 

relief as a means of inflwncing the conduct of the men who apply for it, 

Understanding one's objects is a necessary preliminary to begin formulation of the 

exact procedures required to undertake such a task 

The problem of single men thus intersected with that of the chronic dcoholic at 

the point in which both were mdered quantifiable, and their financial and social costs 

could be detailed. Ameliorating interventions wuld thus be made on the basis of 

accumulstted knowledge of the problem. When provincial aid was obtained in 1957, 

the department established a Single Men's Unit (SMU) on the edge of the Skid Road 

area, consolidating the services that had been offered earlier through the First United 

Church and the Saîvation -y. One count of SMU clients in the skid road area noted 

that of 80 % of the 4 1 5 cases there were considered alcoholics while one third of those 

were labelled "chronic." The total cost to the City of such "chronic" cases was $4,611 

per month. It sought means to "control . . . this unreliable portion of our total 

c a ~ e l o d " ' ~  in 1964, the City appealed to the Provincial government yet again for 

'* CVk CSSD, Series 454,107-A-&, Skid Road, 1962-1971, File 2, 1%2-1964, Vancowcr's Skid 
Road, ND. 
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financial belp h t  wodd enable it to enhance the SMü's capacity to supervise 

the iiidividuaîs on its caseload in order to contml b o p  claims and 4boverdrawing"" 

Yet, in the mid-sixties, when this appeal seerned to be part of a concerted effort that 

was emerging to deal with the Single Men's Problem, only slightly more than 28% of 

the SMU's casel& was 10~8ted in the area defined as Skid Road. Another 6% of its 

cases were found uptown, amund Granville Street, while almost two thirds of the 

Unit's clients were located in "other mas." 

The formation of the S M ü  and its attempt to render its object visible and 

manipulable thus situated skid road in a space that was c~extensive with the figures 

of the transient and the cbronic alcoholic. But, i ts success in this endeavour also 

opened it to criticism and joumdists launched an attack, parallel to the Clergy 

Cornittee's assault on the Stratford Hotel policy, on the civic welfare system for 

single men. At end of 1964, a newspaper taised an alarm, clarning that "an easy cash 

welfstre system, a mellow climate and a brightly-painted job pichire are causing 

transients to pour into Vancouver by the hundreds" (Simms, 1%4). Despite the 

overwhelming numbers of single men living outside the skid rd am, the focus of 

efforts to deal with the relationship between welfhre "dependency", transience, and 

chronic alcoholism was skid road rather than other parts of the city. 

As with the probtem of alwholics, the socid agencies claimed they cuuld do a 

better job. While civic officiais sought to specify and count the p b l e m  in order to 

better design solutions to it, other authdies were attempting to rehabilitate the 

" CV4 CSSD, Stries 454,107-A-&, Skid Road, 1962-1971, File 2, 1962-1964. A Brid Submitted to 
the Hmurable W. D. Biack, Miiiister ofwelfare, Rovince of Bdish Columbia By the City of 
Vancouver C- Single Uncmployal Men, May 14,lW. 



tnuisients. At Central City Mission, established in 1913 specifically to provide 

material assistance and spiritual aide to the many single men who arrived in 

Vancouver, providing hostel and, eventually, eating facilities, the 1950s and early 60s 

saw the development of programs &signeci to pmmote independent habits among its 

clientele. Aside h m  the ministering obligations of an inter-denominational 

organization, the Mission also provided counseiling, recreational and skill-building 

services that were meant to structure the lives of the men who stayed at its hostel. 

"Monotony," the group believeâ, "is one of the greatest enemies of the Skid-road. It is 

offen to escape monotony that men turn to dnnk [and] dop  . . . "16 Beyond simply 

occupying them, however, such programming was meant to instill an ethic of "self- 

help" in the men as the means to independence. In twning to charity or social 

assistance for survival a man was thus seen as entering into a state of dependence, 

departure fiom which required intensive, therapeutic interventions into their daily 

relationships and conduct. 

In the mid-1960s, when various private and public authorities were examining 

options for a publicly-fundeci hostel, the exacting rules of conduct for the men 

"accepteci into Catholic Charities Hostel for rehabilitation" required a man to both 

work in the building and look for ernployment, while the hostel managed his money. 

Lateness or absences tiom the hostel required prior notification. Alcohol and 

"profanity or obscene language" were prohibited I7 With this in mind, the sub- 

l6 CVA Md.  Mss. 256 Vol. 75, Harry Patten Arcbibaid , Füe 1, Central City Mission, Book of 
ActMties, 1953. Pamphlet. 
" C V 4  CSSD, Series 454 107-A-7, Skid Rosd 1962-1971, file 3, 1965-1966. Agramcnt and 
R ~ o n s  Governiatg Mcn Accepteri h o  Catholic Ciwities Hostel for Rehabiütation 
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cornmittee considered adopting, for the planned Vancouver hostel, the operating 

principles in effect at one in Calgary: 

"3. No cash assistance is given to single men. 
4. Hostel care easures that two meals per day and a bed is available for 
anyone genuinely in need and that social assistance fun& are used to the 
best advantage. 
5. The cost of providing tbe hostel care is l e s  than the cost of providing 
direct [cash] assistance. . . . 
7. The maximum number of men shodd not exceed 300 in one location for 
effective control. 
8, Hostel accommodation provides daily contact with the men, which is 
desirable" (CVA, Add Mss. 670). 

Rehabilitation thus required intensive individualized (and individualizing) 

intervention aimed at controlling the body and investing it with the moral imperatives 

appropriate to reducing the condition of dependence. Authorities fiom service 

agencies thus believed that the necessary prelude to the redeveloprnent of skid road's 

buildings was the redeveloprnent of the men who made it what it was. 

Redefining skid road 

The Downtown Clergy Comrnitîee thus secured a role for its members in the 

planning of urban renewal. This situation is not without its ironies, for it was precisely 

the effectiveness of the services those groups pmvided that came into question as the 

City plaaned skid road redevelopment. In its counter-attack, the Cornmittee claimed 

that it was really civic plicies that were responsible for the aggravation of skid road 

problems and that renewai would ody worsen the situation. Yet, its victory was, in the 

end, somewhat hollow. The City Cour~cil's prompt formation of a special cornmittee 

to examine and recommend solutioas for the skid road problem served as a meastue of 
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cosptation. Ensconceci within a .  official City sub-cornmittee, the members of 

the Downtown Clergy Cornmittee laboured for five years to implement plans for a 

detoxification centre and a single men's hostel. At the outset of the sub-committee, 

both measures were considered to be urgent, the primary means of achieving the 

moral transformation of skid mai men, and thus the elimination of skid road itself, 

Ironically, once they were realized in practice, the effect of both detox and hostel on 

the skid road landscape wodd be minimal. Each was implemented just as it was 

overwhelmed by the events that would radically change the district. 

Nevertheless, the models proposeci for the detox and hostel were characteristic 

of skid road as a long term project of moral detemination and transformation that 

situated their location outside the space of the respectable community. Underpinneci 

by a pariicular conception of the relationship between conduct, subjectivities, and 

space, this project sought to recover the bodies and identities of skid rmd men. 

Premised on the idea that improper conduct was both the cause of skid road, and its 

result, this program of action aâvanced five enduring ideas, derived fiom the discourse 

of the slum, that have been associated with the idea of skid road in Vancouver over 

the past half century. 

First, it conceiveci of the a m  as a place unlike any other in the city. Second, 

derived fiom this, it stereotyped al1 of skid road's occupants, based on the most 

dissolute conduct in view, as deviant and, as a result, isolateci fiom normal society. 

Third, in positing iîself on an intrinsic relationship between space and conduct, this 

program agitated against the direct tedevelopment of skid road, but, rather, sought to 



concentrate îhe resources for its elimination d k d y  on the space and its 

occupants. Fourth, it attempted to channel those resources into the creation of 

controlled settings where behaviour, values and attitudes could be conected through 

discipline and supervision. Finally, the poverty of its residents was wnstituted in 

terms of dependence on public funk and charitable SerYices, the coasequence of 

deviant conduct, d e r  than as a formative condition of skid road. 

And yet, this convergence of forces did contribute to shifting conceptions of skid 

road, introducing two new formulations ofthe problem into public discourse. First, the 

reciprocal interventions of social agencies and plitical and bureaucratic authorities 

helped achieve a redefinition of the district h m  a space of criminality to one of 

thenpeutic action. instead of king considered a public nuisance demanding 

enforcement, the figures of the derelict and transient were reworked into the image of 

the patient tequiring care. The discipluiary nonnalization of both the police constable 

and the wrecker's bal1 was thus displaced, although not replace4 by the tutelary 

regime of the social and church workers. 

Second, the willingness of civic officiais to portray the skid road population as a 

subcultural grouping opened up a range off uew possibilities for those who sought to 

engage with skid road and its population. Not only did this confer a certain 

functionality on the district, it also made visible an incipient collective identity among 

the Id population. The intervention of social agencies in the urbsn renewal process 

shifted the direction of civic policy away fiorn dealing with the shd road population 

as a subculturai group. But, it also delayed redevelopment plans long enough for both 
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other groups, as well as some of the same sacial agencies, to begin elaborating 

the implications that were latent in the subcuitural concept. 
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Chrpter S 

Rcconstructing the Inncr City 1: Rcnovating Skid Rord 

The years h m  1967 to 19ï3 witnessed the formatioq of a new social imaginary 

of the skid road slurn, as a range of institutid and discursive forces promoting 

equality, democracy, and community, as well as profitability and new forms of urban 

development, were brought to bear on the relationship between damaged bodies and 

decaying space wbich had hitherto char acte^ skid road. Three distinct but 

intertwined sets of interventions were constitutive of what would becorne a new 

version of skid road in which community and history were integral elements, and 

through which the relationship between bodies and space was severed, if only 

temporarily. These include the heritage renovation of skid road, the effort to organize 

the residential community of skid road, and the attempts by City officiais to both 

respond to these imperatives and to determine their own strategic course. 

The forces and groups that carried these interventions 6equently expressed 

countervailing tendencies that, over the long terni, developed into antagonistic 

relationships. Such contradictory impulses crystallized in the heritage restoration of 

the Old Granville Townsite ((ET), the kart of skid road, which was redubbed 

Gastown by its promoten, aller an early d e r  and entrepreneur (see Map 3). 

Although heritage renovation in skid road was a focal point of opposition to the civic 

modernizen, it also generated residential displacernent h m  SR0 hotels, setting off a 

dynamc of codict that has reverberated over thirty years. The contradiction which 

this confiict incorporates between the 'ideology of liveability' and the policies through 



Map 3: The Gastown historical district, as determined by the 
Provincial Governent in 1971. Note the close overlap 
with Vaacower's &id road 
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which it moved, both of which were a centrai theme of professional class 

elements of the civic opposition, and the goals of socio-econornic equality advocated 

by more radical forces continue to haunt present dehtes about the Downtown 

Eastside. (Ley, 1980). Yet, both heritage remvation and the impulse to defend skid 

road residents h m  the displacement it caused emerged from and framed the 

opposition to civic modemization and its policies of urban renewal. The genesis and 

structure of these antagonisms and the interventions which tbey animated will be the 

topic of this and the subsequent two chapters, beginning here with a focus on the 

heritage renovation of skid r d  

Like most other urban areas in North America, Vancouver was deeply 

influenceci by the social rnovements of the 1960s and 1970s. Ley (1980,1987) argues 

that the city was perhaps even more affhted than many others in North Amenca 

because it was one of the few places where an emergent elite of 'post-industrial' 

professionals with a relatively liberal ideology was able to constmct a civic regime 

that was based not only on cultural but also politid hegemony. The utban core had 

special significance in the processes îhat led to the construction of this new civic 

regime. Confrontations over both the fâte of specific sites and the establishment of 

visions for the downtown and imer districts were critical events in determinhg the 

direction of development in the centre of the city. The accession of this professional 

rniddle class to civic power was channeled, largely, through the convergence of 

different kinds of social, cultural, political, and economic interests and groups in 

opposition to the linked Ereeway proposais and iirban renewal. Its ascendance was 



facilitated through its articulation of an a l t d v e  civic planning regime, 

articulated through an 'ideology of liveability', that offered a vision of slower growîh 

with a faus on consumption and gurlity of life issus (Ley, 1980).' Centnl to tbis 

program was a reconceptualization of the pmblem of urban space, especially the inner 

city, that constituted the city as a space continguous with historidy-rooted 

communities. 

Skid road would prove to be important for the advent of this new civic regime 

because it was the site of key events and processes through which the liberal elite was 

able to constnict its hegemony. The campaign for preservation and renovation of the 

heart of the skid road was one of the pivotal events in the formation of a new local 

elite. Emergent entrepreneurial forces, some associated with the counter-cultucal 

scene that was moving into the area, were bmught together with older, more 

established downtown business and propertyswners, academics, a new generation of 

planners, social planners, and architects. They were joined by community groups 

based in the westside economic establishment, especially the Cornmunity Arts 

Council (CAC), that came to mpport renovation, rather than redevelopment, for 

aesthetic reasons. 

Part of the challenge to the Vancouver civic administration involved a 

reconceptualization of the nature of deçay in the uhan core. In opposition to urban 

renewal plans, the built environment of the inner city was repositioned as an object to 

' Although it originatcd initially outpide the corridors of powcr at City Hall and uptown clubs and 
boardrooms, some of the spw mors came to waik those same corridors and the spaces from which tfKy 
opaated wodd becornt powa centres. 
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be recovered rather than excised from the Iandscape. From its incarnation as a 

civic liability, the skid roaà district was reworked into the city's crade - the 

birthplace of Vancouver - pronding the latter with both historiai mots and a 

distinctive architecture that were made to serve as wunterpoints to the modernist 

regime of planning and àevelopment that dominated Vancouver at the tinte. As groups 

emerged to promote heritage renovation in skid road, the deterioration of the building 

stock was reframed in the con- of history and community that were counterposed, 

not only to the modemist aesthetic that animated plans for downtown redevelopment, 

but also to the skid road and the occupants which it would displace. 

Commuuity was an important factor in Vancouver's oppositional movement 

during the 1960s. Community gtoups were key actors in the rejection of civic 

modetnism and 'the community' was the central site of oppositional organizing, as 

well as the justification for such action. However, although skid rosd renovation was 

supported by groups that acted in the name of 'the community', it was never 

completely clear whether or not that community included the am's inhabitants. 

Certainly, early rhetorical a w s  for renovation sought to encompass the skid road 

population In practice, however, the notion of comrnunity depioyed here referred to 

the wider city and the respectable citizens for whom Vancouver's birthplace had 

become a slum. Renovation provided a means of recovering that space for the city, 

rather than for the redents, for many of whom heritage upgrading and regdations 

resulted in residential displacement Ultimately, heritage boosterism relegated 
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residents to the status of 'rubbies' and 'bums' who offered a contrast to the 

burgeoning entrepreneurs who were transforming the district. 

To a large extent, the success of heritage achrocates in forestalhg d a n  renewal 

c m  be traced to the link which they established between community and history, on 

one band, and, on the otber, youth, innovation, and enterprise. The significance of 

constructions of youth and youthfulness cannot be understated in ths context. 

Younger people began congregating in the area during the late 1%0s, partly because 

of cheap lodging and the social scene that centred on bars and dn~gs, but also as a 

consequence of police action in westside Kitsilano, where Vancouver's counter- 

cultural youth scene fint publicly appeared. Entrepreneurs of varying scale sought to 

capitalize on the concentration of counter-cultural activities in the skid road area, so 

that heritage renovation was framed initially as an embodiment of the same supposed 

vision, energy, and imagination that enabled them to take advantage of the 

opportunities which the youth,ful scene opened up. 

The effdveness of such representations was largely due to their contast with 

two different opposing forces. On one hand, skid road renovations were offered as a 

viable and humane alternative to urban renewal, thus providing a point of 

convergence, albeit hgde  and temporary, between more radical programmes of 

equality, the topic of the next càapter, and entrepreneurid programmes of 

profitability. in other words, heritage preservation was constituted as an expression of 

opposition to the regime of civic modernization, On the other hand, it was also 

comami with the apparently old and womsut inhabitants of the district, the 
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derelicts whose presence urban renewal was concemed with eliminating. 

Although the bodies of skid road men no longer were treated as the source of urban 

degeneration, they, nonetheless, remined an important component in the construction 

of the new inner city. Their existence provided a necessary contrast for the 

construction of Gastown redevelopment as a new and exciting form of urbanization. 

Contesthg urban renewal 

Tracing the advent of heritage renovlttion in the OGT is complicated by the 

boosterism of later proponents, notably bdcas te r  and writer Gary Banneman, 

whose potted history of Gastown situates it in the context of a stniggle between 

youthful, innovative, and visionary forces of historical preservation, on one side, and, 

on the other, the exhausted and outdated forces of the civic modenüzers (Banneman, 

1974). The story is somewhat more cornplex. 

The City's plans for redevelopment included support for renovation in what was 

then becoming known as the OGT (City of Vancouver Planning Dept., 1966). 

Nevertheless, heritage presemation in Gastown provided an oppositional platfom that 

was positioned in stark contrast to an apparently hierarchical, coprate and 

bureaucratie mode of development through which urban renewal was king planneci 

and implemented. The key element of downtown renewal directly affecting Gastom 

was a large-sale waterfiont redevelopment cdled Project 200. The onguial design 

included 14 office towers, 1000 apartmenfs, a 600 rom hotel, and retail sites dong 

the waterfiont. The key component presupposing the development, according to its 

builders, would be vehicle accessibility via a waterfhnt roadway (Pendakur, 1972; 
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Bradbury and Peloquin, 1966). It was this sc~called roadway, in actuaiity a 

fieeway connecter, that would uitirnately be the catalyst for the undoing of downtown 

urban renewal. Its construction would have been problematic for the retention of 

buildings in Cbinatown and the OGT at precisely the time when public interest in 

historical preservation was on the rise (see Map 4). 

The freeway connecter, a key tool in the renewal process as well as a piece of 

vital infiastnu:ture to support other redevelopment projects, operated to link the active 

opposition to redevelopment in the adjacent Strathcona residentiai neighbourhood and 

the Chinatown nightclub and retail district with other groups that sought to presewe 

the buildings of Gastom Strathcona groups, assisted by the late 1960s by community 

organizations like the Neighbourhood Services Association, the umbrella group of 

neighbourhood houses (the Vancouver version of settlement houses), and the 

Vancouver h e r  City Services Project (a university student-based community 

organizing group, the role of which will be explored extensively in Chapter 6) were 

attempting to contest ucban renewal. But it was only when plans for the downtown 

fkeway, including a Chinatown aiignment, were announced, that they were joined in 

concert by west side academics, architects and arts groups (Anderson, 1991; 

Penâakur, 1972). At the same the ,  the idea of Gastown renovation was quickly taken 

up by the same organizations and individuals, in alliance with some of the am's 

merchants and landholders. 

According to Banneman's version of events, the pmprietor of the Exposition 

Gallery was Gastown's origiaal rehabilitation visionary (Banneman, 1974). Realtor 
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M. G. Thomson, whose family owned property in the area since the early part of 

the century contradicts this assertion. in a self-published memoir, he writes that in the 

late 1950s and early 1960s he worked with other property and business operators of 

the 100 and 300 blocks West Cordova to campaign against civic plebiscites that would 

have provided fiuiding for the City to purchase and clear land in the area for 

downtown parking? inspired by the slide-show and discussion at a 1962 public 

meeting on heritage renovation in San Francisco, organized by the Canadian Planning 

Association and Downtown Business Association, Thomson helped form the Townsite 

Cornmittee to promote preservation and renovation in the area that would won 

becorne hown as the Old Granville Townsite and then Gastown. 

Although its initial efforts consisted mainly of exhorting members and 

neighbours to improve the appearance of their own buildings, the Cornmittee soon 

forged an alliance with the UBC School of Architecture, providing space for fieldwork 

sessions and the site for a thesis project on "Gastown Beautification" that was 

discussed at a symposium in 1965.1 Although Thompson calls the announcement of 

the Project 200 waterfront scheme a "setback for rehabilitation," the Townsite 

Comrniîtee revealed itself as an early supporîer of "the breathtaking imagination 

exhibited by the . . . consortium.'" It was not alone in its early support for the project. 

CVA, Pamphlets 1978-70, The ToWllSite Story: The ûriginiil Gastow Revitalization, MG. ïhomson, 
1978. 

Thomson proudly writes: "By tiiat year [1%5] the area west of Cambie St. was no longer inchided in 
the Skid Road area. The Downtown: Eht S i  Report of lanuazy 1965 stopped a! Cambie." However, 
neither bas any 0 t h  official document I've seen go past Cambie in descniing skid r d .  Either this was 
a projection or it was so-Wed m the veniaculnr. 
' CVA, Pamphlets 1978-70, The Townsite S toy  Tbe On'ghd Gastown Revitalization, MG. Thomson, 
1978; CVA, Add. Mss. 301, Conmninity Arts Couacil, Vo. 18, File 50, Civic Arts: Downtown 
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The Community Arts Council, subsequently one of the central arhocates of 

Gastovm heritage presewation, was concerneci with downtown traffic flows as early as 

the late 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  and was initiaily an avid supporter of the waterfkont redevelopment.' 

Circumstance and opportunity for heritage soon knocked, however, wheu Project 200, 

so closely bound to the question of urban renewal, the downtown fieeway, and a third 

crossing of Burrard Inlet, was subjected to increasingly critical scrutiny by a range of 

other groups. 

Even before the freeway and Project 200 plans were announced, the Townsite 

Committee had become a member of the d l e d  Composite Cornmittee, which 

would provide a crucial nexus for advocates of Gastown renovation and opponents of 

the larger redevelopment project.6 Formed in 1965 at the behest of the City's Tow 

Planning Commission, the Composite Committee functioned as an educational and 

promotional device to disseminate ideas about planning, development and 

urbanization and as a link between planners, developers, citizens, and state agencies. 

Its membership, including downtown business groups, civic boards, the Community 

Planning Association, and Canada Morîgage and Housing Corporation, was joined by 

groups that were quintessentially representative of Ley's (1980) emerging professional 

middle c h ,  including the two local universities, architecturai firms and the 

Development re: Project 200, Rdinmiary Report of the Townsiie Committee on Roject 200, 1 1 July, 
1%5[?]. 

CVA, M d  Mu. 301, Commuiity Arts C d ,  Vol. 18, File 46, Downtown Dedopmait. m: City 
of Vancouver's 5 year plan, 1957-1964. 

CVA, Pamphlets 1978-70, The Townsite Story: nie Onginai Gastown Rcvitaluatitioo, MG. Thomson, 
t 978. 
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Community Arts council.' These links proved to be cmcial. By 1967, Gastown 

was beginning to attract small-sale entrepreneurs, not only to the periphery of skid 

road wbere the members of the Townsite Cornmittee were located, but to its hearî, in 

what would become 'East Gastown', where the freeway comector to the waterûont 

wouid mean substantial changes to the built environment.' 

Impending redevelopment, however, was problematic because it created a 

situation in which mortgage lenders were unwilling to provide funds for srnall-de 

redevelopment. The necessity for small entrepreneurs to invest substantial arnounts of 

their own equity in any property upgrading thus led, presumably, to an expansion of 

the base of proprietariai interest in preserving and 'revitalizing' the area In 1967, a 

series of informa1 meetings at the offices of architects Birmingham and Wood 

culminated a year later with officiai Planning Department support for and City 

Council approvd of a forma1 study exploring the renovation of the Old Granville 

~ownsite.~ It was dwing this period that the freeway proposal. and the urban renewal 

which it presupposed, became the principal foçus of confiict in civic affairs.I0 

Memwhile, the Townsite Committee, together with the Community Arts Council, was 

busy promoting Gastown as the heart of Vancouver's p s t  and the soul of its funire. In 

the autumn of 1967, the CAC formed a Historic Vancouver Cornmittee, which, in 

- ~ 

' CVA, Md. Mss. 301. Community Arts Council, Vo. 18. Fie 63, Civic Ana - Downtom 
Developmait, The City Seea, 1%6-1969, Minutes of the Composite Committee, June 21,1967; CVA, 
Pamphlet 1970-1 14, Vancouver Ours To Shape. [by the Composite Committee]. 

CVA, Pamphlets 1978-70, The Towasite Story: The Originai Gastown Revitaiization. MG. ï'bmsou, 
1978. 

CVA, Pamphkis 1978-70, The TowilSite Story: The Onginai Gastown Revhahtion, MG. Thomson, 
1978. 
'O Sa P i b n  (1972) Fn i detailcd chrowl~ of ewar. 
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light of the issue of renewal and preservation, quickly turned its attention to the 

Old Granville Townsite. Just under a year later, as Couucil vacillated on the 

downtown freeway alignment in the feace of sustained and growing opposition, this 

committee organueâ a much-publicized excursion through Gastown, in which 

volunteer guides h m  the UBC School of Architecture led some 700 people on a tour 

of the district's buildings. With the active endorsement of the Planning Director, the 

CAC lobbied Gastown property owners, w h  subsequently agreed to a $1 per square 

foot levy to py for the beautification study." 

Subsequent adoption of the report, discussed below, by City Council marked a 

tuming point for heritage advocates. The financing formula negotiated between 

Vancouver and the federal and provincial govemrnents, together with levies on local 

merchants and the eventual designation of the area as a Provincial Historical Site (see 

Map 3), provided a public infrastnicture around which private redevelopment could 

accelerate. Moreover, adoption of the principleç articulated in the report effectively 

terminated designs for both Project 200 and the Chinatown fieeway connecter. But, 

although the renovators essentially won tbeir battle, the consequences of that victory 

were not universally appmiated. 

The conrradictionr of heritage 

Although early Gastown heritage advocates proffered a democratic, Iihratory 

public space, the actuaiity of renovation did not quite live up to its promise. Unlike 

" CVA, Pamphlets 1978-70, The Townsite Story: The Original Gastown Revitalization, MG. Thomson, 
1978. 
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heritage preservation in Strathcom and Chinatown, which was liaked to 

community tbrough an emerging politics of ethnicity and identity, Gastown 

preservation wes made to stand for both the city's past and its funue through a 

somewhat nebuious connection with an ethic of counter-cultural entrepreneurialism 

and consumption. The actual renovation process, however, threatened the residential 

population with eviction and displacement. Ironically, heritage renovation targeted the 

site that ha4 until then, been specified as Vancouver's skid road, at the very time that 

IDEAS was decrying the spread of "al1 the claptrap that spells decay" to a wider area. 

Even though its renovation ostensibly served as the harbinger of a more humane fom 

of u h n  development and aesthetic, it threatened to displace skid road and was thus 

ciosely connected with the latter's 'expansion' that so womed merchants. The 

contradiction of Ley's (1980) 'liveability ideology' thus became apparent in quite 

short order. 

The Restoration Report of 1968 is an exquisite example of the 'liveability' 

ideology of the emerging urban professional middle class. The deterioration of skid 

road buildings was refiamed as their value was redefined The social value of a piece 

of property couid no longer be defined strictly in terms of its economic returu to the 

state or its owner. The conditions and uses of property should also be accounted for in 

terms of their cultural r e m  to 'the community': 

"For a city to stay alive and healthy it must be adaptive. As in any 
organisrn, this has to do with continuity and change. Maintenance and 
preservation of essential characteristics must be concornmitant with 
growth. The widest range of choice for each person to participate and 
experience urban life is îhe basic fabric of a city's cloth on which must be 
woven the two most p o d  iduences in a city's future: movement- 



communication; edmtion-leisure" (Birmingham and Wood, 1969: 
20-2 1). 

This appeal to a mobilization of property and the built environment as means of 

rnaximhing choice, participation, and enhancing experience is clearly an expression 

of the larger anti-exclusionary, democratizing ethic of the 1960s social movements. 

The maximization of "choice . . . new experience . . . access by people. . . identity . . . 

human dignity . . . . integration . . . diversity . . . visual enhancement . . . the quality of 

fife" are the "fundamental principles" according to which the formulation of urban 

planning and development must proceed. 

Nevertheless, the vision of a democratic urban space is articulated in terms of 

biological metaphors that naturalizes urban development, linking and subordinating it 

to the economy of property. The problem of urban blight is its minimization of 

economic returns on property and the threat of contagion. Thus rendered as an 

organism, the city's lifeblood consists of flows of capital and investment that keep it 

healthy and growing. Their los or diversion leads to decay and stagnation. Heritage 

pceservation thus becomes, more than anythmg, an alternative economic strategy to 

the centraiized, bureaucratie and corporate urban renewal prograrns of the previous 

two decades that were devoted to revitalization through ''major urban surgety, razing 

and rebuilding" (Birmingham and Wood, 1969: 16). It operates primarily as a means 

of che l l i ng  capital into the land and built environment of "marginal districts" that 

"are poor risks for private investment and burdm for public services" (Birmingham 

and Wood, 1969: 16). 
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Responses to the report signalleci fissures that were beginning to open up, 

both inside the civic bureaucracy and among oppositional elements. A d e r  in tâe 

newly formed City Department of Social Planning and Community Development 

commentecl that it "is nothing but a nice piece of tourist journaiism" that ignoreci 9he 

very visible and poblem ndden population of SLid ~ o a é " ' ~  But, this assessrnent was 

not completely accurate. Indeed, the sinister side of revitdization through heritage 

preservation is evident in the proposal to improve "shopping conditions . . . by 

minimizing contact between the shopper and the destitue" via increased policing of 

the offending population (Birmingham and Wood, 1969: 37).13 The Restoration 

Report r e c o g d  "the old city [as] a living rwm providing low cost living, tolerance, 

companionship and anonymity", and advocated the achievement of renovation with a 

minimum of "dislocation by developing accommodation and supportive services for 

[residents'] life patterns with some dignity." Residential displacement, however, was 

considered to be an inevitable, even natural, by-product of revitalization of the built 

environment, increased property transactions, and renovation (Birmingham and Wood, 

1969: 28). The technical problem was to mitigate its effects, rather than prohibit its 

occurrence. Nevertheless, opposition to the report was so intense that City Council 

adopted the Planning Director's recornmendation 'that the existing indigenou 

12 CVA, Socid Planning Dcpt. Records, Series 77-D-2, File 16, Gastowa/Chinatown üeautiâcatioq 
1969-70, Lotter h m  Dariene Muzari to Mauna Egau, Director of Social PZanning and Comrmmity 
Donlopment; see dm, CVA, Social Planning Dcpt. Records, Series 7743-2, Fiie 16, 
Gastown/Cbmatown Beautüication, 1%9-70. Doiegation to the stand in^ Coamiiitee of Planaiiig, 
Developmcnt and Transpomtion by C. Barrett and J. Wright, Jdy 3. 1969. 
13 CVA, Social Planning Dcpt. Records, Suies 77-0-2, Fie 16, GasiowdCbinatown Beautifiation, 
1x9-70, Ci Planning Dcpt., Resume of Meeting 16 July 1%9. 



population should not be expected to relocate agabst bis [sic] will without 

assistance in totally unfamiliar sections of the larger comm~nity",'~ 

Skid m d  housing thus began to emerge as an issue as a resuit of the accelerating 

renovation of Gastom Working out of a United Chwch-sponsored âropin centre 

calld the Dugout, University students on summer practicums wllaborated with a 

field-worker fiom the federally-fiinded Company of Young Canadians to organize 

Residents of Gastown, a group that sought to represent the interests of the people 

living the hotels and rooming houses of the area then king renovated (see next 

~hapter).'~ The renovation of Gastowa r a i d  questions about housing and 

displacement of hotel dwellers at the same time as the question of responsibility for 

the abysmal condition of those hotels became prominent. When the Staniey and New 

Fountain Hotels were threatened with closure by City health and buildings inspectors 

in 1969, concem over displacement as a consequence of 'revitalization' culminated in 

proposais to purchase and renovate the buildings to ensure low rental housing for 

people living in the district. The Urban Design Centre, recently fonned as the result of 

student activism in the area, assisted the Residents in their attempt to design, develop 

and operate these building. l6 The Stanley/New Foumin clmure highlighted tbe 

deterioration of living conditions as the cordlary of displacement threats. Starting in 

14 CVA, S d  Planning Dept. Records, Series 77-D-2, Fi 16, GastowniChinatown Beautitication, 
1%%70, Dtaft Report, source unknowa. 
" CL CVA CSSD. Sda 454, 107-A-7. Skid Road 1962-1971. Fh 5,197û-71. Correspondence. 
Letter to FJ McDodd h m  Roy C o r n ,  Chairman of the Residcnts of ûastown, 29 May, 1970. 
16 UCA, Series 1- 1 5- 1 7, Vanc011ver Inner-City Savice Projcct, Box 2, File 2 1. Urbm Design Ceme, 
1971, Letter h m  Ron Ywn to Dept. of Manpowff and Immigratioo, Nov. 30, 1971; CVA, Pamphlets, 
1970-61, Stanley, New Fountain Hot& Acco~modation for tbt Rcsideais of Gastown, Va~xwvet  
Pacifie COnmnimty Sdf-DevtrOpment Society, Feasibüity Study, June 1970, BinmnghPm and Wood, 
Architects. 
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the summer of 1970, the Gastown legai c h i c  initiated the survey of skid road 

lodging buses that climaxed in the VCLAS report of 1971. 

Responsibility for deterioration was thus displaceû, at least parhally, h m  the 

shoulders of derelicts and transients to those of building owners and operators as well 

as public authorities. But it was precisely those derelicts and tnrnsients - the "existing 

indigenous population" -that underpinned the idea of innovation and novelty that 

were attached to Gastown renovation plans. if the mobilization of forces to support 

renovation was accomplished by building opposition to an established regime of 

planning and development, its claim to represent a new regime rested primarily on its 

con- with the 'established' residents of skid road which it sought to replace. This 

was accomplished by resituating the problem of skid road through a shift in the 

discourse of urban decay that moved the bodies of the skid road inhabitants out of the 

centre of the causal nexus. But, their presence was no longer seen as the cause of this 

unfortunate situation. Rather, it provided an index of the decline of the area's building 

stock dong with its general fortunes. 

in his introduction to Banneman's 1974 sketch of Gastown renovation, the 

Vancouver Mayor contrasted the earlier incarnation of "the shabbiness of the city's 

back door" with the "exciting human development which we dl point to with pride." 

Batmerman (p.4) himself favourably compred the "aggressive and creative 

professionals with more ideas than they can ever hope to accomplish" with those other 

Gastown types, the "rubbies" and "bums." The Community Arts Comcii's September 

1968 walking tour was composeci of "Vancouver's finest citizens dressed in raincoats 



that wouldn't be going the Salvation Army route for years," while their antics 

were witnessed by "Skid Road rubbies" living in a state of "alcoholic tranquility" (p. 

24). 

The same year that Bannerman's porimyal was publisheâ, a City Planning study 

of the effects of Gastown renovation provided clear evidence of housing displacement, 

some of it supported by civic relaxations for new business activity. Such changes, 

however, were considered as an unfortunate but necessary efféct of "the increased 

productivity of the land and the buildings" that resulted fiom rising property values, 

real estate activity, and commercial diversity. What was more important was that "a 

~ d o w n ,  "Skid Road" type area was transforrned . , . into a vibrant part of 

Vancouver's downtown area", which supplemented "the balance sheets of the 

property owners, merchants, the City and Vancouverites in genemi" Nenice, 1974: 

viii, x). 

The community that Gastown constmcted was thus more or less cwxtensive 

with the space of society, rather than with any concrete place of habitation. It was not 

really much different fiom the notion which situated skid mad and its inhabitants as 

outsiders. Despite the promise its proponents offered of an inclusionary city and 

planning processes, Gastown was ultimately a programme that operated mainly on 

property values. The self-conception of Gastown renovators and supporters was that 

heritage preservation acted to restore misused or undenised space to 'the comunity'. 

That it was already in use by an existing resident population was of only secondary 

consequeme. Although the image of the derelict was a key ingredient in the 
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representation of Gastown as a site of innovation, the actuai residents were 

relegated to the margins of the process of reinvestment. 

Renovation did succeed in displacing skid road inhabitants from the locus of 

responsibility for the deterioration of the built environment. instead, urban decay was 

rendered as a quasi-biological process attendant on cycles of investrnent and 

disinvestment. The presence of derelicts and bansients was only a symptom of this 

malaise, also serving as a cornterpoint to the positive novelty of physical 

rehabilitation. That their intetests were taken into account at al1 in the renovation 

process is due primarily to tbe pressure of advocates within civic departments and in 

community projects. Far more than the rebabilitation of the built environment p u s h i  

forward by heritage advocates, it was the interventions of community organizers and 

sympathetic city staff which initiated the transformation of skid road. 
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Chipter 6 

Rcconstruct5ag the Inntr City II: Rcnovating Subjectivity 

In September 1971 a delegation to Vancouver City Council by the Vancouver 

Community Le@ Assistance Society (VCLAS) presented a repon entitled DUwntown 

E a s t s b .  A î b u g h  its conclusions were hotly 

disputeci by City staff, this r e m  marked a decisive sbift in the terms of the debate 

about skid road and its probtems. The VCLAS report moved dong two paths to drag 

the discursive and institutional focus away from deviant bodies and their reformation, 

shifling attention towatd the built environmental, social, and political conditions in 

which those Wes were mstituted as subjects. First, it dealt specifically with the 

condition of the area's SR0 hutels and rooming houses, and the official neglect that 

enabled their owners and managers to exploit the poverty and need of their residents. 

It clearly named landlords as the cdprits in the deterioration of the housing stock and 

called for more reguiation of landlords' premim by more health inspectors, more 

stringent building code and health bylaws and harsher penalities for bylaw violations. 

Tbe report also called for the withdrawai of City support for Gastown renovation 

unless adeqwte provisions were made for prevention of midentid displacement as 

well as the extension of heritage zoning to lodging houses throughout the district. 

Second, for the first thne an oficially received report mgnized îhe people wha 

Iived in single rooms as active (political) subjects and recommended support for a 

series of measUres desigued to promote a vigilant tenant base, including tenant 

education and tenant unions, subsidized houshg and the purchase of hotels in order to 



"remove the profit motive and exploitation [of ternis] which now e~ists'~' . 

And, for the first time a report by a group claiming authority in this situation actually 

included the words of the people whom it was about. 

Skid Road Housina Conditions recognized the people in the neigbbourhood as 

subjects through a focus on buildings and their conditions that situated the bodies 

occupying them as tenants. Their subjeçtivity, in other words, was constituted through 

a propetty relation, confemng on them certain (idormal) rights and obligations of 

citizenship that, hitherto, had been withheld VCLAS also reworked the representation 

of the skid road man. The derelict and transient had been defined negatively in 

relation to property, as dissolute wastrels, pilferers, and destroyers - pure consumers 

rather than producers or users. By ttansfonning them into tenants, the report rendered 

them as residents of a particular place, the boudaries of which were actually wider 

than those of the skid road district (see Map 5). hsofar as their social relations were 

directly mediated by property, the disgracefirl living conditions they endured were 

brought on, not by their own actions, as earlier civic reports indicated, but by 

neglec$iil and exploitaiive business operators. The onus of responsibility for decay 

and dissolution was thus removed h m  the bodies that occupied the hotels and the 

streets and placed on the shoulders of property and business owners. 

The program that flowed from the VCLAS report wouid clearly be diffant from both 

the urban renewal plans that civic authorities assembled to eliminate skid road and the 

designs for historical restoration of the skid road built environment which resuited in 

' CVA, SSD Series 454,107-A-7 Skid Roud 1962-1971, Fie 5,1970-1971, VCLAS, Skid Road 
Housing Conditions, August 1971 



Map 5: Pushing the boundaries of skid road. The study area for VCLAS Downtown 
Eastside Skid Road Housina Conditions Survey. 



residential displacement, It sought, instead, to reverse the economization and 

medicalkation of the space and population with a political logic that positioned both 

within a nexus of power relations. Rather tban calling for plans to restore order and 

reclaim the space h m  the deviants who existed in a predatory relationship with 

property, it advocated a program designeci both to assert the rights of citizens and 

exact obligations fiom pmperty-owners. And, in calling for the regdation of property- 

owners, - a h  rejected the logic of heritage renovators 

that accepteci residential displacement as an inevitable consequence of the property 

reinvestment necessary to their project. 

Certainly, questions of property had loomed large in the previous discussion of 

skid road. Outil now, however, its role was passive in relation to the conduct of the 

men who were the primary focus of skid road problematization. While their 

dissolution was responsible for tbe district's decay, property itself was problematic 

only insofar as its value was lower than authorities desired. in contrast, the restoration 

scherne understood property development as a kind of naturd process which, despite 

avowals of the liberatory potential of buman-de urban design, rnarginalized certain 

groups by requiring them to adjust to its demartds, ie., move somewhere else. 

The VCLAS formulation, however, s t d  opposed to both of these. Property 

appeared as a mediating force and a vector of power that detennined the relative 

positions of different groups of people. Exploitation and discrimination emerged as 

the key problems in need of resolution and they foilowed lines of force generated by 

property relations that effectively exclded skid road residents fiom participation in 
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deteminhg the conditions that governeâ their lives. According to this logic, 

interventions into skid road should regdate tbe conduct of property-owners and 

prornote, by force (ie., kgal regulation) if necessary, the ability of skid roaâers to 

engage with the various public and private authorhies who exercised powet over their 

bodies and conditions of life. 

Constmcting the inner ci@ as a site of oppositionai subjectivity 

Skid R d  Housinn Conditions marked a radical shifi in the h e w o r k  by which 

the district and its popdation were understd Although historical restoration 

r e v e d  the link between bodies and the decay of the built environment, it reinforcd 

the marginality of skid roaden by excludiug thern fiom the process of restoration, 

Whereas the proponents of Gastown renovation never challengeci the basic 

assurnptions of the then-prevailing behavioml diagnosis of skid ma4 and hence of 

poverty, the housing report sought, quite pointedly, to replace this approach with a 

notion of exclusion based on structural inequalities of power and resources. 

Imnically, this position emerged î?om the same oppositional movement that 

spawned support for ûûT heritage revowtion. The division between thé two, as noted 

in the last chapter, marks a fuadamental rupture among those forces opposing the 

thendominant civic regime. In the case of shd road, îhis difference is signified by the 

relation of such forces to the urban poor. On one side stood those groups tbat were 

essentially establishment rebels, an emerging professional elite, for whom poor people 

were marginal actors in the planning and development of the city. Ou the other side 

were anayed those groups which took the p r  as objects of engagement, ad, h e m ,  
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as social ancl political subjects. For these groups, the whole point of intervening 

in the b e r  city was to mobilue the poor and, through this engagement, to tmnsfonn 

society. 

By the end of 19609, the skid road area had becorne a site where new social 

subjects were gathering or forming. As luge numbers of young people congregated in 

the area, searchg for housing, semices, and sociability it became a key l d e  for the 

wunter culture. The countercdture, however, was only one element of a wider youth 

movernent that was also centred on new visions of society and politics emphasizing 

both participatory demoçmcy and inclusion of marginal groups and, increasingly, 

identity as a basis of group interest. As a slurn district, the skid road was recast as part 

of a larger inner city space with a marginalized population. The projects on which 

such community organizers embarked sought to provide ways in which skid r d  

residents could actualize themselves, that is, consiruct their own subjectivities. Rather 

ttian direct intervention in the formation of subjectivities, they sou@ to bring 

pressure to bear on those conditions which inhibited or prevented the self-realization 

of particular ici& of subjectivity. 

VCLAS was an oqpnhation of these rmew agents in the Downtown Eastside - 
students and community organizers - that originated in the tate 1960s as one of a 

number of projects that had been developed through Vancouver Inner-City Service 

Project or VISP, to pnivide services to, advocate on behalf of and provide a votce for 

the inner city poor. VISP itself began, somewhat innocuously, in 1967 as a summer 

mission project for students at the Vancouver School of Theology which was opetated 



through the First United Church, a long-tirne institution in the Skid R d  and 

East E d  of  anc couver? It entered the imer city during a period of rising uucertainty 

and change, and it quickly became a key agent of that change. 1 want to closely 

examine the ways that VISP operated in the skid road / Downtown - East Side district 

during its five year history, not because it was the only o r p h t i o n  involved there 

during this period, but because its activities both incorporated the convergent and 

contradictory forces of the broder spatial and social milieu and animated the links 

between a variety of other groups, serving as the initial vehicle by wbich local 

redents were drawn into activist rolesV3 By the time the group was dissolveci in 1972, 

the summer student projects were only one component of an organization that had 

generated or supported a host of new seMces and programs, many of which were 

based on an emergent local identity and the community around which it crystallized4 

Its five year history coincided with the rise of an anay of state funding programs 

designed to employ, or coopt, young people. The wide range of projects it helped carxy 

out across Vancouver's inner city included working with single parents, chilâren and 

youth, in patks, public housing projects and daycares, legal assistance, housing and 

Und this timc, swnmer studem missions had been &ai out in rurai areas. The urban d n g  was an 
wpeMKntal outing. CVA, Social Planning Dept. Records, Saies 178,85-A-1, File 8. Varmuver l m  
City SeMce Projeet, Voiccs fiom Outside by Julie Cniiksbank, Aug. 281 1972; United Church Archives 
(UCA), Serice 1-15-17, Vanwuver Inner-City Service Project, Box 2, Fie 1. Reports, 1967, The 
Vancouva inner-c'ty Service Project (goals and description of organizasion), ' 1%7 Swnmer Rojects' 
(sunmiary and report), WSP Ndetter, WZ, June 15, 1967, ViSP F i  Newslater, Sept. 8, 1967. 

A whole host of orgaaitations o p t a i  in V m v e r ' s  inmr city during this time, includmg tenant nnd 
&dent associations, politicai and community oqpbem, and mon savictsriemed groups. U C 4  
Seria 1- 15- 17, Vancouver Inner-c'hy Savice Project, Box 2, File 19, Re: Use of Carnegie 
L i b r a r y I M u w  1970. 
' UCA, Suies 1-15-17, Vancouver Inner-City Service Project, Box 2, File 23, Reports, 1971, Summiry 
of Work Plan for Previous Fiscal Year [1970-711, April, 1971; File 23, F i  Evaiuaîion, 1972 by Dand 
Adair, Sept. 1972. 



architecturai research and adv~cacy, media education, setiing up community 

infonaation and hdth centres, assisting community opposition to urban renewal, and 

facilitahg the organization of ueigbbourhood and other kinâs of activist groups. One 

of VISP's key d e s  was in pviding a vehicle that co~ected professionals and 

aspiring professionals fiom universities with the United Church, residents of 

particular, ' problem' neighbourhoods and community and social service groups 

organizatiun. It was thus welt positioned to serve as a kind of broker that channeled 

state and charitable funding into neighbourhoods and community organizatiotlstlS5 The 

various schemes it thus encouraged forged and mobilized nehvorks through which 

new discourses and practices of citizenship and commun& mnating with the 

' CVA, Social Planning Dept. Rccordq Series 178,8S-A-1, File 8, Vancouver Inmr City Service 
Rojecî, Voias ûom (hrtside by Julie Cdshmk Aug 28/1972. Poütics in the late 19609 and 
19709 was markcd by a zeilgeist of participation that sougbt to incorporate groups, esWaiiy the poor 
and youth, which h d  hithmo been consignai to the social margins. The incorporation d o n  extmded 
beyond the orgaiiization of large-scalc universal social prognuns to the proriJiou of funding that 
employed piimsriS. young people, especially studmts (ai first, -y), to plan and carry out various 
community deveiopment and community savicc projas. ïhmashg the of youth to solve social 
problems, most of which ha4 in iàu, ban o M y  identificd ody in the wake of and as a consequence 
of the civil rights, mi-war and youth movmmns, provided a way for govcnuneats to acconiplish a 
mmiber of goals. F i  iî was a means of ad- the newly cmergin8 social piorities in a way that 
was canso~nt with the spirit ofeqwby aiad democncy. Second, it mabkd politichm and bunurcrsts 
to ( m m )  ivoid direct accwmribility for the probtems anâ obstacks ihat wm encounteted in the 
pursuit of t h e  g d s  and in the pnctical ictMties of each project. Third, the provision of rektivciy 

amounts of fiinding through limited-term prognms provided a meens of arpcrimcmias with 
alternative rnethods, a b  aad project coraccpts and, at the srme time. setting ümits to tbt comniiitmcm 
of stlte support. Fourth, and possiiy mosi sieiiifimt, the provision of funding to addrcsa socid d o m  
priorities via small-sa& pcojects operated and stafFed by young people pmvided a means of 
incorporating dissiâatt or opposibnai social grwps m ways that transformed them into amien of state 
sponsorai pücy objectives (Craig, et id, 1983; Ng, 1986). 

Despite hi& c r i W  iuterpnutions, the 'cospwrion' of oppositional gnwpq through the 
levers of prognm fimdias and Orgpnization, was not a 011c-way process. Criiics ofcosptation tend to 
adopt a fwictiod Mania  und^ of the w d h e  state advanced by Gough (1979), among othns, 
in which welfan program exh primtdy as a fob to w d h g  ciass orgaaizations, designed to buy t h  
off fiom more radical positions lad pmchs d e  a& the same tim, tirne, to rrproduce the conditions 
ofcapitliist produaion. Whüe such may iisdeed be the case, it is ct&y not a t d  picwe, fat the state 
t i d o g  of progranri in the 1960s and 1970s also adv& the goal of participation and iachisioil 
~tbWiswhythcfundineofcormninityorgrnitine~devclopmentpmjcctswrs~ 
discontmucd inhv~~~ofsaviceddiveryprojccts.) 



themes of what we now cail 'the sixties', were introduced into skid road and 

helped to monfigure the district as part of a larger inner city space. 

The group's initial interventions into inner city neighbourhoods during the 

summers of 1967 and 1968 were tentative, almost exploratory in nature. In the skid 

road area, these forays included "helping at Vancouver's newly opened dropin for 

skid row men " and "determinhg the needs of and seeking seMces for a deprived and 

'forgotten' group of native indians living in the centre of the city", as well as doing 

social work at a pensioners &op in and working with residents of the nearby Raymur 

houhg project to organize a tenants as~ociation.~ By the end of the first summer, the 

students noted their critical perspective on the area: 

"We have come to . . . some conclusions about the failure of a lot of the 
agency and church work king done in the area. We hope that the work of 
our team this summer may contribute to a more relevant outreach program 
by both agencies and churches of the a m J  

If the desciption of the district generated through these initial efforts replicated the 

prevailing images of skid road, focusing on the "bums, drugs addicts, prostitutes and 

alcoholics" who "thrive on suspicion" and "live in constant fear", the diagnosis of 

such conditions presented a new conception8 Presaging the position that VCLAS 

would enunciate three years later, the student who spent the summer of 1968 working 

with the men at the Dugout dropin centre in the newly renovating Gastown 

proclaimed that "Skid Road is a manifestation of the relationship that exists between 

6 UCA, Series El 5- 17, Vancouwr Inner-c'i Service Roject. Box 2, Fie 1, Reports, 1967, Tbe 
Vancouver Umer-City Service Roject, niimeograph 
7 UCA, Series 1-15-17, Vancouver Imicr-c'i Service Roject. Box 2, File 1, Reports, 1967, The 
Vancowa Inaer-c'ity S d c e  Project, F d  Newsletta, Sept. 8,1967. 
8 K A ,  Stries 1-15-17, V~couver Inaer-c'i S d c e  Roject, Box 2, Fie 9, Skid Road '68 (Rcport) by 
Michael Buch 
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the indigent inhabitants of the are& the commercial interests present and the 

helpbg pople, which include the religious groups and the govemment agencies." 

The charities, churches and state agencies, wbich had until this point diapsed 

dereliction, tnuisiency, and their associated symptoms as the areas focal problems, 

wouîd no longer be understood as benign forces. Neither wouîd businesses be seen as 

passive recipients of a decay for which they were not responsible. Mead, they were 

cast as active elements in a skid road equation that, for the first tirne, was being 

perceived as a problem of power constituted through the play of sociai forces. 

VISP participants thus formulated a program of action that was centred on a 

critique of power relations in the inner city. Visions of the 'inner city' thus loomed 

large in WSPYs rhetoric; it was the site where the contrast between the "mainstream of 

life in this affluent society" and "the life of those left behind" was most evident. 'O It 

appeared as a space of exclusion, where people who were residents, tenants- and 

citizens were neglected and exploited by a range of authorities both public and 

private. But it also was constituted as a place where social change was both necessary 

and highly possible if the correct tools and processes were deployed In seeking to 

achieve this deploytnent, VISP radically altered the frame tbtough which the inner 

city, in general, and skid road, in parûcular, were recognized. VISP's concern was raot 

with the regulation of deviant masculinity but with the mobilization of identity and 

9 UCA, Stics 1-15-17, Vaacouver Iriner-City Service Projeci, Box 2. File 4, Vancouver Skid Road 
Picîure, Summer -1968. An Anaiysis and Some Indicaieci Tactics, by Douglrs Soles. 
'O UC4 Series 1-15-17. Vancouver Inner-c'i Semice Project. Box 2, Fie 5. Reports, 1968, An 
Ex- in Service and Training; UCA, Series E15-17, Vancower Inner-c'i SeMe Project. Box 2, 
Fite 5, Reports, 1968, Report of the summcr activities and rcsearch evahiation of the Vaacouver ïnner- 
City Service Project, May 1-Sept 1, 1968, Otiicc of inter-htéssioaal Education, University of British 
Columbia 



citizemhip as a means of promoting popular participabon and improving living 

conditions. 

The organization's original goals linked '%ahhg opportunities" for "young 

people" to the provision of "service to the cornmunity'', especially in the "deprived, 

depressecl imer core of the city."" VISP positioned i ~ l f  as the means of connecting 

this inner-city space of exclusion with the mainmeam, providing a channel by which 

youthful energy and radical values could be injected into the urban core as a force for 

social change. Its capacity to accomplish this was premissed on two assumptions that 

were entrenched in the cultural self-perceptions of 'the sixties'. First, the youth 

movement's self-recognition as something entirely new and diflerent fiom earlier 

genemtions of radicals was shared by both its allies and detractors (cf Lipset, 1967).12 

The Rime Minister exclaimed, during the debates leading to the creation of the 

company of Young Canadians in 1965 that: 

." . . the younger generation today possesses idealism without illusion; 
realism without cynicism. These young people desire to make a forceful 
and direct conîribution to the kind of society they feel is worth living in, 
working for and fighting for . . . [and] . . . will have a stimulating, creative 
effect upon our society and its institutions . . . 1 believe the company will 
prove to be an organization deeply concemed with the fundamentals of 
inequality and poverty in our society and with social justice and democratic 
progress, and that it wiH become part of our continuhg search for a betîer 
Canada in a better world" (Canada, 1967). 

Second, the profound sense of difference that marked the youth culture evoked a 

sense of solidarity with the urban poor based on what was perceived to be a mutual 

UCA, Series 1- 15- 17, Vaacouver LMCr-C'i SeMce Projeci. Box 2, Fi 1, Reports, 1967, The 
Vancouver InnaCi Savice Projeci, mimtogaph 
l2 The corniors to Lipset (1967) generally hold thaî, historicaliy, students have been receptive to and 
pionan of dissent and nbcllion. Rothman and Lichmer, however, strongty disagrec on this point, 
noting that the 19609 was the îirst time US students op@ mi consistmtly challaiged ùisùtutions. 



estrangement tiom the "mainstream" of society. The inaer city provided a 

crucial setting for the expression of this soliciarity. In his expansive memoir of the 

decade, Gitlin (1987) underlines the transmutation of the 'youthfiil difference' of the 

fifües, that found its expression in dress, music and cinema, into the opposition which 

had emerged into a fiilt-scale sacial and culturai movement by the mid-sixties. in 

particular, he pinpoints the bohemian enclaves in low rent d a n  districts, together 

with universities and college towns where the incipient student movement was active, 

as key sites where disparate forms of youthfd dienation were transformed into 

political and cultural opposition in the wake of the early 1960s sit-ins by southem, 

black students. Thus, rnany of the non-academic centres where the youth revolt 

crystallized, like Haight-Ashbury and New York's hwer East Side, were, in fact, 

neighbourhoods of the poor and minorities. By the mid- 1960s, as white activists 

moved out of the southem civil rights movement, inner city neighbourhoods provided 

spaces where the mtics and strategies developed in the south could be applied (Gitlin, 

1987; Rothman and Lichter, 1982; Walzer, ï 967). l 3  

Parallelling events elsewhere, the poorer residential neighbourhoods sunoundhg 

Vancouver's CBD, most of which had been targetted for urban renewal, provided 

natural settings for activist youth. The inner city was already in transition. Residents in 

Strathcona, and the Fairview-Mount Pleasant areas were becoming increasingly edgy 

about the effects of continued urban renewal, on one hand, and a glaring lack of 

services, on the other. Responding to these concem, socid service agencies, such as 

" This aûinity of alienated youth for the inner city has ban cast as the incipicnt rise of a new 'urban 
ethic' that his d t c d  m irmcr city gentification. An uonic outcorne, givm its mots. (se Ley, 1993). 



the Neîghbourhd SeNices Association and United Comrnunity Services, 

which had long been involved in these districts, were beginning to deploy staff as 

community organizers, as well as senice providers and advocates. Meanwhile, in 

westside Kitsilam and Fairview, the countercuiture established a major presence, as 

an influx of youth - 'hippies' - and services that catered to them tmk advantage of 

plentifid rooming bouses and low rats. Countercultural elements, partly in response 

to plice pressure, but slso because of Iow-priced housing and the proxmity of bars 

ltnd dnigs, a h  became established in the skid road area, much to the consternation of 

the members of IDEAS. Countercultural entrepreneurs also took advanîage of low 

rents and property vatues in the latter area and their prescnce provided a major 

idedogical and economic foundation for the remvations that would ûansform the 

ma's appearance and commercial fiuiction in the subsequent decade. 

Subjectiviiy, interest, cirizenship, and çommutti@ on skid road 

WSP thus kgan to engage with a population, composeâ largely of people who 

were poor andor mernbers of ethnic minorities, that was becoming increasingly 

articulate and orgamd It quickiy became a key agent in this process, Wng 

aûvantage of the development of Feded funding programs that were designed to 

enîist - or coopt - young people and cornrnunity organizations in the goal of 

promoting social change. In its 1969 proposal for Fedetal funding for an 'inner-City 

Advocacy and Rewilitation Project', targetting skid road and the Strathcona 

residential district, WSP clearly linked these qualities of youth with an ability to 



cbange the situation in the innercity. ''Much is in ferment in tbe Vancouver 

"New patterns of welfare h o m e  suppport and service àelivery are 
forming. Increased motdination is king saught. The ViSP proposes to 
assist in the process. It hm enthusidc pung workers with varied 
academic and work experience skills. They are keen to hovate, 
experiment and test as tbey work with ohers to help tackle fiindamental 
pmblems of welfare dependency."" 

The diagnosis of "dependency" as the '"fiuidamental problem" upon which 

youthful energy and its novel approaches shouid be brougbt to bear suggests that the 

explanation of such innovation was still fiamed by the dominant rhetork of skid r d  

Yet, the tentative solutions it advaucd, including improved health care and 

employrnent projects, were significant departures fiom the ongoing efforts to 

implement a detoxification centre and a hostel for single men. So, too, was the 

concrete means of actually bridging the gap between the imer-city and the 

mainimm - through the "maximum cuordination" of work not only with service 

agencies active in the district, but also with "outside professionals" and "local citizens 

gruups." Tbus, for ibe first tirne, skid road and its environs were recognized as a 

community, popdateci by citizens who, at least to same extent, were organized. If the 

'rehabilitation' side of the project catered to the image of skid road as an anomic 

slum, the idea of 'advocacy' framed a m o n  of the inner-city, in general, and skid 

road, in particular, as a site of exclusion, where citizens were msllpinalized through 

'' CVA, Social Phring Depi. Rscords, Series 178,85-A-1, File 5, Imia City Savia Rojcct 
(Vamouva) 1969-1971, VIS Imia C i  Advococy and Reùabibtion nojecf Gtom Appiicrtiog to 
Hdth and W* C e  March 3 1,1970. 



minimal cash income, inadequate health care, and lack of education and 

employment opporhmities. l5 

VISP-spomred projects in the skid road district sought to accomplish a number 

of reforms that incorporated two somewhat contradxtory assumptions about the place 

and people. First, contraxy to then-prevailing notions of skid road, the organization 

assumed that skid r d  inhabitants possessed some memue of autonomous 

subjectivity. Its program was premised on the principle of breaching the barriers that 

prevented the latter h m  exercising that autonomy. In 1968, VISP initiated an imer 

city le@ assistance program in conjunction with the UBC Law School and law 

students as a means to widen the accessibility and representation of the court system. 

Operating fiom 'ctinics' in the neighbowhoods surroundhg the downtown, law 

students, under supervision of a staff lawyer, dispenseci advice and canied out 

research on a variety of issues of concem to the local population. By 1970, the office 

that served Strathcona and skid road areas had becorne one of the main local centres 

of opposition to the City's fieeway and urban renewid plans, providing legal advice 

and representation to local activists (Ley & Hasson, 1995). A part-time clinic was aiso 

set up on the premises of the Gastown Workshop, a tehabilitation program operateci 

by the St James [Anglican Church] Said Services ~ociety.'~ If the stated goai of this 

project was to include the poor as participants in, mther than as victims of, the 

administration of the law this was effecteà by widening the network of services 

1s CVA, Social Planning Dept. Recorâs, Series 178,85-A-1, File 5, Inner City SeMce Project 
(Vamouver) 1%9-1971, MSP inuer City Advocacy and ReIuWtation Roject, Grant Application, to 
Healtb and Weltjire Canada, Mar& 3 1,1970. 
l6 UCA, Series 1-1 5-1 7, Vancouver InnaCity SeMce Project, Box 2, File 16, Project Pmposals and 
Reports (1970 (2), Lcgal Services and Research Pmject, Report - ûct. 1970. 



available to people living in the area and, in so doing, related to them as active 

subjects, rather than passive objects. '' The very acts of repesnatation and advice= 

giving thus semed to resituate the skid road resident in the networks through which 

powr was mobilized, displacing, though not, as we will se. below, eliminating, the 

object of tutelary programming. The body of the skid roader, as well as the social 

body of skid road, in order to be representable, had to be not only a locus of need, but 

also of will and interest on both an individual and a collective basis. 

In attempting to facilitate the exercise of autonomous capacities, VISP projects 

sought the maximhtion of this interest in three particular fields of action.Firsî, 

housing emerged as an obvious concem. As already noted, the group worked with 

tenants of public housing to develop representative associations. The VCLAS report 

was produced in the wake of at least two housing surveys conducted through the skid 

road legal clinic. The surveys themselves were carried out in the context of the 

accelerating renovation of the as-yet officially unàesignated Gastown ma, The 

threatened displacement of skid road residents, in the course of the renovations, 

dramaticdly highlighted both the lack of secure tenure they were afforded and the 

abysmal conditions of the available housing. The formation of an or&anization called 

the Residents of Gastown, through the joint efforts of VlSP summer -dents and a 

Company of Young Canadians fieldworker, sought to re-position skid roaders as 

members of a community with interests premissed on their locale of habitation. VlSP 

continued in this direction with the formation of the Urban Design Centre, which 

" CVA, S d  Plaaniag Dept. Records, Mes 278,85-A-1, File 8, V~lcouver ümer City Service 
noject. Briefon Legal Savices and Rwearch Program (VISP) - Dec. 10, 1969, [prrsemed to 
V- City C d  as part of CMC Grant Package]. 
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assisted tenants in two hotels threatened with closure due to licencing violations 

to purchase, desiga develop and oprate the buildings." The Centre was also 

instrumental in helping local groups in neighbouring Strathcona to develop a 

neighbourhood renovation and redevelopment alternative to urban renewal. 

The second interest through wbich membership of the skid road community 

was constituted was poverty. VISP workers were instrumental in facilitating the 

formation of anti-poverty groups, the most militant of which was the Unemployed 

Citizens Welfare lmprovement Committee (UCWIC). First United Church was the site 

of a 1969 Senate Committee on Poverty public hearing at which a number of groups, 

supported and facilitated by VISP, made presentations emphasizing the exclusion of 

the poor and its consequences. UCWIC, the Association to Tackle Adverse Conditions 

(ATTAC) and the Vancouver Housing inter-project Council, among others, calleci for 

"ordinary people - the poor included" to have "more of a voice in ninning the affairs 

of the city, province and nation" in order to avoid "the widespread dissent, nbellion 

and perhaps tevolution that is rife south of our border."'9 

Health provideci a third form for the expression of skid road interest. During the 

summer of 1970, surnmer d e n t s  worked on both an 'her-City Coordination 

Project' and a proposal to improve skid road medical care. The poor heaith of skid 

'' UCA, Wes E 15- 17, Vancouver InnerC'ity Service Project, Box 2. File 2 1, Urban Design Centre, 
1971, Letter hni Ron Yum to Dcpt. ofManpowa and immigration, Nov. 30,1971; CVA, Pamphictq 
19706 1. Stanley, New Fountain Hotels AccommOdlltion for the Residents of Gastown, Vencmva 
Pacinc Comrmmity Seif-Developrnem Society, F e a s i i i  Snidy, June 1970, Bidngham and Wood, 
Atchitects. 
19 UCA, Series i-1 5-17, Vanmer Inwr-Cii Service Project, Box 2, File 8, Newsclipping, 1968-69, 
Newspmper rrtide, 'Poverty C d  Givc them Moncy, Senate Probe told', by Tony Ebertq The Province, 
Thun., Nov. 20, I%9. 



road residents had already been targeted as a cause of unemployement and, 

hence, of pwerty? '"ïhese citizens are imfortunate in many ways. Their rating is at 

the bottom m g  of the human success ladder in that they do not enjoy adequate 

bniefiis fiom the w d t h  and wia l  welfare of our ~ociety."~' The key to improvhg 

their health, though, was not simply through ensuring the provision of adequate 

facilities and care, but through a participatory democmcy which included residents in 

planning and decision-making. In a significant departure fiom earlier efforts to 

&termine and establish services for people living in skid road, however, project 

workers attempted to include residents in their discussions. Rather than simply 

gathering agency workers together, VISP tried to bring them into contact with people 

as citizens, rather than as clients. In its efforts '70 encourage more interaction and 

cooperation among the existing agencies in the Skid Road area", summer d e n t s  and 

VISP staff tried to organize a conf'erence to "gather together the heads of these 

agencies with representatives of the inhabitants of the Improving health, then, 

was as much a question of promoting participation, ie., citizenship, as it was of health 

care, per se. 

Cihnship itself, however, was not taken for granted and was more complicated 

than just renaming derelicts. The second assumption that WSP operations 

'O CVA, Social Planning Dept. Records, Series 178,85-A- 1, Fie 5, Inncf Ci Service Projcct 
(Vanwuver) 1%9-1971, VISP lana City Advocacy and Rcbabiltation Projea, Gnm Application, to 
Heafth and Welnire Canada, March 3 1,1970. 
" UCA, S& I-15-17, Vanmuver Innef-City Service Pcoject, Box 2, Fe 15, Pmjcct Proposah d 
Reports, 1970 (1). Heaith is a Cornmunity Affillr: Delay Bteeds Discase (proposal and summary report 
of progres on efforts to establish medical chic on skid road). 
* UC4 Senes 1-1 5-17, Vailcouva Inner-c'i Service Roject, Box 2, Fiie 15, , Project Roposa& ad 
Reports, 1970 (l), Handwritten Report by Der& Pany and Fraser Mackay on the Inner-City 
Coordination Project. 



incorporateci was that it was necessary to conshuct oppositionai çubjectivities. 

What the organization o f f h i ,  in this regard, was a program of political 

subjectification for skid roui  Its goals there included "assist[ingJ the citizens of the 

her-city in gaining power and c~ntrol over decisions that sfféct îheir lives and their 

environment . . . TQ increase political awareness of inner-city residents" and "to 

stimulate and encourage existing and new citizen endeavours." It sought to support 

and dwelop "self-help programs" that would bolster citizen involvement. in other 

words, VISP sought to consûuct and mobilize citizenship and community as ongoing 

developments. Certainly its general project differed h m  the =pair-job of tutelary 

supervision. If the latter operated on an assumption of the absence or UlSLdequacy of 

the subjectivity of its objects, VISP was ptemissed on a re-cognition of the disûict's 

population h m  damaged subjects to an apriori acceptance of the autonomy of those 

subjects and Mies. Nevertheless, in order to activate tbe citizen-subjects a program 

of education, persuasion, organization, and participation was requireû. WSP oEered 

its staff and volunteers a way ofjoining wirh the poor and other marginal groups to 

combat oppression and exclusion. If the dereiict and transient of skid road signified a 

space where citizenship and community were notable only in their absence, then the 

new discursive configuration situateci them according to their ptesence as ethical and 

UCA, Series 1-15-17, V m u v e r  IxmerCity Service Projeci, Box 2, Fie 10, Reports, 1969, 
Submission for ikmnstraation Proicct, Sept. 3,1%9. Katz (19%) outlinw the choice of option 
confionthg social workas in the US as the field begau to ptofisoionaiize in the 20th cem~ry. III the 
course of the collsolidation of social watk as a h d  profCssion, lcading organizations d educators 
f o d  on social casmrk mthu than the d actMsm of  what Katz (19%, p. 168) den to as 
'uibaa mediators'. The WSP pgram thus oanri to have bœn an attanpt to roinstate a hm of 
professionrlized social activism. 



active forces. WSP projects, themselves, operated as the agents by which these 

forces wuld be activated. 

The program of subjectification, however, was not confined to the effects that 

VISP workers were able to exert on the skid road situation. in fact, one of the key 

elements underpinning the organization's whole concept was the experience that such 

work wouid have on its practitioners. Training and provision of service, the 

organization's two central goals, were undertaken not only to instigate change among 

the residents of the inner-city, and in their relations with other groups and places, but 

also as means of changing the participants and "produc[ing] a new type of city servant 

much needed in this time of stress."24 They provideci opportunjties for the 

"desbuchiring and restnicturing of the students pattern of conceptualization and 

ideologies", as participants were expected to use this experience as a way of 

questioning their identity through a developing imbrication of "the personal" with 

other categories of their experience (cf. Zaretsky, 1994, 1995).~~ 

'This task will hopefully accomplish a new awareness on the part of the 
student of multi-dimensions of personal, social and cultural life. . . . It will 
aim at educating students into a committed responsible freedom so that 
they caa understand and participate in the metropolitan living situation, 
howing and accepting its limitations and its complexities. Its uitimate 
goal would be the making of a truly 'catholic' society, which is so 
stnicîured as to allow maximum openness to hurnan fuifillment, so that 

'' UCA, Series 1- 15- 17, Vancouver Inner-City Service Roject. Box 2, Fie 5, Reports, 1968, An 
Experimmt in SaMce and Trainhg (summary report). 

Zaretsky (1994, 1995) traces the rise of 'identity poütics' to the artidation, beginning in the 1960% 
of a culnrral poütics t h  SOU@ the seIf-conscious gemration of meaning as a key stnuegic impmtive. 
ldentity thus bccame a question of construction and performance, mther tban a pre-fonwd absolute, and 
spanned any boundary danarcatiag private fiom public me. Issues of pasonal life thus became public 
questions d e  public issues came to be understood as prohuadiy affecting the construction and 
maiut- of pasonai identity. SubjcctMty itsdfthus became an object of anaiysis and practice. For 
MSP, then, tbe point of its work was to go beyond reflection and to nconstnict i d d e s .  



men could exist within the limits of historiai time and yet be free 
for maximum ~reativity."'~ 

The Project thus offered a program oWfor subjectification, the key technique of which 

involveci an enwunter between work and critical self and social reflection/analysis. 

The work situation the project provided should require the student to be placed in "a 

radical confrontation" with difference, with people whose "lifestyle and throughts 

[are] basically different fiom his [sic] own." Transfomutive experience could not be 

had just tbrough taîk, words and ideas but needed to be based in a direct physicd 

spatial engagement.27 Shdents about to embark on a summer of involvement in the 

inner-ciiy were expected to take 'the Plunge', a twoday excursion in skid road with 

two dollars in their pocket where they were "asked to live the 'other side' and see 

what it is like to asR for service and not to gbe it"28 From the VISP perspective, then, 

the Uriner-city was a site of potential personal and social change, a space where new 

ideas and practices could be incubated and developed. The key to such liberatory 

practice lay in the critical engagement with difference and transfomative political 

action wnstituted through participatory democracy. 

The logic of this strategy of participatory democracy, ineluctably based on the 

distinctions between the inside and the outside, those with power and those without, 

helped to constitute, if not a politics of identity than at least a politics in which 

identity provideci an explicit basis of mobilization. In the case of a strategy that 

-- 

l6 UCA, Series 1-15-17, Vancower Inner-City Service Project. Box 2, Fie 5, Reports, 1%8, Why 
VISP? A Position Papa on Siudent Urban Training, by Frank Foraelli. 

UC4 Saies 1-15-11, Vancouver Inna-City Service Project. Box 2, Fie 5, Reports, 1968, Wby 
WSP? A Position Papa on Student Urban Training, by Frank Fomiii. 

UCA, Series 1-1 5-1 7, Vaouver inner-c'i Service Project. Box 2, Fie 5, Reports, 1968, An 
Expcrimcat in S d c c  and TraiaiPg (summary report). 
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emphasized the difference of the inner..city, this had to be a local identity. Thus, 

during tours arrangeci for the Senate Poverty Cornmittee, one of the Residents of 

Gastown noted that ''welfàre administration. . . refus[ed] to consider the skid road 

area as a unique problem.*yD Ultimately, this led its student participants to question 

WSPYs mle in the inner-city as a brokerage agency. 'O At least m e  of hem 

consûucted the organization itseff as problernatic: "a d e  consumer of fun& alloted 

by our society to quiet the demands of the disp~ssesed."~~ WSP was cast in the role of 

manager and controller, making sure the urban poor and radical students stayed within 

the boundaries of propriety in their push for social change. The organizational 

structure ensured that neither of these two groups could gain direct access to the levers 

of wntrol and disposition of resources and information that give them real power. 

Nevertheless, as disenfranchised as the participating students were, they could not be 

effective in working with the poor unless they actually becarne part of the social fabric 

of the inner-city. 

"We believe that indigenous community groups must replace students in the 
Inner-City Service Project because community action must originate within 
the community if it is to avoid king management. . . . Unless [people from 
outside] have experienced the same day-to-day problems and frustrations as 
those in the community, they will not be able to decide upon or even 
recognize the need for an aîtemate ~ifest~le.".'~ 

UCA Series 1- 15- 17, Vancouver ber-City Service Project, Box 2, Fie 12, Senate Cornmittee on 
Poverty, 1969, Poverty Study - Skid Road by John Palmer (Wwrittm notes for tours). 
" CVA, Social Planning Dept. Records, Serie 178,85-A- 1, File 8, Vancouver lnner C i  Senice 
Project, Voices tiom Outside by Julie Cniîlrsfianl5 h g .  2811 972; UC A, Series El 5-1 7, Vancouver 
Inner-City Service Projeci, Box 2, File 9, 'The Gap' (Newsletter), 'ùiner Ci '  by Cathy Munro, David 
Sharpe and Eluabah Law, in The Gap, Aug 24, 1970. 
" OC4 Series 1-15-17. Vancouver Iwer-City Service Project, Box 2, File 9, 'ïhe Gap' (Newdetter), 
'Inna City* by Cathy Mwuo, DaMd Sharpc and E b b e t b  Law, in Tho Gap. h g .  24,1970. 
31 UCA Series 1-15-17, V w e r  Inner-City Savice Rojeet, Box 2, Fie 9, 'The Gap' (Newslettu), 
'Inna City' by Cathy Mumo, David Sharpe d E%a&h Law, in The Gap, h g .  24,1970. 
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The principle of residentdriven activism persisted after VISP dissolved 

itseif in 1972. It left an imprint across Vancouver's inner city, much of which endures. 

Nowhere, however, was this legacy more apparent than in the skid road district, soon 

to be rechristened the Downtown Eastside, when the formation of a residents' 

association cbdenged the paternalism of planners and charitable service agencies 

over the succecdiiig füteen years." 

The formation of a new poiitical identir), 

The transfomation of skid road was accomplished neither by urban renewal nor 

by economizing and medicalizing programs that sought to treat damaged bodies. 

Ironically, it was the challenge to such projects that provoked the begiming of a re- 

construction of the ara, shifüng its position in Vancouver's social geography by 

changing the m W g s  of the boundaries that marked it off from the rest of the city, 

The Vancouver h e r  City Service Project and the wide ranging prograrns that 

operated througb it brought the notions of citizmhip and comrnunity to skid road, 

reconfiguring the latter as an inner city neighbourhood with a resident population, 

rather than an anomic space of damaged and alienated men. As the agents of 

intervention, young students and aspiring community organizers worked with local 

residents to introduce an ethic of participatory democracy to an area that had been 

" The driving forcc bcbiad tbis VISP engaganent with the skid r d  population was Peter Davies, who 
arrivai in the nh@bourhood to coordie the Skid Road Advocacy and Rchabilitation Project. Davies' 
role in pushing for the formaton of locally-baseci groups in the Dowatown Eastsidc has bem gcncdy 
under-rated. It seems that he was the first person to active organize dons to secure the old City 
iiirary for a community centre. As weü, It was Davies' iasistcnce tbat local rcsidcnts should control the 
definition of the problan and uke leadership positions in sohing them that presaged tbe fomatioa ofthe 
Downtown WC Residents' Associrition, or DERA, in tbc eariy 1970s. It is quite possible that 
without Peter Davies, evcnts in this ana during the late 1960s and eariy 1970s might han taken a 
compietdy diffamt turn. 



m t e d  largely as a surfhce on which authorities couid inscrii their plans and 

prog''a"nmf= 

VISP served as the vector of a new mode of goveming urban poverty. Its strategy 

of participation, designed to mobilize the objects of govermental power, constituting 

them as subjects, inaugurated a process that pushed political authorities toward an 

engagement with poor people as citizens rather than as subordinates. This political 

'subjectification' of the skid road poor took place in two ways. 

First, the emergence of new subjects was framed by and functioned as a charnel 

for new ways of talking about poverty and the poor that displaced dominant 

behavioural approaches with a more structural interpretation. The reconstruction of 

derelicts and transients as residents with interests and identities in common decisively 

resituated skid road in the social and moral geography of Vancouver. By positioning 

the area as part of a large inner city and a community which had hitherto been 

excluded from society as a consequence of self-perpetuating conditions of political 

and economic inequality, it directly countered the notion of an unstable, unattached 

population that had ben  used to justifjt the imposition of both dispersion and 

containment. instead of bringing power to bear directly on the bodies of deviant men 

through tutelary and supe~sory measures, VISP projects sought to change the 

conditions that facilitated exclusion. This shifi wouid have tremendous significance 

for the ways in which civic authorities grappled with the area and its population over 

the next fifteen years. 



The second movement of politicai subjectification involved new ways of 

acting on and especially with the poor. In the tirsâ instance, this took place through the 

attempt to redirect regulatory processes. Regulation of property instead of the 

regulation of individual conduct was advanced as a key means of abrogating 

exclusionary conditions. In tbis case, the citizen was constituted as a tenant with 

specific rights viz-a-viz the property-holding slwn landlord. Exdusion was also 

understd in relation to the labour market and service accessibility. Bad health, one 

consequence of skid road living conditions, prevented people fiom working, while a 

lack of services was incumbent on the low incomes that came with pensions and 

welfare 'dependence'. Again, the regulation of bodies bound up with the skid road 

project was displaced by a regulation of property relations that lacated responsibility 

with authorities. In the case of labour market relation and service accessibility, 

however, those auihorities were public rather than private. Regulation of housing 

conditions required an accompying committment to improved health care and 

service as well as increasing income via welfare programs. 

This also involved a process of organizational innovation through which the 

emergent inner city communities, skid road included, were constituted socially 

through the formation of non-profit groups that claimed to act on behalf of as well as 

in the name of the P r .  Such groups gave concrete form to a new relationship 

between the state and 'the cornmunity', serving both as reptesentatives of the latter 

and, to the extent that they were financed by the former, as mediating &vices between 

the two. Official recognition of organizations claiming to represeut the poor 



necessitated recognition, no W e r  how grudgingiy, of the latter's cqmities to 

speak and act Henceforth, it would no longer be possible for political authorities in 

Vancouver to operate without cagnizance of the aspirations of the slud r d  

population through engagement with those groups that acted in iîs name. 

The operations of VISP thus marked a crucial transition in bath the discourses 

and institutionaiization of skid road It signalled an incipient politics of iâentity as 

citizenship came to be defineci by residence in a particultu place. Over the next two 

decaâes. the elahration of the social and political identity of inner city residents 

would provide a crucial nexus for engagement between the Downtown Eastside and 

the &te. The earlier programs of moral regdation wre displaced, but not replaced, 

by a govemmentalizing regime that moved through operations directed at changing 

the conditions of life of skid m d  resideats. Howwer, state agencies, at local, 

provincial, and federal levels, did not shply respond to this oppositional 

reconstruction of the inner city. Various political and bureaucratie authorities sought 

to actively inteweoe in these processes, both to support and to oppose the new 

renderings of the inner city. They dso attempted to manage ttte emerging conflict 

between the business groups supporting historical restoratioa and the comunity 

otganizations that claimed to speak and act on behalf of the residents who were 

affected by the changing built and social environments. 
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Cbapter 7 

RteonstFuetiag Skid Rord m: Commanity and chic imbiviknce 

The celationship of civic aidhorities to the organizaaons and population ofskid 

rsad h m  1968 to 1973 was an ambivalent one. While some agents of the local state 

continuai to pursu the goal of removing slcid road inhabitants h m  the am,  others 

attempteâ to recast it as a cmmunity. Sometimes, the same agents tried to realize 

bth at once. As we have seen, conditions on skid road shifted radically in the yeafs 

following the release of the first Downtown - East Side report and the fonnation of 

the Mayor's Special Committee on Skid Row Problems. For one tIling, the report 

marked the beginnrng of an ongoing attempt by civic authorities to impose order on 

the space of skid road with a series of investigations. But it aiso entailed a redefnition 

of sicid road in terms of Wallace's notion of a community of social deviants. 

Nevertheless, for most of the next four years, the Special Cornmittee dominated civic 

appmches to the area, most of which which were organized munâ the imperative of 

urban renewal, designed to facilitate the elimination of the social aspects of skid road 

in the same way that redevelopment was designed to erase the physicai manifestations 

of blight. 

The ~elary appmches of the Special Cornmittee delayed the formulation of 

policies which were animritcd by the Downtow - East Side report's centrai thme of 

the deviant community, so that civic offîcials had to nin to catch up with the 

formation ofoew social subjects and the immanent muisformatiun of outcasts into 

citizens. But, as the clrive to create a single men's hostel and a detoxification facility 
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was overwhelmed by the fimation of new forces, plannets and politicians 

sought to respond to the contradictory pressures for heritage remvation and citizen 

participation by engaging with them. In the wake of community organizing in imer 

city districts and opposition to the downtown urûan renewal schemes, which included 

promotion of heritage preservation, however, civic officiais began to re-orient the 

direction of their knowledge acquisition. Those agitations provideâ openings for the 

sectors and individuals in the city bureacracy that were responsive to community 

planning concepts and led to a series of reorganizations of the bureacracy itself. As it 

engageâ with these forces, the City began to draw them out, helping to elaborate and 

organize them, setting up channels of transmission through which they could initiate 

projects and through which ciMc authorities codd realize their own objectives. 

Initial civic forays into the new territory tbat was king fonned on the site of 

skid road took place through the newly-established Social Planning and Community 

Development Department (SPICD), which was assigneci the tasks of dealing with the 

social consequences of Gastown renovation and mediating between politicians 

community organizers and oqpktions, d o s e  demands increasingly required state 

intervention. The SPICD was fomed in 1%8 through a collaboration between the City 

of Vancouver and the Community Chest and Council, a non-profit organization that 

was the predecessor of the present-day United Way. It sought to realize the 

coordination of social services through the mobi1htion of residents of "local areas" 

in cooperation with semice agencies. Citizen participation was to be organized with 
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the assistance of paid staff h m  another non-profit group, the Neighbourhood 

Services Assocation (Clague, et al, 1984). 

Although the formation of the SPICD followed the 1965 tecornmendations of the 

Planning Director regarding the creation of a Social Planning Board to oversee the 

'blairnation of skid road" (see Chapter 5)' the new civic department had little 

involvement with skid road until City Council's acceptance of the Restoration Report 

and the subsequent d a m  at the displacement that renovations made likely.' indeed, 

some of that d a m  came tiom within the SPICD itselt2 Council approved the 

consultant's report with theproviso that the population of the OGT not be expcted to 

move out of the district. The Board of Administration also recommended, possibly 

with an eye to CMHC timding conditions, that the City carry out studies of that 

population which would include "the organization of owners and tenants to allow 

them to help improve their own dist~ict."~ 

To ensure these stipulations of public support for the entrepreneurid tenovation 

of Gastown, City Council directed SPICD in October 1969 to create the position of 

Local Area Coordinator for the skid road district. The post would provide an onsite 

City agent to deal with the influx of youth into the am, the evictions of tenants due to 

CVA, Social Service Department, Series 454 107-A-7, Skid Roaâ, 1962-1971, Füe 3, 1965-66. 
Minutu of a Meeting hdd at 2 pm on Feb. 22, 1%5 in the office of the Director of Planning to consida 
the Skid Road Rcport. 

CV4 Social Planning Dept. Records, Smcs 77-D-2, File 16, Gastowdchinatown Beautification, 
1969-70, Letta fiom Dariene Marzari to Maurice Egan, Dinctor of Social Planning and Comm~lnity 
""a" 

CV4 Social Planning Dept. Records, Series 77-D-2, Fi 16, Gastown/Chinatown &autitdon, 
1969-70, Dr& Report, Dec. 19, 1969, source h w n ;  CVA, Soaal Plenniag Dept. Records, Stries 
77-D-2, Füe 16, Gastown~Chinatown Beautification, 1%9-70, Report of Board of Administration to 
Vancouva C i  Councll, Re: Stage 1 Beautifidon Studies fbr OGT (Gastown), Hastings St. aad 
Chinuown, June 3,1969, 



renmtion, and to manage the relationship betw;een service agencies, 

businesses, residents, d the city. 

The accomplishments of this new effort at civic coorâination are unclear. Even 

as tbe first attempt to coordinate skid road action, the 1965 Special Cornmittee, 

seemed to be floudering in its efforts to establish a detox, the new scheme was 

subsumed by the interventions of VISP. The latter had applied for a Federd 

Department of Hmlth and Welfare grant in the summer of 1969 ta fund the following 

year's activities, which included work at the Dug Out, the United Church-sponsored 

dropin for "skid road men" in what was becoming Gastown, as well as a Gastown 

legai clinic, and the early stages of organizing for a slcid roaà health care c~inic.~ The 

acîual coordination of services and activities, including the organization of residents, 

seems to have been initiated through either VISP or other I d  groups, &en with the 

cooperation of civic oficers, mther than through the Coordinator, whose active mle 

seems ta have been limited to following these efforts to keep the Director of SPICD 

infornid of the ~iiuation.~ The City's Medial Hdth  Officer povided the primary 

4 WC4 Sefies E15-17, Vanewver Inner-c'ty Service Rojcct, Box 2, File 10. Reports, 1%9, 
Submission for D e r n o d o n  Pmject, Sept. 3,1969, UCA, Sen# 1-15-17, Vancouver Innet-City 
Service Projeet, Box 2, Fi 15, Rojzcî Propos& and Reports, 1970 (11, HandWnttw Report by Dmk 
Parry anci Fraser Mnekay on tbt Inncr-c'i C o d i d o n  Roject; UCq Saiu i-15- 17, Vincouver 
lrmcr-City Service Pmject, Box 2, Fi 15, Project Roposils d Reports, 1970 (l), Heahh is a 
COmrmmity AîW Deiay Breeds ûkasc (proposni and ~ummary rrport of pmgms on &ons to 
establish medicrl chic on skid dl; UCA, hie s  1- 15- 17, Vanmuva Imcr-Cii hnke Roject, Box 
2, Ede 15, Project Proposils aiid Reports, 1970 (l), Vancouva Imrcr City Service Rojcct Summcr 
Progfam - 1970, July 20,1970 (report); UCA, Saics 1- 15- 17, V- [miCrCi Service Projeet, 
Box 2. File 15, Roject Pmposrls aad Reports, 1970 (l), Tbe Imier C i  Advoaq and Rcbabüitation 
Gropu, by Puer Da* June 19.1970 ( m h m p p k d  
5 

report). 
CE, CVA, S a h l  Planmng W., Seriej 178,774-2, Fik 7, Skid R d  - Gastown %ciai P l a n h g  

Conimittec, 1970-74. Lener to Mauria Egan, Dinctoc of the Depamnem of Social Planning and 
C o e  Dcvdopmem, from ûcage Whimian, Coordinuor, May 20,1970. (iinforwam mgadhg 
meering to h Ga~towtl Social Devdopment Commiaœ); CVA, Sociai PlaPning Deparbnent, Saies 
178,77-C-2, Fh 6, Skid Oeaaal Caordùiation, 1%4-1975, Memo ta Mauriœ Egon, ûircc?or of 
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civic presence in efforts to establish a medical clinic, in which VISP workers 

played a key organizing d e ,  while resident organizing among OGT tenants was 

accomplished through the Residents of Gastown, assisted by the Company of Young 

Canadians and WSP workers! Meanwhile, VISP and other organizations negotiated 

d i d y  with the City for fi~ndin~.' 

The position's caordinating fùnction was therefore submerged by increasingly 

direct connections between civic personnel and local groups, as weH as the latter's 

organizing efforts. The resulting proliferation of pmjects increased the scope for civic 

intervention by identimng needs among the local population and fonnulating means 

of addressing them. Civic coordination was made superflous by both the involvement 

of City staff as key pamcipants in most of these schemes and multiplicity of 

organizations brought together for each effort. Coordination was difficult given the 

ambivalent goals of local authorities. 

-- 

Social Planning and Community Dcvelopment, h m  George Whitney, lum 23, 1970 (regsrding a 
meeting held on June 1 1, 1970 to discuss "some type of storefront maiid clinic"). 

CVA, Socid PMng Depariment, Senes 178,774-2, Füe 6. Skid Road Gencrel Coordination, 1964- 
1975, Memo to Maurice Egan, Director of Social Planning and C m t y  Development, fiom George 
Whitney, lune 23, 1970 (regardhg a meeting held on lum 1 1, 1970 to discuss "sorne type of noreûont 
medical chicn); UCA, Series 1-15-17, Vancouver Inner-City Service Pmjoct, Box 2, Fie 15, Roject 
Proposais and Reporis, 1970 (1). Medicai Can in Skid Road, by JO- Barr and Gary Dickson. In The 
ïnner City Advoc~cy and Rehabilitation Group, by Peta Mes, lune 19, 1970 (mimeographed report). 
7 Cf. CVA, S d  Plaaning Depariment, Series 178.85-A-1, Fie 5, Inmt City Service Project 
(Vancouver), 1969-1971. Bief on Lqa i  Services and R d  Pmgram (WSP), Dec. 10,1%9 
(prcsmted to Vancouver City Council as pan of Cmc Grant Package); Letru to Mayor and Council 
h m  M. F. Harwwt, Dsc. 12, 1%9; Letters to Jonathan Baker, City Social Plmer, 6om M, F. 
Harcourt, Mar. 16,1970 ad Apr. 3,1970. Sec Jso, CVA, Social Savices Dqmmag Series 454, 
107-A-7, Skid R d ,  19624974, File 5, 1970-71. Lata to F. 1. McDuuel, Acting Administrator, City 
Social Services DepPrtmait, h m  M. C. Guttaidge, Parish Workcr, St. James Church, May 23,1970, 
d Letter to 1. A Sa&, Acting D i h a  Manager, Department of Social Savices, h m  C. C. L. 
Wrighî, May 29, 1970 (both lettas asking for financiai support for the Gastown WorLsbop, a 
rehabilitstion workshop). See dso, CVA, Social Savices Departmat, Saies 454,107-A-7, Skid Road , 
1%2-1974, File 5, 1970-71. Letta to F. J. McDoniei h m  Roy Cowny, CbaYman of the Residcms of 
Chstown, May 29, 1970 (adciq fOt use of 55A Powd St. as an oflice hr the orguiiPtion). 
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The Coordinator was also supposeci to be the key organizer of the social 

and popdation d e s  required for CMHC hmdiiig"o this end, a SLid Road Sîudy 

Group was formeci in the summer of 1970 with membership from the Police 

Department and SP/CD, as well as limited participation h m  the Gastow 

hprovement Association (the property-owners group) and the Redents of 

Gastown? Tentatively desigaating it "Human Renewal," the Coordinator pmposed a 

research project leading to the: 

"development of a programme to relocate and rehabilitate the inhabitants 
of Vancouver's Skid Road so that it can be tenninated without forming a 
new one in different locations ... ml0 

A key component in the program was to be a "Pilot Project Diagnostic and Relocation 

Center" designed to facilitate the removal of the skid road population. Yet, little more 

than a year earlier, the Director of SPICD had declareci in discussions following the 

Restoraîion Report, that relocation was not feasible." 

When he reported the results of the population survey to City Council, in July 

1971, the Director of SPICD noted that the pwpose of such research was to provide a 

base of kuowledge for the formulation of social policy for a district long neglected by 

authorities and about which "myths and assurnptions prevailed" as a result of "the lack 

V - r  Sun, 1969, Skid Road to Get City Coofdinator, Oct, 29; CV4 Social Planniag DeptDept, 
Series 178,77-C-2, File 6, Skid Roud Coordination, 1964-1975, Report to Mt. Wh, Dept. of Social 
Planniag and Community Development, Re: The Rcvitalization of East Hastin& Gastown and 
Chinaîown, June 18,1969; and Repon on Skid Rood, Sept. 17,1969, 
9 CVA, Social P ianni~  Departmcnt, Series 178,85-A-3, File 9, Skid R d  Study, 1970-72. Unless 

. othcrwise stated, the fignues dis& Mow arc tiom this mimeographsd ssudy, ofncially titled 
Dowmown Eastside, autbored by the Dept. of Social Plannin~ and Community Developmcm. 
10 

CVA, Social Plnoniag Departmcnt, Suies 178.85-A-3, File 9, Skid R d  Study, 1970-72. Mano 
h m  G. A Whitman, ûastown Coordinator, to M Egan, Director of Dept. of Social Planaia8 and 
Commun@ Devdopmem, Re: Putchase of ûutsidc Savices, h g .  24,1970. 
" CVA, 77-D-2, Fde 14, ûastown-Chatrn Historical Area Sogo-economic Adysiq ûct. 1971. 
City Planning Dcpt., Rcsume ofMCeting. Juiy 16,1969. 
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of overall infomati~n."'~ To rectify this hmvledge gap, the survey quzed 

tespondents on a range of issues, including health, employment, income, recreation, 

and housing and residence. For the first time, it seems, the people who lived in the 

skid r d  area were solicited for their opinions and asked to provide information about 

their world, which tumd out to be somewhat different than authorities had presumed. 

Contrary to prevailing "mytbs and assumptions," the survey discovered that of 

the 6793 people living in the study area, of which 5377 or 79% were male, ody 20% 

had been there less than a year. Fi@-four percent had lived andtor worked in the 

district for more than six years, while almost half stated that they had no desire to 

move out. Still, there were problems. Al1 but 15% of tesidents lived alone and alrnost 

half (46%) were over the age of 55 years. Only 14% of the people living in the a m  

were employed, while 42% received income assistance. Only two thirds of the 

population had any form of medical insurance, compared to 98% of the City's 

population.'3 The most prevaient foms of mreation included '%aiking around" and 

spending time either in one's own room or in the bar. Responâents cited changes they 

wanted, including housing impmvements, less traffic and pollution, repairs to 

buildings and neighbourhood improvementy and control of dninks. Very few 118fned 

employment or training and "rehabilitation" as desirable changes. 

When the results of the survey were tabulated, officiais met to discuss them and 

determine M e r  action. Yet another Skid Road Sub-committee was established, 

'' CVA, S o d  PIanniq Departmatt, Series 178.85-A-3, Füe 9, Skid Road Study, 1970-72. Report on 
the d t s  of the mrveys conducted by the Depamnem of Social Pianning and Comwaiity Devtlopmcm 
in mmjmction with the Herlth Deperbnem of the C i  of Vancouver. 
l3 This is four yars aîter the C d  Hahb Act was puscd providing n national medical covehage 

program and 5 yean &a the d s h m c n t  of the British Cohimbu M a ü d  Saviocs Han. 
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composeci of the Directors of Planning, Social Services, Social Planning, the 

Medical Health Officer and the Police Department, this thne to "review existing skid 

road programs and proposais and make recommenclations to City Council ...." l4 The 

Sub-committee operated on a principle elaborated in the thal version of the 

Downtown Eastside Report, and which ecW the original 1965 Downtown - East 

"Planning for Skid R d  requires recognition of the fact that this is not 
simply a homogeneous community of alcoholics, h g  addicts and 
prostitutes. Rather, it is a pulyglot cornmunity with different social 
characteristics." 

Neither relocation nor detoxification emerged as primary goals in this context. 

Instead, health are,  in the fonn of a medical chic, and housing improvement were 

set as civic priorities in the wake of Gastown rede~elo~ment.'~ The need for a 

medical clinic met with little disagreement, since various parties, including City staK 

had been meeting to plan for one since the previous spnng, before the survey had 

actually been canied out. Housing, howeve:, was a different situation. 

As noted, the 1971 VCLAS delemon to City Council was highly critical of the 

City's standards and enforcement of SR0 hotel accommodation. It sihiated 

responsibility for SR0 deterioration and dedining living standards in hotels with 

14 CVA, Social Planning Depamnent, Series 178,85-A-3, Fe 9, Skid Road Study, 1970-72. Minutes of 
Joint Technid Cornmittee M m  to fdlow up the Downtown Eastside Report, May 26,1971. 
15 CVA, Social Planning Depanment, Mes t 78,85-A-3, File 9, Skid Road Study, 1970-72. Minutes of 
Joint Technid Committa Mating to hUow up the Downtom Eastside Report, May 26,1971; CVA, 
Social Planniag Departmem, Scrics l n ,  774-2, File 6. Skid Road , Gamal Coordination, 1964-1975, 
City C d  Standing Committa on Haitb and Welfive, Skid Road Repart, November 18,1971; CVA, 
Social S«vices Department, Senes 454, 107-A-7, Skid Road, 1962.1974, File 5, 1970-71. 
Memorandum to Standing Comrnitta on Heahh and W e b  h m  City Clerk, re: Downtown Eastside, 
July 5, 1971. The Vaacower Proviace, 1971, h p - i n  chic for Skid Rord, March 13. 
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owners and civic authorhies. The Iatter mcted strongly to the suggestion that 

lax civic regdation and exploitative property owners were the source of decline. City 

Couacil immediately directed its department heads to begin a process leading to the 

formulation of a housing irnprovement policy, to be coordinated by the Director of 

SPICD and including property owners. l6 The Medical Health Officer (MHO), 

however, chafed at the City's irnplicit acceptame of responsibility for the sony 

housing situation in the skid road district. lnstead, he emphasized the allocation, a 

year earlier, of two health inspectors to deal specifically with skid road housing and 

three others to the wider core area. He also disagreed with VCLAS' recommendation 

that legal action be taken against landlords who did not comply with civic 

enforcement. "in the expenence of îhe Health Department," the MHO asserted: 

"the problems of Skid Road inhabitants has been more related to the habits 
and lifestyles of the persons in tbis area than due to the inherent 
shortcomings of the physicd premises. . . . Any suggestion that the 
problem c m  be attacked solely through the physical environment does not 
do justice to the cornplexity of the problems in the area. The answer lies 
more in total prognunming at signifiant cost and effort directed to the 
total needs of the persans living in the area."" 

The tutelary projeci was thus not dead, but w, in fact, king elaborated in a 

Responding to Council's desire for recommendations of actions to impmve the 

housing situation, the Director of SP/CD distinguished between the normal majority of 

l6 CVA, Sociai Savices Deputmcnt, Series 454, 107-A-7, S M  Road, 1962-1974, File 5, 1970-71. 
Memorandum ûom C i  C M  to Venow departmcnu. Re: Downtown Eastside, recommendations of 
Standiq Cotnmittce on Health and WdfM (about bushg conditions), Sept. 15, 1971. 
l7 CVA, S o d  Savices Dcpammai. Smes 454. 107-A-7, Skid Road, 1962-1914, Fi 5, 1970.71. 
M e m o d u m  h m  the Board of Admimsaation to tbe Siadhg Conunitta on Heahh and Weifan. Re: 
Skid road Houshg Codditioas, briâby VCLAS. Rtsponse by Medical Heahh ûtücer, Sept 21,197 1. 



skid road residents who wanted good housing and "those who by virtue of 

personality, mental defect, aiwholism or some other cause do not want decent 

housing or are unable to Gare for themeIves to the extent that in the absence of 

spciai custodial services tbeir presaice is inimicable to decent accommodati~n."~~ 

These "unundesirable" tenants were blamed as the primary source of skid road housing 

problems, their actions leading to destruction and decay of the buildings in which they 

lived, and to the consequent reluctance of building owners to improve their premises. 

Aithough it was recogmzed that there was not an exact fit between the nurnbers of 

skid road alcoholics and such undesirables, the fact that 800 to 1000 chronic drinkers 

had been identifiai as resident in the district was considered indicative of the 

magnitude of the problern. 

The class of housing labelleci as "flophouses" provided housing for this 

otherwise difficult to houe category of tenant. The report suggested that 

homelessness would increase if standards were improved and more rigorously 

enforced because hotel operators would close their businesses. "New institutions may 

have to be developed if we want to renovate or demolish substandard buildings 

presently uwd as fl~~ho<acs."~~ Nevertheless, City staffrecomended, and Council 

adopted, measures very similar to those VCLAS had advanced for the regdation of 

SR0 premises in skid road Within a year, the City would aiso begin to pursue the 

18 CVA, Social Plamhg Deportment, Series ??, 77-C-2, Fde 6, Skid Road, Genemi Coordination, 1964- 
1975. S m  Cornmittee on Heahh and Welâre, Skid Road (housing conditions) report, Nov. 18, 
1971. 
l9 CVA, S o d  P l d g  DeparineaS Series ??, 7 74-2, File 6, Skid Road, Gaieral Coordination, 1964- 
1975. Standing Cornmitte on Heahb and W d i k ,  Re: Skid Road (housing conditions) report, Nov. 18, 
1971. 
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development of houshg for "undesirable'' tenants, as we1l as what wodd 

become known as a "muhi-use centrey' to provide laundry, shower and food facilities 

for SR0 residenîs. 

in the meanthe, however, Council had directed its staff to inaugurate another 

stucly, this time to examine the impact of Gastown development on its residential 

The investigation which resdtd, the ûastoWtl/Chinatown Historic Area 

Soci~Economic Analysis, Phases 1 and II, focused on an area larger than that covered 

by the Downtown Eastside survey one year earlier. It more carefùlly delineated the 

population, distinguishing four categories of resident that parallelled the 

classifications of the 1965 Downtown - East Side report. These included ''the elderly, 

il1 and handicapped" (one third), "non-working men under 65 who are physcially able 

to work but ch- . . . not to do so," (20%), "chronic alcoholics and heavy drinkers" 

(about one quarter), and "working men of whom some are employed, some not but 

seeking work" (about 14%). Crossçutting these categories, the researcher also 

replicated City staff's earlier distinction between the normal and deviant population, 

identiMng ''two client types," one of which was "disor&anized," the other composeci 

of people who lived in the skid road area "primarily because they are poor and do not 

have enough incorne." It concluded that the majoriiy of resiàents fell into the latter 

category, circumstauces forcing upon them their cunent place of abode, but that in 

general, especially given the accelerating property development, the population was 

the most stable element in the district. 

" CVA Sociai Savices Departmat, Sain 454, 107-A-7, Skid Road, 19624974. File 5, l97W 1. 
Board of AdminissPiton to Stand& Cornmitta of Health and Wdfiire, Re: Dowmown Eastsidc Report, 
July9,1971. 
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The Director of SPICD thus cietennineci that despite the presence of a large 

number of deviants, most residents lived in the area by their own choice: 

"For many, this is where the action is and for them may be preferable to 
the nitvana of a sububan nming home. But for others, it is the ashcan 
where a society that gives its oppominities to youth places its el der^^."^' 

The goal of civic policy, therefore, should be to redress "the kind of population 

imbalance" that made skid roui a place where the numbers of people aged swty-five 

years or older was twice the city-wide rate. The movement of younger people into 

Gastown seerned to herald just such a shifî, and this was considered to be an 

acceptable means of achieving a "healthy population mix" as long as older residents 

were not displaceâ. Still, it was lefi unclear why the telatively high proportion of older 

residents was less preferable than the more diverse mix sought by civic authorities. 

in any case, the City began to move quickly on certain recommendations arising 

from al1 three surveys. Even though both sets of suveys indicated that there had been 

a smaller degree of housing loss from Gastown tenovation than previously believed 

C o u d  votai at the end of the year to ask the Provincial govenunent for arnendments 

to the City's charter that would enable it to more closely regdate SR0 hotel premises, 

pariicularly witb regard to the management of operating permits. Given the 

widespread expectation that stricter enforcement would lead to the closure of those 

establishments housing "derelicts and the difficult to house," Council also directeci 

staffto begin examining options for hovsing those "undesirable tenants."* 

21 CVA, Social Savices Departmcnt, Suies 454, 107-A-7, Skid Roui, 1962-1974, File 5,1970-71. 
Report fiom Director of Sociai Planning and Commumty Mopment to the Staading Committa of 
Health and Weüàrc, Re: Skid Road Reporis. 
* C V 4  Socd Phmiqj Departma, SaKs 178.85-A-3 File 7, Stid R d ,  1971-72. Minites of 
V(uy;ouyer Ci Couiscil, Deoembcr 7, 1971. 



A new relationrhip between the City and skid road 

Certainiy, then, civic authorities had mixed feelings about the district. ûn one 

band, lheq. o f f 4  a rather diffident aclmowlegement of the existence of an 

"indigenous" population, a minority which was cast as a homogeneous group of 

undesirables in need of some form of institutional cm .  Tbis creation of a population 

of clients repmented the persistence of skid road imagery and the causal nexus of 

damaged bodies and deteriorating landscape. It thus became the primary vector for the 

provision of tutelarylsuperisory prognuns over the ensuhg twenty years. It was an 

unhealthy place tbat required medicaiizing intervention to restore. In some ways, it 

was thus the social complement to the renovation of Gastown. 

ûn the other band, City officiais had broken OUI of the programming mold 

imposed by the tenns of the 1965 Special Cornmittee, redefining skid road in tenns of 

a population that was wnstituted as a social body with specific needs and, hence, 

particular interests. Considering its mandate, the assignment of SPICD to deal with 

skid road conferreci officiai imprimatur, if oniy gnidingly, on emerging claims to 

n e i g h b o u .  and cornmunity there. Institutional control was thus oniy one in a 

range of options that were available for dealing with what was becoming a complex 

space and population. 

The failwe of urban renewal as a means of imposing order on space le4 via 

renovation and social sweys, to a reconfiguration of the relatiomhip between bodies 

and space. The surveys revealed a multiplex population that was 'indigenous' to the 

area Its relation to the built environment, to space, was formed through its occupation 
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of the housing and use of the streets, tbat is, in tems of residence and also via a 

property relation, in tems of tenancy. Dealing with skid roaâ, in other words, could 

no longer be a simple matter of getting rid of an unwanted population. The individuals 

composing that population now had a legitimate moral and legal interest in the area 

The question, then, was how to deai with that interest. 

In the summer of 1972, the Director of SPICD invited "as many residents andor 

petsons working in" the Downtown Eastside "as possible" to a meeting to discuss the 

fdbili ty of locating a ml-time Soeial Planner in the districtu The Director had 

already soliciteci the former Coordinator of the VISP Inner City Advocacy and 

Rehabiliation Project to apply for the position. The latter, however, suggested instead 

that "local citizens and cornmunity workers" be invited to "a Consultation to examine 

the need for coordination of comrnunity services and education in the area, and the 

best ways of meeting the need" and that the meeting be designecl to limit the number 

of paid M i n  attendance and maximize the number of resident~.~~ In organizing a 

meeting at which resident participation was considered a key indicator of success, 

SPICD signalled a shift in its definition of the district and the ways in which the City 

shodd relate to it. 

Not long before, the Coordinator had attested that his "own 'hidden' goal . . . is 

nothing less than the transformation of the imer city population into an inner city 

23 CVA, Socid Pianning Departmeni, Stries 178,774-2, Füe 6, Skid Road - G e n d  Coordination, 
19741975. Open Letta h m  Maurice Egan, Dùector of Soàal Pianning and Commuhy Developmnt to 
Persons L i g  d o t  Working in Vancouvas Downîown East Side h m  the City of V ~ l l ~ ~ n w ,  IuIy 4, 
1972. 
24 CVA, Social Planning Departwnt, Suies 178,774-2, Fde 6, SLid Road - G d  Coordination, 
1974-1975. Later h m  Pcta Davies to Maurice Egan, June 27,1971. 
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commun@" It bd b a n  under bis coordination that WSP workers biul sorted 

to bnng midents to meetings to discuss senice developrnent in the area His 

insistence on resident determination of the needs and intetests of the a m  meant that 

bis appointment in this position was never more than a temporary situation. 

Consequently, when City Council approved a recommendaîion at the end of the year 

for an appointment of a Recreation Director for the Oowntown Eastside it was 

dimted to the dewlopnent of a one year pilot program." In accepting this position, 

civic oficids made a fundamentai change in direction in their relationsbip with the 

area, treatiag it as an urban n e i g h b o m  and a community wbere the needs and the 

interests of residents were not inevitably subordmated to properîy values. 

While civic officials continued to pursue the issue of standards and enforcement 

in the hotels, and the development of an iastitutional altemative for those "difficult to 

house" individuais, a second track of policy formulation opened up as the Downtown 

Eastside sacial plmer  worked with local groups and residents to develop the plans 

for a "multi-use centre" with lairndry, fmd, bathing, and social facilities and a group 

of advocates that were called the Peoples' Aides, wbo were to serve as advocates for 

locals and the P r .  This prognun presaged the formation in 1973, of a Redents' 

Association, but it was initially through the city, and its ambivalent relations with skÎd 

road, th the recognition of the &id road population as a community took place. 

2S CVA, S d  Planning Depmm, Saics 178.774-2. File 6. Skid Road - Gci#nl C o o r d i w i ~  
19741975. Letter h m  P a r  M e s  to tbe Directon of tbe DowPtown Medical Heahh Sacicty, June 5, 
1972. 
26 CVk Sociai DcputmenS Saies 178,774-2, File 6, Skid Rond - Garni C d *  
1974-1975. Board of Abiiiiiisaation Rcport - Reenation Rogrant for Dowmown Eastside Rcsidan, 
Decemba 15, 1972. 



In 1984, a bannet headline on the front-page of the Vancouver Sun proelaimai 

"Skid Road cleans up its act." Noting that "there's less bluod on the streets of the 

hwntown east side," the writer enurnerateci a dramatic ârop in mbberies h m  the 

previous y w .  Police and commuaity workers attribirted the decrease to the recent 

closue of a liqwr store at the corner of Hastings ad Main Streets, a centrai corner in 

Vancouver's geography of sociability as seen in the openhg chapîer, and sûicte~ 

regdation of alcohol sales in an area with an estimated 80 pet cent of lice& seating 

in the city. Commenting on the situation, the id ofîhe 1 0 4  residents orpnization 

"maintain[ed] that many of downîown east side crimes are eommiîteâ by non- 

residents . . . Vancouver has to stop viewing the downtowu east side as a playground" 

@hn, 1984: Al, 12). Citing the ~w-closed liqwr store as a "prime e m p k  of a 

situation where most of the dninks [who] lingered outside the store abd in the the 

alleys . . . were not area residents. By the mid-198ûs, even the police admitted thst 

most of the crime in the neigbbourfnmd is actually cornmitid by peuple who live 

elsewhere, but who came downtowu to prowl tbe b e r  parlors and back alleys preying 

on local residents, especially the elderly (Sarti, 1985). An ambulance attendant 

commentai that he and his colleagues were miving more calls h m  areas to the 
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In little more than a decade, skid road seerns to have been transfomed The 

population of the district had changed only minimally.' But then were ocw ways in 

which it was perceived and constnicted No longer was the causal relationship 

between damaged male bodies and deteriorating buildings understood to be ihe maia 

factor in the generation of slum conditions. In fact, the image of a nui-down slum was 

king contested with a different rendition of the area that pictured it as an inner city 

neighbourhood narned the Downtown Eastside. Although it was still treated as a 

source and locale of problems, the new construction of the area also cast it as a space 

populated by residents rather than human problems. Çontrary to general belief, 

asserted one editorialist, 

"ihey are not ail derelicts and rubbies. In fact social workers say only about 
15 percent of them have actuaily given up on life to that extent. The other 
85 per cent genuinely try to make a go of it. They try to stay off the boom 
and make ends meet" (Clarke, 1977: 4). 

To be sure, there were still serious problems. But, their causes were lmted with 

literal outsiders, people from elsewhere in the city who were attracted by the many 
I 

businesses which purveyed booze or oîherwise enabled criminal activity, thus lending 

' Those popuiation changes wbich did uke plicc did not ncEcsJuily militltc toward r aew 
tcspcaobility. With the exception ofa s d  decnuc in munbas bawten 1971 and 1981, demoenphic 
chanctaisiics of the Downtown Euiside popuûtion were mon or kss aiMe over h o t  th. Tbe 
proportion of midans ova the age of 45 stayed betwscn 6û% rnd 7V4 d e  the nfrtive biluice of 
mrtuandtCmilesintheau@baurboadrrrmiwdtbesrme.withtbeforma~up~nr/r 
d ~ W O  of the population. Economidy, midents did not Eire wdi. The median incorne ofidult d e s  
corninucd to k wdi klow tbe mtropolitan msdlln. 'fiui.r*i in Cennu Tm! 5% it declincd h m  33% to 
28./oofthemczr0poliunwdiin.(ThismrykmributedtominaeueintbeproponioaiofrrsKknts 
aged 65 or mon mviq into new hous@ t8r senion in tbrt tract). It is s@ant t h  women's 
mdlln iiscome d e c l i d  h m  1971 to 198 1 u r proportion of the mümpoiitin m a b ~  for w o q  
despicetbefrctthatthelrtta~nlrtMtothtofmndurMgthesuntpaidheichcise,itis 
llso~tonotctbrtwhikmtdUnmdmdurliaeomMLrditmtothtdtheCMA,kbaafwce 
& r c a i d l y i # x e u s d i n t b e ~ o w n t o w n ~ ~ ~ . ~ h a e w r r r l s o a d a c l i # m t b e  
paccntlet of people who nporttû bebg immigrants (Strtistics Canidr, 1973,1974,1982,1983). 
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the area a playground atmosphere in which al1 b d s  of unacceptable conduct was 

allowed. The lax attitudes and actions of the authorities responsible for housing, 

liquor, and criminal regdatory enforcement contri'buted significantly to this situation. 

The key agent of this shifting representation was an organization called the 

Downtown Eastside Residents Association, or DERA, that was fonned in the summer 

of 1973 in the wake of the Peoples Aide pr~gram.~ The latter, as wted earlier, was a 

City-spowred project h d e d  with a Federal gant. The brainchild of the Downtown 

Eastside Social Planner, it was origùially conceived of as a program of aâvocacy on 

behalf of individuals, to help them navigate the labyrinthine welfare and health care 

bureaucraties so they could receive al1 the benefits to which they were entitled. It was 

also seen as an instrument by which local people or those who knew the localiiy 

would be able to put their knowledge to use in assisting their neighbours.' But it 

quickly became apparent to those involved with the Peoples Aides that collective self- 

help and political action, rather than individual advocacy, were the necessaq 

inphents in any prescription for neighôourhood improvement.' 

As a result, DERA was fonned in August 1973, a practical realization of the 

VISP formulation of individual transformation through social and plitical change, to 

CVA, Saics 178, Loc. 77-D#, File 29, Psopk Aidg, 1973. Lma h m  AUai Macoomb, Sccrrtary of 
the Downtown Eutside Ruidenis AssoQition to Gordon Tbom~on, Chicfof Dinct Empioymait 
Pmgams, Depuaent of Maapowcr and [mmisntion (P8cific RQ&II), August 16,1973. [re#ardbg 
F M  !h@ fet the dy-formcd DERA]. 

CVA, M e s  178, Loc. 77-D#, File 29, Peopk Aides, 1973, A Proposil fw the C i  Saciil Planning 
Dqrt. to Fn.tdilish a Pilot Pmject m the Do- -de. A Teim of Peoples Aides funda! by the 
Fedarl Gova~ma: Loul IMtirtives Rojea, ND. 
4 CVA, SPD Saics 178,77-D-3 File 29, Peoples Aides, 1977, A proposal for the C i  S d  Planning 
Dcpt. to EsuMish a Pilot Rojw m tht Downîown Euwide: A Tam of People's Aida fimded by the 
Fsdarl Govaammt's LIP. ND; Lata to Gordoa Tlioawrq ChKfofDVcct Empioymem Pro8Clins, 
Dcp.of~rndIniniigntion(Plcific~),hAUaiMwmwb,~,D~ 1 6 h g  
1 973. 
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bc achieved by indigenou organimtion and agitation.' Its c iah  to represent'a district 

thttt it called the Downtown Eastside, and a population that, it argued, had long been 

subjected to profiteering. Exploitation, and officia1 neglect, signalled the begllinuig of 

an attempt to te-work the territory of skid d and thus resituate it within 

Vancouver's social geography. By redefuiing the identities of the individuais who 

occupied the area, DERA attempted to cast the Downtown Eastside as a am class 

community rooted in the frontier industries of British Columbia According to a 

cornrnunity organizer writing in DERA's federally-bded newspaper, it comprised an 

axa much larger than the traditional skid road: 

'The area designated as the 'downtown eastside' stretches dong the 
harbour fiom Clark Drive to Bunard Street (except for the Strathcona 
neighbourhood, which maintains its separate identity). It contains 
downtown businesses, waterfront industries and a newly developed 
Gastown commercialentertainment iuea which bas pushed Vancouver's 
Skid Road eastward. The residents of the area include many single people 
who live in rundown hotels and rooming houses, the most visible of whom 
are the transien& aicoholics and social outcasts on the m. However, 
the majority are permanent residents who have lived downtown for many 
years and include a nwber of Japanese and Cbinese families in the 

l' eastem" [sec Mip 61.~ 



Map 6: The Downtown Eastsick as denacd in the Domtom Fwt ~wspaper,  1975. 



The area describeci here coincided with the kart of the old downtown ldging 
2k 

house district, where the large stock of SR0 hotels and mming houses haâ provided 

an urban base for countless migrant workers and immigrants. The contemporary 

population of the Downtown Eastside was represented as the latter-day successor of 

these fiontier industrial workers, connecting tbe district's pre-war history to the 

existing conditions of the Downtown M i & .  

There were litnits to the level at which this shihg imagination of identity could 

affect the spatial order. The evident deterioraiion of the built environment, together 

with the appearance of public (mis)conduct associattd with alcdiol and illepl drug 

consumprion, made the skid road image hard to shake: 

"Derelict, dangerous accommodation and a àeteriorating 'slum' 
enviromnent are major problems, along with a high rate of alcoholism and 
dnig abuse and increasing crime and violence. Paternalistic seMces for the 
"dom and outn ofien destmy initiative aud self-respect."' 

DERÀ'S answer to these problems involved the promotion of environmentai 

reform that worked in two directions. First, it pressureci civic authorities to improve 

the physical and institutional conditions that prevailed in the district. High profile 

campa@ for increased le@ enforcement of housing standards, surveillance of bars, 

and policing of public behaviour were accornpanied by efforts to improve service 

provision, such as the placement of a local community centre and construction of new 

housing, and the nzoning of a large portion of the area h m  indusnial to residential 

and amenity uses. The realization of tbis spatial regulation was contingent on the 

7 CVA plimime Dept, Saiea 69,94-D-6, Fik la, DERA Newrprpas, 1975-1975, Downtown EasUide 
Resdans Assoaitionby hhrgmt Mitcben. Downtow11Eut mapqcr, No. 9, Apd 1975. 
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second avenue of rehrm, the promotion of an ethic of self-help by which local people 

couid remake both their neighbourhood and themselves. The appeal to bistory and 

memory embedded in îhe new identity of the former skid mders was bound up with a 

cal1 to political and social action. As noted earlier, the public spaces in and around 

this area had been settings for fiequent militant labour action @or to the Second 

World War. Such events were recalled and projected onto the present and the future as 

templates for the direct action that was necessary to bring official attention to bear on 

the district's problems. 

DERA thus attempted to turn insidesut the social and spatial order that siîuated 

skid road in a histoncal and political vacuum. The skid road area wouid, henceforth, 

be a part of the Downtown Eastside, a space tbat was, at once, a living comection 

with the city's working class pmt, a poor inner city neighbourhood, and a district 

where the population was stniggling to improve its conditions. This alternative order 

was framed with a rhetoric of citizemhip and infiised with claims to community tiiat 

crystallized those representations of th huer city which had becn &ployai by the 

WSP projects. DERA advanced active citizenship, understood in practical cather than 

theoretical terms, as the means of achieving self and envimnmeatal improvemeat. The 

elimination of slum conditions rcquired the gaiMLni28tion of a local identity, which 

couid be dincted toward social and politid activism. The local population wiis 

consti~ed in terms of this cornmon identity, o r g a d  as an interest p u p ,  and 

mobilized as the base h m  which to pressure authorities and propertyowners to 

improve services and the living environment. 



The attempt at reamîwtmg skid r d  as a communiîy took place at a tirne 

when community was entering into the f o d  c h e l s  of govenuneut. If VISP and 

other oppositional groups sought to mobilize comrnunity as a dissident force for 

change, it ôecame institutionalized as a vehick by which staîe, corporate, and 

charitable agencies could en- witb,ciths. The Downtown Eastside Residents' 

Association was founded d u h g  the years thai both the Provincial state and the City of 

Vancouver wete creating officia procedm by which comrnunities wuid be 

constituted and m g n i d  as fonnal entities that served as arena$ for dernomtic 

participation and, hence, as means of govtcnmcnt. They also cmtd avenues by 

wbich organizations tbat claimed to act on behalf of cammunities and their metnbers 

could, more or l es  effecîively, connect with state o p t i v e s  and by which the latter 

could relate to such community agents. 

ûnly eight month pior to DERA's formation, a new chic Party majarity was 

,- installed in Vancouver's city hall, heralding the iramition to a new regime of planning 

and developrnent with an ideology of liveability informeci by the idea of 

neighburbud commuuities of ciîizen-midents. Ttse new regime instituted local am 

planning, officially dividing the city into neighboitrhaods, thus conferring formal 

status on the latter. Its program focusai on the dowutom and the surroundmg atieas, 

atiempting to regeuerate public space and wniain density artd growth (cf. Léy, 1980, 

1987). Comunity orgmizations thus achieved a legitimate role beyond that of 

s e ~ ç e  providers. It was now possible for such groups to achieve recognition as the 
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voices of comrnunities, acting as mediatm between individuals, particularly residenîs 

of neighbourhoods, and the local state. 

The pevious year had seen the election of the New Democratic Party (NDP), 

British Columbia's first social democratic goverment. Not only did the new 

provincial governent swiffly âelegate jwisdiction to the City to designate speciai 

purpose zoning for historic areas swh as Gasîown and Chinatown, it also made 

significant policy changes with direct relevance to the Downtown Eastside. Welfiue 

services which had until then been the purview of a non-profit society and 

municipaiities, were centralized under provincial jurisdiction in a new Ministry of 

Human Resources. The Ministry devolved certain policy and fiinding decisions in the 

City of Vancouver to the Vancuuver Resources Board, which was itself composed of 

a number of locally elected Commuuity Resource Boards that were responsible for 

adxninistering welfare policy in designateâ areas within the city boundaries (Clague, et 

al, 1984). Once again, community tesidents, tbis t h e  as voten, were able to exercise 

participation in policy formation and administration. DERA's level of organktion 

and prominence in public anâ media discourse ensured the clection of at least some of 

the candidates which it supported for the Downtown Community Resource Board 

(Clague, et al, 1984). 

The Downtown Eastside, however, was not recognized by the City as one of its 

Local Areas but was, iastead, largely subsumed by the Central Business District. Its 

status as a neighbourhood and a community received a priecarious civic sanction only 

as a result of the sheer doggdms of DERA's workers and their willingness to 
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confiont those authorities they deemed responsible for the conditions which pewded 

in the area Such recognition came only grudgu@y from certain civic quarters. While 

the idea that skid r d  wuld be conceived of as a community may have been difficult 

to grasp for some bureaucrats and politicians, DERA's claim to represent that 

comrnunity, combined with its combative approach when dealing with officids and 

business operators provoked outright bostility (Ford, 1977)~ 

Almost h m  its inception, DERA began efforts to publicizc the wrongdoings of 

those it took to be the culprits of the Downtown Eastsides problems, picketing 

substandard SR0 hotels and seeking to hold bar owners accountable for the effects a 

their businesses (Coull, 1973; Bird, 1973). It also took the civic abniaistration to task 

whenever it saw political or bureaucratie negligeace as a source of difficulties. When 

a strike by the building trades unions shut down construction of the first new housing 

project in $e Downtown Eastside, DERA memben picketed the ongoing work at the 

nearby Granville Street Mall, for which the City had negotiated an exemption h m  the 

unions (The Vancouver Province, 1974b, c, d, e). Support for such action was 

sutprisingly strong. Editorialists reminded the Mayor of his campaign slogan, 

("people before property") and the city quickly negotiated an exemption for the 

housing project (The Vancouver Rovince, 1974f, g). An empty city-owned building, 

receatly vacated by the WCA, was quickly transformed into an emergeacy hostel' 

when the DERA Organizer talked his way into the building with some homeless men 

Cf, CVA, Social Pianaiag Dcpumwm. !%fias 178, Loc. 103-E-3, Wc 9, Dowmown Eutside 
Residemr Arsocirtion, 1971-76. Memo h m  Joauboa Baker to Doug Rudy, lune 10.1978, Re: 
D a w m ~ ~ l l  Eiasidc Rcsidads [maiwi opp~siag civic gram to DERA; Loc. 103-E-3,  man^ 
to Mayor and AIdamEn ûom Murria Egm, Ditsetor of Soeirl Planniag, Much 17,1975, Re: 
DowmowaEutsideRcgdcntsAssDaixion 
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and then refiised to leave. When officials reproached him for his conduct he repli4 

that "sometimes you have to but city council on the spot, or else they will just sit k k  

and talk for 10 years. They live in clam, wann, cornfortable homes and they just don? 

'- understande problemn(Young, 1974: 8). 

The problem, fiom tbis perspective, was that the housing available in the 

Downtown Eastside was wholly inadequate. DERA conducteci a mll-publicized 

campaign throughout the 1970s for stricter bylaws governing residential hotels and 

fooming houses and better enforcement. In au -Lier cbapter, I mted the opposition in 

certain civic quarters to intensified efforts to improve conditions in SR0 hoteis, based 

on the presence of undesirable tenants whose conduct was deleterious to the building 

stock. As DERA mpaigned to raise the profile of the poor living environment of 

many lodging houses, civic opposition continued, based on a logic that assumed that 

lepl pressure imposed on the owners of buildings which did not meet required 

standards, or more rigourous standards, would inevitably displace those undesirables. 

DERA's position, consistent with the one enunciated by VCLAS in f 971, was that it 

was the responsibility of civic authorities to ensure that citizens, regardles of iheir 

demeanor, should not have to live in degradmg circumstances. Sûonger laws and 

enforcement were absolutely necessary, even if that meant closing buildings and 

losing housing stock 

This difference was constitutive of a fundamentai moral contradiction Altbough 

the transformation of the skid road landscape was d l y  inaugurated by the City, 

civic autborities were reluctant to move on terms dictated by agents other than its . 
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own. Thus, opposition to i n c d  lodging house reguiation and enforcement, and 

even the recognition of the area as a community, sometimes came f h n  seme of the 

same oficials who worked with service agencies and comrnunity groups to start a 

health ch ic  and begin the construction of new housing for local residents. Despite a 

more enlightened approach, as the last chapter showed, such authorities carieci the 

same assumptions about the relationswp between damaged subjectivities, conduct, 

and the built environment which had underpinneci the skid d project (cf Ford, 

1977; The Vancouver Province, 1978a). The latter constniction persisted through the 

re~o~guration of derelicts and transients into hi&-need subjects now labelleci as 

hard-tehouse tenants. Damageci bodies and subjectivities were respecifid but 

remained as the cenirai locus of respomibility for the deterioration of the built 

environment With the demise of urban renewal, the containment and management of 

such individuals joined rehabilitation as goals of official interventions. Minimalist 

standards for lodging house maintenance operateci in tandem with the construction of 

a new building desigd to house some undesirable tenants and improved health 

services to support a popdation which some authorities considered deviant and 

othenvise supportable. Skid road could be upgraded but the problem population at its 

core could only be stabilized and supemsed. 

DER& in contrast, posited an environmentalism that reversed this relationship. 

Contendmg that respomibility for slum conditions lay with the businesses and 

property owners who profited h m  hem and negligent political authorities who 

pennitted such actions, rather than with Downtown Eastside residents, it pursued the 
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goal of eliminaîing the slum tfirough inteasifluig legai regdation, new coastniction, 

and remvation. At the 1975 opening of tbe Multi-use Centre, the concept for which 

originated out of the recomndations of& Citys 1971 Dawntown Eastside report, 

DERA's Organizcr declareci that with a restaurant and a place to kcep his clothes 

clean, "he [the Downtown Eastside tesident] diiesn't have an excuse to walk around in 

a mess like most of hem do." Conduct was thus fonnulated as a response to 

environmentaI conditions. The key to eliminating skid road lay in the latter's 

improvcment. Wces that enabled individuais to Uaprove themselves, or to help the 

community to undertake collective improvements, were preferable to those tutelary- 

supervisory programs that comûwted midents as problem-objects to be manageci and 

direct&. Earning the respect of others requin4 self-respect. And self-respect requued 

the rejection of inferior living conditions and shabby tmtment. DERA, its President 

announced, "is not a sociai service agency. We want to eliminate social services" 

(cited in The Province, 1976a). 

in the place of social services, DERA aâvucated a self-help approach to 

environmental improvement and, fmm the begiming, sitillited itself within this 

h e w o r k .  Applying fot a civic gant in 1975, it listai its accomplishments, including 

the establishment of a dayuire, incmsed enfîafcement of city bylaws, control and 

management of bcer parleurs, and researcb and promotion of commuity involvement 

in neighborahood impovement and mninc This notion of radid self-help, wbicb 

Uicluded political activisrn funded throupfi bre state, met with approval fiom 
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commentators, one of whom mtcd tbat residents bandeci together into a viable 

o r p k t i o n  of theu own, in the apparently correct belief that only they can eradicate 

the profound social problems confionting them (Gnffiths, 1973). The DERA 

O q p m r  himself was considercd to be living proof of the moral efficacy of self-help 

and cornmunity activism. "Eriksen, a 49 year old reformed drunk . . . lives with these 

people. Hungry people, dninken peoplp. Dyuig people. Kids who fight cockroaches for 

their supper" (Griffitbs, 1973). 

The shift here between modalities of subjectification is subtle but nevertheles 

highty signifiant. Plans for the elimination of skid road proposed the creation of a 

disciplinary apparatus designed to inculcate proper ideas and correct forms of 

behaviour in its deviant objects. Their bodies provided the points of direct access 

through which identities could be refashioned in tutelary processes involving the 

imposition of constraints on mobility and living environments. The idea of skid road 

presupposed an essential personality flaw in particular individuah that precluded 

autonomous conduct. Such defects could only be corrected by supervision and 

education. In some, perhaps many, cases, personal pathologies were chronic and 

incorrectable. Only continuous surveillance and constraint could provide effective 

management of such incomgiile individuals. 

DERA inverteci this model, projecting a scheme of self-governent onto the 

Imdscape and people of the Downtown Eastside. It assumed tbai Downtown Eastside 

residents were frmdamentally autonomous actors whose independence was emded 

through immiserating slum conditions - poverty, poor housing, bad environment - 
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and the merely palliative services designed to help individuais cope with, rather tban 

substantially change, those conditions. At the same Cime, howtvcr, indcpendcnct 

could ody be achieved by changing thosc conditions, an act which required the 

excrcise of that esscntial autonomy which slum lifc so drastically curtailcd. This 

contradiction bttwctn, on the one band, the assurnption of autonamy and, on the other 

h d ,  the necessity of action in obtaining independencc can only be resolved if we 

understand it as a practice as well as an outcome of human wnduct (Hindess, 1993). 

In o h  words, the manifestation of individual autonomy was to be found in those 

actions that wcre rquircd to change the very conditions which constantiy militated 

agaiast it. Autommy was thus locatcd in an individual's capacity for sclfdirected 

action. 

This insistence on the intrinsic worth of people in the Downtown Eastside, on 

their identity as autonomous individuai residents, rather than as problematic objects, 

c h g e d  the skid road landscape. The mobilization of local identity in the service of 

environmental irnprovement captured the public imagination, shifhg perceptions of 

the area The strccts no longer were filled with miscreant derelicts and transients. The 

actuai bodies which now occupied thcm were fquently those of more or less 

respectable citizens, some of whom campaigned in highly visible ways, on behalf of 

the others, for a Mer neighbouttiood. 'Yhe fact that the phrase downtown eastside has 

latgely replaced skid road in cammon usage," wrote one early media supporter, "is a 

symbolic measure of DERA's success in getting the a m  recognued as a comunity 

rather than a human scrap heap (Smith, 19768). Of course, there were always the 
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outsiders like drinkers, druggers, and slumlords who causeci problems, but DERA 

agitated for improved enforcement to deal with them, as well. 

Reirnagining the inner ci9  

History and the mernories of the people who lived in the both Downtown Eastside 

and Ader city provideâ a lem through which DERA and its allies were able to focus 

on the vision of an iiim city neighbourhood and wmmunity with legitirnate claims to 

the space it occupied The official image of skid road, centreci on the archetype of the 

derelict or homeless, single man was challenged with a new figure, the working class 

hem or the retireci working man. As the latter was esiablished as the central figure of 

the Downtown Eastside, a large proportion of the areas population passeci fiom the 

ranks of the vicious poor to those of the more deserving, respectable poor. Its 

problems were no longer understood as self-induced difficulties stemming fiom 

penonality defects. The pmblems of the Downtown Eastside were those of miety-at- 

large, sometimes caused by that society, or the ways that it was permitted to operate. 
I' 

The face of the Downtown Eastside was of someone who had worked and contributed 

to building the country and was, in retum., consignecl to a retirement of neglect and 

indifference. 

Ironically, this transformation e c h d  one of the kcy themes of the skid road 

project The unassailable fact that the overwhelming majority of the district's 

population was male led to îhe postulation of an intrinsic connection between 

masculinity and spatial or&. This tirne, however, the relatiomhip between space and 

male identity was positive rather than pathological. Like the proponents of Gastown, 
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DERA found that claims to legitimacy carry more weight if they are based on 

bisbrical antecedents. Unlike Gastown, where otd buildings substituted for the 

memory of a wider community, DERA tnad to promote a local community and define 

its interests by appealing to the memory and experience of its members and linking 

this to a bistory that began with the founâation of UN city. 

Throughout the 1970s' such appeais operated prharily as observations or 

statements of fact in media discourse. A 1976 profile of DERA's Organizer notes tbat 

one dnmken individual to whom the latter gives some assistance "is typical of the 

victims of Hastings and its side streets, home to former loggers, fishermen, 

construction and waterfront wodcers who are now pensioners without savings" 

(Shields, 1976b: 5). Another ndes that many of the "surprisingly large nurnber of . . . 

single men who have worked in B. C. resource industries . . . have been injured or 

have picked up disease in k i r  working days. Having been denied . . . any forrn . . .of 

compensation for the hazards of their work they are now on the underside of society" 

(Clark, 1977: 4). Charactcrizations like this abeited the reworking of the skid road 

archetype into a more sympathetic figure, the retired resource industry worker. The 

presence of such individuals in large ambers operatecl as living evidence of the 

connection between their place of residence and the hntier-industrial past fiom 

which the city itself had spning. 

Formai legitimacy for this claini was facilitated with the publication of oral 

histories like those included in Along the No. 20 Line by labour historian Rolf Knight, 

whose comrnentary pointed to "the old bachelors who lived in the area a generation 
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earlier in mming houses, old bunkbouses and row cabins . . . they lived mund the 

margins of, or a short streetcar ride hm, the loggers district [around Hastinp and 

They were of a generation which haâ ken part of the great tnuisfonnation, 
of the co-on of the modem world Many bad participated in the final 
phases of the great migration to the New World; their muscle and brain had 
helped lay railways which bound this continent together. Some were part 
of the homestead fiontiers or mining rushes. Others had cleared the sites of 
present day cities as well as of boom towns DOW hiai into obscurity. . . . 
they were part of an age that engendered milleanid proaise which, for 
some, could still milce fire in old age. . . . Hidden bebind the crumpled 
suits of pensioners you saw sittiag wcr wBee in the White Lunch or 
araund downtown squares werc exptticnces both ciramatic and mundane, 
the story of an agew (Knight, 1980: 58-59). 

Resag~ng journalistic assertions that would elicit public sympathy later in the 

decade when large numbers of SR0 temaîs were evicted in preparation for an 

anticipated World's Fair tourkt boom, the author p l a h e d :  "thteen years olds, and 

their parents, who now pass through the district often do so with a mixture of 

srnugness and contempt for those bums and dru& they t h ~ k  they see everywhere. 

r But was it hairstylists and accounting saadents who raised this city" (Knight, 1980: 

The stories that were told here and in Qocumentary efforts like those undertaken 

by the BC Oral History Pmject and the local community centre were used to r e h e  

the images through which this part of the city had been understood in cecent decades 

(Matlatt and Itter, 1979; Canning-Dew, 1987). Through such efforts, the figure of the 

retired resource indusûy worker was constmted as a symbol of the refusal of the 

pthological status to which the s p e  and the people who occupied it were assignecl. 
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It would henceforth no longer be possible to dismiss the inhabitants of the district as 

"mere" skid d derelicts or transients. They had been transfonned into a group of 

bard-working, and possibly bard-drinking, but nevertheles proucl and self-reliant 

individuals who had played a central role in building the West. 

nie  corollary of this new definition of the kind of people who lived in the area 

was to resituate them as residents of a neighbourhood with cornrnon interests and 

aspirations. Unlike the darnaged derelict of skid road, the Downtown Eastside resident 

was coastnicted as an active, politicallyengaged subject, as a citizen. DERA sought to 

or- and mobilize the local identity in order to promote collective action aimed at 

improving ihe living conditions in thc area Promoting activism, however, was not an 

easy task Appeals for political activism were mted in the memory of the 

neighbourtiood as a historical cammunity where class power had been contested in the 

pst. Both the d y  nature of challenges to authority, such as demoasûation and 

riots, as well as the discipline of labour organization were elements in the 

repmentation of memory (cf. Glavin, 1986; Sarti, 1986b; DERA, M)). 

The canstniction of the working class hem providecl a rhetorical device for 

linking this past with present conditions. Motivating and animating that link was an 

equally wmplex process. Action requireâ some form of popular sanction that came 

via reflection and representation. The publication of a local newspaper was 

instrumentai in this process, representing to residents the claims that were king made 

on their behalf regarding their identity, their rights and their obligations. The 

Downtown East newspgper, fundeci with Federal employment graats, provided a 



residents, as well as co~ected to other groups that had formeci mund issues related 

to those in the neighbourhood. In photographs and articles it named and explained 

wbat its editon consiâered to be curent issues and advocatd appropriate action. 

Discussions and commentary on such issues, together witb news about seMce 

delivery and agencies, DERA activities, politics, general commentary, and 

announcements of local goings-on al1 contributed to the formation of local opinion. in 

an area where most people lived in tiny, rapidly deteriorathg and otlen dangerous 

SR0 hotel rooms, the bousing question loomed large. Together with poverty and 

unernployment issues, commentary and reportage on housing conditions and policies 

provided the central focus of the effort to form and mobiliae local identity. Political 

activisrn directed at securing state intervention to provide jobs and regulate local 

businesses and landiords was seen as the basis of improved living standards.10 

Militant activism was understood as a vital necessity given the perception that 

, politicians wouid mt respond to the claims of the poor unless they are forced to do 

s0.I' 

The Downtown East newspaper provided a catalyst for mobilization, evoking 

comminiity solidarity and underpinning appeals for political action to change the 

situation. Local issues were often related to wider political and social circumstances, 

especially tenants ri@, the anti-poverty movement, and civic and provincial politics. 

--- 

'O CVA P h h g  Dcp. SCrig 69.94-D-6, Fie la, DERA Ncwrpipar, 1975-1975. Downtown Euf 
No. 9, April1975. 
" CVA Ptnmqs Deft Saia 69, PeD-6, File 14 DERANeimpipas, 1975-1975. Tenipts Rcsyd 
Rem Conmnsson 

. . u un Oppwsivt Fora, Dowutovm East, NOM, Juiy 1975. 
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Lacating the Dawntown Eiastside as a neighbourhood in the context of the larger city, 

disparities were mted and the necessity of action was hammered home again and 

again. Cornparhg the hotels, deys and streets of the Downtown Eastside with the 

large bouses and le@ drives of Vancouver's elite residential neighbourhoods, an 

editorialist told d e r s  that "if you live in an area where people vote for a governent 

that protects privilege . . . entering your home will be a different experience than if 

you live in an ara where people don? vote." By thus situating the Downtown 

Eastside within a b&r social and spatial constellation of forces, the newspaper 

politicized neighbourhood life by coastituting local identity in terms of a larger 

movement for progressive social change. in this context, local identity, grounded in 

similar living conditions, became a close approximation of political identity. 

Outsiders in the Community 

The deployment of a rhetoric of community produced a series of exclusions. The 

coosbuction of subjectivity and community requires an outside, the boundaq ps t  

which identity and belonging are thrown into question. in defining the residents of the 

Downtown Eastside, two outside forces were idcntified. On the one side of the 

commun@ were the landlords, property-ow~~ers and business managers who exploited 

the comrnimity through excessive rents and poorly run hotels and businesses, al1owing 

dangerous bebaviour to flourish, and the regulators who permitted them to continue in 

business, Landlords were considered to be "milking the area just like a cow. They're 

12 CVA, Phmiing Dept Rccords, Suies 69,94-Da, 6k la, DERANew~prpas, 1975-1975, Voter 
a~noutre&ctsquilityofliEeinyoutaeisbbourhood,Dowm0~llE;rstocwsp1~~1~No.26, Aug 1976. 
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rcsisting puîting money in k i r  buildings because it cuts what they can put in the 

h i c n  (citeû in Coffin, 1974). Demands for effective and accountable policing were 

ody part of larger claims for enforcement of municipal bylaws directed at property 

and business owaers that would constrain, restrain and marginalize opportunities for 

individuals to carry out the activities that were w n  as damaging to the community. 

As with mgtigent landlords, the respns@ility for such activities was placed on the 

shoulden of bar-owms and operators of premises where drug dealing and other 

modly suspect acîivities were dowed to be c h e d  out (The Vancouver Province, 

1973). l3 

On the community's 0 t h  tlenk stood the criminalq dnig addicts and alcoholics 

h a s e  activities were encouraged by such exploitative practices. The kinds of conduct 

which had previously been atEnbuied to skid road deviance and personality defects 

were now attnbuted to people who lived outside the area. "Vimially al1 skid road 

crime," DERA clahed, "is committed by visitors and not by local resiâents." The 

residents of the neighbuurbood were k i r  prey. "A lot of residents went on their way 

borne fiom beer parlours at ni@ . . . The midents would get either locked out at 

closing time or they'd get booted out into the back alleys. They wake up and start 

going home half intoxicated or totally intoxicated and they'd be the h t  victim for a 

mugging because the back alleys were really darkn m e s ,  ND). 

Exploiters and criminais, howcver, were ody the most visible (not to mention 

kast sympathetic) outsiders. Crime statistics aotwithstanding, heroin had a long 

l3 CVA, HeJtb De@. Re#&, Saics 69, I45-C-161e 5, Bmce Erikson to Dmctor of Plraamg, Sept. 
5.19î3. 
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bistory in this ara and many of the heaviest drinkers were also tenants in the hotels. 

Yet it was never apparent that aQdicts or bardare drinkers were ever included in the 

community symbolized by retireci industrial workers. Other exclusions, most notably 

of women, took place largely by omission. Certainly, adult men in the Downtown 

Eastside outnumbered women and children almost four to one (Statistics Canada, 

1971).14 The prevailing images of Downtown Eastside residents in both corponte and 

community media were almost always those of men, porûayed as tenants living in 

slum woditions or residents talking about politics." ûnly three womm were ever 

named as evictees during the rnass expulsions of hotel tenants in the months leading 

up to the 19û6 Worlds Fair. 

One signifiant exception to this nile was the inclusion within the community of 

elderly Chinese residents who were almost always pictured as women! Although 

DERA attempted to constitute the Downtown Eastside as multi-ethnic/cdtural 

community, its Chinese-speaking constituency, consisting primarily of pctor, elderly 

occupants of SR0 hotels, mainly in Chinatown, an4 later, of social housing projects, 

was marginal in relation to the rest of Vancouver's ethnic Chinese population (cf. The 

Vancouver Province, 1974a). Also, as an organization, it remained largely separated 

institutionally from those groups that sought to exercise leadership among the city's 

l4 CVA, soail Piamiing Dept. Reconls, 774-2, Skid Road - G d  COOrdjllltion, 1%4-1975, 
Downtown Eut Side, report on nserrch study, May, 1971 
15 Cf. CVA, Pfruuiinn Dept. Records, Saies 69 [el ,94-Do, file la, DERA Newspapen, 1975-1975, 
SusMvrl as r taunt in tbe Downtown Eutside, Downtown East new~p~pa, No. I 1, June, 1975; CV4 
P h h g  Dept. Records, Series 69 [fl, 94-Do, file la DERA News~lpen, Votas tdk rbout Dscember 
dectioq Downtown East, No. 18, June 1976; CVA, Phniag Dept. Records, Saies 69 %Do, fik 
Ir, DERA Newsplpm, ReSdems tak about the civic ekction, Downtowll East, No. 28, Dbcemba 
1976. 
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Chiaese-speabag population in a way that it did not arnong tenant and anti-pverty 

organizations, unions and leA wing political groups. 

The invariable separation of Chinese and white/Anglo residents of the Downtown 

Eastside in texts and photographs profened by DERA in its publications tended to 

reinforce an impression of the essential white masculinity of the community. The 

presence of large numbers of aboriginals, too, many of whom tirtd in fact been 

employed in the resource industries, was also rendered largely invisible through the 

iconic represenîation of the community by a figure whose whiteness was not oniy 

assmed but continuously confirmed in its representations. By the end of the 1980~~ a 

housing swcy conducted by DERA noted that the "average Downtown Eastsider is a 

Caucasian male who lives alone. He is 5 1 years old and a WelfardGain recipient and 

has a monthly income of l es  that $439.00. His income comprises 47.5% of the 

poverty linew (Green, et al, 1989). 

A new moral unà social geogruphy 
C 

DERA7s activism, in tandem with a newly invigorated approach from the city to 

managing an old problem, shiftcd the area's position in Vancouver's geogrsphy of 

sociability. The Downtown Eastside represented a space of the hard-pressed, but 

mnetheless respectable, poor who were embattled on al1 sides, As it becarne refiamed 

as a community it assumed a different role in civic morality. Like it or not, the public 

was told, "Eriksen prods us and pokes us and makes us al1 remember tbat in this city 

of gaucho pants, revolving restaurants and martinis for lunch, there are still human 

beings who spend 4:30 on a Friday a f temn lying in their vomit in a Hastings Street 
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guttei' (Poulsen, 1977a: 5). If, on the one han4 such claims underlined the 

ciifferences between this area and the rest of the city, they are, on they other hanci, no 

longer stark and UrevOC8ble. The space it designated was continguous with the rest of 

Vancouver and conditions in the Downtown Eastside were the responsibility of the 

city-at-large. 

Key material alterations in the built environment and its mode of regulation 

signified the extent of the re-valuation that inhered in the renarning of skid road. The 

nectssity of a community centre building and programs to any cornmunity, for 

exampie, seemed selfeMdent to Downtown Eastside activists. The renovation of the 

abandonad city library for that purpose, despite political opposition and incessant 

conflict between the City and the neighbourhood over the project, marked an 

increasing permeability of the boundaries that marked the district off fiom those 

around it. So, too, did the rezoning of the entire northeastem sector of the area fiom 

industrial to residential and community service uses. 

The rezoning, which created the Downtown Eastside - Oppenheimer District, 
& 

l i t d y  mnfigured the territory of skid road, securing recognition by civic 

authorities that people living in the area actually made their homes there as well. 

Although it did not cover the entire neighbourhood claimed by DERA, it did, to a 

large extent, satisfL the need for official cognizance of those claims. Like most of 

DERA's efforts, this requireû a signifiant political fight, with opposition fiom both 

politicians and industrial operators in the district who wished to ensure that nearby 

[and would be available for expaasion. Rmning was achieved in spite of this 
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mistance, bormding an are8 dong îhe industrial watertioat that spanned the border of' 

the CBD and inclrsded Vancouver's fmt residential district. It contained light industry, 

hotels and rooming houses, ban, f d l y  housing, a park, a few blocks of retail, and the 

centre of the skid macl. Tbe mning regdations and policy specified this area as a 

cornmuniîy where the provision of services and amenities for residents and housing 

improvement wouid take preccdence over other land uses. 

Perbaps even more sigaificant as an index of the Downtown Eastside's position in 

this ci* mod  m p h y  was its entanglement in the shifting alignments of city 

politics. Certainly DERA's self-help ethic met with the general approval of 

authorities. The intellectual mentor and CO-founder of TEAM, the goveming pa@ of 

civic refonn, wted favorably in bis 1974 book on the city that resident activism was 

responsible for rebuilding the skid r d  district (Hardwick, 1974). Neveriheless, its 

miliîmtly political actions were viewed with great distrust by a range of politicians 

and officiais who were uncornfortable with the tactical imperatives bound up with the 

assertion of political identity by poor people, especially skid road residents (Persky, 

1980). 

Throughout the seventies, the organktion was kept in close sccutiny by City 

Councillors. The le@haq of its community rcpresentation was thrown open to 

question as its militence was labelled by social planners as "questionable, if not 

irresponsible. . . .They tend to exploit mûortunate circwll~fazlces to agitate officials, 

press and plitical reaction" (cited in The Vancouver Province, 1975a). One 

Aldenniin, a vocifmus opponent of civic fimding, complaiued to one of Vancouver's 



major ncwspapen that DERA's words and actions were so forcefiil that it took 

responsibility for achievements that, in fact, had been accomplished by social service 

agencies or by the City itself (Ford, 1977). Virtuaily al1 of those agencies cited in this 

instance were social service or church gmups with minimal or no policy and 

administrative representation h m  the district's population. Because of political 

recalcitrance over provision of civic funding to DERA, the public approval of such 

gram eventually became flashpoints of confrontation between its wide range of 

supporters and its opponents on Council (The Vancouver Province, I975b, c, 1976% 

19ï7a, 1978b, 1979,1980a; Smith, 1976% b; Persky, 1980). 

Such confrontations, however, did Little to hinder the advancement of the clairns 

to community which DERA made on behalf of the district's population. In fact, they 

probably facilitated the positive re-positioning of the Downtown Eastside in 

Vancouver's geography of sociability. Because its efforts at environmental 

hprovement were bound up with liberal notions of self-improvement and the exercise 

of individuai responsbility, DERA attracted a wide range of supporters. Despite its 

detractors then, DERA quickly achieved an image as a near-paragon of civic Mrtue. 

The Downtown Eastside, in its tum, appeared as a beleaguered community Hhere long 

neglected citizens maintaineci theù dignity by stniggling to improve their 

neighbourhood and themselves. The imbrication of the organhtion with the 

cornmuaity it represented meant that such endorsement translatai into an at Ieast 

verbai commitîment to the neighbourhood, 
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One $merally supportive Aldennan contended that DERA was a gadfly, +ch, : 

though uritatiag, was both necessary and responsible for the district's "spectacular 

irnprovement," wbile further efforts were king "bogged éown" by "ideological and 

personality cooflicts" above wùich other civic authorities should be able to rise.I6 

Support also came h m  a wide range of other, sometimes surprising sources. 

Editorialists and columnists eloquently expounded on the desirability of DERA's 

political activism, pointing to the improvements it brougbt to skid road in such a short 

period (Shields, 1976a; Smith, 1976a; Poulsen, 1977a, b; Clarke, 1977; The 

Vancouver Province, 1977b). Other supporters included chwches in the Downtown 

Eastside, labour unions, provincial and federal politicians, a local bank manager and 

even the President of the then-goveming provincial Social Credit Party, a former 

police constable in îhe PM (The Province, 1976c, 1 Wb). l7 

The ascent of the Downtown Eastside to near-respectability and demands for 

public support to as& the process generated fault lines within the loose alliance of 

,- forces which had been responsible for introducing the new civic regime. Tbese 

divisions reverberated not merely with disagreements over the activities and attitudes 

of a particular organbation, but also with the ideological cleavages. Both reformist 

politicians and bureaucrats frequently sided with conservatives, not only to reject the 

organ&ion's fûndmg requests, but also disputing its demands for more effective 

16 
CVA, SoQIiI Ph@ Depumiem Reco& 178, Loc. 103-E-3, File 9, Dowat0w11 Eastside 

R d a i t s  Associriton, 1971-76. Lerter to Mayor ud C o u d  h m  Aiderman MicM Hivcoun. April 
IO, 1978. [Re: Oppcnbamer Ana Planniag Ptoass and diffiaihics on d h g  fiinher pmgress] 
l7 CVA, Socid Plamhg DepumLcnt Records, Series 178, Loc. 103-E-3, Fik 9, Downtown EPaside 
Reriaits b d u i o u ,  1976=16. Luter to Mryor d Membas of Couacil rnd Director of Socitl 
Plana@ firom Mutm Dnpa, Manager, Community Bnach, R o y d  Bank of Canade, Much 4. 
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bylaws and enforcement to control landlords and businesses in the Downtown 

Eastside (Coftin, 1974; The Vancouver Province, 1974% 1978a; Smith, 1976b). 

DERA and the Downtown Eastside were pivotal elements in the formation of a second 

loose alliance of civic reformers, tfiis one fiuther to the lefi (but in many ways also 

les  radical) than the eariier one which had swept the pst-War regime of corporate- 

bureaucratic planning fiom office. 

Gutstein (1975) and Persky (1980) show that the latter, which Ley (1980,1987) 

argues was characterized by slow-growth policies and an emphasis of quality of life 

issues, quickly became assimilahxi into a new regime of corporate development. The 

rapidity of this assimilation f o d  the old coalition apart, one faction aligning itself 

with representatives of the previous civic order and the other with what started as an 

oppositional bloc that included municipal, construction and waterfront unions, tenant 

and p c e  groups, and leït wing chic parties affiliaîeù with the Cornmunist Party and 

the social dernomtic New Dernocratic Party. At the end of 1980, however, this 

alliance managed to elect its candidates for mayor and a majority of aldermen to City 

Council, among thern DERA's origuial Chganuer, who would be joined two years 

later by another of the organization's wfounders. 

The accession to civic power of this wide anay of groups, together with the 

changing tenor of the times, made for a less combative, more bureaucratic reform 

movement. While the earlier group of elected civic reformers had been far more 

politically moderate than those a decade later, tbey were propelled into office on the 

shoulders of a broad base of community or- tbat reached across 
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neighbourhood, ethnic, and class affiliation. Much of the impetus for reform came 

h m  groups that were involved with militant action, including occupations of private 

and public property, and confrontations with the police and other public authorities 

over Vanous issues, including urban renewal. DERA had emerged from this milieu 

and as the second civic reform alliance congealed, it was possibly the most militant 

group in the city. It quickly mellowed *th its (only conditional) induction into the 

corridors of power. By the mid- to late-1980s. the orpnktion operated primarily as a 

brokerage agency and its bellicasity was lhited mainly to rhetoric. 

Yeî, to some extent, the moderation took place because DERA had achieved 

certain structural goals. As a result of its stniggles in the 1970s- the Downtown 

Eastside was accepted as a community. The proliferation of community planning 

processes, involving residents as well as City staff, politicians and service agencies, 

that were bound up with the renovation of the community centre and the re-zoning of 

the industrial area tumed the exercise of citizenship into a full-time preoccupation. 

,- Through the 1980s, DERA increasingly became a collaborator with agencies of the 

state in what Ley bas termed the mproduction of space, especially the consüuction of 

new housing in the Dowatown Eastside. These were al1 signal markets of the am's 

shifting location in Vancouver's sucial and moral geography. 

Nevertheles, claims were always only tentrttive. Skid road and its discursive 

imagery remained embedQed in the institutions of state and many of the organizations 

that provided services in the district. DERA sought to institutionalize its claims 

through the deployment of a fonn of organization new to skid road. The militant seIf- 
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help association, adapteci fiom VISP, linked residents with service agencies and state 

authorities on the basis of citizenship rather than tutelary supervision. Thus, planning 

a d  other official proceses were henceforth required to take account of the wishes 

and desires of local residents. Yet, demands for financial assistance fiom the state for 

both organizational operations and re-construction of the built environment psitioned 

DERA, as well as a burgeoning host of cornrnunity service groups, as a brokerage 

agency which channelled and managed the resources it obtained from private 

charitable and state organhtions. The provision of such resources was predicated on 

the need of those who received hem, situating them in a position subordinate to sind 

dependenî on the providers. Brokerage transfonned the citizen into a client, in a 

relationship that crystallized around an essential lack in the latter. This shifi would 

have profound implications on the way the Downtown Eastside was ordered in space. 



Chapter 9 
Expo '86 and the Resumtion of Skid Road 

In the late winter and spring of 1986, media personnel fiom around the world 

rushed to the Downtown Eastside to report on a series of mass evictions fiom SR0 

hotel rooms. M e r s  of residential hotels in the downtown peninsula were ejecting 

large numbers of tenants in order to renovate their rooms and increase the rents in 

anticipation of the tourist boom that was expected as a result of the upcoming Expo 

'86 World's Fair (Sarti, 1986a, 1986b; Winnipeg Free Press, 1986a; Cruikshank, 

1986).' The evictions quickiy drew widespread opprobrium and DERA deployed, to 

great effect, the vital contrast between the local comrnunity and the landlords, who 

were charactenzed as bloodthirsty "sharks" going "into a feeding frenzy" (cited in 

Sarti, 1986c; Sarti, 1986a) Photographs of the people king evicted, primarily older 

men were accompanied by thumbnail biographies indicating that the evictees were no 

'mere' transients. "They are poor now," wrote one journalist, "but before their bodies 

grew old and began to break they were working to help build this country" (Hume, 

1986). After a lifetime of labour, an activist declared, they were king "thrown away 

like an old shoe, just for profits. 1ts callous" (cited in Sarti, 1986a).' niey were 

former cierks, carpenters, soldiers, tnickdrivers, cooks, millworkers, pipefitters, 

loggers, miners (Hume, 1986). Al1 Iong-time hotel dwellen, these were the kind of 

' SR0 nsidents were not protected by leadlord-tcmmt quhions, despite DERA's long campaign for 
the latter? extension to long-term hot4 nsidems. 

These are the words of the DERA orpokr, JUn Green, wbo s u d  Erilrsen in 1982. Gran 
brought bis own style to DERA, taking a somwhat less confirontationai, if no-less criticai, position vis-a- 
vis state agacies, eventuaüy aieagiag in wbat L q  (1994) nfm to as "CO-productionn of the built 
enviromnem. Through this process, during the 1980s and euiy 1990s, DERA became a major developer 
of non-profit housing in the Domtom Eastside. 
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people who codd and should have homes, regardless of their circumstances 

and who were capable of making a neigibowhood and a wmmunity fiom which they 

had a right not to be displaced as a consequence of profiteering landlords, a fact 

acknowledged by the province's Housing Minister (Sarti, 1986a). 

Although the number of actual evictioas was open to dispute, the shock they 

induced to an already insecure and of?en stigmatized popdation is unsurprising? For 

three months prior to the opening of the World's Fair at a site adjacent to the 

Downtown Eastside, the ongoing evictions, and debates about the appropriate course 

of action toward them, dominated newspaper headlines. DERA claimed the area was 

"in a state of emergency," while politicians and experts argued with each other about 

taking responsibility for the situation (Chnstiansen, 1986; Fitterman, 1986; Vancouver 

Sun, 1986a, 1986b; Montreai Gazette, 1986; Mason, 1986; Winnipeg Free Press, 

1986b). Vancouver's medical health officer speculated about the potentially adverse 

effects of such a disruption (Sarti, 1986e). But a noted economist, addressing a 

conference of the Canadiaa Homebuilders Association in Vancouver, claimed that the 

problem was really just "a question of choice of location People are saying "1 don't 

want to live in the Kootenays ... 1 want to live where the action is" [ie., in Vancouver] 

(cited in Glaviq 1986). The Premier of the province, the prime mover behind the 

World's Fair, declared the evictions to be a non-event, insisting that substandard 

housing was king upgraded and any displaced individuais had been rehoused 

(Winnipeg Free Press, 1986b). Nevertheless, the image of the episode which endured 

For estimates of the mimbas of evictioq see McLiniock, 1986 ("more than 200"); Sad, 19864 ("over 
300"); Knngie, 1986 (350); Bah, 1986 (500600k lime, 1986b, (791). 



was a picture of an 88 year old man, a former Nomgian immigrant and 

logger with long white hair and a long bearâ, who had lived in the same hotel for 62 

years (Sarti, 1986f). Ahhough he was immediaîely relocated to a new apartment in a 

local social housing projeci, the man refiised to eat and died soon after bis move 

(Sarti, 1986g). 

The evictions and the World's Fair of which they were a part operated as a kind 

of prism that focused yet wther  new configuration of the ûowntown Eastside as a 

feature of Vancouver's moral and social geograpby. Joumalists, in particular, drew on 

a range of often coaflicting themes in their efforts to render the neighbourhood visible 

as a place. In so doing, they began to articulate three elements of an emergent 

reformulation of social and spatial relations bat facilitated an erosion of the myth of 

the working class hem and his fighting community. This incipient rendition both 

echoed the public dismay over skid road problems in the 1950s and 1960s and 

presaged the nostalgie view of the Downtown Eastside that would emerge a decade 

later. The first of these themes was the image of the fighting community of poor, 

retired workers, which persisted throughout the 1980s even as the forces confronting it 

began to shiR However, the nemeses confronting that c~mmunity moved increasingly 

away fiom the array of official indifference and private exploitation toward the 

lwming spectre of property development and the displacement it would preswnably 

generate. Second, however, the relationship between the population and those who 

spoke on its behalf were also recontigured into an institutionai separation between 

active subjects and passive objects. The retired workers who inhabited the Downtown 
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Jhstside were increasingly seen as helpless, somewhat decrepit figures whose 

need for protection and seMces overshadowed their abilities to defend thernselves and 

their cornmunity. Hence, the organizations that journalists, as well as politicians and 

planners, saw as the community's representatives came to be understood, more and 

more, as different from those on whose behalf they acted. Third, the images of the 

glittering World's Fair, and the new projects that would soon be developed on its site, 

contrasted sharply with those of the deteriorathg conditions and decrepit population 

adjacent to it. Perceptions and representations of the neighbourhod as a slum that was 

increasingly at odds with the rest of the city began to eclipse the depictions of a 

cornmunity. Instead of a working class community, the Downtown Eastside would be 

rendered, by the eariy 1990s, as an underclass "ghetto." 

Fighting Developers, Building a Neighbourhood 

The evictions were taken as an event that was both emblematic of and a signai 

moment in the process of residential displacement that had threatened the Downtown 

Eastside since the renovation of Gastown more than a decade earlier and which 

gathered momentum through the eighties. Expo '86 was a World's Fair that was 

meant to acwmplish a number of objectives. Not only was it a politicai maneouvre 

designed to shore up support for the goveming provincial party, it was also intended to 

initiate the redevelopment of deindustrialized waterfront land in Vancouver's are.  As 

early as 1957, civic planners noted that the future of downtown Vancouver hinged on 

the redevelopment of what was then the industrial zone around False Creek (City of 

Vancouver Planning Dept., 1957). By the late 1960s and early 1970s, its lumber mills, 
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smoke, and tow-bats came to symbolize the dysfunctionality of the downtown 

peninsula at a time when local etites aspired to the title of "executive and cultural 

capital of Western Canada" (Ley, 1980; GVREB, 1968). The residential 

redevelopment of the southwest shore of the Creek during the 1970s, driven by the 

City with Federal assistance, marked the first serious move to change its industrial 

character, via a pioneering project with a social and environmental design that 

inwrporated the decade's anti-pwîh ethos (Ley, 1980,1986; Roger, 1976). The 

redevelopment of the Faise Creek north shore, however, would be much different. In 

the late 1%0s, Marathon Reality, the real estate am of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 

which owned much of the north shore, put forward a plan to extend the high density 

residential disîrict of the West End esstward to False Creek (Kiss, 1971). Although 

this plan was never acted on, it seems to have provided the conceptual basis of the 

ptans for BC Place, Expo '86, and the eventual developrnent of the north shore two 

decades later. 

In 1979, the provincial govemment announced that a comprehensive 

redevelopment of the north shore of Fdse Creek would be undertaken and would 

include an international ûansporîation exhibition (Transpo '86), a 60,000 seat 

stadium, new roads, and 10,000 units of housing (Maitland, 1981). Although this plan 

would eventually be sidelined when the üansportation exhibition was upgraded to full 

World Exposition statu, it sparked intense opposition by Downtown Eastside groups 

and displaceci smaller, more localized enetnies of the neighbourhood with larger, more 

impersonal forces. Community activists believed (correctiy, as it bas tumed out) that 
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the successes realized by campmigns over dcohol distribution, park space, 

housing, and services would be eroded by a market-oriented development of this 

magnitude immediately adjacent to their neighbourhood. Thus, in stniggles to oppose 

or retard property development, Downtown Eastside activists portrayeci the 

neighbourhood as the intendeci object of larger forces which sought to usurp the 

comrnunity for their own profitable ends. 

BC Place was seen as the catalyst of a immense change that loomed over the 

Downtown Eastside, in which poor people would be pushed out by property owners 

seeking to maximize their profits by renovating or redeveloping their buildings for a 

higher income population. 

"The big developers now find our neighbourhood a 'fashionable' place 
where they would like to see only "fashionable" people, high rents, 
exclusive discotheques and beer parlours and expensive storefionts - al1 in 
preparation for BC Place. ... we in the hwntown Eastside will not sit back 
passively and allow the devestation [sic] and displacement of our 
neighbourhood by this massive develoment" (SDEC, 1982). 

The evictions of residents at the Stmtford Hotel and the hstocratic Rooms, so the 

buildings could be redone for higher-paying tenants, were taken as harbingers of an 

emerging new order (Highland Echo, 1981 ; Deacon, 1982).' ûne activin argued th& 

"these people have been messed around by every government institution there is and 

now they're having mother govenunent number land on them" (cited in Highland 

Echo, 1981). "This whole area as we know it could be wiped out. It could become a 

very trendy place for lawyers and architects and professional types" declared the 

President of DERA (cited in Maitland, 198 1). In order to forestall that eventuality, the 

' Remember the Stratford Hotel. in a very diffkmt corncxt, h m  Chepter 5. 
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Save the Downtown Eastside Committee (SDEC) was fonned, with members 

h m  DERA, Carnegie Centre (the local community centre for which DERA had been 

a central agitator), First United Church, and other groups and individuals. 

In opposing what it saw as the imminent displacement of its constituency, the 

SDEC offered a series of counter-pmposals for the development, among which were a 

limit on the number of housing units, the inclusion of subsidized housing on the site, 

and the development of new subsidized housing off-site in the Downtown Eastside. 

The group sought to link BC Place to earlier, ongoing camp@ to improve housing 

in the area by re-introducing demands for upgrading of SR0 stock and protection for 

SR0 tenants (SDEC, 1982). As well as public meetings and commentary in a variety 

of media, including art, SDEC was a key participant in the so-called Double the Vote 

Cornmittee, the goal of which was to mobilize the electorate in the Downtown 

Eastside md other poor neighbourhoods for the 1982 civic election around issues that 

included housing and traff~c (Larson, 1982; Double the Vote Committee, 1982). 

The argument against displacement the BC Place development would cause was 

not simply that it would hurt the poor. It was that, contrary to the image of the skid 

road slum, the Downtown Eastside was a place worth saving on its own merits. "There 

is a grubby, violent side to things and it is part of the world we have created. 1 think it 

is important to conhnt it every day, so you don? for@ the kind of world you have 

created," proclaimed the first director of the community centre (cited in Maitland, 

1981). One position, then, was tbat the Downtown Eastside was the product of a social 

order that marginalized and exploited some people. It was, at once, a place for those 
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who had been excluid and a kind of mhor in which the rest of society could 

see its true face. This was, of course, not far off some of the arguments that had been 

made against skid road dernolition during the mid-sixties. As a rationale against 

displacement, however, it lefl something to be desired since it constiMed the am as 

an artifact of extermi forces, rather than intnnsically worthwhile. 

Another, reIated position was that the Downtown Eastside had been the site of 

significant public investment, which included b'mmillions of dollars and ... millions of 

hours of work at residences, clinics, dropin centres, advocacy faciiities and most 

spectacularly the $2.3 million renovation of the old Carnegie Library at Hastings and 

Main," al1 of which was apparently put at nsk by the development (Maitland, 1982). 

The displacement of the residential base of the neig!!bourhood wodd, presumably, 

render al1 this inûastructure useless, at least for its intended purposes. The obverse of 

this was that displacement itself would result fiom the erosion of the stock of badly 

needed affordable housing for the poor sectors of the city. BC Place thus represented 

the destruction of hvo significant public goods. However, these, too, essentially 

situated the Downtown Eastside as a creature of outside influences. 

For activists, it was the fact of community, created under adverse conditions, 

that made the Downtown Eastside worth swing. "Down here," claimed the director 

the community centre, "there's a whole different sense of community ... Some of that 

sense cornes b m  something pretty painful, some of it cornes h m  concerns about the 

ne ighbourw (cited in Deacon, 1982). in other words, community emerged out of 

the stniggle to survive at botb an individual material level and a collective level. In 
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some ways, perhaps, the formation of cornmuni@ was necessary for individual 

sucYival. Writing about another large development on the fnnge of the Downtown 

Eastside fifieen years later, Blodey (1997a) has argued that confticts over property 

development in the area have emerged not only fiom the contention of economic and 

social interests. More fùndarnentally, there exists what he refers to as an "anti- 

hegemonic reading of property" which incorporates the locally collective experience 

of private property as a relation of exclusion In consequence, real estate development 

is usually framed by activists as a question of power and, in pwhcular, of the power of 

developers to infringe on the security of the neighhurhood's population. 

As we have seen, the community was constructeci in relation to various sets of 

others, and situated in opposition to those exteml actm who sought to capitalize on 

or otherwise exploit the dire need of the area's' population. Its moral dimension of 

community, then, was especially acute, animated as it was by a self-awareness of 

exclusion, contest, and subordination. At the same time, activists seemed quite 

conscious of the consûucted nature of the community and of its consequent fiagility. 

The b i s  of community in the tenuous relationship between this particular population 

and the local tenitory was th tened  by the potential displacement effect of BC Place 

or any other development of similar magnitude. As a local community, wbatever its 

historical roots, it was tied to the space it occupied. If the population was evicted h m  

that space, the community would cease to exist. 

This kind of threat acnially reinforced both explicit and implicit claims to 

community, as indigenou representations of the Downtown Eastside consti~ed it as 
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more than just a living space. An art show at the community centre, concerned 

with the effect of BC Place not only highlighted its damage but also articulated the 

self-conceptioas of the neighbourhood. "These people didn't have much," maintaineci 

a popular local artist, "but at least they had their neighbourhood ... which w u  a wurm 

andfiiendiy sort ofpluce ... Unlike everywhere else in the city, rents were cheap .. . 

This was good because the people didn't have much money ... Still, there were good 

times to be hud"(my emphasis). Such words evinced a kind of pride of place that was 

emphasized in the widespread story-telling through which the Downtown Eastside 

was increasingly represented to both its own population and the rest of the city. The 

lives of individual residents and stories of unusual incidents in the area were 

ûequently taken as objects of reportage by indigenous media and city newspapers. 

The Downtown Eastside was, according to such accounts, a space populated by 

giving, caring people but also people who, in myriad srnall ways, had witnessed 

history and, for the most part, had to fight tremendous odds to survive (cf., Camegie 

Crescent, 1984; Kettner, 1984; East Ender, 1984). 

Such chmnicles served to humanize an area with an otherwise femme 

reputation, integrating it into the social fabric of the city at the same time as they 

reinforcd its distinctiveness. The people and events they pomayed were treated as 

king unique to the Downtown Eastside, confluences of lives and circumstances that 

would be unlikely to occur elsewhere in Vancouver. This specificity crysîailized in the 

campaign for a waterfî-ont park during the early eighties, which, when it was finally 

reaiized in 1985, had becorne a symbol of the comrnunity's own capacity to get things 



done, to make itself The campaign was animateci by the same kind of 

oppositional awareness as the fight against BC Place. Park activists noted the 

differences between themselves and the "mansion dwellen dong southwest Marine 

Drive (who] received a 17 acre riverside park this year, and the West End [which] got 

a five plus acre waterfiont park, though they are not park deficient" (Larson, 1983). 

In contrast, the watetfront park in the Downtown Eastside was intended for a 

whole different class of people. 

"Nobody dowu here has a car. Most of us are oldsters who have done our 
share of work; some of us are handicapped. Some have suffered industrial 
accidents. Many cannot afl'ord bus passes. We can't make it to those sanây 
West side beaches and don't want to try. We sit in hot, lonely, small rooms 
dl summer. We don't need cernent ramps to help us stare at seagulls. We 
need easy access at ground level to open green spaces at the water's edge. 
this is a waterfiont city and we want access to our piece of the port" 
(Carnegie Crescent, ND). 

It is not only the contrast with the rest of the city, but the intrinsic worthiness of 

the local population that tirove the imperative of a new park. Although the 

"Downtown Eastside is one of the most established areas of the city, with 10,000 

people averaging 12 years of residency ... retired loggers, fishboat crewrnembers and 

millworkers living in single rooms obviosuly don't rate as high with the authorities as, 

say, the parks-blessed residents of sunny Tsawawssen, whose six years average 

residency makes them "upwardly mobile," rather than "transient" (Anonymous, 1983). 

The strategy of highlighting social differences was a double-edged sword The 

DERA project of claiming community sought to nonnake the area and its population 

by de-emphasizing the radical diswntinuity between space and population that had 

ken signified by the terminology of skid road. However, as community was 



increasingly asserted and elaborateâ in response to extemai threats or to 

mobilize local sentiment, the particuiarity of the Downtown Eastside began to 

overtake the elements of continuity that integrated it into the space of the city. Despite 

its effectiveness in conscripting support, this appeal to local sentiment underpinned a 

new representation of difference, one that undennined the recent efforts to reintegrate 

the neighôourhood into the space of the city. Moreover, continuing assertions of 

community operated in changing circumstances, that militated toward a different 

representation and fiaming of such claims. 

Remaking the Citizen ar Client 

One of the many ironies in the story of the Downtown Eastside is that the 

emergence of DERA, an organization that was avowedly "against services," and the 

recognition of the Downtown Eastside as a community which it impelled would 

generate a proliferation of services through which residents of the neighbourhood, and 

whoever else availed themselves of those services, would be constituted as a clients. 

But, if the initial expansion of service provision came fiom the drive to equalize and 

nonnalize the neighbourhooà, then the constitution of residents as clients in fact 

defeated that drive in short order via the inhmntiy unequal relations of power and 

control which it incorporated. While the interaction of discourses of citizenship and 

skid road mascuiinity a little more than a decade =lier crystallized in the themes 

embodied in the figure of the working class hero, there vcas another, l e s  immediately 

obvious, articulation of these discourses that was concerned primarily with problems 

of dependence and need in the context of urban decay and disorder. 
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The problematization of "dependence" has a deeprooted history in the 

AngleAmerican countries, as Fraser and Gordon (1994) have shown. The tenn was 

originally used in the pre-industrial era to denote collective relations of subordination 

and domination, indicating the obligation of pûcular groups to their social superiors. 

The ûansmogrification of dependence into an atûibute of individual conduct took 

place through what was essentially a moral transformation of liberal ideology in which 

private property displaced status as the central relation of social power. In this new 

context, dependence was conceptualized as a problem of reliance on charity or other 

individuals, or on state resources, for livelihood, thus distinguishing those individuals 

it classifies from those who are independent by virtue of private income from wages 

or investment (Fraser and Gordon, 1994). However, while incorporating the power 

relations of liberalism, the concept of dependence has also retained the earlier 

connotation of social subordination, thus signi+ng the moral impropriety implicit in 

the use of charity or public assistance as a means of survival. 

The construction of "the client," first appearing in industrializing societies, is 

intirnately tied to this notion of dependence as a condition of individual subordination 

and inadequacy. The individualkation of dependence coincides with a medicafiçution 

of poverty that linked economic depriviation with psychiatic diagnoses of "social 

pathology" (Katz, 1996; Finch, 1993). The reiationship between poverty and 

individual disorder was institutionaiized through a compromise that underpinned the 

emergence of the welfsre state. Burchell(1993) has argued that the irnperative of state 

intervention to regulate social life in the nineteenth century necessitateci a shifi in the 
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register of li'beral conceptions of subjectivity, whicb initially cast individuals 

as bundles of private ecunomic interest which required protection h m  public power. 

Responding to woricsng class and refomiist agitation, liberalism began to accept a new 

conception of the individual as a container of needs, thus resituating the state away 

fiom the position of a leviathan h m  which the population r e q d  protection to that 

of the guarantor of rights (Rowbotham, 1994; Saville, 1983). 

The changing mode of "subjectification" was meûiatd by a rhetoric of national 

citizenship that subsumed differences of power arising fiom class, sex, race, among 

others, homogenipng and transfonning them into degrees of need and "neediness" in 

a "division of mirrnality and pathology (Hewitt, 1W2: 45; Squires, 1991). It was 

therefore not so much interest as it was difference that was tninsformed into need, so 

that the new collectivism of an emergent welfue state maintained a crucial link with 

eulier laissez-$aire individdism through its emphasis on the relationships between 

individuals and their relative abilities and worth, rather than on the power relations 

between p u p s .  The central welfare relationship which emerges at the end of the 

nineteenth and in the mly twentieth centunes, then, is not between citizens in a state 

of equality but between "recipient and benefactor" in which d becornes co- 

extensive with dependence (Bryson, 1993: 53-54). The client was constntcted as the 

subordmate category in this relation, emerging in the early decades of the twentieth 

century as an object of rebabilitation or treatrnent, as the then-professionalizing social 

work adopted the casewrk meîhd îhat had been pioneered by its predecessor, 

"scientific philanthropy" (Katz, 1996; Ward, 1989). Each family or individual that fell 
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under the purview of social workers became a parCicular case in tems of its 

need for treatment or rehabilitation, the subject of a lack or disorder of some sort. The 

client, in other words, was constituted as an incomplete or needy person, someone 

with a basic lack that must be filled by others with expertise. By definition, then, the 

client is an "other" who is tùndamentally different, both fiom those who provide the 

services and from those who are not clients. 

The Expo evictions marked the first time in almost a decade that the motif of 

dependence overshadowed that of the working class hero in media discourse about the 

Downtown Eastside. This was a different kind of dependence than that which had 

been evinced by earlier representations of skid road. Although the figure of the ne'er- 

do-well living off the public p m  had been a constant therne in welfare discourse in 

both local and global contexts, the image of old people with "bmken bodies" that was 

widely portrayed during the evictions was qualitatively different fiom the skid road 

derelict. Uniike the latter, whose failings were largely seen as the result of personal 

prediliction, the frai1 old people who popuiated the ranks of the evictees, and, by 

extension, the rest of the neighbourhood, were incapacitated by circumstances beyond 

their control, necessitating the intervention of professionals to provide seMces that 

woulà, presumably, normalize the situation. 

The figure of the client CO-existed witû those of both the derelict and the 

working class hem. It is therefore difficuit to detennine precisely when it emerged as 

a dominant paradigm of representation. The proliferation of wmmunity service 

organizations in the Downtown Eastside during the 1970s and 1980s was propelied by 



state sponsorship, thus incorporaihg the relation of inequaiity between 

professioml service providers and clients. This regime actually preceded the project 

of self-government, as the religious organizations which had dominateci seMce 

provision during the skid road era and before, including the Saivation Amy, the 

Central City Mission, St. James Anglican Church and Social SeMce Society, and the 

First United Chwch, were prernised on assumptions of helplessness and need that 

were sirnilar to those which aBimated the structure of later clientsriented services. 

The tension between these twa modes of goveniing the poor are evident in the WSP 

critique of skid r d  and DERA's denunciations ofseMas noted in earlier chapters.' 

The discourse of citizensbip which developed in the later 1960s and early 1970s 

centred on the promotion of social equality and political participation, provided a 

repertoire of terms and ideas that helped activists and civic staff and politicians to 

frame the "normaiization" of the Downtown Eastside as a cornmunity. Social seMce 

provision was seen as a vital component of ttiis project of normaiization, necessary 

both for the improvement of living conditions in the area and the promotion of 

cornmunity participation by helping individuals get more control over their own lives. 

Concurrently, bound up with this, there was an expansion of the local political sphere 

as demands for recognition of new mial subjects, both within and without the 

Downtown Eastside, propelled the formation of interest groups that sought the 

satisfaction of particdar sets of needs that were intnnsic to their (self) definition In 

üitimateiy, however, DERA itseâsuccumbed to ihe iaJtitutionaüzation of the professional-client 
reiation as its engagement with a wtiole range of state agcncies shiftd îiom direct conûontation to wbat 
Ley (1994) calls "ceproductiou," a form of muluai Cooperation with state agencies. In the absence of a 
confrontational stance, DERA assumed th position of a subotdinate parnier. 
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particular, women, y&, and Aboriginals were inctcasingly m o g i d  as 

specific interest pups, each with their own distinct pblems that ne&d special 

The impetus for incceasing levels of &ce provision in the Downtown Eastside 

thus emerged out of the d e d  for recognition by new social subjects. in a situation 

of severe inequality, services providd the means by wbich individuals could ewrcise 

theu citizewhip rights. Housing and piuk space were at the top of the fist, as were 

clean laundry, bathing and food services. Thus, the Gastown Mm's Residence, the 

Central Residence, Cordova House and the 44 Club (the Muiti-service Centre) were 

early projects in the 1970s. Improvements to Oppenheimer Park and the =novation of 

the old library as a community centre foîlowed closely, as did the formation of the 

Downtown Eastside Women's Centre and the Downtown Eastside Youth Activities 

Society. Wbat made such developments eqxcially significant was not only the fact 

that they institutionalized the recognition of the Downtown Eastside popdation in 

terms that were mdically different than those of skid roaâ, but that cesidents were 

involveci in the initial fundiag lobbies and organizational set-up of these projects. To 

that extent, they marked an ongoing incarnation of the kind of vitality that animaled 

VISP and its affiliates. Their goals were to provide midents witb more tban shply 

professional heip, but with channels of civic participation and the means for 

improMng the conditions in which they lived In that sense, these were projects of seF 

government, collective tools for the incuication of noms of conduct that would be 

conducive to a certain fomi of life. 



Increasingly, though, the forms of subjectivity attributed to the 

Downtown Eastside population were king constituted in tenns of need rather than as 

self-goverthg individuals or an autonomous community. Youth in the entire 

downtown area, prîicularly Aboriginal youth and those living outside families, 

involved with drugs andor prostitution were constituted as a population in danger, 

requiring special measures. The urgency of this problem was thrown into relief as 

fiscal retrenchment by the Provincial govenunent brought cutbacks to programs 

designeci to connect with young people considered to be in dangerous situation, even 

as it became increasingly preoccupied with the development and promotion of the BC 

Place stadiwn. "WeWre seeing a whole new strip developing in the Main and Hastings 

area" argued a community worker, 'The govemment pours millions of dollars into the 

downtown core for development and then it whips these seMces away. It's 

devastating" (Whaley, 1983). The difference between the "affluent stadium goers 

[who] drink alter events at nearby eastside bars" and the "economically deprived 

native youths" who populate the area is central here, providing a vector of exploitation 

as well an index of need. 

The construction of the victimized subject can be understood not only as a 

description of a concrete situation but as a strategem for the mobilization of support 

from the public, the media, and political authonties for resources to deal with the 

problems of new social subjects. The more victimized the group, the pater  the needs 

of iîs members and, therefore, the worthier of seMces they seemed to be. Thus, 

women were called "an invisible population in the community"and were considered 
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by the author of one report to be 'bable to look d e r  themselves," Unlike 

many others in the predominantly male neighhurhooâ, women were 'hot al1 

longsiandhg residents, but many bave been forced into the community because that's 

where the social services they need are located" (Hossie, 1980: 5). Yet, in an area 

where women were very much in the minority, those s e ~ c e s  were preponderantly 

intended for men (Fralic, 1983). One solution to the problems of women, then, as with 

youth and aboriginals, was the provision of more specialized services. This does not 

mean that the quest for services (i.e., funding) was necessarily successful. But, it does 

mean that even limited success in this quest produced a multiplication of service 

organizations, constituting a network of spaces and sites of service delivery within 

which the subjectivity of the client could be constituted 

In consûucting new subjects in terms of need, rather than capacity, activists also 

reproduced their subrcünate positions. The problems of these emergent groups were 

constructeci in tenns that presupposed the requirement of external intervention for 

their alleviation. On one hand, the formation of community organizations, which 

incorporated the new subjects, identified the problems and fonnulated programs for 

their solution, operated as a basis for local determination and control of services. 

Indeed, such groups, a product of the organizational innovation a decade or more 

earlier, were increasingly represented as embodying the organized will of the 

community. On the other hanâ, the resources which such groups brought to bear on 

the problems with which they were concemed were largely denved from e x t e d  

sources, particularly agencies of state or private charitable foundations. In either case, 



the telatiomhip between funding providers and recipients reconfigureà 

community orgamations into instniments of official policy and thus as quasi-agencia 

of m e ,  incorporating the division between service mucers and consumers that 

underpinned the struçture of welfare programç. 

Community service or@tions thus came to operate as brokers ofresources 

behveen the state or charitable institutions and groups of 'heedy" subjects. The 

project of self-govenunent via mobilization is obviated by the structure of state- 

fiiMLed service provision in *ch the transfer of resources fiom those who possess the 

requisite skills, knowledge, fiuids, institutional access, etc., to those who do not, is 

constituted as a relation of dependence, as outlined aôove. The recipients of those 

resources are constnicted, at best, as desewing victims, or, at worst, as wilfui 

sluggards. in either case, they appear as more or les passive objects - clients - whose 

sole form of engagement lies in the act of consumption. 

Tbe Expo evictions saga played a cnicial role in the crystallization of a public 

dimm of ûowntown Eastside clientelism by breaching the theme of the working 

class hero, the depictions of which pervaduig the media during that time were 

cwiously ber& of the historical co~ection which had abetted earlier attributions of 

militance in the cause of moral rectimde and social equality. Ironically, at the same 

time that labour history walkiag tours were taking place in and around the area, the 

population of the Downtown Eastside was, at least ia discursive terms, losing the ties 

to the past which had justified its contemporary presence. The imagery of the 

deteriorathg skid r d  district, which had persistecl as the subtext and the couter-foi1 



for the Downtown Eastside, quickly began to tesurface. This the ,  however, 

the slum was populated not by only deviants but by victims and losers, old people, 

sick people, people with disabilities, none whom was able to defend themselves 

against the forces militating against their comfort and security. The fighting former 

resource industry workers were recast as elderly, fiail dependents who required 

assistance fiom a community organization to deal with this life crisis. DERA thus 

appeared not as a community group composed of these individuals but as a helping 

group which stood apart fiom them. At the same time, the individuals and 

organizations that attempted to support them were manifestly not of them. in this 

formulation, there may be an affinity but there is no identity between the helpless and 

the helpem. The notion of self-help that was intrinsic and thus so necessay to 

conceptions of the fighting community was beginning to diminish for the first t h e  in 

more than a decade. 

The "poverty ghetto " emerges 

"The Downtown Eastside," proclaimed one sympathetic jownalist, "Was never 

meant to be a neighbourhd that would spawn politicans or concemed citizens. It 

was meant to be a ghetto for the city's problem people: it's drinkers, its drifters, its 

bums. Despite that ... when tùey get a chance to speak k i r  minds, the people of the 

Downtown Eastside" have essentially the same concerns as those in other parts of the 

city (Hossie, 1981). The skid road slum, as noted earlier, was a necessary element in 

the formulation of the Downtown Eastside, providing its "constitutive outside," the 

antinomy which, by its opposition, defined the neighborhood. However, the oagoing 



presence of skid road imagery and tbetoric in the media and goverment 

circles throughout DERA's ascendancy provideci more than a foi1 for tbat group's 

activism. It also ensured the availability of a discursive framework for the 

subordination of the local population, ensuring that in moments of confiict there was a 

pool of words, knowtedge, and images on which authorities or other antagonists could 

draw to explain local problems or justifi decisions and advance policies that sought to 

impose changes on the neighbourhood 

Perhaps most important, the discursive and institritional ascendance of the 

Downtown Eastside as the signifier of claims to conununity incoprated a sense that 

the problems represented in the vocribulary of skid road could be overcome by state- 

supported indigenous activism. The similarities between the concems of Downtown 

Eastside residents and those of other neighbourhoods, the fact that the former could 

produce activists at dl, were taken as such signs hop. However, accounts of the Expo 

evictions signalled a major revetsal of that sanguine vision, tipping the balance toward 

the pessimism of the skid road subtext that was a necessary element of claims to 

community symbolized in the name Downtown Eastside. Nevertheless, these press 

accounts only crystallized currents of representation that were already present, 

particularly in the few years previous to the evictions. 

in most of the media reports during the evictions episode, there was an absence 

of the historia1 comectiom which had abetîed earlier attributions of the working class 

hero and his fighting community. And those reports that did emphasize the pst of the 

evictees, as workers and as citizens, tended to situate them as individuals living in 
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straitened circumsîances, rather than as constituents of a community of shared 

memory and experience. In the absence of the connection between history, population, 

and temtory, the imagery of the deteriorathg skid road district began to resurface in a 

way that would eventually submerge the kinds of claims incumbent on the name 

Dawntown Eastside. 

The 1986 world's fair was timed to coincide with the centennial of Vancouver's 

incorporation as a city, an event which elicited a sustained reflection on the city's past 

100 years and much consideration of its possible funire. The position of the fair, at the 

end, and hence the pinnacle, of the city's first century and at the beginning of the 

second, together with the constant exhortations fiom the fair's public relations 

campaign that directed Vancouver's residents to "invite the world," intensified the 

event's significance as a turning point Vancouver's history. During the evictions, 

which became an international media event, the Downtown Eastside was highlighted 

against the backdrop of a world exposition which was to herald both the city's new 

"maturity" and its entry into the global city swpstakes. If the Downtown Eastside 

ha4 for the p s t  15 years, been cast as something of a centre of social change and an 

example of the positive results of comrnunity orpeniang, the narrative of the evictions 

helped to recast it as a slurn "at tbe doorstep of Expo '86," an urban periphery 

populated by needy losers who dictn't quite fit in to the shining future proclaimed by 

the Exposition (Cruikshank, 1986: Al). 

Against the backdrop of the Fair, the Downtown Eastside appeared to 

journaiists as a "seedy ... neigiibo- which reeks of urine and vomit in the 



doorways to old bars" (Eng, 1986). The evictions bighiighted what one 

columnist dubbed the "eastside's disease," characterized by "a circle of dependence 

and deprivation that is very bard to break ... In the ... United States, they cal1 them 

ghettos" (McMar&in, 1986). This marked a resurgence of the rhetoric of urban 

pathology. Like skid mad, the Downtown Eastside itself was subjectifid, as "an area 

of poverty maddeningly irnpervious ta change and good intentions," with a "resilience 

to improvementy' (McMartin, 1986). As the characteristics of human actors are 

conferred on the space, the population begins to recede into the background. The same 

conditions of life, which DERA and other groups had been fighting to change, were 

seen here as the effect of the place itself. People live in the Downtown Eastside 

because of the conditions which prevail there, ergo, their adverse situation can be 

ûaced to their presence in the district. 

While activists had defined crime, aicohol, and, increasingly, dnigs, as 

problerns that the neighbourhood fought to overcome, there were others who defined 

them as essentiai characteristics of the place. The increasingly widespread injection 

use of "Ts and Rs," otherwise known as the heroin subsitute Taiwin and the 

mphetimine Ritalin, during the early 1980s was explained not only in terms of the 

dmgs' ease of availability, but also for their psychological and social utility in a 

specifically skid road context. A worker fiom a local service agency explained that 

"people who gravitate to Skid Road get involved with dmgs, aicohol and prostitutes as 

a means of "getting in with people" and assirnilating into the Lifestyle ... 

"The ones using it are ûansient youths, mostly kids in group homes or 
those coming to the city fiom the reserve. Ifs an escape because they go 
nowhere dom here ... Those people hooked on it are mostly femaie and 



you see chronic anemia and sevm loss of weight. It's usually the 
prostitutes" (Moya, 1984). 

This was a description of the local population that was very different fiom those ofthe 

people threatened by BC Phce or deserving of a waterfront park. Indeed, it harkened 

back to the dark images of skid road twenty years and more before. A significant 

difference, however, is that the re-ascendancy of skid road did not wntain the 

possibility of change that marked its predecessor. Rather, a sense of inevitability 

seemed to pervade these new representations of the slum. 

This accommodation to the fonns of exclusion signified by skid road tmk two 

forms. One was a soft version of civic planners, exemplified by Downtown Eastside - 
Oppenheimer Policy Plan that outlined the City's intentions to that part of the district 

that had been covered by the Neighbourhd hnprovement Program a few years 

earlier. Although this report took pains to disavow the skid road stereotypes, noting 

that average period of residency was 13 y=, it also acknowledged the presence of 

L'transients," whose numbers varied according to rates of unemployment and income 

assistance policies, as a resuit of "inexpensive housing, a downtown location, pubs 

and a tolerance for eccentricity." It dso recognized a fundamental difference between 

the ma, its population, and other parts ofthe ci@. 

"'ïhere are indications that îhe Downtown-Eastside will continue to attract 
a low income, unattached population, that hm drffculiyfitting into 
society 's norms, and which seeks out inexpensive housing, appropriate 
social sevices, a downtown lacation and a tolerant social climate. The age, 
sex and ethnic composition of the population may change, but it will 
continue to have these economic and social characteristics" (City of 
Vancouver Planning Dept., 1983: 8, emphasis added). 
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The problem, then, was not one of nonnalizing the neighbourhood and 

integrating it with the rest of the city. This, in some respects had been accomplished 

by DERA. Insteaâ, the Policy Plan sougbt to accommodate îhis deviant population by 

improving its quality of life, '90 respond to people's needs in a holistic, not a 

fragmented rnanner." (Note the continuhg plea for better coordination of services.) 

The consûuction of the client thus began to merge with that of the slum. 

in this design, the history of the area was of interest only insofar as its 

"economic and social characteristics" had changed over time. Of prime importance 

was the formulation of a set of plicies by which the health and social needs of the 

population could be managed in an opbmal manner. The Downtown Eastside of the 

planners was the same space and population of the skid road agencies of the mid- 

1960s, projected through the insubordination and innovation of the following decade. 

Certainly these intervening forces produced a new framework for understanding the 

presence of an uruuly population. Rather than a function of individual dispositions, 

the skid road environment was constituted as a social product that could be managed, 

if not directly overcome. But if the vocabdary and moral content of this re-emerging 

skid road discourse had chaaged, the fiuidamenttil assumption of a break between this 

area and the rest of the city remained. 

The other fonn of accommodation was much harsher tban that articulated in the 

planning document. It was also Iess novel and far l e s  self-conscious. Bittner's 

examination of the contextual nature of police conduct in a skid row district pointed 

out the higher tolerance for activities thai would be restrained elsewhere (Bittner, 
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1967). This, of course, was a mutant nfiain of Downtown Eastside activists. 

And, indeeâ, despite more thoin decade of work to revise the ways that Vancouver 

treated its orphaned neighbourhood, the city's police seemed to view it as a ''naturd 

area" of booze and socid pathology. Taking about aicohol sales, a police inspecter 

noted that "alcoholism and skid roads are a worldwiàe problem and he hasn't heard of 

a city yet that's solved it" (Vancouver Province, 198 1). Moreover, he argued, the early 

closure of skid road liquor outlets museci problerns for people elsewhere. "lt 's almost 

better to keep them [drinkers J in one place" (cited in the Vancouver Province, 198 1, 

emphasis added). 

Such a conclusion wu, of course, disputed by residents and activists. As one 

elderly woman, a victim of a purse-snatching said, "What do police care about people 

like me? 1 got no money lefk" (cited in White, 1979). Thus, while residents mounted 

nightly patrols of the area arowd the only I d  park to guard against assaults and 

robberies, the police insisted that "we ... are doing a ... fine job," despite claims of 

widespread liquor bootlegging, public drinking, and violence (White, 1979). When a 

local bar changed ownership and introduced strippers, a public meeting denounced the 

consequent scene, claiming that attendees were "sick and tired of al1 the yahoos, 

rowdies and punks who come to theu neighbourhood h m  the 4 corners of the Lower 

Mainland to m a  and get in their neighùourhood" (cited in Bocking, 1981)~ 

6 Expo '86, of course, brought people nut only h m  the 4 corners of the metropditan region but fiom 
mund the world, includiag j d s t s .  
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This kind of tension points not only to the determination of resident 

groups to fight the effécts of the negative stereoîyping of the ma, it also points to the 

pervasiveness of those stenotypes, despite the efforts to change them. Combined with 

the rise of a discursive-institutional framework of 'clientelization', the persistence of 

slum imagesr provideci an essential resource for journaiists in their efforts to explain 

îhe Expo evictiw and iheir &ennath. The slum which was portrayed during the 

Expo evictions W. nevertheless, significady different from the =lier skid road. 

The latter had been a space of neglect and devalued property, an obstacle to 

development that needed to be excised fiom îhe urban landscape. With the advent of 

the fair, however, most observers saw the neighbourhood as place that was, rather than 

standing in the way of progress, king lefl behind by the fimue that was symbolized by 

the glittering 1986 World's Fair across the street. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion: Nostalgia & the Piacc of the Poor in Vancouver 

Nine years after the Expo Evictions, conflicting forces in the Downtown Eastside 

again made headlines and taxed the judgement of civic, as well as provincial, 

authotities. In the late winter of 1995, a property development company announceci 

that it had purchased the former Woodward's department store, a huge building 

located at the western edge of the Downtown Eastside and which had been empty for 

two years. The developer planned to renovate it for aimost 400 condominium 

apartments. As the site of the city's oldest department store and a shopping destination 

for aimost a centuxy, the building had sentimental value for generations of Vancouver 

residents and held a particular resonance for many people in the Downtown Eastside, 

for whom its coffeeshop had been a social centre. in the months and years that 

followed this announcement, the Woodwards property would become the focal point 

of a confrontation that crystailized the whole range of institutional and 

representational forces arrayed on the field of the Downtown Eastside. 

The building is strategically located, sitting dong bath a main commuter corridor 

tbat links the northeastem sector of the city to the uptown office and shopping district 

and the route between Gastown and the new residential developments on the old Expo 

'86 site. Its sheer size means that it dominates the surrounding area, so that the 

building's uses will have an important influence on what happens around it. "As 

Woodwoud's goes, so goes the Downtown Eastside", proclaimed the editors of the 

city's leaduig newspaper after the collapse of a proposed deal between the developer 
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and the provincial govemment to provide social housing in the building 

(Vancouver Sun, 1997). As a coasequence, it has emerged as the central symbol of the 

problerns of the neighbourtiood and the variable hopes for its future. 

In concluding this dissertation, 1 want to use an interrogation of the symbolic 

construction of the Woodwd's building to trace the pathways between contemporary 

perceptions of the neighbourhood and the forms of imagination and representation of 

the Downtown Eastside that have ôeea exploreci in previous chapters. in Chapter 1,1 

described the broad outlines of a discourse of moral panic that, in the second half of 

the nineties, situated the Downtown Eastside as the geographic centre of a drug and 

sexual epidemic. The construction of a nostalgie rnemory of the area has been a 

central device in this discourse, characterizhg present conditions in terms of a 

pervasive decay thal ranges fiom the deterioration of the built environment, including 

empty, boarded up storefronts and graffiti, to the apparent moral and physical 

degeneration caused by rampant drug use, manifested in the "aberrant physicality" of 

the open "fixing" of heroin and cocaine or smoking crack, "tweaking", and 

"overamping", al1 accompanied by the maladies that are visible on the bodies of so 

many of thoa engaged in such conduct.' The prrsence of such people is blamed for 

the general decline of the neighbourhaod fiom an eariier, apprently more benign state 

of affairs when it was the site of a poor, hard-ârinking, but also bard-working 

community of loggers and other resource industry workers. Although its population 

was different h m  tbat in other parts of the city, this neighbourhood, it is claimed, 

' Tbadrs to Nick Blomley for coinhg the tam "aberrant physica6ty". 
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was relatively safe in cornparison to the contemporary scene in which the 

presence of so many drug addicts has made it a source of crime and diseases like 

HIVtAIDS, Hepatitis, and TB. 

The overall goal of the dissertation as set out at the beginning has been to refiite 

the nostalgic version of events in the Downtown Eastside and to thus offer an 

alternative rendition tbat, W, 1s cognizant of the actual developments in the area 

over the p s t  fifty years and, second, rejects the subordination of the local population 

which is implicit in it. Nostalgia fiinctions as a form of memory that cancels out the 

pain of the past and erases the power relations that stnicture social conflict. in the case 

at hand, it obviates the history of poverty and struggle by the local population and its 

allies by romanticizing past conditions in a way that make them seem almost quaint. 

This is not to say that the changes in the social geography of Vancouver which 

nostalgia about the Downtown Eastside daims to document and contrast unfavourably 

with the pst have not taken place. indeed, as noted at the beginning, there has k e n  a 

significant deepening of poverty in the area, dong with indications of simultaneous 

social "upgradingY' incurnbent on accelerating residential redwelopment and 

renovation in and around the neighbourhood, spmed by the massive constniction 

projects in the old industriai and warehouse districts on its periphery (Smith, 2000). 

This transformation of downtown space is itself symptomatic of the restnicturing that 

has seen the fulcnim of Vancouver's econorny shift fiom the production of goods 

toward that of services while the importance of luilrages with its provincial hinterland 

are king overtaken by expanding international export markets (Davis and Hutton, 
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1989; Hutton and Ley, 1991; Davis, 1993). The widesptead gentrification of the 

districts in and muad the downtown am is thus part and parcel of the rise of the 

downtown &ce ecomimy and cornmitant decline of goods production and reiated 

activities in the inner city (Ley, 1 %; Reid, 1999, Smith, 2000). 

This c h g e  has been especially problematic for the Downtown Eastside, which 

was once a key nexus between the urban and hntier economies (Hutton, 1997). Not 

only have many of the activities that traditionally provideci support for its population 

been made redunùant through economic restnicturing, but the area itself bas h o m e  a 

'zone of utban relegation' for those sectors of the population which are marginai to 

the labour market of the new economy. Yet, even this fùnction is in peril as tourism 

aad middle class residential development increasingly impinge on the places inhabited 

by the pwr. In this respect, the s p m  of the Downtown Eastside is a microcosm of 

global processes of social polarization and has also served as a kind of proxy by which 

the rest of the city has watched its own üansfonnation. There is plenty of evidence 

that such polarkation has been a regional phenornenon, as incorne inequality 

increased throughout Grertter Vancower and gentrification transformed virtuaily al1 

the neigbbourhoods around and eventually in the downtown c m .  However, the 

Dowatown Eastside has been taken as archetype of such change. 

In any case, the explmation of the contemporq situation in the Downtown 

Eastside in tems of social polarization alone provides no gui& for comprehending 

either the neighboirrhds pariah status or the moral panic which cunently hunes it. 

Poverty and the place of the poor in the city are aot only matters of social and 
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ecùmmic difference. Sucicqmtial inequality is animaml by relations of pwer 

and meaning h u g h  which poverty is CMLStituted as a social category, je., Whe poor", 

that is different h m  and morally subofdinated to othet social pups.  Rather thari 

measuring the Uiepualities that mark the Downtown Eastside, then, the dissertation 

has intmgated the ways in which they have been signijtled and institutionalked in 

political programs and projects. in particular, it has arguecl that the Downtown 

Eastside has been recognized as a discrete tenitory in the city through the deployment 

of a series of competîng narratives that have inextricably linked its singularity Ath the 

subjectivities atîriiuted to its population. Consequentiy, the imagination and 

representation of the area and its papulation have been as decisive in the formdation 

of political plans and strategies as have any "objective" measures of its difference. 

An understanding of the contemporary situation therefore tequires an 

exploration of the formation of these m t i v e s ,  both because nostalgia makes claims 

about the pst  which 1 have shown here to be untrue, but also because, despite an 

exûemely equivocd version of that pst, it draw on its predecessors and reworks 

hem in new ways. Not only daes it reproduce the stigmatization of skid road, it dw 

takes up the chaHwge presented by the counter-nimative of the Downtown Eastside 

and selects particular elements, eqxcially the mythotogy of the working class hero, 

even as it obscures the achiaf conditions which that figure emerged to contest and 

surmount. And, like these other two narratives, nostalgia operates as a means of 

applying wider discursive renderings of tàe p r  and the margid to the local scene. 



The Woodward's building incorporates these cornpethg narratives. Many 

of the elements of the main argument p m t e d  hem can be examined through the 

lem of the conftict over the building's f u n u ~ .  These include îhe role of nostalgia in 

reproducing the skid road nazrative in the 1990s, the continuhg conter-narrative of 

the fighting community of the p t  that bas been âeployed to contest skid road, and 

the role of lluger discourses on poverty and the retated modes of governing the urban 

poor in framing these local narratives. The value of examining these arguments 

througb the lens of the conflict over Woodwaràs lies in the way in which it articulates 

the enduring themes that have constiîuted this as a aunique par& of the ciîy with new 

elements that reflect the changing social and moral geography of Vancouver. 

W d a r d ' s  and the legucy of ihefighiing community 

The announcernent of the purchse of the Woodward's property and the 

developer's plans for it followd on the heels of a major victory the previous sumrner 

in which neighbourhood groups had successfully opposed a proposed casino, hotel, 

convention centre, and cniise-ship terminai complex on the adjacent watertiont. It 

also coincided with increasing concem and activism, borh for aad against, around 

gentrification in Gastown and the huge redevelopments on the nearby former Expo 

'86 site. Local housing activists respontded negatively to the initial plans of the 

developer and City planners. EchoUig the fears about the BC Place development a 

decade earlier, one of them noted that "revitalization oflen means the poor king 

eliminated'' (cited in Buia, 1995). Hearkening back to th mass evictions of 1986, they 

declareci that when "the Woodwards building gets gobbled up by a new condo 



renovation . . . the 1,000 evictions that took place because of Expo [will] look 

Like a partyn (Anonymous, 1995a). These activists argued that the building is ''the 

heart of the community and as goes Woodwards, so goes the blocks around it" (cited 

in Applebe, 1995). 

Communiîy groups feared that the renovation would spur a gentrification 

domino effect and quickly began efforts to build support both within and outside the 

Downtown Eastside. They sought to mobilize the kind of "anti-hegemonic reading of 

property" examined in the last chapter by situating their determination to stop the 

renovation project within the legacy of local resistance to property development, 

examined in the last chapter. Mead of condominiums, local groups argued that social 

housing should be a priority for the property. "We are king asked to give up and buy 

in", they argueci, but urged people instead to "stand up and speak out" (Anonymous, 

1995a). A series of events subsequently took place at the Woodwards site that were 

designed to let local people do just that. These included sweeping the sidewalks in 

Front of the building, painting its ground-level windows with slogans and pictures 

"with scenes of a brighter, more hopeN Woodward'sy', and an "arms around 

Woodwards" day, when "representatives fiom neighbourhoods east and West .... came 

to join han& and show their support for Downtown Eastside residents" (Anonymous, 

199%). 

This campaign proved to be so effective that within the year, the developer 

entered into negotiations with provincial governent agencies and community groups 

that focused on the formation of a partnership to constnict a mixed-incorne housing 



project on the site. By 1997, however, after 18 mmths, these negotiations 

collapsed Almed at ihe renewed prospect of an all-market condominium 

development, community group met to discuss their follow-up strategy and 

formulated a statement âeclaring that: 

" ... the Wmiwards project ... is a cornerstone of our neighbourhd Will 
it become a commtone for future condo development ... NO, private 
developers will not be ailowed to buy and sel1 tbis commwiity like a 
monopoly game! ... The community has a@ that Woodwards will be a 
cornatone to our fuhire, not someone else's" (DERA, 1997). 

The dificdty for activist groups in tfüs regard was thai the Woodward's building had 

corne to symbolize not only neighboumood activisrn but also neighbourhood dedine, 

and through it, the mstalgic readition of  the Downtown Eastside that reproduced the 

skid road narrative. Moreover, it also provided a channel for the appropriation of the 

couter-narrative which h9d lutherto f'ramed their arguments against market 

development. 

The new urban gentry and the genesis of mtalgia 

Unlike eadier campaigns ta "Save the Dawntown haside" fiom BC Place or to 

promote a waterfront pic, the opponents of market housing in the Woodward's 

building were directly confrontai wiîh local support for the redevelopmcnt. When 

anti-gentrification açtivists orgawed a honstration to paint the windbws at 

Woodwards in 1995, the developer recnrited a pro-genolf?cation contingent to join 

them This gmup included not only homeownen~and business representatives fiom 

Gastown, but atm midents of nearby social housing, some of whom argued that "their 

[own] values are [wt] so different h m  the people who will buy coudos. None of 
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them like fighting on th& streets, noise, prostitution, hg-selling", impiying 

that those opposed to gentrification for some reason approved of them.(Bula, 1995). 

The building, they claimed, was part of the heritage of the whole communiîy, not al1 

of which opposed the development of private sirata-title units. 

One of the main tasks of the dissertation has been to highlight both the 

significance of the Downtown Eastside as a site for the formation of new social 

subjects and, conversely, their importance in the shifting significance of the area in 

Vancouver's moral and social geography. In particular, 1 argued ihat the emergence of 

new fonns of subjectivity in this context has been inexûicably liaked with the 

narratives of urban space which have drawn extensively from wider cultural and 

discursive themes in their efforts to describe and explain what was and is happening 

here. Thus, skid maci, with its derelicts and transients, was as much a product of the 

tensions and modemking impulses in post-World War ii urbanism as it was of local 

responses to the immediate situation and its perceived problems. The construction of 

the Downtown Eastside, as well, was informeci by assumptions of a larger movement 

that fnuned it and which it was considered to be a part. In this case, the goal of 

emancipating poor and marginalized groups animated assertions of local identity and 

the rejection of stigmatizing notions of poverty. 

The appeanince of nostalgia, too, c m  be traced, at least partiy, to the nse of a 

reactionary and repressive social and cultural politics across North America Insofar as 

it is a response to local conditions, it draws on the sentiments and imagination of a 

much wider movement that criminalizes and rnargtaalizes the urban poor. And, like 



the movements which preceded it as a framework of socia-gmgraphical 

construction, it bas been predicated on the formation of a new social subject, the 

Vancouver version of the "urban pionet9 or, as one of its own put it, the "gentry in ... 

gentfification" (McCoy, 1995). 

The conflict over the future of the old Woodward's building consolidated the 

emergence of the inner ciîy urban pioneer as a subject in Vancouver's politid and 

social landscape. To understand how this took place, it is necessary to examine the 

deplopent of Woodward's as the main conduit for the nostalgie vision that 

permeates present renditions of the area and which has been the means of reproducing 

and refbrbishing the skid road narrative. The &te of its closure marks the division 

between '7he good old days" and the malign present, in which the skid road slum 

looms ever larger, threatening to subsume the neighbouring districts with its spreaâing 

pathologies. The image of the contagious slum articulated a nurnber of themes bound 

up with the contrast between the pst and the present. Foremost among these was the 

notion of a neighbourhood decline, brought about by the dysfiuictionality of the poor, 

and the necessity of achieving a social "balance" arnong the population in order to 

renew the area. 

According to the prevailing wisdom, the 1993 closure of Woodward's 

department store due to the company's insolvency created a consumer void in the area 

around it into which many of the adjacent businesses fell, leaving a host of empty, 

though not abandoned buildings. Into this commercial vaccum of vacant storefronts 

moved the dnig trade and other dysfiinctional activities, driving those legitimate 



activities and making the streets unusable for respectable citizens. The senior 

planning official for the downtown area told the press ttiat "the derdiction in the area 

has been very deterimental ... it would be M e r  if there was a better sociai mix down 

there" (cited in Bula, 1995). The redevelopment of the Woodwards building was !O be 

the pivot of a regeneration plan that would achieve this improved neighbourbood via a 

"better social mix", meaning a lower proportion of impovenshed households. 

This position was vociferously supported by locai businesses and residential 

property owners. In the inaugural edition of the shortlived Gastown Tribune, the editor 

(who was also active in the organization of condominium owners in the a m )  argued, 

contra anti-gentrification groups, that 

"a project like this is not going to displace people, it will bring more 
people into the neighbourhood which would create a balance in the area 
which is much needed. For those who feel that there shodd be more social 
housing in the area, just to let you know, there are five projects in various 
stages of development within a few blocks of the Woodwards site. ... If we 
resist ... we would only continue the downwd fa11 backwards instead of 
upwardly moving forwod" (Whod,  1995).' 

The Gastown Business Improvement Society (GBIS) distributed a publication that it 

claimed was a compendium of random responses fiom individuals in Gastown and the 

region to the new development proposal. Continuing the emphasis on the decline 

evidently induced by the closure of Woodwards, it contended that the loss of the store 

left a "local economy geared almost exclusively to the few dollars that can be @med 

fiom Social Assistance cheques". 
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Although the closure of Woodward's provided the immediate explanation 

for this environment, its proximate cause was the sociaily homogeneous population of 

poor people that was itself a result ofa proliferation of social services designed to 

help them. According to the Gastown's city-mandated planning committee, there has 

been "an influx of facilities targeted to clientele at the lower end of the socio- 

economic scale, which cater to the socially disabled and consequently have been 

known to attract an undesirable element" ( G W ,  1996). One business publication 

argued that "it seems clear that without a critical mass of non-welfare tesidents 

Gastown and the Downtown Eastside will continue to be plagued by a litany of social 

illsy' (Longhurst, 1997).' Here, we see a conilation of thc category of the client with 

the image of the slum in a manner that situates the former, together with the services 

on which he or she is presumably dependent, as the agents of the latter. According to 

one sensational report, "skid row" is the site of "some 180 organizations that try to 

protect them [clients], jail them, detoxi@ them, cure them, house them" (Jones, 

1995): The presence of so many depndent people with serious problems leads to an 

area with "ne-soaked sidewalks" and "stinking garbagedlled alley[s]" (Jones, 

1995). Such viscetal repugnance is e w t i v e  of the d y  descriptions of skid road, an 

issue to which 1 will r e m  shortly. 

This quote is fiom wbat a p p d  to be in innovative fom of publication in the Downtown Eastside, a 
propqanh piece on bebalf of the Gastown Buines improvmmn Society diqpised as a commaciai 
review of downtown issues and Iifestyles. Its publisber ad the author of the quotation, Grant Longhunt 
was then and still is an aceaitive m b e r  of the ûastow11 Business impmvcment Society as weii as bang 
the campaign manager for the ruüng civic pditical party, the Non Psrlisan Association. 
Thisnumbahasmgedashigh~300,bysomeesb'miates.Wb«iIkginto~0~mtheaaualSCNice 

otgaiiizations in the mighbowhood, it rapidiy dhbisûed to 40 - 45 groups that  provide services 
exclusively to people in the Downtowo Easîside and Strathcoaa, including community centres and 
elemcntary schoois. 



The solution to this âecline was located in what one (criticai) report cailed 

"an influx of better off individuals looking for an urban lifestyle" or the arriva1 of 

"gentry in ... gentrification" (Sarti, 1995a; McCoy, 1995). The latter, claimed those 

who presumed to speak on their behalf, situated themselves in opposition to 'Yhe paid 

andor self-appointeci comunity activists, opportwUsts and media writers ... who give 

the impression that new residenîs who do not require the services of an agency 

shouldn't be here. 1 sometimes think I am tesenteci because 1 am not part of 

sustainable yield - the client" (McCoy, 1995, emphasis added). Homeowner 

representatives thus contrasted their constituency with the "tide of negative self- 

interested people who have their own reasons to keep the status quo here in the 

Downtown Eastside. Whether they be dmg dealers or self-appointed spokepersons for 

the pi' (GBIS, 1995, sic). hplicit in such statements was the assumption that 

homeowners were an economically independent, socially functional group of people 

whose simple presence, seemingiy on its own, wouid rejuvenate the declining district. 

The notion of social mix is key here. in an open letter to the Premier following 

the collapse of the first set of negotiations over Woodwards between the province and 

the developer, Vancouver's Mayor argued tbat "it is difficult to overstate the 

importance of the mixed-income development of Woodwards to the Downtown 

Eastside comrnunity and the city" (Owen). Although the Mayor is arguing for social 

housing in îhe building and for provincial funding and extra effort to make it happen, 

the notion of miai  mix is the legitimating factor. Locai groups had contended that no 

development was better than market-oriented development (Vancouver Sun, 1995). 
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But this balance is not simply a question of social mix, it also refers to real 

estate development. For real estate interests, "baiance" seems to have refened to 

rights of developers versus rights of poor people. One developer argued that "it's not a 

very balanced equation. Tbere are social issues that are getting worse and there's no 

support h m  the province for heritage buildings" (Mazereeuw, 1W7). Thus, the social 

situation was negatively juxtaposed with problems of ptoperty development. indeed, 

prior to the Woodward's conflict, such problems were expresseci more cnidely, as "a 

fiercely competitive economic stniggle between market and non-market interests ... 

for finite and shrinking nurnbers of development sites" (üD&D, 1992). 

Ironically, however, the role of the urban pioneer as the agent of neighbourhood 

improvement looked not so much to the futwe and the revitalkation that a "better 

social mix" would promote, but to a supposedly more sa lu brio^^ past, sentimentalized 

via mernories of the Woodward's department store. The status quo, according to the 

GBIS (1995), offered a stark contrast with remembrances of "what it was like when 

the sîreets bustled with people working, living and shopping in the area ... [and] how 

nice it was, how good it felt, how safe it seemed, how clean and up beat it was when 

we al2 mixed together on Hastings at WOOhYardr " (emphasis added).' By 

comparison, the contemporary scene was a state of "decay and deterioration" that was 

bad, dangerous, dirty, and depressing. The lure of gentrification and the social mix 

The use of the Woodwards site has still not beni resoivcd at the timc this was wrinen. On ngain-off 
again negotiations ktween community groupq provlliciai govcrmnent qencies, and the property owna 
an, appueatly, on again at the mm. 



that it promised was a r e m  to this golden age in which power relations and 

inequality are masked by a pleasant diversity on the streets. 

The dissertation has argued that such a period never existed. It is certainly tnie 

that the temtory of skid road has shified over the pst fi@ years. The streets and 

sidewalks surrounding the Woodward's store may well once have been a veritable font 

of social diversity, safety, a d  good-feeling. Nevertheless, the evidence presented here 

shows that many of the people dwelling in its vicinity have long been stigmatized as 

social outcasts. Whether they have been cast as derelicts and transients or drug adâicts 

and social seMce clients, these stemtypes continue to slip over ont0 the space itself, 

reproducing it as the skid road slum which has been obscured by nostalgie 

representation. 

Modernizing skid road 

The closure of the Woodward's store has thus served as an instrument of 

mediation between the past and present through which new "voices of decline" have 

modemized the old skid road narrative. This modernization has taken place in two 

parûcular ways. First, the transients and derelicts in the origuial rendition have been 

replaced by drug addicts as the centrai figures and agents of decline. This has actuatly 

reinforced the construction of this part of Vancouver as a source of contagion, as the 

body and conduct of the drug addict both represent and serve as the vectors of urban 

decay. Singer (1990) argues that the permeation of wide areas of social life by 

measures of epidemic control rneasures that emerged in response to HIVfAiDS is a 



relatively ment phenomen~n.~ The poliferation of fhis "epidemic logic", tbat 

underlines a deeping of social control revolving around intensifjlng disciplines of the 

body, bas ominous implications for marginal groups which can be thus constituted as 

agents of vident infection' However, in the case of Vancouver's shd road, the 

rhetonc of spatial regulation that animates the contemporary narrative, focusing on 

issues of dispersion, concentration, containment, and treatment of the population, 

actually mirrors the discourse of thirty years earlier which, as we bave seen, also 

situated the area as the site of a pathological condition and its population as the 

carriers. This thematic of spatial regulation structures the contemporary field of 

debate between the same two positions, urban renewal of the built environment versus 

rehabilitationltreatment of the population, that were extant decades earlier. 
le 

A second innovation of the nostalgie version of skid road is its construction of 

the Downtown Eastside as a "ghetto". Again, however, this draws on existing 

discursive sources, involving a reworking, via the the concept of the underclass, of the 

figure of the social seMce client and the image of the slum that were just explored in 

Chapter 9. As exarnined above, this position bas most recently been enunciated by 

6 The ùicreesig incidence of HIV among Ultravenous h g  users in the Downtown Eastside bas largdy 
been interpreted as a rcsult of untmmmekd and careless dmg use. However, 1 ihink tiiat the widespread 
Fascination in the newsmedia with the act of injection itse4 including frontpage closa~p photographs of 
hpodennic needies peuetrathg &in and fresuent television images of people "king" in i n k  deys 
(during a 1998 CBC Newswodd tive broadcast h m  the Dowmown Eastside, indiwidupls were paid 
moay to buy dnigs and yect them on camera) that included action shots of MCdle penetration, drawing 
of blood, ami pushing the tiquid into the vein, beaays an erotic interest in the topic (based on Elizabeth. 
Grosz's reading of Lacan). 
' Thc Vancouver Sun's lead editoriai of W. 17. 199% thus prociaimed tbpt Thugs are a cancer in rite 
heart of the city" (The Vancouver Sun, 1998: A22). The editors argued t h  "overwhelming munbers of 
[dmg] deaiers" on the streets of the Downtown Eastside "are Honduraus - wbo in ttie last ycar have 
taken owr much of the turf from Salvadonans and Gua!mahs", thus painting to immigration offids, 
with their lax policing of boundaries, as a kcy source of the ncighbourhood's probkms and to migrants 
as agents of infection. 



local business groups and residentiai property-owners,, the proponents of 

nostalgia. But, it can also be seen as a residual effect of the contradictory positions of 

climmunity orginkations which, despite having lobbied for increased service 

provision, have simuitaneously viewed social services as potentiai agents of 

dependence and subordination of the local population (cf Sarti, 1993). In any case, 

the consequence of such seMces and their clients has been the creation of a " US 

inner-city ghetto ... with a wide range of graffiti and denizens including skid row 

dninks, spacedsut junkies and punk street kids" (Middleton, 19%). 

This combination of the concept of a dependent population and the image of the 

ghetto bonows freely from the largely underspecified notion of the underclass and the 

plethora of labels and concepts surroundhg it. As Wacquant (1997) contends, the 

application of ghetto terminology to spaces of poverty, as opposed to those of 

enforceà racial segregation, not only obviates the implications of the latter, but also 

reinforces the stigmatization of the poor. The notion of the ghetto exoticizes poverty. 

It signifies not only the difference of "the poor" but also its socio-spatial isolation. 

The Downtown Eastside is thus cast, variously as the "dumping ground for the city's 

ills and govemment dollars", a "war zone", and "ground zero" (Townsend, 1998; 

Sarti, 1995; Huisman, 1998). Each of these tenns is taken from articles by authors 

who are sympathetic to the impoverished sectors of the Downtown Eastside's 

population, illustrating the pervasive insidiousness of what might be called the 

"ghetto-fication" of a neighbourhood where expensive condominium apartments, 

renovated tum-of-the-century houses and tourist shops sit across the street, down the 



dley, and arouud the m e r  h m  cheap rooms, food lines, and open h g  use. 

Much ofits population may be sociaiiy marginal, but it is isolaîed only in the ways it 

is imagined and represented. The tertninology of the ghetto serves to impose this 

vision on the local population. 

For al1 its discursive innovation, bwever, the seeming novelty of the social 

service gticîto is purely superficiai. Leaving aside the question of whether such a thing 

actually exists, the rhetonc with which it is imbued simply updates the original 

notions of isolation, difierence, and danger signifiai by skid road and, indeed, by any 

slum terminology. The revival of skid road in Vancouver p l l e l s  the deployment of 

the underclas in poverty discourse as the channel through which 'the poor' are 

constiîuted as pathological. Just as the former concept functions as a means of 

reorganipng the stigmatizing concepts that have long been used to subordhate poor 

people without substantially changing their meaning, the latterday version of skid 

road provides a way of adaptmg that same discursive apparatus to expiain 

contemporary conditions. In other words, the discursive framework that is currently 

used to explain the situation in the Downtown Eastside seems to have changed little in 

almost fifty years. 

Appropriaring the cmter-~~rative 

It is ironic that nostaigia teproduces the m t i v e  of skid road and, therefore, tbe 

stigmatization of the poor which it carries, while appropriating the counter-narrative 

that was d to contest it. By doing so, it effectively denies both the subordination of 

the poor that was intrinsic to &id 4 and the dynamic of resistance that animated the 



counter-narrative. Vancouver's skid rd disûict, as we saw, was tmsformed 

via the emergence of an indigenou leadership and organization that flowed out of the 

confluence of the y o d  and student movements of the 1960s with the anti-poverty 

movement, a junction for which it provided a key local site. During that period, 

Vancouver's inner city, like those across North America, was reimagined as a site of 

community and the potential raistance to curpocate-bureaucratie forms of power 

which it nourished. Skid r d  was thus reconfigured as one neighbourhood in a larger 

imer city in which a whole range of new social subjects, youth, ethnic groups, and the 

poor were configured as agents of change. Opposition to urban renewal and 

redevelopment provided a key point of convergence between such margural groups 

and a buis for alliance with more established sectors that were infïuenced by new 

ideas about the city, social relations, and urban design. 

Facilitated at first by student organizers and state sponsorship and allied with a 

plethora of other oppositional organizations, the skid road population was recast as a 

local citizenry that formed a residential community. Through the aegis of a local 

residents' association, the tenitory of skid road itself was renamed the Downtown 

Eastside. This rejection of the pejorative label and the stigma it marked signaled an 

assertion of rights of residence and community that were based on legal claims of 

tenancy but also on a historical sensibility that sought to ground the contemporary 

neighbourhood and population in both the development of the himerland resourçe 

industries and the legacy of immigration. The anomic slum of derelicts and transients 

was thus transformed into a poor, muiticuiturai community of what 1 have called here 



workiag class heroes, or former resoutce industry workers, and elderly Asian 

immigrants with historical claims to occupy this space. Through this process, the 

Downtown Eastside became a field of engagement between these resident-citizens and 

their organizations and those governing groups which had only recently subordinated 

them as the objects of projects of cehabilitation and reform. 

The counter-narrative that was advanced under the name Downtown Eastside 

thus asserted the lejjitimacy of the lacal population to occupy this part of the city by 

re-aligning the relation kween  territory and identity. The latter-day nostalgie 

narrative has attempted to selectively appropriate this version of the Downtown 

Eastside, adopting its clairn to a community of the respectable poor while disregarding 

the conditions and policies agamt which that assertion was made as well as the 

militance and political consciousness that fiamed it. Nevertheless, the counter- 

narmtive incorporated key elements that have facilitated this appropriation. 

The shift fiom the imagination of a desolate skid road district to the poor 

residential community of the Downtown Eastside involved a reconfiguration of the 

boundary ôetween the respectable and unrespectable poor which had been key to the 

construction of skid road, essentially tuming it insidesut. Whereas the latter had 

designated a spatial boundary between the two categories by demarcating a temtory 

that contained a deviant population, the name Downtown Eastside signified the claim 

of respectability for the local population. But rather than escaphg fiom the limits 

imposed by designatioas of respectability and its opposite, this attempt to despatialize 

the divide, and to thus intepte the area into the social fabric of the city, simply 



marked the development of another divide, this one separating the "good" 

people of the neighbowhood from the public dninks, drug addicts and dealers, and 

petty criminals, al1 of whom were exceptions to the archetypes wbich constituted the 

community and were thus situateci as outsiders to it. 

Two important consequences flowed fiom the conter-narrative's simple 

inversion of this local moral geography of poverty. First, it reproduced the spatiality of 

contagion that was fùndamental to its aemesis. Consûucteâ as a discrete 

neighbowhood with permeable boundaries, the Downtown Eastside was portrayed as 

king susceptible to the predations of a range of pemicious hosts, h m  slum landiords 

and opportunistic businesses to thugs and rowdies and even the social workers that 

sent deinstitutionalized psychiaûic patients to live the area. Whereas the population of 

skid road had been regarded as the potential agent of infection, of both the district 

itself and other parts of the city, the inhabitants of the Downtown Eastside were 

treated as victims. However, this reversability of agent/victim status wouid yield 

ambiguous results for the community with the rise of the drug scene and the 

subsequent moral panic in the nineties. 

The second consequence of the failure to transcend the stigmatizing calegories 

which h e d  the difference of skid road was that the figures of the derelict and 

transient were never very far from the Downtown Eastside. The ideas and images 

associated with skid road continually lurked in and mund the Downtown Emide. 

Indeed, somewhat paradoxicaiiy, they were necessary for the constitution of the 

Downtown Eastside as an embatîied comrnunity. The persistence of skid road, 



e n d e d  in the perceptions of officia1 indifference and outright hostility of 

authorities to many of the projects of local groups during the 1970s and 1980s, 

provided an important point of oppositional mobilization as well as the pivot of 

deman& for neighbourhood improvement. At the same the,  those individuals wlaose 

conduct conformed to the skid road stereotyps - public drunkenness, criminality, 

dmg use, or violence - were ofien excluded h m  the community which the 

Downtown Eastside signified. Skid road thus threaded its way through and around the 

narrative of the Downtown Eastside as a kind of bbwnstitutive outside" that defined 

the latter through its opposition and exclusion. Without it, dernands for recognition of 

community and equality symbolized by the name Downtown Eastside begin to Iose 

their impact. 

The endurance of skid road as a defining feature of the area and population, 

together with the reversability of the direction of its contagion, proved to be strategic 

wesknesses for the conter-narrative as the Downtown Eastside became, 

simultaneously, the site of development pressures and the point of convergence for the 

sex- and drug-trades fiom other parts of the city. Newspaper commentaries by police 

officers and civic planning documents, among others, romanticized the area's ps t  by 

appropriating the legacy of the community of the "respectable pi' through 

lamentations of its decline and wntemporary absence. The Woodward's building, its 

apparent emphness contributhg to the vacuum of storefronts al1 around it, emerged as 

the central signifier of this transformation, marking tbe difference between the 

neighbourhood's earlier vitality that is now king held out to be the consequence of 



the association of different sociwconomic groups in public space and local 

decline that has followed on the demise of this inter-class sociability. in other words, 

the neighbourhood's pst, as symbolized by Woodward's, is also its future, if the right 

policies, ie., those promoting "social mix", are followed. 

It is worth noting here the important role that the promotion of heritage 

renovation has played in maintaining the skid road motif. The historical consciousness 

of the imer city, elemental to the strategy of DERA, was focused as much on its built 

environment as it was on its inhabitants. The emergence of heritage preservation in 

the Gastown section of the Downtown Eastside as a strategic base of opposition to 

urban renewal was constituted largely by the attempt to offer an alternative means of 

stemming downtown decline. in seeking to promote private capital reinvestment in a 

deteriorating area, the same narrative of decline that had framed skid road policies 

was used to boost the heritage alternative. Thus, the presence of a counter-cuitural 

youth scene in Gastown was contrasted with the local skid road population in an 

equation of derelict buildings with derelict people. Heritage renovation was viewed as 

a way of overcoming the obstacles this population presented and, indeed, significant 

residential displacement did occur during its initial stages. 

The democratic and liberatory potential of historical preservation proferred by 

its proponents pmved to be little more than hucksterism. Rather than a new context 

for urban sociability, it has instead offered a basis for the consolidation of business 

and property interests that have consistently challenged the claims of resident and 

social seMce orgahtions. In another of the many ironies that abound in the 



Downtown Eastside, the leadership of groups representing the heritage zones, 

once a force of opposition to utban renewaî, now promotes remvation as the means of 

"revitalizing" the area. 

Conjlct, pwer ,  and ~ r r a t i v e :  possible furiaes of the Downtown Eastside 

It is important to emphasize that the fight over the Woodward's site was not so 

much the cause of confrontation between various parties in the Downtown Eastside 

but, rather, served to crystallize positions on an emerging field of confîict between 

proponents of gentriîying-commerciaIizing development and those groups opposing it 

in the name of the p r  majority of redents (Smith, 2000; Blomley and Sommers, 

1999). The conditions described by the two police constables in the article with which 

the dissertation opened were situated in the context of gentrification and a wncem 

over the effects of the displacement it might cause, both on the population of the 

Downtown Eastside and on the rest of Vancouver. The assertions of impending 

development moving over the Downtown Eastside that were made during the 

campaigu against BC Place fifieen years earlier now seem almost prescient. 

Of course, as the dissertation bas shown, this part of the city has been the object 

of conflict between various groups for much of the past five decades. What is 

significantly different about the ptesent situation is that much of the space of the 

Downtown bis ide  has been transformed in recent years, as one part of wider 

changes to the downtown peniasuia in the d d e  after the Expo '86 evictions. The 

Exposition marked tbe beginning of the Vancower elite's bid for global city status 

and the planning procedures for the hwntown area were modifîed in order to 
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facilitate massive residential and commercial redevelopment of mucb of the 

city's core, especially the indusrrial waterfiont and warehouse districts adjacent to the 

Downîown M i d e  (Batdey, 1994). 

Yet, even as an i d o w  of deveiopment capital and new socio-economic groups 

transformed the downtown, the city's police, responding to political pressure exerted 

by resident groups in gentrifying neighbcwhoods arouad the CBD, began relocating 

the Street h g  and sex-trades to the Downtown Eastside, thus intensifying the scope 

and expanding the scale on which those activities took place there (Ob, 1995, 1998; 

Smith, 2000; Blomley and Sommers, 1999; ky, 1996; Lowman, 1989,1992,2000). 

The convergence of Vancouver's street scene with accelerating middle class 

residential develupment created a situation in which middle i n m e  homeowners 

found themselves, for the first time, d i d y  confionting large numbers of the city's 

outcast poor in a relationship that extendeci beyond isolated encounters or vigilante 

operations against criminalkd activities. 

Ley (1994b: 720) argues against the current dominant conceptualizating of poor 

neighbourhoods as sites of a "service dependent" underclass, asserting that, unlike tbe 

situation in other Canadian cities "where poor households are more scattered, the 

concentration of poverty households in the Downtown Eastside has aided the building 

of a local base and the establishment ofa politics of turf" that provides local groups 

with a degree of political capacity they rnight not otherwise possess. Central to the 

consolidation of this base bas been the tangi'ble improvements in the quaîity of life 

that were achieved as a consequence of citizen action which, in turn, has been framed 



by "cultural and syrnbolic struggie" that has contested the stigmatipng label of 

skid road and the policies assaciated with it, which have been the object of this 

dissertation (Ley, 1994% b). The forceful insistence on the renaming of the area as the 

Downtown Eastside combineci with both the spectacle and results of citizen action to 

effectively remap it ont0 the space of Vancouver in a way that changeci its meaning 

and legitimized the presence of its inhabitants 

The vigour with which the label of skid road has been reasserted indicates a 

seeming weakening of the political base of poor people's ~ r ~ z a t i o n s  in the 

Downtown Eastside and a delegitimization of the presence of some of the groups 

ocçupying its space. Certainly such a development correlates with the emergence of 

polarizing pressures, in particular the rise of gentrification and forces that support it, 

on one hand, and, on the other, the increasing marginalkation of poor people. 

Ironically, the perceived decline of the Downtown Eastside is closely related to efforts 

to upgrade it, particularly with the increasing presence of rniddle class homeowners 

who have come to be regarded as the agents of neighbourhood improvement by both 

civic authorities and themselves. 

The deployment of nostalgia and the "ghetto-fication" of the Downtown 

Eastside can thus been seen as tactical respoases to a situation of intensifling socio- 

political conflict over the control of space. But it must also be understood within tbe 

context of what Smith (1996) calls "revanchism" in urban policy. The emergence of 

wstalgia and moral panic is one instance of the wider North American ceaction 

against the impoverished and other margmalized groups as well as their social 



rnovements. Centrat to such d o n  is the reorientation of public policy 

involving widening surveillance and d a t i n g  sanctions directecl toward the 

marginalized ppulation that is genetated by bath welfare retrenchment and its 

concomitant ecmomic restructuring. For Smith f l!N6), gentrification is integral to 

this reactiomy movement, functioning in tandem with punitive measures against 

marginal groups as a means by whicb the middle class can ' b k e  back" the city h m  

the poor and minorities w b  have supposedly stolen it. 

While the urban situation in Vancouver and elsewhere in Canada is perhaps not 

as harsh as it is in large US and European cities, and rnay be Iess racialized, the same 

pattern has, nevertheles prevailed The confiation of crime and disorder with poverty 

and homelessness means that the latter are, more and more, seen as threats to social 

mntrol, rather than as social problems. Thus constituted as a danger to the security of 

"normal" individuals, the presence of the outcast poor in public space has becorne 

subject to increasing to circumscription. Gentrification in Vancouver duing the 1990s 

converged with a emergent public order regime of wban government, as new middle 

dass dwellers, often allied with business organizations, in the downtown and various 

inner city neighbowIioods have launched offensives against social services, the sex 

trade, begging, and h g  users. 

The construction of a nostaigic rnemory of the Downtown Eastside thus 

fiuictions as a mode of stigmatization, labelling vituaily al1 the poor inhabitants of the 

neighbourhood as drug addicts, social s e ~ c e  dependents, criminals, and ttierefore as 

"undesirablesn. Its exponents argue that tbis population is a recent arrivai to the ares 
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works, seeking to undemine the historical claims through which the presence of 

so many poor people in this part of the city have been legitimized. The reassertion of 

the name skid road, under which the stigmatization of the population moves, 

effectively dispossesses the latter of its claims to be here. 

The conflict over property development and the security of the community, 

outiined in Chapter 9 and which continued with the fight over Woodward's, has thus 

been submerged and reconstituted as a sub-plot of a renewed skid road narrative in 

which the Downtown Eastside appears as a bleak and sinister urban landscape of dark 

shadows and shabby buildings, populated by even shabbier people d o s e  only goal in 

whatever life they have is to buy and inject ârugs. The earlier notion of a community 

of the poor is effectively eviscerated in this situation, The only choice lefi to 

authorities is between "leaving the slums in Skid Row alone ... [to] ensure that people 

who are down and out will continue to have a home, even if the community is 

dystiinctional" or to ensure that "price-controlled housing can be built dong with 

market housing," the latter which is assumed to be inevitable (Jones, 1995). 

Yet, there are signs pointing to the emergence of a new counter-narrative that 

contests nostalgia and moral panic with the assertion of a new kind of community that 

seeks to avoid the exclusionary pitfalls that rendered its predecessor susceptible to 

appropriation. What is most interesthg is the way in which this incipient narrative is 

able to capture elements of stigmatization and rework them to its advantage. Thus, 

sympathetic observen have attempted to engage with the media spectacle that has 

been pivotal in propelling and fiaming moral p i c ,  using it to challenge the very 
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assumptions on which it is based. On one band, the images of open dmg use and 

b d t  environmental deterioration have been too tantalinng for television, newspapers, 

and magazines to resist and the increasing flow of depictions of open dnig use, exotic 

behaviour, and a deteriorating landscape have been instrumental in making the 

Downtown Eastside not only the most notonous but, quite possibly, the most talked 

about and looked at place in the country. 

On the other han4 the spectacle was not produced simply by news media hungry 

for shocking images and statistics or by govenunents seeking to document social and 

medical problems. Sympathetic photopphers sought to "challenge the stereotypes of 

people living in the hwntown Eastside" even as they constiMed them as objects of 

their art (cf Grabowski, 1998). Writing about one of the women whose pictures he 

took against back drops of littered alleys, overflowing dumpsters, and other signs of 

urbm decay, a photographer declared: 

"1 could see it in her eyes when 1 looked at her. Vancouver, shining 
brightly dong her slender streets and alleys, glinting off of cracked bottles 
and broken windows. Past the buildings she calls to me and asks for a 
smile and some small change. 1 know her history nins deep through the 
Downtown Eastside ... her memory is as vague as her glassy eyes, but still 
her eyes speak to me; and though they show pain, they proudly Say, "look 
at me. 1 am d l  here, 1 am still alive. 1 am still beautiful'"' (Clarkes, 1998). 

In much the same way, the local public radio station advertised a special radio 

program h m  the community centre, replete with music fiom local musicians with the 

slogan: "It's a litîle mugh around the edges, but it's home" (CBC Radio Oae, 1998)? 

Zmaicaily, mund the seme time, the CBC Newswodd cable aews c h d  conduaed a live special 
6om H a d q s  Street on weifâre cheque dny, sensationahhg the ssme situation that the Io& radio 
pro%fsm sou@ to hurrmnitc by cnabling residcats and othcr peopk in the commun@ to speak 
(Mulgrcw, 11998). 
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Although tbs double-edged process of spectacularization has highlighted 

sensational and generaily negative images and events, it also provides a field of 

engagement betwen a whole range of agencies, h m  civic authorities and media to 

local and extra local groups, which bas constituîed the Downtown Eastside as an 

index of b w  well Vancouver itself is doing. Certainly, this involves a rneasure of 

shock at the superficial level of appemce and concomitant calls for police to deal 

with the apparent disorder (cf., Estey, 1998). But it also evinces intense interest 

across the city in indigersous representations and the programs which they dmate, 

such as the 1998 mural project that offer alternative interpretations of the situation 

and hope for a kind of "improvement" that diRers fiom the prescriptions of notalgia 

(cf. Sankar, 1998b, c; Sarti, 1998b). 

Such engagement "opens up" the stigmatizing narrative of space, providing 

avenues dong whxh the closure that moral panic and nostalgia have imposed on the 

meanings of the Downtown Eastside and skid road can be challengeci or subverted. 

Thus, recalling profiles of community workers nearly thirty years ago, some 

newspaper articles have lionized community workers and activists, giving a positive 

spin to the separation of clients and workers that developed a decade earlier, 

damaging the image of the fighting community and opening the way for the depictions 

of the social service ghetto examineci above. Instead, argues one joudist ,  "some of 

the city's most creative and eaergetic people are workiog in ... the Downtown 

Eastside" (Bula, 2000). In the nostalgie hirn, the presence of social services and social 

activists is negatwely evaluated as king a key factor in neighbourhood decline. But 



here is a direct challenge to that assesment, constituting the same group of 

people as the potentiai agents of change and improvement. 

But, if these evaluations evoke the early days ofDERA, they a h  offer 

significant differemm that are, perhaps, more suggestive of the skid road of the late 

1%0s and earty 1970s, when the am was constituted as a site of the interventions by 

various counter-cultural and radical social groups. Contempotary comrnunity workers 

are seen as the vanguard of a new tolerance and inclusion that has been absent fiom 

the counter-mtive and its elaborations. Rather than "describ[ing] these people by 

their addictions and behviour and miss[ing] seeing the whole person", says one such 

worker, "we try to mate spaces around people rather than force them into a space that 

requires them to change and achieve certain goals in order to stay" (cited in Morgan, 

1999). This kiad of sentiment is a major departure from ment anxieties of community 

groups, which clearly echo the counter-narrative, over the formation of an 

"institutionai ghetto" in the Downtown Eastside where %e homeless, ex-mental 

patients, victims of abusive relationships and people with dnig or alcohol 

dependencies" are segregated (Sarti, 1993). 

This reversal constitutes a significant shift away from the closed cornmunity of 

both the corner-narrative and the new narrative of decline. Despite its p s t  efficacy, 

the rhetoric of cornmunity deployed in each of these narratives is now proving 

problematic for, as already noted, it excludes as well as embraces particular sectors of 

the population. Nevertheles, its deployment thirty years ago was highly innovative: 

the claim that the skid road poor constituted a community provided a new frame of 



imagination and representation that countered the am's stigmatization and 

initiated a program of neighbourhood improvement premised on its possession by the 

poor. The emergent efforts to challenge its exclusions offer a glimpse of the kind of 

"urban cosmopolitanism'~ suggested by Iris Marion Young (lW). If local groups are 

now to overcome the subordination tiiat has taken place via the dmg p i c  and 

nostalgie memory, it will be necessary to re-invent the Downtown Eastside tbrough 

the formation of a narrative that tninscends the exclusions of community, which have 

in any case been adopted by the gentrifiers, and develop yet another fiamework for 

imagining and representing the 'undeserving' poor as an integral sector of the city. 

Directions for firture research 

Given the scope that the Downtown Eastside bas assurned in public policy in 

Vancouver, this dissertation has been modest in its objectives. However, it does 

suggest a number of paths for other research that will more fully round it out. 

First, there is the question oftâe relation between poverty in the Downtown 

Eastside and in the rest of the city. Both the early arguments against utban renewal 

without social s e ~ c e s  and the efforts to forestal1 development in the 1980s were 

premissed on the spectre of displacement of the poor. These have been the same 

argument advanced by contemporary anti-gentrification activists. As well, over the 

past twenty or so years, there has been signifcant displacement of the the Street- 

oriented dnig- and sex-trades around the Uuier city. An examination of shifts in the 

poor population, not just in the city but acn>ss the region, combined with a snir!y of 

movements in street-oriented activities and the shiffuig imagination and representation 



of the p r  will p v i d e  a bettet overview of how the Downtown Eastside bas 

been wnstituted as one of Vancouver's centrd public policy pdlems. It rnight also 

provide insight into the question of why s t r ~  activities are inevitably situated in low 

incorne districts. 

Second, related to this, is the worih of investigating the relation between the 

perceived mobility or stability of margioal populations and the city's pl icy  of 

neighbaurhood planning, which was developed through and in response to th 

oppositional comunity movernents of the late 1960s and early 1970s. As we have 

seen, the both skid road and hwntown Eastside have been problematized in ternis of 

mobility and the penneability of local boundaries. This can be related both to the 

recognition of particular localitia as discreet entities through the production of d a n  

mt ives ,  a central theme of this dissertation, and the representation of the outcast 

poor as vectors of pathology. While the formation of a neighbourhood planning 

regime was once taken as a progressive and demimatic policy, it bas also proved to be 

a weapon against the poor during a period of political reaction and inner city 

gentrification in which the p r  have been constituted as b t h  mobile and predatory. 

Midde class areas in piimcular are now seen as somehow Milnerable to threats not 

only fiom the dmg and sex trades but also fiom social service facilities, social 

housing, and the groups tky serve, an anxiety that has only intensifieci with the moral 

panic over dnigs and HiV/A[DS. By studying the shifting miprocal effects of 

neighbowhood planning as well as the recognition of neighbourhd themselves on 

class and commuuity mobilization it wiH be possiLle to bighligbt the role played by 



notions of mobility and stability among marguial groups in chmghg 

constructions of the relatim w n  poverty and community. 

Finally, the relationsbip between the CORSfrUCfion of community among the p r  

as a strategic innovation thirty years ago and its subsequent mptation by middle 

c k s  gentiwg and comrnericaliàng groups tuday hem Mer research. Especially 

vital is the problem of how those groups representing the poor can offer yet another 

counter-nanative to refiame the contemporary hbate, given th their çonstituencies 

are increasingly king excluded h m  the &dinition of community. One possible 

direction is to examine the feasibilty and means whereby a narrative premised on the 

kinds of cosinopulitanism advanced by Young (19W) or the associations of necessiîy 

propsed by Sennett (1%9), what this would involve and haw it couid be 

operationaiized within the context of a wider movement. 
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